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Abstract
Unwarranted variation in clinical practice contributes to inconsistent perinatal outcomes
and poor quality maternity care. Value-based healthcare aims to address unwarranted
variation and drive quality improvement but requires the systematic and rigorous
measurement of outcomes and costs. Traditional maternity measures are insufficient to
inform the value of maternity care. The ICHOM (International Consortium for Health
Outcomes Measurement) Standard Set for Pregnancy and Childbirth is a core outcome
set developed to measure value in maternity care, but the quality of the set has not been
tested.
This program of work aimed to evaluate the validity, reliability and feasibility of the
ICHOM Standard Set for Pregnancy and Childbirth. The thesis follows a traditional
structure with introduction, methods, results and discussion chapters. Thesis findings are
presented as a series of five published papers, two submitted papers currently under
review, and two unpublished papers.
First, a systematic literature review evaluated the quality of maternal and neonatal core
outcome set development. The review is presented in two parts: (I) prospective protocol,
and (II) findings. Exponential growth in core outcome set development was identified and
no core outcome set met all minimum standards for development. The ICHOM Standard
Set for Pregnancy and Childbirth met 75 percent of the minimum standards for
development. Although findings highlight a need for more transparency in reporting,
results indicate the ICHOM Standard Set was developed using robust methods.
A narrative review evaluated the quality and psychometric performance of the personreported outcome measures (PROMs) included in the ICHOM Standard Set. Nine
PROMs were evaluated against COSMIN (Consensus-Based Standards for the Selection
of Health Measurement Instruments) standards for study design methodology and criteria
for good measurement properties. The review identified major gaps in the literature
regarding the psychometric performance of five included PROMs in relation to
childbearing women.
To address some of these gaps, a prospective, longitudinal cohort study was conducted
with 309 childbearing women. Participants were asked to complete five online surveys at
ICHOM’s prescribed time-points from booking to 26-weeks postpartum and included the
i
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ICHOM Standard Set and additional measures chosen to facilitate psychometric analysis.
A series of studies then aimed to: (i) assess psychometric performance, (ii) refine PROMs
to improve psychometric performance, (iii) offer recommendations, and (iv) offer an
alternative if inclusion of the PROM could not be supported.
The first two studies evaluated the psychometric properties of the PROMIS® (PatientReported Outcomes Measurement Information System) Global Short Form (healthrelated quality of life), the International Consultation on Incontinence Questionnaire –
Urinary Incontinence Short Form (ICIQ-UI SF) and the Wexner Scale (urinary and anal
incontinence). The third study developed and evaluated a framework to facilitate
standardised reporting of perinatal incontinence. The fourth study compared the screening
accuracy of the Patient Health Questionnaire (PHQ-2) using two case-identification
methods to detect probable depression. The fifth study evaluated the construct validity of
the Single Item Measure of Social Supports (SIMSS) to measure social support. The
results of these studies supported the inclusion of all but one of the included PROMs in
the ICHOM Standard Set for Pregnancy and Childbirth but under the caveat of some
refinements and recommendations.
The final study evaluated the feasibility of the ICHOM Standard Set in practice. High
recruitment, response, and completion rates and high retention at 6-months post-birth
supported feasibility of the ICHOM Standard Set.
The revised ICHOM Standard Set for Pregnancy and Childbirth is a robust set of
outcomes and measures that is acceptable to childbearing women. Universal embedding
of the Standard Set into routine clinical practice has the potential to inform value-based
healthcare, and drive quality improvement and is recommended. Further research is
needed to inform the optimal approach for successful implementation of the Standard Set
in the real-world setting.
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Glossary
Activity based
funding

An activity that public hospital services are remunerated for
by the Commonwealth of Australia.

Area under the curve

Area under the receiver operating curve. An area under the
curve of 0.5 is no better than tossing a coin. An area under the
curve of 1 indicated perfect prediction.

Augmentation of
labour

Use of an intervention (artificial rupture of membranes or
hormone infusion) to increase the frequency and strength of
uterine contractions after established labour has been
confirmed.

β coefficient

Estimate of slope derived from the regression model which
measures the strength of the relationship between the
predictor variable and the outcome.

Caseload midwifery

Model of care where women have a primary midwife who
provides continuity of midwifery care during pregnancy,
labour, birth and postpartum care. Each midwife has a
caseload of women per year and acts as a back-up for other
caseload midwives.

Casemix adjustment

Adjusts for differences in clinical or demographic
characteristics.

Confidence interval

An interval estimate of a population parameter. The 95%
confidence interval would contain the true value if the same
study was repeated 100 times on different randomly drawn
samples.

Content validity

The degree to which the content of a PROM is an adequate
reflection of the construct to be measured.

Cost effectiveness

Ratio of costs to the valued healthcare outputs (outcomes)
produced.

Health-related
Quality of life

A person’s perception of how an illness or health condition
and its treatment effects the physical, mental and social
aspects of their life

Integrated practice
units

Organised around the childbearing woman to provide the full
cycle of perinatal care.

Inter-rater reliability

The variation between two or more raters who measure the
same group of participants.

Intrarater reliability

The variation of data measured by one rater across two or
more trials.
xii
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Logistic regression

Regression analysis when the dependent variable is
dichotomous.

Measurement theory

A theory about how the scores generated by items represent
the construct to be measured.

Odds ratio

The odds of an outcome occurring in one group (intervention
group) versus it occurring in another group (control group).

Outcomes

Valued health care outputs such as person-reported outcome
measures or some other measure of health gain.

Parity

The number of live (>20 weeks) births a woman has
experienced.

Preventive healthcare

The prevention of illness to decrease the burden of disease
and associated risk factors.

Preterm birth

Birth occurring between 24 and 37 completed weeks of
pregnancy.

Person-reported
outcome

A measurement of any aspect of a person’s health status that
comes directly from the person, without interpretation of the
person’s responses by anyone else.

Registry

An information system that continuously records event-based
data for a defined set of patients.

Sensitivity

Ability of a test to correctly identify those with the disease
(true positive rate).

Specificity

Ability of a test to correctly identify those without the disease
(true negative rate).

Taxonomy

Process of classifying things into domains and subcategories
within a larger system, according to their similarities and
differences.

Test-retest reliability

The variation in measurements taken by an instrument on the
same subject under the same conditions.

Unwarranted
variation

Differences in healthcare delivery that cannot be explained by
illness, need or other factors.
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CHAPTER 1
Towards Value-Based Maternity Care –
Addressing Unwarranted Variation to Drive Quality Improvement
“Rigorous measurement of value (outcomes and costs) is perhaps the
single most important step in improving health care”
(Porter & Lee, 2013)

Background
Despite steady improvements in maternal and perinatal mortality rates over the past three
decades (Alkema et al., 2016; Kassebaum et al., 2016; World Health Organization
[WHO], 2019), there remains a global consensus for the need to improve the quality of
maternity care for all mothers and their infants (Campbell et al., 2016; Kennedy et al.,
2018; Lawn et al., 2014; Renfrew et al., 2014). Advances in health technologies and
clinical practices over the past half century have improved measurable outcomes for some
women and babies (Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development [OECD],
2019). However, there is considerable evidence both in Australia and globally of
widespread variation in resource allocation, maternity service utilisation, outcomes
(Australian Commission on Safety and Quality in Health Care [ACSQHC] & Australian
Institute of Health and Welfare [AIHW], 2014; Fox et al., 2019; OECD, 2019) and costs
of delivering maternity care (Callander, 2019; Callander et al., 2019) suggesting over-use
for some women and their infants and under-use for others (Miller et al., 2016).
Unexplained variation raises concerns regarding equity, effectiveness and efficiency of
maternity care (Buchan et al., 2016; Cylus et al., 2016).
Contemporary maternity care needs to be of the highest quality, equitable and delivered
at the lowest cost to maximise health benefits (Sudhof & Shah, 2019). While increased
use of life-saving medical interventions over the past half-century has seen significant
improvements in perinatal mortality, overuse, ‘the provision of medical services that are
more likely to do more harm than good’ (Chassin et al., 1998), is a pervasive problem
associated with harmful effects and inefficient use of healthcare resources which limits
the potential to fund high-value maternity care (Brownlee et al., 2017; De Jonge et al.,
2019). In contrast, underuse, ‘the failure to deliver a health service that is highly likely to
1
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improve the quality of life, which is affordable, and that the woman would have wanted’,
is associated with significant morbidity and mortality (Glasziou et al., 2017). Underuse
and overuse of healthcare can occur simultaneously in both high- and low-income
countries (Glasziou et al., 2017) and is reported to be entrenched in modern healthcare
(Elshaug et al., 2017). Misalignments of incentives and payments for services that focus
on volume rather than value is implicated as a main driver of over-use (Economist
Intelligence Unit [EIU], 2015; Porter, 2010).
With increasing concerns about the considerable harm and resource wastage that
accompanies ineffective and inefficient care, healthcare that delivers ‘value’, defined as
‘the right care’ (relative to women’s needs) in terms of setting, timing and costs (Elshaug
et al., 2017), is gaining increasing international attention as the way forward to inform
evidence-based healthcare (Australian Healthcare & Hospitals Association [AHHA],
2020; Elshaug et al., 2017; Hurst et al., 2019; Porter, 2010). Though contemporary
maternity care aims to deliver care based on the best evidence, taking account of women’s
values and preferences, ‘value’ tends to be overlooked (De Jonge et al., 2019).
A value-based approach to maternity care, aims to optimise high-value care (Box 1-1)
and minimise low-value care by addressing unwarranted variation. Identifying and
addressing unwarranted variation therefore presents an opportunity to address equity and
access issues while at the same time ensuring high-value care to all woman and infants
(Verhoeven et al., 2020). Identifying and addressing low-value maternity care, has the
potential to free-up resources to extend care and services previously displaced by lowervalue care (Elshaug et al., 2017).
The measurement of value requires the ability to measure outcomes and costs. In
Australia, although variation in maternity care outcomes are monitored and reported
nationally by the Australian Institute of Health and Welfare (AIHW), they are insufficient
to inform the value of care. Current deficiencies thus hinder improvements in the
effectiveness and efficiency of maternity care. This thesis will present a program of work
aimed at addressing variation and deficiencies in maternity measurement, in a concerted
effort to inform value-based healthcare and drive quality improvement in maternity care.
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Box 1-1 Glossary of terms in the context of maternity care (Elshaung et al., 2017)
Right care: Maternity care that optimises the health and wellbeing of mothers and
infants by delivering what is needed, wanted, clinically effective, affordable,
equitable, and responsible in its use of resources.
High value maternity care: An intervention in which evidence suggests it confers
benefit on women or infants, or probability of benefit exceeds probable harm, or,
more broadly, the added costs of the intervention provide proportional added benefits
relative to alternatives.
Low value maternity care: An intervention which confers no or very little benefit
for women or infants, or risk of harm exceeds probable benefit, or, more broadly, the
added costs of the intervention do not provide proportional added benefits
Why is value important in healthcare?
In Australia, ever increasing need and demand coupled with relatively stagnant healthcare
resources, places significant demands on the health service. To ensure a sustainable health
service, efficient and effective use of healthcare resources is critical (OECD, 2019). In
2017-2018 Australia invested an estimated $185.4 billion on healthcare – 10% of the
overall economic spending for this period (AIHW, 2019c). Maternity care takes a
significant fraction of the available healthcare funding. In 2018, registered births
increased by 2% from the year previous (AIHW, 2019a) and childbirth represented the
most common reason for overnight bed-stay in public hospitals (AIHW, 2018a). The
delivery of high-value maternity care has the potential to make significant cost savings
for the Australian healthcare system while at the same time improving the overall health
of the population.
What is value-based healthcare in the context of maternity care?
Value-based health care (VBHC) is an approach that aims to improve the value and
quality of healthcare (Porter & Teisberg, 2006). According to Porter (2010), value can be
defined as the “health outcomes achieved which matter most to childbearing women1

Childbearing woman replaces the term patient to reflect childbearing as a normal physiological
process in contrast to pathology
1
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relative to the cost of achieving those outcomes” (Porter, 2010). In a value-based
healthcare system, the woman is the focus of care, and care is organised, integrated and
co-ordinated around the needs of the woman. At its core, VBHC aims to shift the
traditional focus away from outputs (volume of care provided) to outcomes (designed
around the woman and infant). Health outcomes that matter most are multi-dimensional
and broader than traditional clinical and process outcomes (Porter, 2010). VBHC differs
from traditional approaches to healthcare that considers single episodes of care in silos
and instead considers outcomes relative to the end-to-end costs of a complete healthcare
journey. Outcomes represent the ultimate measure of quality in terms of defining the
success of health service providers, measuring effective multidisciplinary care, providing
data to inform quality improvement and informing value-based funding models (Porter,
2010).
VBHC is gaining momentum in many countries (EIU, 2016; World Economic Forum
[WEF], 2017; Hurst et al., 2019) with growing interest and commitment in Australia
(Verhoeven et al., 2020; Woolcock, 2019). Evidence from international sources however
indicate that while unlocking the potential of VBHC demands the rigorous measurement
of both outcomes and cost of care (Porter et al., 2016; WEF, 2017), outcome measurement
can be challenging largely due to lack of standardised measures and data (EIU, 2016;
Porter et al., 2016).
Deficiencies and limitations of current maternity care measures
Continuous measurement of maternity care quality is an essential component of
high-quality care, yet indicators used to monitor quality are vast and inconsistent (MorónDuarte et al., 2018; Saturno-Hernández et al., 2019). In Australia, National Core
Maternity Indicators (NCMI) are reported annually to provide statewide information on
measures of clinical activity and outcomes (AIHW, 2019b). Similarly, Euro-Peristat
indicators are reported in Europe for 31 countries and over five million births (EuroPeristat, 2012; Euro-Peristat Project, 2018,; Zeitlin et al., 2019). Despite useful
application in identifying variation in maternity service use and perinatal outcomes,
current indicators share the same limitations - in isolation they reveal little about
performance, quality and value (OECD, 2019). The focus on outcome and process
indicators (Sandall et al., 2014) (Table 1-1) fail to acknowledge the multi-dimensional
health outcomes such as quality of life, or the full-cycle of maternity care. For example,
4
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while unwarranted variation in caesarean section rates (Jolles, 2017) and induction of
labour (Nippita et al, 2015) has been established, little has been done to identify the true
etiology of the variation or impact of care on a woman’s functional status over time.
Without a more nuanced understanding of what drives clinical practice, quality
improvement strategies cannot be developed or implemented. Further, without superior
outcome measurement, value in relation to cost cannot be determined. Limitations of
current maternity measures thus represent a major barrier to the implementation of VBHC
and quality improvement.
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Table 1-1 Indicators, aspects of care and outcomes measured in maternity care
Indicator
Structure

Process

Outcome

Health
determinants

Aspect of care measured
Offers women a sense of a care providers capacity,
systems, and processes to provide quality maternity
care.
• Design, policy and health system context
• Human resource and infrastructure
• Mother, child, family and community context
Provides information on how a care provider
maintains or improves health for healthy women
and women experiencing complications.
• Preventative activities
• Diagnosis and screening
• Treatment of pathologic conditions
Reflect the impact of the maternity service or
intervention on health status
• Maternal and perinatal mortality
• Maternal and neonatal morbidity
• Safety in the care of the mother and neonate
• Satisfaction with care
• Other health outcomes
• Health knowledge and healthy lifestyle
• Working and living conditions
• Environmental and geographic factors
• Demographic and other health statistics

Example of outcomes
• Access to models of maternity care
• Access to a full range of pain relief
• Whether the health care organisation uses
electronic medical records
• Ratio of midwives to women
• Induction of labour
• Epidural rates
• Vaginal birth after caesarean
• Women who receive blood transfusion
• Admission to NICU
• Length of stay
• Maternal or neonatal death
• Experience of maternity services
• Normal birth without intervention
• Third/fourth degree perineal tear
• Caesarean hysterectomy
• Pressure injury
• Post-operative PE or DVT
Reflects casemix variables such as:
• Age
• Parity
• Smoker
• Indigenous status

Note: Indicator and aspects of care informed by the systematic review of Saturno-Hernandez et al., (2019) and Sandall et al., (2014).
DVT: Deep vein thrombosis; NICU: Neonatal intensive care unit; PE: Pulmonary embolism.
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Measurement needs to support value-based healthcare
VBHC demands the measurement of outcomes and cost for every woman (Porter,
2010). Rigorous measurement of value (outcomes and costs) is regarded as the single
most important step in improving health care (Porter & Lee, 2013). Standardised
outcomes are considered essential for quality improvement and making informed
decisions (Porter et al., 2016).
Outcomes must be: (1) condition specific, (2) multidimensional, (3) include what matters
most to woman and clinicians, (4) include person-reported outcome measures; (5) include
the full cycle of care; (6) include risk adjustments for the severity of the disease and
underlying condition of the patient (Porter, 2010, Porter et al, 2016). In VBHC
multidimensional outcome measurement is captured in hierarchy encompassing three
tiers: (1) survival and degree of functional status achieved; (2) process of recovery
including complications in the treatment process; and (3) long-term sustainability of
health achieved including clinical and functional status (Porter 2010).
The implementation of VBHC as a strategy to drive quality thus requires:
1. A framework to operationalise quality in maternity care,
2. A framework for value-based healthcare, and
3. A rigorous method to measure outcomes in a standardised way.
The Quality Maternal and Newborn Care (QMNC) Framework outlines what a maternity
system needs to provide to delivery high quality maternity care (Renfrew et al., 2014). In
line with the QMNC framework VBHC consists six major elements necessary for a valuebased healthcare system (Porter & Lee, 2013). Element 2 focuses on outcome
measurement.
The missing link - Standardised outcome measurement
VBHC is dependent on standardised reporting of superior outcomes that moves beyond
traditional outcome reporting (Porter et al., 2016). In 2012 the International Consortium
for Health Outcomes Measurement (ICHOM) was launched to encourage and support a
transition to a value-based approach to health care. The overarching premise of the
consortium is to define global Standard Sets of outcomes and measurement instruments
for measuring outcomes that matter most to patients and other stakeholders with the aim
of creating better value healthcare. Since its launch ICHOM have developed 28 global
7
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Standard Sets of outcome measures covering a range of health conditions with some
specific to population groups (www.ichom.org/). Though the methodology used to
develop the Standard Sets are grounded in the theoretical framework described by Porter
and Teisberg (2006), the methods used are less clearly described. For example, though
the process of Standard Set development involves the identification of standardised
outcomes, measurement instruments and timepoints as well as casemix variables to
facilitate risk adjustment, the methodology used is less clear. While the ICHOM website
(www.ichom.org/) provides an overview of methodology for Standard Set development,
including multi-disciplinary approach to define outcomes, inclusion of patient
representatives and a standardised approach, no clear criteria or standards for
development are described.
Standard Sets appear to share the same major features for development as core outcome
sets but differ in their planned application (Williamson et al., 2017). Core outcome sets
are an agreed list of outcomes that should be measured and reported by investigators
conducting research in a specific area of health (Williamson et al., 2017). While core
outcome sets are generally developed with a research application, Standard Sets differ by
having a clinical focus (Prinsen et al., 2019; Williamson et al., 2017). Core outcome sets
provide standardised outcome data to better inform treatments and interventions to
support evidence-based care. Standard Sets provide reliable outcome data to better
inform decision-making regarding care provision (Williamson et al., 2017). Regardless
of the intended application, core outcome sets must be developed using rigorous methods
(Kirkham et al., 2017).
Although core outcome sets, including Standard Sets reflect relatively new methodology,
development and implementation are supported by two main organisations. The Core
Outcome Measures in Effectiveness Trials (COMET) Initiative (http://www.cometinitiative.org/) supports the development, dissemination, and implementation of core
outcome sets and have established standards for development (Kirkham et al., 2017) and
reporting (Kirkham et al., 2016). Of significance, Standard Sets developed by ICHOM
are registered with the COMET Initiative suggesting Standard Sets could be considered
a type of core outcome set. Whether the Standards for COS development are also relevant
to evaluate Standard Set development however is currently unexplored.
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The COnsensus-based Standards for the selection of health Measurement INstruments
(COSMIN) Initiative supports the selection of the most appropriate instruments to
measure

the

outcome

domains

of

interest

in

the

core

outcome

set

(https://www.cosmin.nl/). COSMIN have established standards for the evaluation of
methodological quality of person-reported outcome measurement development and
criteria for good measurement properties.
In 2016, ICHOM published a Standard Set to measure value of maternity care (ICHOM,
2016). A working party of patient representatives and international experts convened nine
times via teleconference to establish the scope of the Standard Set, patient population,
outcomes, casemix variables, definitions, measurement instruments and time-points for
data collection (Nijagal et al, 2018). Multiple information sources were used to identify
outcomes which included a focus group of pregnant and postpartum women. A modified
Delphi process was then used to reach consensus on each item. A similar process was
followed to determine measurement instruments, definitions and casemix variables.
Consumer validation surveys were also conducted using anonymous online surveys. The
Working Party established 24 outcome measures to evaluate care during pregnancy and
postpartum over five time-points. Outcomes included clinical outcomes such as mortality
and morbidity, and person-reported outcome measures.
To date, the ICHOM Standard Set for Pregnancy and Childbirth has only been evaluated
in two studies (Al-Shammari et al., 2019; Laureij et al., 2020). Using a mixed methods
approach to evaluate applicability of the Set in clinical practice, the outcomes included in
the Set were found to be the most relevant in a sample of childbearing women, health
professionals and administrators in the Netherlands (Laureij et al., 2020). A pilot study
conducted in Kenya evaluated the use of mobile technology to link administrative,
funding and PROM data (Al-Shammari et al., 2019). Neither study however evaluated
the full Standard Set at the five time-points prescribed by ICHOM. Further, the costs of
implementing the ICHOM Standard Set in practice were not evaluated.
Person-reported outcomes and measures
PROMs are standardised, validated questionnaires completed by people to ascertain
perceptions of their health and wellbeing. They measure the efficacy of clinical care and
interventions from the person’s perspective. More generally known as patient-reported
outcomes in the context of illness, person-reported outcomes (PROs), are defined as ‘any
9
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report of the status of a patient’s health condition that comes directly from the patient,
without interpretation of the patient’s response by a health care professional or anyone
else’ (Food and Drug Administration [FDA], 2009). In the context of childbearing,
PROMs capture a woman’s perception of her own health and wellbeing. Using surveys at
different time-points during pregnancy, and postpartum, the woman is asked to assess
elements of her own health, quality of life and daily functioning in relation to a
childbearing and in terms of symptom severity.
The value of PROMs in clinical practice are wide-ranging (Devlin & Appleby, 2010;
Lavallee et al., 2016). According to narrative review findings (Williams et al., 2016), the
main reasons for adopting PROMs in healthcare around the world are to provide an
understanding of variation in clinical practice, determine the clinical effectiveness of
treatments and interventions, and enhance processes within patient-clinician interactions
(Williams et al., 2016).
In the context of childbearing PROMs can be used to enhance the interactions between
the woman and maternity care provider (micro level). By focusing attention on aspects of
a woman’s life that might be affecting her health, her pregnancy or her transition to
motherhood, PROMs can prompt discussion, enhance information sharing and facilitate
decision making about care. At the service level PROM data can be used to compare the
effects of interventions, treatments and models of care (meso level), and for performance
reporting and benchmarking by individual clinicians or health services. The overarching
value of PROM data is in its capacity to be used to review systems, processes and
approaches to care to inform policy and quality improvements (macro level) (ACSQHC,
2019; AIHW, 2018b).
PROM data then acts as a starting point for maternity service providers to identify the
reasons for their performance and to help identify what they need to do in order to
improve. PROM data can help reveal variations in health-related quality of life (HRQoL)
in childbearing women in different hospitals, different models of care, and between
different carers. Further, PROM data can lead to questions about why some hospitals,
models of care, and clinicians appear to perform better or worse than others and why
some women report more or less benefit than others (Devlin & Appleby, 2010).
Although PROMs act as the missing link in informing quality care, the choice and
evaluation of PROMs in practice is an important consideration. Although PROMs can be
10
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developed for generic use (health related quality of life), condition-specific use
(incontinence) or population specific use (childbearing women), they must be valid and
reliable in the population under study (Ishaque et al., 2019). In some groups with specific
health conditions, generic instruments do not always perform well and may miss
important aspects of health status and changes in health. Although condition-specific
instruments measure more tightly defined aspects of health (Devlin & Appleby, 2010),
they must be valid and reliable in the population of interest. Although PROMs obtained
at one time-point can offer a subjective snap-shot of a woman’s health, the value of
PROMs come in the repeated measure over time to gauge changes in health and wellbeing in relation to childbearing and maternity care. Though the inclusion of PROMs in
electronic health records and health service patient portals is identified as a method to
enhance care delivery, a lack of standardisation is considered a barrier to implementation
(Basch, 2014).
Person-reported experience measures
Person-reported experience measures (PREMs) (Devlin & Appleby, 2010), more
commonly termed patient-reported experience measures in the context of illness, are used
to gather information of women’s views of their experience whilst receiving maternity
care. In contrast to PROMs, PREMs do not evaluate the outcomes of care, but the impact
of the process of care on the woman’s experience (Kingsley & Patel, 2017). These include
views on accessibility (such as model of care, care provider, appointment waiting times),
physical environment (such as cleanliness, noise, physical safety), coordination of care
between professions or care givers, and aspects of interactions between the woman and
carer (such as whether the clinician explained options of care, explained procedures, or
answered questions clearly) (AIHW, 2018b; Doyle et al., 2013).
Measuring experiences of health care is valuable. Positive health care experiences are
consistently correlated with subjectively and objectively measured health outcomes such
as adherence to preventative care measures, health care resource use, and the delivery of
quality care (Doyle et al., 2013; Manary et al., 2013).When combined with clinical and
process indicators, PROMs and PREMs generate data to drive quality improvement by
providing the means to measure value (Williams et al., 2016).
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Problem Statement
Unwarranted variation in maternity care indicates ineffective and inefficient use of health
resources that contributes to poor quality care. Value-based health care offers the potential
to address variation and drive quality improvement. However current maternity measures
are insufficient to inform the value of care. PROM data can enhance outcome
measurement but demands a standardised approach to support a value-based healthcare
system. Standardised outcome sets aim to address the deficiencies of traditional maternity
measurement tools but must be developed using rigorous methods. The ICHOM Standard
Set for Pregnancy and Childbirth has been developed to measure value in maternity care
but information needed to inform decisions regarding implementation is lacking. Firstly,
the quality of the Standard Set development process has not been evaluated to establish
if the most appropriate outcomes were included in the Set. Secondly, the reliability and
validity of the included PROMs, relative to childbearing women is not known. Thirdly,
the quality of the Standard Set development process, relative to other core outcome sets
is not known. Lastly, the feasibility of using the Set in practice has not previously been
investigated.

Significance
This program of work brings together a comprehensive review of all published Standard
Sets and core outcome sets relevant to maternal and newborn health, informs the inclusion
and use of PROMs within the set, and informs the feasibility of the ICHOM Standard Set
for Pregnancy and Childbirth in clinical practice. Firstly, the findings of a systematic
review offer a baseline evaluation of standardised outcome sets, by applying minimum
standards for development to maternity specific sets for the first time. Findings will
inform the baseline quality, identification and selection of appropriate standardised
outcome sets and identify gaps for future development and methodological design.
Findings will be relevant to future standardised outcome set users and developers alike.
The unique contribution of this program of work, which includes five psychometric
evaluation studies with refinements and recommendations, will facilitate the broad uptake
and implementation of the set within clinical practice. Findings have the potential to
improve the quality of maternity care through standardised outcome reporting and
potential to support the system-level implementation of value-based healthcare including
value-based funding models. Elements of the newly validated set have global
12
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applicability and potential to make a significant contribution to the delivery of quality
maternity care for all women and newborns.

Aims and Thesis Structure
The overall aim of this doctoral program is to evaluate the feasibility of the ICHOM
Standard Set for Pregnancy and Childbirth through a series of empirical studies. Aims for
each study are outlined and described below. Due to the shared attributes of core outcome
sets and Standard Sets in all development domains, the term core outcome set is generally
used throughout the thesis to refer to both types of outcome sets. This thesis consists of
ten chapters and includes a combination of published, unpublished and submitted papers.
Chapter 1, outlined here, has provided the background to the thesis. Variation and
deficiencies in traditional maternity measures has been identified as a major barrier to
quality improvement. Routinely measured and reported superior health outcomes using a
standardised approach is presented as a method likely to address unwarranted variation,
improve value and drive quality improvement.
Chapter 2 addresses study Aim 1: To evaluate the progress and quality of maternal
and neonatal core outcome set development. This literature review describes the
exponential growth in core outcome set development since 2017 increasing from four to
26. While no core outcome set met all minimum standards for development, standards for
development and reporting are improving. This study presents the first application of
COS-STAD minimum standards relevant to maternal and newborn health and offers a
baseline for future evaluation.
Chapter 3 addresses study Aim 2: To evaluate the extent to which person-reported
outcome measures included in the ICHOM Standard Set for Pregnancy and
Childbirth were developed using robust methods. In this narrative review nine personreported outcome measures (PROMS) are evaluated against COSMIN standards for study
design methodology and criteria for good measurement properties. Of the nine PROMs
evaluated only four were designed specifically for use in childbearing women. Five
PROMs developed in general populations had not been evaluated for use with peripartum
women and further evaluation was needed to inform inclusion in the set.
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The overall Methods for this program of work are presented in Chapter 4. Part I outlines
the conceptual underpinnings of the thesis, Part II presents the study design which
includes sampling and data collection, and Part III outlines the approach to analysis.
Five psychometric evaluation studies are presented in Chapters 5 to 8 and address study
Aims 3-7: To evaluate the ICHOM Standard Set in clinical practice. These five
studies aimed to: (i) assess the psychometric performance of previously unvalidated
person-reported outcome measures (PROMs), (ii) refine PROMs where necessary to
improve psychometric performance in childbearing women, (iii) offer recommendations
regarding PROM inclusion in the core outcome set, and (iv) offer an alternative if
inclusion of the PROM could not be supported.
Chapter 9 addresses study Aim 8: To evaluate the feasibility of the ICHOM set in
clinical practice. The Standard Set was evaluated to be a robust measure of value in
maternity care under the caveat of refinement and recommendations contained within this
thesis and acceptable to women. Chapter 10, provides a general discussion of key results.
Recommendations are made regarding the feasibility and implementation of the ICHOM
set in clinical practice and for future research and education. A schematic overview of the
thesis organisation is shown in Figure 1-1.
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Figure 1-1 Schematic overview of the thesis organisation
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CHAPTER 2
Quality of Core Outcome Sets in Maternal and Neonatal Care – A
Systematic Review Protocol
Overview
The previous chapter introduced value-based healthcare as a strategy likely to drive
quality improvement but requires a standardised approach to measurement. The ICHOM
Standard Set for Pregnancy and Childbirth was introduced as a new but unevaluated set
of measures to support a value-based approach to healthcare. This chapter examines the
quality of the ICHOM Standard Set development process in relation to all maternity and
neonatal core outcome sets. As core outcome sets were developed primarily for research
purposes, this chapter has a research focus rather than clinical focus.
This chapter contains two papers both currently under review. Paper 1 presents a protocol
for a planned systematic literature review and Paper 2 presents the findings of the
systematic literature review. Ethics approval was not required for this study.
Referencing and formatting are presented in accordance with the requirements of BMC
Systematic Reviews in which the paper has been submitted. Supplementary information
is presented in the companion document.
Statement of contribution to co-authored published paper
The bibliographic details of this co-authored paper, including all authors are:
Slavin, V., Creedy, D. K., & Gamble, J. (2020). Quality of core outcome sets in maternal
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Abstract – Paper 1
Background: Lack of attention in outcomes reported in maternal and neonatal research
is widespread and contributes to significant research wastage. Variation in outcomes,
case-definitions, and measurement limits data-synthesis and inhibits research-practice
translation. Reporting and publication bias compounds the issue. The use of core outcome
sets can promote standardization of outcomes but must be generated using robust
methods. It is not currently known if existing maternal- and neonatal-specific core
outcome sets have been developed using reasonable methods.
Methods: We plan to conduct a systematic literature review to evaluate the quality of core
outcome sets and develop a baseline for maternal and neonatal core outcome set
standards. A multi-faceted search strategy will be used. We will search the COMET and
CROWN registries, the ICHOM list of Standard Sets and conduct an electronic database
search (MEDLINE, EMBASE and CINAHL). Papers published in English will be
eligible if they relate primarily to pregnant or postpartum participants (up to 12 months
postpartum) of any age, or neonates/infants (up to 12 months of age), with any health
condition in any setting which assesses outcomes related to maternal and neonatal care.
No date restrictions will apply. Following a two-step screening process, data will be
extracted for all included papers using a purposefully developed data extraction form.
Each included study will be assessed against Core Outcome Set-STAndards for
Development (COS-STAD) minimum standards. Findings will be described descriptively
using text and tables and compared to the findings of previous reviews.
Discussion: Core outcome sets can address the shortcomings of maternal and neonatalrelated research by standardizing the reporting of important outcomes. Findings of the
planned review will build on previous work to evaluate core outcome set development
methods using quality standards and evaluate concordance of outcomes between similar
core outcome sets. Findings will assist researchers and clinicians to identify and choose
core outcome sets relevant to their study or clinical needs. Our findings will also assist
core outcome set developers identify gaps where core outcome sets are needed.
Trial registration: The proposed review was prospectively registered with the COMET
Initiative on 12th January 2020 (COMET Id #1489).
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Background
Despite on-going high expenditure in health-related research (1) there continues to be a
lack of high-quality evidence to guide clinical decisions regarding maternal and neonatal
care (2). Research findings are commonly not translated into practice because metaanalysis rarely provides conclusive recommendations. One reason for research failure is
variation in case definitions and outcomes reported in clinical trials, limiting meaningful
and accurate conclusions regarding safety, and clinical effectiveness of treatments,
interventions, and care procedures (3). Systematic reviews of randomized controlled trials
(RCTs) are commonly used to inform evidence-based guidelines and clinical decision
making. However, meta-analyses cannot be performed if outcome variables differ.
Several recent perinatal focused reviews relating to perinatal iron deficiency (4), perineal
trauma (5), pre-eclampsia (6), fetal-growth restriction (7), perinatal epilepsy (8), preterm
birth prevention (9), and oxytocin use in labour (10) had extensive variation in outcome
definition, timing of assessment, measurement methods, and less than optimal quality in
reporting, with some failing to report important outcomes. As an example, a review by
Duffy et al to evaluate primary outcomes and outcome measures in pre-eclampsia trials,
included 79 RCTs and data from 31,615 women, but reported 119 different maternal and
neonatal outcomes (6). Almost half (48%) of the included studies reported 35 different
primary outcomes. Where type of outcomes was consistent across trials, different
methods of definition or measurement were often described. Lack of uniformity across
studies hinders comparison, data synthesis, and contributes to significant research
wastage (11).
In addition to inconsistent outcome reporting, other issues may be problematic. These
include outcome reporting bias (3) (the deliberate retrospective selection of outcomes
reported based on results) and selective non-reporting of harm outcomes in clinical
studies (12). In a systematic review to assess safety reporting in pre-eclampsia trials (n =
60 RCTs), the omission of critical safety information was significant (13). Selective
reporting in maternal and neonatal-related research, limits informed-decision making, and
may contribute to the implementation of ineffective or harmful treatments, interventions
or components of clinical care. Study publication bias and outcome reporting bias also
threatens the validity of meta-analyses resulting in unreliable evidence (14, 15). A further
limitation of maternal and neonatal research is that reported outcomes are frequently not
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meaningful to women/patients (16). Poor attention to type of outcomes, coupled with
inconsistent or incomplete outcome reporting, also results in research wastage and
delayed synthesis of existing evidence (16).
Standardized reporting – a call to action
Growing concerns in women’s health research have prompted calls to action for
standardization of outcomes using core outcome sets (2, 17). A core outcome set is an
agreed set of outcomes that should be measured and reported, as a minimum, in all clinical
trials in specific areas of health or health care (18) and can be used in other research and
clinical audits (19). Core outcome sets support consistent outcome reporting to facilitate
improved data synthesis, ethical use of resources and less research wastage (3). Using
robust methods of development, (3, 16) maternal and neonatal outcomes must be
identified and agreed by all key stakeholders. Development includes defining the scope,
registration, protocol development, outcome generation and determination of how to
measure the outcomes (3).
The current drive to standardize outcome reporting in clinical trials has seen the recent
development of several initiatives including the Core Outcome Measures in Effectiveness
Trials (COMET) (http://www.comet-initiative.org/). Launched in 2010, COMET strives
to encourage the development, promotion and application of standardized core outcome
sets in healthcare and maintains a current, free, publicly available, online repository of
published and ongoing core outcome sets (20). Since 2014 the database has identified
studies through annual systematic reviews (19-24) and acts as a first-stop in core outcome
set development. Similarly, the CoRe Outcomes in Women’s and Newborn health
(CROWN) initiative, led by journal editors to harmonize outcome reporting in women’s
health research provide an online list of core outcome sets relevant to women’s and
newborn health (http://www.crown-initiative.org/) (25). Launched in 2014, CROWN
aims to support development, reporting, dissemination, as well as embedding core
outcome sets in research practice (26). Published and ongoing core outcome sets relevant
to women’s and newborn health, registered with COMET are listed on the CROWN
website.
Progress of core outcome sets
The first annual review in the COMET database by Gargon and colleagues in 2013
identified 195 studies with the first published in 1981 (19). The review identified prolific
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work in recent years in core outcome set development in the areas of cancer,
rheumatology, neurology and heart and circulation accounting for over 50% of all sets
developed (n = 105). Core outcome set development in relation to maternal (pregnancy
and childbirth) (n = 2) and neonatal care (n = 3) was rare, accounting for less than 3% of
all sets developed at that time. The review further identified a variety of methods used to
develop core outcome sets and a need for methodological guidance.
The latest review conducted in 2019 showed an exponential increase in the number of
core outcome sets and classified 337 published studies by disease category (24). Work in
the areas of cancer, rheumatology, neurology and heart and circulation continues to
dominate. While there were 13 outcome sets related to maternal care (pregnancy and
childbirth), no further work on neonatal care had been added.
Progress specific to women’s and neonatal care
A systematic search of the COMET and CROWN registries conducted by Duffy and
colleagues in January 2017 reviewed registered, progressing, or completed core outcome
sets relevant to women’s and neonatal care (27). Seventy-seven records were identified
including 49 core outcome set registry records, seven protocols, 20 systematic reviews
but only four completed core outcome sets. Of the 49 registered core outcome sets, most
were registered in the two years preceding the review. No published core outcome sets
determined how or when core outcomes should be measured. While significant variation
in the methods used to identify outcomes were identified, there was at that time no
established criteria to assess the quality of completed outcome sets. As such
recommendations for their adoption could not be made (27).
Gaps in core outcome set literature
To date, annual reviews conducted on behalf of COMET have included only core outcome
sets for research or research and practice. Core outcome sets developed solely for practice
have not been included. There is however growing interest in identifying how core
outcome sets might fit into different stages of the healthcare eco system (24), a system
driven by a patient-centred approach (43). Evaluating healthcare to account for outcomes
important to patients demands a broader review of the literature. Similar to core outcome
sets (28), clinically-focused Standard Sets have been developed by the International
Consortium for Health Outcomes Measurement (ICHOM) with the aim of improving
value-based healthcare (29). Founded in 2012, the consortium strives to create a global
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standard for measuring results by medical condition and has developed 28 sets with a
further ten in progress (30). Though developed with an intentional focus on clinical
outcomes which includes person-reported outcome measures (PROMS) and personreported experience measures (PREMS), the same principles relating to robust
development should apply. The considerations for standard outcome sets designed for
practice but used in research are not yet known.
The success of a core outcome set is dependent on the positive evaluation of the set by
potential users and subsequent uptake in research and/or practice (3). The recent
development of minimum standards to guide both the design of a core outcome set study
(Core Outcome Set-Standards for Development: COS-STAD) (31) and reporting (Core
Outcome Set-STAndards for Reporting: COS-STAR) (32) offers a relatively new
approach to evaluate whether the recommended outcomes have been established and
reported using reasonable methods. The first application of COS-STAD criteria to 49
studies demonstrated the need for improvement in the development of cancer specific
core outcome sets and provided a baseline of cancer core outcome set standards of
development (33). Although COS-STAD was used as a quality assessment tool in the
latest COMET review of 30 studies published between 2017 and 2018, only three sets
were specific to maternal care (24).
Once a core outcome set is agreed, it is then important to determine how the outcomes
included in the set should be defined and measured (3). With growing numbers of core
outcome sets specific to maternal and neonatal care, little has been reported regarding
how or when to measure outcomes (27). A lack of concordance in outcomes, case
definition and measurement between similar core outcome sets will inevitably result in
ongoing variation. The COSMIN (COnsensus-based Standards for the selection of health
status Measurement Instruments) Initiate offers on-line guidance and resources to assist
outcome set developers select the most appropriate outcome measurement tools
(https://www.cosmin.nl/about/) with further guidance provided by Prinsen et al (34, 35).
Rationale for current systematic review
Given the rapidly increasing number of core outcome sets and registered protocols
identified by Duffy et al in 2017 (27), it is anticipated that the number of available core
outcome sets specific to maternal and neonatal care will have increased substantially since
the last review. Availability of minimum standards for developing core outcome sets now
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offers the opportunity to formally assess core outcome sets against established criteria not
previously possible. While Gargon et al (24) did use COS-STAD criteria to evaluate the
core outcome sets identified in their last review and do plan to use COS-STAD in the upcoming planned review in 2020, the team do not plan to apply COS-STAD retrospectively
(E. Gargon, personal communication 09 January 2020). Assessment of all included
studies against COS-STAD criteria will provide a baseline of maternal and neonatal
related core outcome set standards of development. It will further assist users to assess
whether a set has been developed using a reasonable approach (23). The reporting of
outcomes, and where recommended within core outcome sets, the inclusion of definitions,
measurement methods and timing of measurement moves beyond that of previous
reviews. Reporting outcomes and how they are defined and measured will assist future
core outcome set developers ensure their sets offer the greatest value and minimize
research wastage. Findings will generate new evidence for future core outcome set users
and developers.
Review objectives
1) To evaluate the quality of core outcome sets, and
2) Develop a baseline for maternal and neonatal care core outcome sets
standards.
Research questions
1) Do maternal and neonatal core outcome sets meet minimum standards for
development?
2) What is the extent of concordance in regard to maternal and neonatal
outcomes recommended between core outcome sets?

Methods and Design
The proposed systematic literature review will be conceptually guided by the five-step
core outcome set development process outlined by Williamson and colleagues (3) (Figure
2-1).
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Step 1
Define the scope of the COS
Step 2
Check whether a new COS is needed.
Register the COS in the COMET database
Step 3
Develop a protocol for the development of the COS - the 'what' to measure

Step 4
Determine 'what' to measure
(i) Identify existing knowledge
(ii) Fill gaps in knowledge if needed
(iii) Elicit views about important outcomes in a consensus process
(iv) Hold a face to face meeting to finalise the recommended COS
(v) Report the work using the COS-STAR guidance

Step 5
Determine 'how' to measure the COS
(i) Identify existing measurement instruments or definitions for each outcome in the COS
(ii) Quality assess instruments and definitions
(iii) Use a consensus process to finalise the recommended outcome measurement
instruments and definitions

Figure 2-1 Core outcome set development process
From “The COMET Handbook: version 1.0” by Williamson, et al., 2017, Trials, 18(Suppl
3):280, Copyright © 2017 by Springer Nature.
Protocol and registration
As with past reviews (19-24, 27), objectives of the current review fall outside the scope
of the International Prospective Register of Systematic Reviews (PROSPERO). The
planned review was prospectively registered with the COMET Initiative on the 14th
January 2020 (Registration number #1489) and can be viewed at http://www.cometinitiative.org/studies/details/1489. The protocol is guided by the Preferred Reporting
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Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses Protocols (PRISMA-P) declaration
guidelines (see Supp Figure S1) (36). The planned review will be reported according to
the PRISMA statement (37) which includes a 27-item checklist to promote transparent
conduct and reporting of systematic reviews.
Criteria for considering studies for this review
Types of study
All published studies describing the development of completed maternal or
neonatal specific core outcome sets will be included. To facilitate comparison, selection
criteria will be guided by Gargon et al (19), relevant to maternal and neonatal care. Studies
will be eligible for inclusion if they developed or applied methodology for determining
which outcome domains or outcomes should be measured, or are important to measure,
in maternal-related or neonatal-related clinical-trials, research or clinical practice.
In line with Gargon et al Papers will be excluded if the design or rationale reported (i) a
single study; (ii) related to pre-clinical or early phase trials only; (iii) reported the use of
a core outcome set; (iv) a systematic review of clinical trials; (v) studies or systematic
reviews of studies of prognosis; (vi) studies of outcomes measured in clinical trials or
quantitative descriptions of outcomes; (vii) based on the opinion of a single author; (viii)
or focused on one domain/outcome only (19).
Participants, interventions and exposures
Studies will be eligible if they relate primarily to pregnant or postpartum women
(up to 12 months postpartum) of any age, or neonates/infants (up to 12 months of age),
with any health condition in any setting which assesses outcomes related to maternal and
neonatal care. Any condition will be included if it is measured in the context of pregnancy
and postpartum. For example, a study aim specific to gestational diabetes will be included
but not for diabetes in any population which included pregnant women.
Search methods for the identification of studies
The skills of an experienced university health librarian was employed to assist
with the development and piloting of the search strategy. A multi-faceted search strategy
will be conducted including a systematic search of registry records, electronic data
sources, and hand searching as outlined below.
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Registries
Core Outcome Measures in Effectiveness Trials (COMET) database.
The COMET initiative register (http://www.comet-initiative.org/) will be
searched to identify published and ongoing projects using the following search filters:
Health Area-Disease Category: ‘Pregnancy and childbirth’ and ‘Neonatal care’; Study
Type: ‘COS for clinical trials or clinical research’, ‘COS for practice’, ‘COS for registry’;
and ‘COS Patient Reported Outcomes’.
Core Outcomes in Women’s and Newborn Health (CROWN) database.
The CROWN database accessed at http://www.crown-initiative.org/ will be
searched. While we acknowledge the CROWN list is updated using the COMET registry
and so will likely not identify new studies, evidence relating to included studies will offer
a greater understanding of CROWNs impact in the specialty and build on the work of
Duffy et al (27).
International Consortium for Health Outcomes Measurement (ICHOM).
The ICHOM list of standard sets will be reviewed, as listed on their website
(https://www.ichom.org/standard-sets/).
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Electronic data sources
Evaluating the search strategy outlined in the first core outcome set review (19)
which searched three databases (MEDLINE, SCOPUS and Cochrane Methodology
Register), MEDLINE (via Ovid) alone retrieved 87% of included studies which increased
to 97% when hand searching was included (38). SCOPUS demonstrated a low precision
rate and a high number needed to be read. No studies were found in the Cochrane
Methodology Register. SCOPUS and Cochrane were therefore deemed unfeasible or of
limited use.
A pilot search using MEDLINE (via Ovid) alone missed three expected papers identified
in previous reviews. Supplemented by EMBASE, and CINAHL, the three combined
database searches identified all expected papers reported in previous reviews and will be
used to identify all new papers in the proposed review. All studies that describe the
development of core outcome sets in English language will be included. We will search
from the establish date to January 2020 for each database. The search will be conducted
in January 2020.
Searching other resources
Current limitations in electronic database indexing terms may contribute to the
non-retrieval of some studies (38).

Hand-searching will be used to maximize

identification of non-retrieved papers. Reference lists of published core outcome sets
identified in the COMET/CROWN databases will be individually searched and reference
lists reviewed to identify related papers and other sets. COMET registry items for ongoing
sets will be further evaluated to identify if publication of a completed set has superseded
update of registry entry. Ongoing core outcome sets identified in the previous review (27)
will be investigated for completeness. This multi-pronged search-strategy will maximize
the likelihood of identifying all relevant papers. Our search terms and objectives differ to
previous reviews therefore we will apply no date restrictions.
Search terms
The search terms used will be guided by Gargon et al (19) with some modifications to
address our specific aims. The established search strategy used in all annual reviews (19,
24) was built on an appraisal of searches from previous studies which aimed to determine
which outcomes to measure in clinical trials in children (39), a review of studies using
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the Delphi technique to determine which outcomes to measure in clinical trials (40), and
a previous review of studies addressing patients’ priorities regarding outcomes (41). To
meet our aims, we will also include a combination of medical subject headings (MeSH)
and keywords related to pregnancy, postpartum, intrapartum and neonate. Reflecting
Gargon et al (24) we combine the three concepts of search terms (‘core outcome set’,
‘methodology’ and ‘population’). All terms within each concept will be combined with
the Boolean operator OR and then the three concepts with be combined with AND. Key
search terms will be targeted in title and abstract combined with the Boolean operator
OR. The planned search strategy for MEDLINE is shown in Table 2-1.
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Table 2-1 - Proposed search terms in MEDLINE to identify core outcome sets related to
maternity and neonatal outcomes
1. Health service/sn
2. registries/
3. systematic review.mp.
4. structured review.ti.
5. evidence based medicine.ab.
6. exp Clinical Trials as Topic/
7. clinical trial$.ab.
8. randomised controlled trial$.ti,ab.
9. randomised trial$.ti,ab.
10. 1 or 2 or 3 or 4 or 5 or 6 or 7 or 8 or 9
11. workgroup$.mp.
12. standard$ outcome$.mp.
13. Practice Guideline/
14. clinical database.mp.
15. patient important outcome$.mp.
16. (standard$ adj3 reporting).mp.
17. congress.pt.
18. Delphi Technique/
19. (recommend$ adj3 outcome$).mp.
20. consensus development conference.pt.
21. outcome$ reporting.mp.
22. priorit$ symptom$.mp.
23. (task force adj3 outcome$).mp.
24. appropriate outcome$.mp.
25. research design/
26. endpoint determination/
27. consensus development conference/
28. patient participation/
29. consensus.mp.
30. workshop.mp.
31. Consensus Development Conferences, NIH as Topic/
32. focus groups/
33. 11 or 12 or 13 or 14 or 15 or 16 or 17 or 18 or 19 or 20 or 21 or 22 or 23 or 24
or 25 or 26 or 27 or 28 or 29 or 30 or 31 or 32
34. outcome$.mp.
35. end point$.mp.
36. (core adj3 set).mp.
37. treatment emergent problem$.mp.
38. exp outcome Assessment Health Care/
39. Treatment Outcome/
40. Quality of Life/
41. 34 or 35 or 36 or 37 or 38 or 39 or 40
42. clinical-study design.mp.
43. patient$ perspective$.ti.
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44. outcome$.mp. and delphi.ti.
45. (outcome$ and delphi).ab.
46. (perspective$ adj3 outcome$).ti.
47. core outcome$.ti,ab.
48. core set$.ti,ab.
49. standard$ set$.ti,ab.
50. standard$ outcome$ set$.ti,ab.
51. clinical trial design$.ti.
52. design$ clinical trial$.ti.
53. (consensus and outcome$).ti.
54. 42 or 43 or 44 or 45 or 46 or 47 or 48 or 49 or 50 or 51 or 52 or 53
55. 10 and 33 and 41
56. 54 or 55
57. pregnan$.mp.
58. gestation$.mp.
59. pregnancy/ or gravidity/ or labor, obstetric/ or parity/ or parturition/ or
pregnancy outcome/
60. prenatal care/
61. antenat$.mp.
62. childbear$.mp.
63. maternal.mp.
64. Mothers/ or Hospitals, Maternity/ or Delivery, Obstetric/ or maternity.mp. or
Midwifery/ or Maternal Health Services/
65. postnatal.mp. or Postnatal Care/
66. postpartum.mp. or Postpartum Period/
67. Perinatal Death/ or perinatal.mp. or Perinatal Care/ or Perinatal Mortality/
68. peripartum.mp. or Peripartum Period/
69. mother.mp. or Mothers/
70. Delivery, Obstetric/ or intrapartum.mp.
71. Labor, Obstetric/ or labour.mp.
72. labor.mp. or Labor, Obstetric/
73. birth.mp. or Parturition/
74. 57 or 58 or 59 or 60 or 61 or 62 or 63 or 64 or 65 or 66 or 67 or 68 or 69 or 70
or 71 or 72 or 73
75. neonat$.mp.
76. infant.mp.
77. infant/
78. newborn.mp.
79. newborn/
80. bab$.mp.
81. fetus.mp. or Fetus/
82. foetus.mp.
83. fetal.mp.
84. foetal.mp.
85. 75 or 76 or 77 or 78 or 79 or 80
86. 81 or 82 or 83 or 84
87. 74 or 85 or 86
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88. 56 and 87

Search guided by Gargon et al (19)

Study records
Data management
Endnote software version X8 will be used to manage and screen literature
obtained from the database searches. Document screening and data extraction will be
conducted by the first author. The database search will be exported to Endnote and
labelled ‘MEDLINE SEARCH’. Papers identified in registry records or through hand
searching will be manually added to Endnote in four separate files (COMET, CROWN,
ICHOM, HAND_SEARCH). All files will subsequently be combined and labelled ‘FULL
SEARCH’. Endnote software will be used firstly to screen all citations including author,
title and abstract, and duplicate literature will be removed and recorded.
Study selection process
Screen 1: All studies identified in the search will be screened using the title and abstract.
Screen 2: The full text paper will be reviewed of all studies meeting the inclusion criteria
and those where this cannot be determined from the abstract alone. Papers excluded will
be recorded with reason.
Identified papers will initially be reviewed by one reviewer. Ten percent of included and
excluded papers will be assessed by a second reviewer. Any disagreement between
reviewers will be resolved by consensus or by arbitration by a third reviewer when
consensus cannot be reached.
Data extraction
Data will be extracted from included papers by one reviewer using a purposively
developed and piloted data extraction form, using criteria outlined in previous reviews.
As the methodology of core outcome set development usually occurs in stages, sets often
have associated published protocols and systematic reviews. Related published or
registered protocols and reviews will thus be retrieved and reviewed to maximize
information regarding the set and assess compliance or deviations from the protocol. Ten
percent of completed data extraction forms will subsequently be assessed by a second
reviewer. Any disagreement between reviewers will be resolved by consensus or by
arbitration by a third reviewer when consensus cannot be reached.
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Data will be extracted for: author(s), year of publication, COMET registration number,
type of core outcome set (defined on COMET), funder, CROWN registration, publication
type, each item as defined on COS-STAR statement (32) (18 items), scope specification,
stakeholder involvement, geographical location of stakeholders, patient participation,
consensus process and final list of outcomes and domains. Where decisions or
considerations are reported regarding ‘how’ or ‘when’ an outcome should be measured,
we will extract data and any reference to COSMIN, guidance and methods used or
planned.
Assessment of study against minimum standards
Each included study will be assessed against COS-STAD minimum standards (31). In
line with recommendations based on pilot study findings (33), item 9 will be subdivided
to 9a (scoring process) and 9b (consensus definition). COS-STAD contains 11 standards
(12 criteria) covering three key domains (the scope, the stakeholders, and the consensus
process. In line with Gargon et al. each item will be assessed as standard met, unclear, or
standard not met (33). Evaluation of decisions regarding how or when to measure
outcomes is outside the scope of this review.
Data synthesis
Findings will be described descriptively using text and tables and summarized as
frequencies and percentages. For comparison purposes, current findings will be compared
to the findings of previous systematic reviews (24, 27). An analysis of the search strategy
will be reported.

Discussion
Shortcomings in maternal and neonatal-specific research contributes to significant
research waste and delayed synthesis of existing evidence within our discipline.
Incomplete findings and lack of transparency in reporting outcomes could be regarded as
unethical (42). The application and reporting of core outcome sets will address the issue
of poorly selected, collected and reported outcomes (2) and facilitate direct comparison,
and improved data-synthesis. To be useful however, core outcome sets must be developed
using robust methodology, be accessible to the research-user, and implemented into
clinical and research practice. Following the recent publication of minimum standards for
development, this will be the first systematic review to assess the quality of all core
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outcome set development specific to maternal and neonatal care. To the best of our
knowledge, this will be the first review to fully report concordance of outcomes between
core outcome sets in maternal and neonatal care. While the annual updating of all core
outcome sets for the COMET database is well established, the findings of this review will
assist researchers and clinicians with a specific interest in maternal and neonatal outcomes
to identify and choose core outcome sets relevant to their needs. Our findings will also
assist core outcome set developers identify gaps where core outcome sets may be needed.
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Abstract – Paper 2
Introduction: Variation in outcomes reported in maternal and neonatal clinical trials is a
pervasive issue that stifles data synthesis. Inconsistencies in outcomes, case definitions
and measurement tools combined with selective outcome reporting contributes to
significant research wastage and implementation of ineffective or harmful treatments and
interventions. Core outcome sets can address these issues but must be developed using
rigorous methods. The scope and quality of existing core outcome sets relevant to
maternal and neonatal health have not been fully evaluated.
Methods: Multi-faceted search of two COS registers (COMET, CROWN), the
International Consortium for Health Outcomes Measurement database of standard sets,
and three electronic databases (MEDLINE, EMBASE, CINAHL) were conducted from
inception to January 2020. COS were evaluated against COS-STAD minimum standards
for development.
Results: Thirty-two papers relating to 26 COS were included (maternal: 18 papers: 17
COS; neonatal: 14 papers: 9 COS). Fifteen (58%) were published since 2017. No included
COS met all minimum standards for development. All COS met the minimum standard
for scope. Eighteen (69%) met all three minimum standards for stakeholder involvement.
No included COS met all five minimum standards for consensus process. COS included
between 6 and 56 outcomes. Two COS extended recommendations for how and when to
measure outcomes.
Discussion: Exponential growth in COS development in the last three years indicates
increased commitment to the methodology as a strategy to address variation and research
wastage. While the quality of the development process has improved, the independent
impact of COS-STAD minimum standards are not clear. Overlap in outcomes and a lack
of work beyond outcome generation indicates an urgent need to standardize outcome
measurement, case-definitions and timing of measurement in a concerted effort to
harmonize outcomes between core outcome sets.
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Introduction
Service providers and clinicians rely on clinical trial findings to inform health care,
resource allocation and research priorities. All too often the ability to synthesize data is
hampered by poorly chosen outcomes.1 Inconsistencies in outcomes, case-definitions, and
measures combined with selective reporting compounds the issue and contributes to
significant avoidable research wastage.1 Combined, these issues can lead to the
implementation of ineffective or even harmful interventions and treatments.2 Variation
and outcome reporting bias can be addressed using core outcome sets.3
A core outcome set (COS) represents an agreed set of outcomes that should be measured
and reported, as a minimum, in all clinical trials in a specific area of health or health care,4
and can be used in other research and clinical audit.5 Standard sets are a type of core
outcome set but have a clear clinical focus.6 Regardless of planned application,
development of COS and standard sets share similar methodology to produce
standardized outcomes. An important area of differentiation, while COS development
generally concludes with the determination of ‘what’ to measure3 and require additional
but critical3 work to determine ‘how’ to measure outcomes, standard set development
encompasses all steps and offer recommendations for ‘what, how and when’ to measure
outcomes.7
Several organizations have emerged in the past decade to support the development and
use of COS in research and clinical practice. COS development and implementation is
supported by the Core Outcome Measures in Effectiveness Trials (COMET) Initiative.
Launched in 2010, COMET collates and stimulates the development and application of
agreed standardized COS by maintaining a publicly available, searchable database of
published and ongoing COS.8 COMET aims to raise awareness of issues related to
outcomes, encourage COS development and uptake, promote patient involvement in COS
development, provide resources, avoid unnecessary duplication of efforts and encourage
evidence-based COS development.3 The CoRe Outcomes in Women’s and Newborn
health (CROWN) Initiative is an international consortium, led by journal editors to
harmonize outcome reporting in women’s health research.9 The aim of the consortium is
to address unwarranted variation in reporting of outcomes by promoting COS in the
specialty, encourage researchers to develop COS and facilitate the reporting of COS
development.3 Founded in 2012, the International Consortium for Health Outcomes
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Measurement (ICHOM) develop global standard sets including outcomes, measurement
tools, time-points and risk adjustment factors to improve value-based healthcare.7 To date
ICHOM have developed 28 standard sets covering different health conditions and for
specific patient populations.10
With over 330 published COS developed in several health disciplines since 1981,11 COS
related to maternal and neonatal care has seen slower development. In a 2017 systematic
review, Duffy and colleagues identified only four published COS related to women’s and
newborn health, three of which related to pregnancy and childbirth.12 To be effective,
COS must be developed using rigorous methods that reflect outcomes important to
childbearing women and other stakeholders.3 The recent publication of minimum
standards for COS development (Core Outcome Set-STAndards for Development: COSSTAD) facilitates the assessment of whether a COS has been developed using a
reasonable approach.13 Core outcome set methodology is however in its infancy and
advancements in methodologic standards are likely in the future.14 To encourage uptake
of COS in practice and to inform future COS development studies a baseline of
methodological rigor is required.
Aims
The aim of the current study was to evaluate maternal and neonatal COS against minimum
standards for development. The current study is guided by the following research
questions:
1. To what extent do existing completed maternal and neonatal core outcome
sets meet minimum standards for development?
2. What is the extent of outcome overlap between core outcome sets?
3. What future work is needed to maximize the potential of core outcome sets
relevant to maternal and neonatal health?

Methods
Protocol registration
The study adhered to the methods outlined in the detailed protocol that was prospectively
registered with COMET (Registration Id: 1489) (http://www.comet-initiative.org/) and
submitted to a peer reviewed journal (currently under review). The study is reported
according to the PRISMA Statement15 (See Supp Figure S2).
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Study selection
Studies describing completed core outcome sets specific to maternal or neonatal health
were included if they developed or applied methodology for determining which outcomes
should be measured, or are important to measure in clinical trials, research or clinical
practice. Studies were eligible if they related to pregnant or postpartum participants (up
to 12 months postpartum), or neonates/infants (where the first outcome measurement is
recommended within the first 28 days of birth), with any health condition and in any
setting. Published conference papers were included if they provided adequate information
about the completed COS or where a primary paper provided further information.
Excluded studies
Consistent with Gargon et al papers were excluded if the design or rationale reported (i)
a single study; (ii) related to pre-clinical or early phase trials only; (iii) reported the use
of a COS; (iv) a systematic review of clinical trials; (v) studies of prognosis; (vi) studies
of outcomes measured in clinical trials or quantitative descriptions of outcomes; (vii)
based on the opinion of a single author; (viii) or focused on one domain/outcome only.11
We excluded papers relating to early pregnancy loss (prior to 20 weeks gestation) as these
were considered gynaecological rather than maternity.
Information sources
We

searched

the

COMET

(http://www.comet-initiative.org/)

and

CROWN

(http://www.crown-initiative.org/) registers and ICHOM (International Consortium for
Health Outcomes Measurement) list of Standard Sets (https://www.ichom.org/). We
conducted an electronic database search of MEDLINE (via Ovid), EMBASE and
CINAHL Complete (via EBSCOhost) in January 2020. Studies reported in English
language were included from inception to January 2020. All ongoing COS identified in
the COMET register and in previous reviews5, 11, 12, 16-19 were searched for updates of
progress. Hand-searching reference lists complimented the search.
Search strategy
A university health librarian helped to develop and pilot the search strategy. Our search
terms combined three concepts (‘core outcome set’, ‘methodology’ and ‘population’). All
terms within each concept were combined with the Boolean operator OR and then the
three concepts with AND. Search terms are outlined in Supp Figure S3.
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Study selection and data management
Endnote software X8 was used to screen all citations. Duplicates were identified and
removed. Titles and abstracts were screened by one author (VS). Full text papers were
reviewed for all studies meeting the inclusion criteria. Papers not meeting the eligibility
criteria were excluded and reason recorded. Full paper screening was initially conducted
by one researcher (VS). Ten percent of included and excluded papers were subsequently
assessed by a second reviewer (DC). Any disagreement between reviewers or uncertainty
were resolved by consensus or by arbitration using a third reviewer (JG).
Data extraction
Data were extracted by one author (VS) using extraction forms guided by criteria outlined
in previous reviews:5,

12

author(s), year of publication, COMET registration number,

disease category, disease name, related papers, funder, CROWN registration, publication
type, each item as defined on the COS-STAR statement,20 scope, stakeholder
involvement, geographical location of stakeholders, patient participation, consensus
process, final list of outcomes/domains, and measurement recommendations.
Sources of information
Supporting data were collected from primary COS papers, relevant project papers
(systematic reviews and protocols) and from the COMET and CROWN registers.
Assessment of study against minimum standards
Included studies were assessed against COS-STAD minimum standards independently by
one researcher (VS).13 COS-STAD contains 11 standards covering three key domains
(scope, stakeholders, and consensus process). Consistent with others,14 item 9 (‘A scoring
process and consensus definition is described a priori’) was modified to include two
assessment items for scoring process (termed 9a) and consensus definition (termed 9b).
Each item was assessed as standard met, unclear, or not met using the assessment criteria
outlined by Gargon and colleagues.14
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Synthesis of results
Findings were described descriptively using text and tables and summarized as
frequencies and percentages.

Results
Our search identified 5,227 individual citations. We excluded 5,096 records at the title
and abstract screen, and a further 99 after screening the full paper (see Figure 2-2). A
summary of reasons for exclusion of the full papers is presented in Supp Table S1. Thirtytwo papers relating to 26 individual core outcome sets met the inclusion criteria
representing published COS related to maternal (n = 18 papers; 17 COS) and neonatal (n
= 14 papers; 9 COS) health.
Study and registry characteristics
Of the 18 papers related to maternal COS, 17 were primary journal articles and one was
a published conference paper (secondary paper) (see Supp Table S2). Of the 14 papers
related to neonatal COS, 10 were primary journal articles three were published conference
papers and one was a meeting abstract (secondary papers). Fifteen COS (58%) were
published from 2017 onwards (range 2006 – 2020). All 26 COS projects were registered
with COMET and 11 with CROWN: four as published and seven as ongoing projects.
Eighteen studies (69%) were published in free to view journals and three quarters were
funded projects (n = 20). Of the eight COS with separately published protocols, all related
COS were published from 2017 onwards. Fifteen individual systematic reviews were
identified relating to 11 separate COS, with all but one COS published from 2016
onwards. Fourteen of the 26 COS (54%) were included in previous reviews. The current
review includes 12 new COS (46%).
Methods used in COS development
The scope and methods for development are outlined in Supp Table S3 and summarized
in the following sections.
Scope
The scope of included studies is summarized in Table 2-2. While most COS were intended
for research (81%), almost one in five were also recommended for clinical practice. One
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COS developed by ICHOM was designed specifically for clinical application.21 Of the 25

Identification

COS developed for research, most cover any intervention (81%).

Records identified through database
searching
(n = 7,417)
COMET n = 22
CROWN n = 5
MEDLINE n = 2,758 EMBASE n = 3,326
CINAHL n = 1,305
ICHOM n = 1

Additional records identified
through other sources
(n = 0)

Eligibility

Screening

Records after duplicates removed
(n = 5,227)

Records screened
(n = 5,227)

Records excluded
(n = 5,195)

Full-text articles assessed
for eligibility
(n = 131)

Included

Studies included in
synthesis
n = 32
(26 COS)

Maternal n = 18
(17 COS)
Neonatal n = 14
(9 COS)

Full-text articles excluded
(n = 99)
Systematic review of outcomes, core
outcomes not recommended n = 36
Protocol for planned COS n = 20
Describes outcomes for quality
indicators not COS n = 14
Not maternal/neonatal specific n = 11
Clinical practice/research
recommendations only n = 8
Review/overview/discussion only, no
outcome recommendations n = 4
Considers how, rather than which,
outcomes should be measured n = 3
Describes outcomes for registry n = 1
Recommendation for composite
outcomes rather than COS outcomes n
=1
Outcomes considered, but core
outcomes not recommended n = 1

Figure 2-2 Flowchart of study selection
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Table 2-2 - Summary of scope specification of included studies (N = 26)
Scope
Study aims
Specifically considered outcome selection and measurement
Considered outcomes while addressing wider clinical trial design
issues
Intended use of recommendations
Clinical research
Clinical research and practice
Clinical practice
Population characteristics
Women
Neonates/infants
Women and neonates
Intervention characteristics
Any / All intervention types
Management of care (labour pain)
Complimentary therapies
Drug treatments
Not applicable

n (%)
16 (61.5)
10 (38.5)

21 (80.8)
4 (15.4)
1 (3.8)
16 (61.5)
9 (34.6)
1 (3.8)
21 (80.8)
1 (3.8)
1 (3.8)
2 (7.7)
1 (3.8)

Stakeholders involvement
Stakeholder groups’ involvement is summarized in Table 2-3. Clinical experts from 18
disciplines were involved in COS development. Neonatologists (54%), obstetricians
(46%) and midwives (42%) represented the largest clinical expert groups involved. Public
representation was sought in 18 COS (69%). Countries represented by stakeholder groups
are outlined in Supp Table S4. Of the 18 COS for which country representation data was
available, each COS stakeholder group represented a median 26 countries (range 1- 36).
High income countries, as defined by the World Bank (https://www.worldbank.org/),
dominated representation. Developing countries were poorly represented in almost all
COS.
Patient participation and retainment was reported in 18 COS projects (see Supp Table S5).
Among 18 Delphi studies, half of all stakeholders were retained at final round (Mdn =
48%, range 20 - 86%). Patient participation in 13 Delphi studies at round one was Mdn =
30 (range 15-139) representing 16% (range 11 - 53%) of all stakeholders. At final round,
patient participation was Mdn = 22, range 2-127) representing 17% (range 2 - 61%) of all
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stakeholders. It was not possible to evaluate healthcare professional participation and
attrition by discipline due to limitations of joint category reporting in several studies.
Table 2-3 Stakeholder groups involved in selecting outcomes for inclusion in COS (N =
26)
Participant category
Clinical experts
Neonatologist
Obstetricians
Midwife
Nurse
Family Physician/GP
Nutritionist/dietician
Paediatricians
Maternal fetal medicine specialist
Gastroenterologist
Endocrinologists
Medical specialists: Anaesthetics; Neurology; Haematology;
Oncology
Allied Health: Ultrasonographers; Psychologist; Physiotherapists;
Acupuncturists
Clinical research expertise; Clinical trialists/Member of a clinical
trial network
Others
Public representatives
Patients
Patient support group representative
Parents/Carers
Relatives/advocates
Service users
Non-clinical experts
Researchers
Statisticians
Epidemiologists
Academic research representatives
Methodologists
Economists
Service providers
Authorities
Policy makers
Charities
Governmental agencies
Industry representatives
Pharmaceutical industry representatives
Others
Ethicists
Journal editors

n (%)
26 (100.0)
14 (53.8)
12 (46.2)
11 (42.3)
8 (30.8)
7 (26.9)
6 (23.1)
6 (23.1)
3 (11.5)
3 (11.5)
2 (7.7)
5 (19.0)
5 (19.0)
2 (7.7)
9 (34.6)
18 (69.2)
12 (46.2)
7 (26.9)
6 (23.1)
4 (15.4)
2 (7.7)
18 (69.2)
13 (50.0)
4 (15.4)
2 (7.7)
1 (3.8)
2 (7.7)
1 (3.8)
2 (7.7)
8 (30.8)
3 (11.5)
1 (3.8)
4 (15.4)
3 (11.5)
3 (11.5)
5 (19.2)
3 (11.5)
2 (7.7)
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Methods used in consensus process
Methods used during the consensus process are summarized in Table 2-4. Commonly, the
initial list of outcomes was generated by literature/systematic review (n = 20; 76.9%).
Consensus was most often reached through electronic Delphi procedure (n = 19, 73%)
using either a two- (n = 8) or three-round (n = 10) process. Around half of all COS projects
used a combination of Delphi with some form of final consensus meeting (n = 16).
Scoring and consensus processes were employed in 18 (69%) COS. Of these, a 9-point
Likert scale was the most common procedure to score outcomes (50%) and the 70%/15%
process (refer to Table 2-4 for description) was the most common consensus definition
(46.2%).
Standard of COS development
Each COS was evaluated against COS-STAD minimum standards as outlined in Supp
Table S6 and summarized in Table 2-5. None of the included studies met all minimum
standards for COS development. Median number of standards met was 8 (range 5 – 11).
For 14 COS published up to and including 2017, the medium number of standards met
was 6.5 (range 5-11), while the median number of standards met for COS published from
2018 onwards was 10 (range 6 – 11).
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Table 2-4 Methods used to develop 26 maternal/neonatal COS
Methods
Main methods
Semi-structured group discussion only
Unstructured group discussion only
Consensus development conference only
Literature/systematic review only
Delphi only
Survey only
NGT only
Interview only
Mixed methods (as detailed below)
Literature/systematic review and Delphi
Literature/systematic review, Delphi, and Consensus meeting
Literature/systematic review, Delphi, and modified NGT
Literature/systematic review and stakeholder meeting
Literature/systematic review and survey
Survey, Delphi, consensus meeting
Delphi
Delphi process
2-round
3-round
Not specified
Delphi software
DelphiManager
QuestionPro
SurveyGizmo
Survey Monkey
Survey Methods
LimeSurvey
Online (not specified)
Scoring process
5-point Likert scale
9-point Likert
Ranking of outcomes
No scoring process described
Consensus definition
70/15% criteria*
70% or more participants reach consensus
Consensus across stakeholder groups
Consensus by majority of respondents
Unanimous decision from expert panel
No consensus definition

n (%)
1 (3.8)
0
4 (15.4)
0
0
0
0
0
21 (80.8)
3 (11.5)
13 (61.9)
2 (7.7)
1 (3.8)
1 (3.8)
1 (3.8)
19 (100)
8 (42.1)
10 (52.6)
1 (5.3)
5 (26.3)
1 (5.3)
1 (5.3)
4 (21.1)
2 (10.5)
1 (5.3)
5 (26.3)
2 (7.7)
13 (50.0)
3 (11.5)
8 (30.8)
12 (46.2)
3 (11.5)
1 (3.8)
1 (3.8)
1 (3.8)
8 (30.7)

*For example: Consensus in: >70% scoring 7-9 and <15% scoring 1-3; Consensus out: >70% scoring 1-3 and <15%
scoring 7-9; No consensus: anything else.
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Table 2-5 Summary of COS-STAD minimum standards (N = 26)
Domain

Scope specification

Stakeholders involved

Consensus process

Standard
number

Standard

1

Research or practice setting(s) in which the COS is
to be applied
Health condition covered by the COS
Population(s) covered by the COS
Interventions covered by the COS
Those who will use the COS in research
Health professionals with experience of patients with
the condition
Patients with the condition or their representatives
Initial list of outcomes considered both health care
professionals’ and patients’ views
A scoring process was described a priori
A consensus definition was described a priori
Criteria for including/dropping/adding outcomes was
described a priori
Care to avoid ambiguity of language used in the list
of outcomes

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9a
9b
10
11

Standard
met
n (%)
26 (100)

Standard
unclear
n (%)
0

Standard not
met
n (%)
0

26 (100)
26 (100)
26 (100)
25 (96.2)
26 (100)

0
0
0
1 (3.8)
0

0
0
0
0
0

18 (69.2)
6 (23.1)

0 (0)
7 (26.9)

8 (30.8)
13 (50.0)

11 (42.3)
11 (42.2)
8 (30.8)

7 (26.9)
8 (30.8)
18 (69.2)

8 (30.8)
7 (26.9)
0

10 (38.5)

15 (57.7)

1 (3.8)
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Scope specification (Standards 1–4)
All 26 COS (100%) described in some way the research or practice setting
(Standard 1), health condition (Standard 2), population (Standard 3), and intervention
(Standard 4) covered by the COS, meeting the criteria representing the scope covered by
the COS. Where no specific intervention was specified, any intervention was assumed.
Stakeholders involved (Standards 5–7)
Eighteen (69%) studies met all three standards for stakeholder involvement
including health professionals, researchers and patients or their representatives. Some
assumptions were made regarding research and health professional stakeholder
involvement. Author contribution and affiliation indicated standards were most probably
met in these studies. Eighteen studies (69%) met the criteria for patient or representative
involvement. While eight (31%) did not meet this criterion, these were assumed as
stakeholder involvement occurred during professional conference meetings or expert
working groups.
Consensus process (Standards 8-11)
No studies met all standards for the consensus process. As such standards within
this domain are addressed individually.
Standard 8: Initial list of outcomes considered both health care
professionals’ and patients’ views’
Six studies (23%) met this standard, seven were unclear (27%) and 13 (50%) did
not meet the standard. Those that met the standard demonstrated clear consideration of
patient views by conducting either qualitative research studies of patients’ views or
conducted patient interviews to generate the initial list of outcomes. Jones et al22 for
example, stated, ‘The list of core outcomes was developed in collaboration with the PCG
consumers group….outcomes that were of importance to them’ whereas van ’t Hooft et
al23 stated ‘Patient representatives and parents were invited through social media…to
share their opinions regarding outcomes relevant to preterm birth’.
Standard 9a: a scoring process was described a priori
Eleven studies (42%) met this standard but was unclear in seven studies (27%).
Eight studies (31%) did not meet this standard as they did not use a scoring process. For
those that met the standard, clear evidence was provided either within a published
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prospective protocol or COMET protocol registry entry (n = 7) or authors reported ‘a
priori’ specific to scoring process.
Standard 9b: a consensus definition was described a priori
Eleven studies (42%) met the standard, providing clear evidence that consensus
methods were defined a priori. In eight studies (31%) it was unclear and seven (27%) did
not use consensus methods. Those that met this criterion provided clear evidence in
published protocols, COMET registry entries or authors stated ‘a priori’ consensus
definition.
Standard 10: Criteria for including/dropping/adding outcomes was
described a priori.
Eight studies (31%) met this standard providing clear evidence that all three
elements were defined a priori through published protocols, registry entry or stated ‘a
priori’ within the body of the text specific to each element. In 18 (69%) studies it was
unclear if the standard was met, commonly because all three elements were not clearly
described.
Standard 11: Care was taken to avoid ambiguity of language used in the list
of outcomes
Ten studies (39%) met this standard if evidence was described in either the
protocol or main study paper. Perry et al24 for example developed ‘lay definitions for
individual outcomes’ which were reviewed by consumer group representatives, while the
study protocol of Bogdanet et al25 described ‘the questionnaire will contain lay
terminology…’. One study (4%) did not meet the standard, describing as a limitation,
‘illegible translated outcomes that were not included in the list’26. In 15 studies (58%) it
was unclear if language ambiguity had been considered.
Outcomes and measurement considerations
Core outcomes, definitions, and measurement considerations described in 26
included COS are outlined in Supp Table S7. The number of outcomes included in each
COS ranged from six to 56. Maternal COS included both maternal and fetal/neonatal
outcomes (Mdn = 17, range = 50), while neonatal specific COS generally included only
neonatal outcomes (Mdn = 8, range = 20). To aid analysis, outcomes were organized into
grouping domains (i.e. survival, maternal morbidity, neonatal morbidity, resource
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utilisation). Survival was common across 16 separate COS, related to maternal death,
fetal and neonatal loss but only clearly defined in three COS.21, 27, 28 Similarly, resource
utilisation was shared across 12 COS relating mainly to maternal/neonatal admission to
intensive care, but definitions were only clearly defined in one COS.24
Significant overlap of outcomes between similar studies was evident. For example,
eclampsia and pre-eclampsia are core outcomes outlined in six separate COS,27-33 but only
defined in one.32 Similarly, while maternal haemorrhage is a domain shared across three
separate COS,27, 33-34 a definition is only offered in one.34 Two COS (8%), related to
maternity care and gastroschisis also addressed ‘how’ and ‘when’ to measure outcomes.21,
35

While how to measure outcomes were considered in four additional papers,34, 36-38 clear

recommendations were not reported. Although future work is planned by five COS
developers to outline recommendations for how and when to measure outcomes,24-26, 39,
40

and is acknowledged as needed by two,31, 41 17 COS offer no guidance on how or when

to measure outcomes, with no reported future plans to do so.
Search strategy analysis
Supp Table S8 outlines the results of four individual searches in EMBASE,
MEDLINE, CINAHL and COMET. Twelve studies (46%) were identified in all four
individual searches. Of the 16 studies with the primary aim of developing COS, nine
(56%) would have been identified in any single search. One COS study was not identified
in any electronic database search but was identified in the COMET register.42 Despite all
26 included studies being registered with COMET, four studies were not identified in our
search, due mainly to falling outside our search parameters.

Discussion
Main findings
This comprehensive systematic review of core outcome sets presents findings specific to
maternal and neonatal health. Our multi-faceted search strategy identified 32 unique
citations relating to 26 core outcome sets: 17 maternal and 9 neonatal COS. Almost half
the COS included in the current review had not been included in previous reviews (n =
12) indicating significant progress in COS development. Recently developed COS-STAD
criteria were applied to evaluate each COS against minimum standards.13 No COS met
all the minimum standards. While scope was well addressed in all COS, participation of
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childbearing women in both stakeholder group and initial outcome generation are areas
in need of greater attention. Our findings further indicated greater attention is needed to
improve the methods used and reporting of the consensus process. Significant overlap of
outcomes were observed across similar COS, as was a current lack of work extending
outcome generation.
Although our findings indicate that standards of COS development have improved from
2018 onwards compared to those prior to 2018 (median standards 6.5 vs 10), COS-STAD
standards13 were only cited in one study by Healy et al.31 COS-STAR reporting
guidelines20 however were cited in significantly more (n = 8) as was the use of COMET
guidance.3 Although the availability of these resources are likely to have made a positive
contribution to the quality of COS development, the independent contribution of the
minimum standards are not clear. Limited application of COS-STAD standards might
explain why no studies met all minimum standards. Application of COS-STAD does not
however guarantee meeting all standards. Though Healy et al31 used COS-STAD to guide
their study design, the initial list of outcomes did not consider parent’s views. Lack of
resources (time) was identified as a limitation, inhibiting the review of qualitative studies.
It is important to acknowledge our findings relate to two distinct groups of COS: those
specifically designed as COS and those that determined outcomes in studies with wider
study aims. It is also important to acknowledge that almost half of the included COS predate recent methodological guidance. Findings must be interpreted in this context. It is
also important to acknowledge, that the data included in this review does overlap the
findings of previous reviews. All maternity and neonatal COS identified in other reviews5,
11, 12, 16-19

were included in the current review. This was deemed essential to accurately

evaluate progress in COS development.
Strengths and limitations
Prospective registration with COMET and the development and submission of a protocol
outlining our planned approach is a major strength of this review improving transparency
and reducing risk of bias. Our findings are further strengthened by the comprehensive
search strategy employed. We used the same tried and tested search strategy employed in
several previous reviews relevant to maternal and newborn health.5, 11, 16-19 Building on
the findings of past reviews we included COS specific to clinical practice. We believe this
is the first application of the COS-STAD criteria to evaluate the COS development
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process relevant to maternal and neonatal health, making the findings particularly
pertinent to the CROWN Initiative. For consistency, we applied identical COS-STAD
assessment criteria to that of Gargon et al14 in their assessment of cancer-related COS, the
first report using COS-STAD criteria.
Despite our efforts, our findings do have some limitations. Due to resource limitations,
the search and screening process was conducted primarily by one person (VS). Although
ten percent of papers were evaluated by a second person (DC), it is possible that some
COS papers may have been missed. Further, the search was limited to English language
and it is possible that articles published in other languages may not have been identified.
Assessing each standard against COS-STAD criteria was challenging. Some assumptions
were made, particularly in terms of stakeholder involvement. For example, we assumed
those who would use the COS in research were involved when participants were
conference delegates or expert working groups. It is possible that this may have not been
the case. During this review we identified an increasing number of protocols and
systematic reviews which accompany COS development projects. Although we used
these documents to inform our review, we did not quality assess these partner documents.
Future reviewers may wish to evaluate the quality of these projects using Core Outcome
Set-STAndard Protocol (COS-STAP) items43 and Core Outcome Set-STAndards for
Reporting (COS-STAR).20 In contrast to Duffy et al12 we have not reported COS in
development. A quick search of the COMET database identified 44 COS in development
related to maternal and neonatal health. Future COS developers and users are encouraged
to review the COMET database of ongoing and completed COS.
Interpretation
Our findings demonstrate the COMET register to be a comprehensive and up-to-date
resource for COS developers and users to identify completed COS. Not all relevant COS
were identified within our search which was limited to Pregnancy and Childbirth or
Neonatal Health categories despite being registered within other health areas. We
recommend using a broad search strategy within COMET to avoid missing relevant COS.
The CROWN register was less current. We hope our findings will be used to update this
important discipline-specific resource.
While core outcome set methodology is in its infancy, exponential growth in COS
development signifies an overwhelming commitment to the methodology as a strategy to
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address variation and research wastage. The recent publishing of COS-STAD minimum
standards13 and COS-STAR reporting guidelines20 indicate a positive impact on COS
development over the past three years, with COS being developed with increasing rigor.
Many recent COS include published and/or registered protocols and systematic reviews
improving the transparency of the project. While COMET registration is not yet
mandated, prospective registration of planned COS projects outlining a priori the COSSTAD criteria could further improve transparency and is recommended.
Our review found similar limitations even in the most recent COS. To be relevant COS
must include outcomes relevant to childbearing women, clinicians and other
stakeholders.3 The initial list of outcomes must then be generated taking all views into
account. Women’s views were not included in a significant number of outcome lists. Since
most COS are funded, it is important that funding be allocated to address this neglected
area to ensure COS are truly relevant.
To be effective, COS must be implemented in practice.3 To optimize implementation,
COS should be generally relevant. Inclusive stakeholder participation is an important
consideration in COS development to facilitate wide implementation. Similar to the most
recent annual review11 patient participation was not considered in some COS
(participation: 71% vs 69%, respectively). In others, patient attrition rates were high
despite large recruited samples. COS developers need to identify strategies to improve
retention in this stakeholder group. Similar to the most recent review,11 while most
participants in the current study had international representation, low and middle-low
income countries were poorly represented. This was despite median country
representation being significantly higher in maternal and neonatal COS compared to
general COS development (Mdn = 26 vs Mdn = 10).11 Without diverse representation,
COS may not be relevant in these countries. COS developers should identify strategies
aimed at both improving and maintaining representation from these countries to improve
global applicability of COS.17
Lastly, only two of the 26 COS specific to maternal and neonatal health included
recommendations for how to measure outcomes. While COS development focuses
primarily on outcome generation, determining how to measure outcomes is a critical next
step.3 The success of COS can only be seen in their implementation in research or
practice. Lack of attention in determining how and when outcomes are measured may
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negatively impact uptake and ongoing variation in outcome reporting will likely continue.
A joint initiative by the COMET and COSMIN (Consensus-based Standards for the
selection of health Measurement Instruments) initiatives provides guidance for selecting
outcome measures in COS.44 COS developers are encouraged to include timely
recommendations to address this gap in knowledge. To maximize the potential of COS
and facilitate uptake, formally extending the COS development process to include
recommendations of how and when to measure outcomes, similar to the methods
employed in standard set development may further help to address this issue. Strategies
to harmonize outcome measurement is an important consideration and may require
concerted efforts in the future to address the issue.
Conclusions
The number of core outcome sets is growing exponentially in maternal and neonatal
health. While the rigor of COS development has improved, there remains room for
improvement. Application of the recommendations presented here may go some way to
improve the quality and uptake of maternal and neonatal COS in the future.
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CHAPTER 3
Quality of Person-Reported Outcome Measures in a Standard Set for
Pregnancy and Childbirth - A Narrative Review
“Ask the woman, she will tell you everything you need to know”
Ina May Gaskin

Introduction
The previous chapter presented findings of a systematic review that aimed to evaluate the
quality of maternity related core outcome sets. Compared to 25 other core outcome sets,
the ICHOM Standard Set for Pregnancy and Childbirth was the only set to measure value
in maternity care. Despite rating above average, meeting nine of the 12 minimum
standards for development, the ICHOM Standard Set did demonstrate some limitations,
generally reflecting a lack of transparency in reporting. The number of participants in the
ICHOM stakeholder group (N = 23), which included two consumer representatives, 19
international experts and project team members, was less than most other COS
development stakeholder groups. Of the 18 COS for which data were available, the
median number of stakeholder participants at round one of the Delphi procedure was 151
(range 12-288). Further, the proportion of patient participants in the ICHOM stakeholder
group at round one (n = 2, 8.7%) was lower than other COS stakeholder groups that
included patient representatives (13 studies: Mdn = 30, 16%). It is important to
acknowledge however, that while not included in the stakeholder group figures, ICHOM
did include patient representatives in a focus group (serial guided discussion) which was
conducted with five pregnant and postpartum women to identify additional outcomes not
identified during the literature search. Further, consumer validation surveys were
conducted to illicit consumer feedback on outcome domains. Survey responses from 105
consumers and 17 complete responses to open review feedback surveys were received
but not included in stakeholder group figures. While stakeholder participants from the
United States of America and Europe were over-represented in the ICHOM stakeholder
group (78%) with no low-income countries represented, consumer survey data was
received from all continents except South America. While the representation of only eight
middle- and high-income countries was also lower than most other COS (Mdn = 26
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countries, range 1-36), actual representation including survey consumer responses is
difficult to determine.
A lack of transparency in reporting also prevented evaluation in some areas of the ICHOM
consensus process. For example, although the working party convened nine times and a
two-round Delphi type procedure is described (Nijagal et al., 2018), the process is not
fully described in terms of a priori decisions or patient involvement at each round. Despite
these limitations, the ICHOM Standard Set does appear to have been developed using
somewhat reasonable methods, providing at least preliminary support for the set to
measure value in maternity care. Findings of the review thus represented an important
first step to informing the feasibility of the ICHOM Standard Set in practice. The next
step requires the evaluation of the PROMs included in the Standard Set.
The ICHOM Standard Set for Pregnancy and Childbirth includes 24 outcome measures
to evaluate care during the peripartum period (ICHOM, 2016; Nijagal et al., 2018). These
include 12 outcomes relating to maternal and neonatal mortality and morbidity collected
via administrative data, and 12 person-reported outcomes which includes nine previously
validated person-reported outcome measures (PROMs) to assess health-related quality of
life (PROMIS Global Short Form), urinary incontinence (International Consultation on
Incontinence Questionnaire-Urinary Incontinence Short Form: ICIQ-UI SF), anal
incontinence (Wexner Scale), pain with intercourse (PROMIS SFFAC102), confidence
with breastfeeding (Breastfeeding Self Efficacy Scale- Short Form: BSES-SF), mother
infant attachment (Mother-To-Infant Bonding Scale: MIBS), depression symptoms
(Patient Health Questionnaire: PHQ-2 and Edinburgh Postnatal Depression Scale :
EPDS), and birth experience (Birth Satisfaction Scale-Revised: BSS-R). Outcomes for
breastfeeding success, healthcare responsiveness and satisfaction with care are measured
using questions not previously evaluated or validated. To facilitate comparison and
benchmarking activities, the set further includes thirteen casemix variables, related to
three domains (demographic, obstetric and medical history, and treatment variables) to
support risk-adjustment. The Single Item Measure of Social Supports (SIMSS) is a
PROM included as a casemix variable to evaluate social support.
For robust measurement of outcomes PROMs must be developed using reasonable
methods. Further, PROMs must be shown to be valid and reliable in the population of
interest. The quality of the ten recommended PROMs in terms of PROM development
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and psychometric properties are not reported by the ICHOM working party (Nijagal et
al., 2018). The inclusion of outcome measures of poor or unknown quality could
contribute to a waste of resources if implemented into clinical practice. To inform the
feasibility of the ICHOM Standard Set, the aim of this study was to evaluate the quality
(defined as PROM development, content validity, validity and reliability in relation to
childbearing) of PROMs included in the set.
Terminology and definitions
The measurement properties of health-related PROMs are described according to the
COSMIN consensus-based taxonomy of terminology and definitions (Mokkink et al.,
2010). The taxonomy includes three quality domains: validity (measures what it’s
supposed to measure), reliability (measures in the same way each time), and
responsiveness (ability to detect clinically important change) (Figure 3-1). The reliability
domain contains three properties: internal consistency, reliability and measurement error.
The validity domain consists content validity, construct validity and criterion validity.
The responsiveness domain relates to the ability of a measure to detect change over time.
Some measurement properties contain one or more aspects that are defined separately:
content validity includes face validity, and construct validity includes structural validity,
hypothesis testing, and cross-cultural validity (Mokkink et al., 2010). An overview of
measurement properties, including definitions are presented in Table 3-1.
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COSMIN criteria for good measurement properties
Measurement properties were evaluated against COSMIN criteria for good measurement
properties. The recently updated version of COSMIN was used (Mokkink et al., 2018a;
Prinsen et al., 2018). Each criteria was rated as either sufficient (+), insufficient (-) or
indeterminate (?) according to criteria presented in Table 3-2.

Figure 3-1 COSMIN taxonomy of relationships of measurement properties of healthrelated person-reported outcome (HR-PRO) measures (Figure adapted by COSMIN).
From “COSMIN taxonomy of measurement properties” Retrieved June 3, 2019 from
https://www.cosmin.nl/tools/cosmin-taxonomy-measurement-properties/
Original figure printed in “The COSMIN study reached international consensus on
taxonomy, terminology, and definitions of measurement properties for health-related
patient-reported outcomes” by L. B. Mokkink, et al., 2010, Journal of Clinical
Epidemiology, 63(7), p.741, Copyright © 2010 by Elsevier.
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Table 3-1 COSMIN definition of domains, measurement properties and aspects of measurement properties (Mokkink et al., 2010).
Domain
Measurement property
Definition according to COSMIN Taxonomy
Aspect of a measurement
property
Reliability
Degree to which the measurement is free from measurement error. Extent to which scores for patients
who have not changed are the same for repeated measurement under several conditions: for example
using different sets of items from the same instrument (internal consistency); over time (test-retest); by
different persons on the same occasion (inter-rater); or by the same persons on different occasions (intrarater).
Internal consistency
Degree of inter-relatedness among the scale items.
Reliability
Proportion of the total variance in the measurements which is because of ‘true’± differences among
patients. Measured using interclass correlation coefficient (ICC).
Measurement error
Systematic and random error of a woman’s score that is not attributed to true changes in the construct to
be measured.
Validity
Degree to which the instrument measures the construct(s) it purports to measure.
Content validity
Degree to which the content of the instrument is an adequate reflection of the construct to be measured
(includes face validity). All items in a PROM should be relevant, comprehensive, and comprehensible
with respect to the construct and the study population.
Face validity
Degree to which the items of an instrument indeed looks as though they are an adequate reflection of the
construct to be measured.
Construct validity
Degree to which the scores of an instrument are consistent with hypotheses (for instance with regards to
internal relationships, relationships in scores of other instruments, or differences between relevant
groups) based on the assumption that the instrument validly measures the construct to be measured.
Structural validity
Degree to which the scores of a measurement instrument are an adequate reflection of the dimensionality
of the construct to be measured.
Hypothesis testing
Item construct validity.
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Domain
Measurement property
Definition according to COSMIN Taxonomy
Aspect of a measurement
property
Cross-cultural validity
Degree to which the performance of the items on a translated or culturally adapted measurement
instrument is an adequate reflection of the performance of the items of the original version of the
measurement instrument.
Criterion validity
Degree to which the scores of a measurement instrument are an adequate reflection of a “gold standard”.
Responsiveness
Ability of a measure to detect change over time in the construct of interest.
Responsiveness
Item responsiveness.
Interpretability
Degree to which one can assign qualitative meaning – that is, clinical or commonly understood
connotations – to a PROMs quantitative scores or change in scores.
Interpretability

Degree to which one can assign qualitative meaning-that is, clinical or commonly understood
connotations-to an instrument’s quantitative scores or change in scores. Not a measurement property
but an important characteristic of a measurement instrument.

±The

word true must be seen in the context of CTT, which states that any observation is composed of two components – a true score and error associated with the observation. True is the
average score that would be obtained if the scale were given an infinite number of times. It refers only to the consistency of the score, and not to its accuracy.
*Interpretability is not considered a measurement property, but an important characteristic of a measurement instrument.

From “The COSMIN study reached international consensus on taxonomy, terminology, and definitions of measurement properties for
health-related patient-reported outcomes” by L. B. Mokkink, et al., 2010, Journal of Clinical Epidemiology, 63(7), p.743, Copyright ©
2010 by Elsevier.
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Table 3-2 Criteria for good measurement properties (Prinsen et al., 2018)
Rating Measurement property –
Criteria
Structural validity
+
Classical Test Theory (CTT):
CFA: CFI or TLI or comparable measure >0.95 OR RMSEA <0.06 OR SRMR <0.08a
IRT/Rasch
No violation of unidimensionalityb: CFI or TLI or comparable measure >0.95 OR RMSEA <0.06 OR SRMR <0.08
AND No violation of local independence: residual correlations among the items after controlling for the dominant factor
<0.20 OR Q3’s <0.37
AND No violation of monotonicity: adequate looking graphs OR item scalability >0.30
AND Adequate model fit
IRT: X2 >0.001
Rasch: infit and outfit mean squares >0.5 and <1.5 OR Z-standardised values >-2 and <2
?
CTT: Not all information for ‘+’ reported
IRT/Rasch: Model fit not reported
Criteria for ‘+’ not met
Internal consistency
+
At least low evidencec for sufficient structural validityd
AND Cronbach’s alpha(s) > 0.70 for each unidimensional scale or subscalee
?
Criteria for “At least low evidence for sufficient structural validityd” not met
At least low evidencec for sufficient structural validityd
AND Cronbach’s alpha(s) <0.70 for each unidimensional scale or subscalee
Reliability
+
Intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) or weighted Kappa >0.70
?
ICC or weighted Kappa not reported
ICC or weighted Kappa <0.70
Measurement error
+
Smallest detectable change (SDC) or limits of agreement (LoA < minimal important change (MIC)d
?
MIC not defined
SDC or LoA > MICd
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Rating Measurement property –
Criteria
Hypotheses testing for construct validity
+
The result is in accordance with the hypothesisf
?
No hypothesis defined by the review team
The result is not in accordance with the hypothesisf
Cross-cultural validity\measurement invariance
+
No important differences found between group factors (such as age, gender, language) in multiple group factor analysis
OR no important DIF for group factors (McFadden’s R2 <0.02)
?
No multiple group factor analysis
OR DIF analysis performed
Important differences between group factors OR DIF was found
Criterion validity
+
Criterion with gold standard >0.70
OR AUC >0.70
?
Not all information for ‘+’ reported
Correlation with gold standard <0.70 OR AUC <0.70
Responsiveness
+
The result is in accordance with the hypothesisf OR AUC >0.70
?
No hypothesis defined (by the review team)
The result is not in accordance with the hypothesisf OR AUC <0.70

AUC: area under the curve; CFA: confirmatory factor analysis; CFI: comparative fit index; CTT: classical test theory; DIF: differential item functioning; ICC: interclass correlation
coefficient; IRT: item response theory; LoA: limits of agreement: MIC: minimum important change; RMSEA: root mean square error of approximation; SEM: standard error of
measurement; SDC: smallest detectable change; SRMR: standardized root mean residuals: TLI: Tucker-Lewis index.
Rating: “+” = sufficient, “-” = insufficient, “?” = indeterminate.
aTo rate the quality of the summary score, the factor structures should be equal across studies.
bUnidimensionality refers to a factor analysis per subscale, while structural validity refers to a factor analysis of a (multidimensional) PROM.
cAs defined by grading the evidence according to the GRADE approach.
d
This evidence may come from different studies.
eThe criteria ‘Cronbach alpha < 0.95’ was deleted, as this is relevant in the development phase of a PROM and not when evaluating an existing PROM.
fThe results of all studies should be taken together and it should then be decided if 75% of the results are in accordance with the hypotheses.

From “COSMIN guideline for systematic reviews of patient-reported outcome measures” by C. A. C. Prinsen, et al., 2018 Quality of Life
Research, 27(5), p.1152, Copyright © 2018 by the Springer Nature.
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Methodology
All PROMS included in the ICHOM Standard Set were evaluated against COSMIN
standards for study design methodology (Mokkink et al., 2018a; Mokkink et al., 2018b;
Prinsen et al., 2018; Terwee et al., 2018) and criteria for good measurement properties
(Mokkink et al, 2018a; Prinsen et al., 2018). COSMIN guidance focuses on PROMs used
for evaluative purposes (effects of treatment or to monitor patients/women over time).
Although the methodology is designed for systematic reviews of measurement properties
of PROMs, the methodology can also be used for a predefined set of outcome
measurement instruments with adaptions (Mokkink et al., 2018b).
Scope
The quality of each PROM was assessed in terms of PROM development, content
validity, and measurement properties, specific to pregnant or postpartum women.
Inclusion criteria
All PROM development and content validity studies related to the ICHOM Standard Set
were evaluated. PROM development studies were defined as studies reporting concept
elicitation and testing of a new PROM. Content validity studies were defined as those
evaluating relevance, comprehensiveness or comprehensibility during development of the
PROM and included pilot studies. The first PROM validation study in peripartum women
was also included if the original PROM was developed and evaluated in a non-peripartum
population. Systematic reviews of measurement properties related to any PROM using
COSMIN standards were also included.
Exclusion criteria
Content and validation studies were excluded if they described translation evaluations or
were modified in any way.
Information sources
First the primary development paper as cited by ICHOM (2016) was obtained. Citations
describing earlier work in terms of concept elicitation, or content validity evaluation were
identified and retrieved. The COSMIN Database of Systematic Reviews was then
searched to identify existing systematic reviews relating to the measurement properties
of the included PROMs (https://www.cosmin.nl/). A series of literature reviews were
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subsequently conducted to identify papers that described any psychometric analysis on
the measure. A review of citations in these studies were used to identify and confirm
studies for inclusion.
Quality assessment
A modified version of the sequential ten-step procedure for conducting a systematic
review of PROMs was used to evaluate the PROMs included in the ICHOM Standard Set
(Prinsen et al., 2018). PROM development, content validity, internal structure and
remaining measurement properties were evaluated as outlined in Figure 3-2, firstly
against COSMIN standards for study design methodology (Risk of Bias Checklist)
(Mokkink et al., 2018a; Mokkink et al., 2018b Prinsen et al., 2018; Terwee et al, 2018)
and then against updated criteria for good measurement properties (Mokkink et al., 2018a;
Prinsen et al., 2018).
Risk of bias checklist
The risk of bias checklist contains ten checks with standards for PROM development and
nine measurement properties: content validity, structural validity, internal consistency,
cross-cultural validity/measurement invariance, reliability, measurement error, criterion
validity, hypothesis testing for construct validity and responsiveness. Box 1 (PROM
development) and Box 2 (Content validity) were evaluated according to the user manual
for assessing content validity (Terwee et al., 2018). Each assessment of a measurement
property was treated as a separate study and the corresponding checks were completed.
Items were evaluated as either a total construct (all items) or individual constructs
(subscales). The quality of each study was rated using a four-point rating scale ranging
very good to inadequate (Mokkink et al., 2018b).
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Evaluate the quality of the PROM development

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

General design requirements
Construct clearly described?
Origin of the construct clear?
Target population clearly described?
Context of use clearly described?
Study sample represents perinatal women? NO
PROM development inadequate
Qualitative data for item generation?
Skilled interviewers/moderators used?
Appropriate topic/interview guide?
Group meetings recorded/transcribed?
Justified data analysis method?
Part of data coded independently?
Saturation reached?
Sample size calculated?
Cognitive interview/pilot conducted (perinatal women)? NO
PROM development inadequate
Were women asked about comprehensibility? NO
PROM development inadequate
Were women asked about comprehensiveness? NO
PROM development inadequate
Evaluate the quality of content validity studies (if available)

17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

Were women asked about relevance?
Were women asked about comprehensiveness?
Were women asked about comprehensibility?
Were professionals asked about relevance?
Were professionals asked about comprehensiveness?

Evaluate the methodological quality of the PROM and apply
criteria for good measurement properties

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Internal structure
Structural validity
Internal consistency
Remaining measurement properties
Reliability
Measurement error
Criterion validity
Hypothesis testing for construct validity
Responsiveness

Figure 3-2 Systematic approach to PROM evaluation. Adapted from Terwee et al.,
(2018), Mokkink et al., (2018a,b) and Prinsen et al., (2018)
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Content validity
Content validity is considered the most important measurement property as it
refers to the degree to which the content of a PROM is an adequate reflection of the
construct to be measured (Mokkink et al., 2010). Each PROM was assessed against 35
pre-defined standards for what constitutes good content validity (Terwee et al., 2018).
PROMs that were not developed with a peripartum sample were rated inadequate, as were
PROMs with no evaluation of comprehensibility or comprehensiveness. Consistent with
Terwee, et al., (2018), a four-point rating scale was used (very good, adequate, doubtful
or inadequate).
Internal structure
An evaluation of structural validity, and internal consistency were conducted next.
Consistent with COSMIN, the evaluation was based on a reflective model (Mokkink et
al., 2018b). A reflective model assumes that all items in a scale or subscale are
manifestations of one underlying construct and are expected to be correlated. For PROMs
based on a formative model (ie items were not expected to be correlated), internal
structure was not evaluated. Where the type of model was not reported, a pragmatic
decision was made based on the information provided. As a pre-requisite for the
interpretation of internal consistency analyses, structural validity should be evaluated first
to confirm unidimensionality. For multidimensional instruments, a Cronbach’s alpha (α)
was considered relevant and assessed for each subscale but not for a total score. PROMs
assessed as having insufficient structural validity were not evaluated for internal
consistency.
Remaining measurement properties
Remaining measurement properties, reliability, measurement error, criterion
validity, hypothesis testing for construct validity and responsiveness were evaluated last.
Hypothesis testing for construct validity refers to the degree to which scores of a PROM
are consistent with hypothesis. Construct validity is rated separately for convergent
validity (comparison with other measurement instruments) and discriminate or known
group validity (comparison between sub-groups). For PROMs evaluated against
comparison instruments (ie convergent validity), the cited comparator paper was retrieved
to obtain information regarding construct measured and measurement properties to
further inform rating. Criteria for good measurement properties are rated based on the
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expected direction of association between different constructs as outlined in Supp Table
S9.
Criteria for good measurement properties
Measurement properties were evaluated against criteria by Prinsen et al., (2018) and rated
as either sufficient (+), insufficient (-), or indeterminate (?). The overall rating of quality
was determined using a worst score counts principle.
Study selection and quality rating
Studies were selected and evaluated by the doctoral student.
Synthesis of results
Findings are described using text and tables. Each PROM is described narratively
to synthesise the results of all related papers.

Results
Nine of the ten PROMS were evaluated (1) PROMIS Global SF, (2) International
Consultation on Incontinence Questionnaire- Urinary Incontinence Short Form (ICIQUI-SF), (3) Wexner Scale, (4) Edinburgh Postnatal Depression Scale (EPDS), (5) Patient
Health Questionnaire – 2 (PHQ-2), (6) Single Item Measure of Social Support (SIMSS),
(7) Mother-To-Infant Bonding Scale (MIBS), (8) Breastfeeding Self-Efficacy ScaleRevised (BSES-R), and (9) Birth Support Scale Revised (BSS-R). The single item
PROMIS SFFAC102 was not evaluated as no information could be found regarding
specific item generation, development or evaluation. Item wording and response formats
are outlined in the ICHOM Pregnancy and Childbirth Data Collection Reference Guide
(ICHOM, 2016).
Table 3-3 presents the characteristics of each PROM in terms of instrument description.
Four PROMs were developed specifically for use in perinatal women.
Table 3-4 presents the characteristics of study populations, instrument administration and
response rates. The evaluation of PROM development and content validity for four
maternity-specific PROMs are presented in Table 3-5. Results of measurement properties
are described in Supp Tables S10 and S11 and summarised in Table 3-6 and Table 3-7.
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Table 3-3 Characteristics and instrument description of nine included person-reported outcome measures
Measure
(Sub)scale number
Total items
Target population
Recall period
Response options
(Acronym)
and name
(Range of scores)
PROMIS
General
2
In the last few
5-point Likert (0–5).
10
GSF
Mental health
weeks
Pain item 0-10
(Subscale: 4-20)
(4-items);
Higher scores indicate better
Physical health
health
(4-items)
ICIQ-UI
General
1
Present
4 responses:
3 scored items
SF
6-point Likert (0-5)
(0-21)
4-point Likert (0-6)
Higher scores indicate greater
11-point VAS (0-10)
impact on QoL
1 multiple response
self-diagnosis item
Wexner
General
1
Present
5-point Likert (0-4)
5 items (0–20)
Scale
Higher scores indicate worse
incontinence
EPDS
Pregnant women
1
In the past 7
4-point Likert (0-3)
10 items (0–30)
and new mothers
days
Higher scores indicate higher
symptoms of depression
PHQ-2
General
1
Over the past 24-point Likert scale
2 items (0–6)
weeks
Scored 0–3
High score indicates greater
symptoms of depression/
anhedonia
SIMSS
General
1
Present
5-item response
1-item
0, 1, 2-5, 6-9, >9
Higher score indicates higher
availability of tangible support
MIBS

New mothers

1

In the first few
weeks after birth

4-point Likert (0-3)

8-items (0-24)
Higher scores indicate worse
mother to infant bonding
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Measure
(Acronym)
BSS-R

BSES-SF

Target population
New mothers

New mothers

(Sub)scale number
and name
3
Quality of care
(4 items);
Personal attributes
(2 items);
Stress during labour
(4 items)
1

Recall period

Response options

Current

5-point Likert (0-4)

Current

5-point Likert (1-5)

Total items
(Range of scores)
10 items (0-40)
4 items (0-16)
2-items (0-8)
Higher scores indicate higher
satisfaction
14 items (14-70)
Higher scores indicate higher
breastfeeding self-efficacy

Abbreviations: BSES-SF: Breastfeeding Self-efficacy Scale Short Form; BSS-R: Birth Satisfaction Scale-Revised; EPDS: Edinburgh Postnatal Depression Scale; ICIQ-UI SF:
International Consultation on Incontinence Questionnaire-Urinary Incontinence Short Form; MIBS: Mother-To-Infant Bonding Scale; PROMIS GSF: Patient-Reported Outcomes
Measurement Information System Global Short Form: SIMSS: Single Item Measure of Social Supports; PHQ-2: Patient Health Questionnaire-2.
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Table 3-4 Characteristics of studies used in PROM development (D), pilot testing for content validity (P) and validation (V)
PROM
Citation/
Gender % Predominant
(Type of
Population
N
Age*
Study setting
Country
Female
ethnicity
study)
PROMIS
Hays 2009
(Hays et al.,
Community and
21,133
53
52
Caucasian
General
(D)
2009)
clinical sample
(18-100)
80%
population
US
selected to reflect
2000 US census
data.
Revicki
(Revicki et
Community and
53
52
Caucasian
General
(P)
al., 2009)
clinical sample
20,400
80%
population:
US
selected to reflect
Secondary
2000 US census
analysis of data
data.
Lundsburg
(Lundsberg
Women testing
161
Mn = 27
100
Hispanic
Clinic setting
(V)
et al., 2018)
positive to
(SD = 6)
42%;
US
pregnancy or
Non-Hispanic
scheduled for
woman of
abortion services
colour = 37%;
<24 weeks
gestation.
ICIQ-UI SF
Averya
(Avery et
Synthesis of 9
Total 1,083
50
57
Not described Community and
al., 2004)
studies included
(25-73)
clinic
UK
-

Response
rate
Not
reported

Not
reported

269
eligible
164
enrolled
161
responded

60-96%
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PROM
(Type of
study)

Citation/
Country

Population

N

Sub-group
analysis.
Wexner
Jorgeb

Vaizey
(V)
EPDS
Coxc
(D)
Cox
(P)

Murray
(V)
Blower
(SR)
PHQ-2

(Jorge &
Wexner,
1993)
(Vaizey et
al., 1999)
(Cox, 1986)
UK
(Cox et al.,
1987)
UK
(Murray &
Cox, 1990)
UK
(Blower et
al., 2019)

Age*

Gender %
Female

Predominant
ethnicity

Study setting

67
(41-87)

Response
rate
87%
completed
all items

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Patients with fecal
incontinence.

23

57
(30-78)

91

Not described

Clinic

18/23
78%

Postpartum
women.
Postpartum
women at 3
months
postpartum.
Pregnant women
28-34 weeks
gestation.
23 studies
included

63

100

Not described

Health Centre

84

27
(SD = 5)
26

100

Not described

Home
environment

Not
reported
Not
reported

100

25

100

Not described

Antenatal clinic

Not
reported

-

-

--

-

-
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PROM
(Type of
study)
Kroenke
(D)

Gjerdingen
(V)
SIMSS
Blake
(D)

MIBS
Taylor
(D)
Wittkowski
(V)
BSS-R

Citation/
Country
(Kroenke et
al., 2003)
US

Gender %
Female

Predominant
ethnicity

66

Caucasian
79%

100

Caucasian
39%
Hispanic 39%
Caucasian
67%

Population

N

Age*

General patients in
primary care.

3000 primary
care patients
and
3000
obstetric/
gynaecology
patients
506

Mn = 46
(SD=17)

29
(SD = 6)

100

Mn = 31
(SD=11)

Study setting
8 Primary care
clinics and 7
obstetrics and
gynaecology
clinics
(Secondary
analysis)
Family medicine/
paediatric clinics

Response
rate
6,000/
7,091
(85%)

(Gjerdingen
et al., 2009)
US

Postpartum
women 0-1 month
postpartum

506/1,556
(33%)

(Blake &
McKay,
1986)
US

General patients in
primary care.

480

Mdn =
33

61

Caucasian

General
population:
Secondary
analysis of data

Not
reported

(Taylor et
al., 2005)
UK
(Wittkowski
et al., 2007)
UK

New mothers.

162

Mn = 32
(SD = 5)

100

Not reported

1 hospital
maternity ward

144/ 162
89%

New mothers.

96

M = 29
(SD = 5)

100

Not reported

2 UK hospital
maternity wards

Not
reported
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PROM
(Type of
study)
Hollins
(D)

Nivler
(SR)
BSES-SF
Dennis
(D)

Citation/
Country

Gender %
Female

Predominant
ethnicity

Not
reported

100

Not reported

Mn = 29
(SD = 5)
18-44

100

91%
Caucasian

Population

N

Age*

(Hollins
Martin &
Martin,
2014) UK
(Nilvér et
al., 2017)

Postnatal women.

228

(Dennis,
2003)
Canada

New mothers.

T1: 491
T2: 459
T3: 389

Study setting

Response
rate

Mothers in west
of Scotland

228/1200
(19%)

3 studies
evaluated
491/831
(59%)

*Rounded up.
Development (D), Pilot (P), Validation (V).
aSynthesis of all Development, pilot and content validity studies
bScale proposed without development study described
cSynthesis describing early development work

Table 3-5 Quality assessment of PROM development for maternity specific instruments using COSMIN standards
EPDS
MIBS
BSS-R
BSES-SF
General requirements
V Good
Doubtful
V Good
V Good
Concept elicitation
V Good Adequate
Doubtful
Doubtful
Cognitive interview or pilot test V Good Inadequate
V Good
Doubtful
Comprehensibility
V Good Inadequate Inadequate Doubtful
Comprehensiveness
Doubtful Inadequate Inadequate Inadequate
Abbreviations: BSES-SF: Breastfeeding Self-efficacy Scale Short Form; BSS-R: Birth Satisfaction Scale-Revised;
EPDS: Edinburgh Postnatal Depression Scale; MIBS: Mother-To-Infant Bonding Scale.
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Table 3-6 Summary Table of methodological quality of included PROM studies
PROM
PROMIS
Hays
Revicki
Lundsberg
ICIQ-UI SF
Abrams
Wexner
Jorge
Vaizey
EPDS
Cox
Cox
Murray
PHQ-2
Kroenke
Gjerdingen
SIMSS
Blake
MIBS
Taylor
Wittkowski
BSS-R
BSES-SF
Dennis

Hypothesis testing
Convergent
Discriminate
validity
validity

Structural
validity

Internal
consistency

Reliability

Measurement
error

Criterion
validity

Responsiveness

V good
-

V good
V good

Adequate
-

V good
-

-

V good
V good
Adequate

-

-

V good

V good

Adequate

-

-

Adequate

-

V good

-

-

V good

V good
-

Inadequate
V good
-

Adequate
Adequate

-

V good
V good
V good

Inadequate

-

V good
-

-

-

Adequate
-

-

V good
V good

Inadequate
V good

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Inadequate

Inadequate

-

Adequate
-

V good
Doubtful

Doubtful
-

-

-

V good
V good

V good
-

-

V good

V good

-

-

-

-

V good

-

Adequate

V good

-

-

-

V good

V good

-
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Table 3-7 Summary Table of ratings against criteria for good measurement properties
PROM
PROMIS
Hays
Revicki
Lundsberg
ICIQ-UI SF
Abrams
Wexner
Jorge
Vaizey
EPDS
Cox
Cox
Murray
Blower*
PHQ-2
Kroenke
Gjerdingen
SIMSS
Blake
MIBS
Taylor
Wittkowski
BSS-R

Structural
validity

Internal
consistency

+

+
NR

?

#

+

Reliability

+/-

?

?
NR#

+

?

+

+

+++

+
NR#

Criterion
validity

+
+
+

+/+
?

Measurement
error

Hypothesis testing
Convergent
Discriminate
Validity
validity

-

Responsiveness

+

+

+/+

?
?
?
+++

?
++

+
?

+
+

+
+

?

?

+
+

+
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Hollins
Nilver*
BSES-SF

+

+
+

?

+
?

?

+

+

+

*Systematic review rating: Strong level of evidence (+++): consistent findings in multiple studies (2 or more) of good methodological quality or in one study of excellent methodology
quality; moderate level of evidence (++): consistent findings in multiple studies (2 or more) of fair methodological quality or in one study of good methodological quality; limited level of
evidence (+): one study of fair methodological quality; conflicting level of evidence (+/−): conflicting findings;
#NR = Not rated: Internal consistency values not rated as structural validity not confirmed as a pre-requisite.

.
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PROMIS Global Short Form
The PROMIS GSF is a self-report measure of health-related quality of life that includes
10 items obtained from the PROMIS item bank (Hays et al., 2009). The initial PROMIS
item bank was developed based on published literature, clinician review and qualitative
research with patients with various health conditions (Cella et al., 2010; Cella et al., 2007;
DeWalt et al., 2007; HealthMeasures, 2018; Klem et al., 2009; Teresi et al., 2009).
Domain-specific instruments were also reviewed, and new items developed (Cella et al.,
2007; DeWalt et al., 2007). General content validity of individual items were developed
to reflect the World Health Organization’s physical, mental and social framework, and
was assumed to be adequate. PROMIS GSF however, was developed and evaluated in a
sample of older, mixed gender United States of America (USA) citizens (Hays et al.,
2009), and so lacks relevance, comprehensiveness and comprehensibility in peripartum
women and was rated inadequate.
Structural validity was evaluated using confirmatory factor analysis (CFA), and revealed
two subscales that measure global mental health (GMH: 4 items) and global physical
health (GPH: 4-items). Internal consistency of the subscales was sufficient (α = .86, .81)
as was convergent validity with the EQ-5D, which was also tested in a general population
(Shaw et al., 2005). In a secondary analysis with split half samples, the scale demonstrated
sufficient reliability in a comparison of actual and predicted EQ-5D scores (intraclass
correlation coefficients; ICC = 0.73) though measurement error was indeterminate
(Revicki et al., 2009). While the limits of agreement (LOA) ranged -0.20 to 0.20, no
minimal important change was defined. Despite overall very good methodological quality
in both development (Hays et al., 2009) and pilot (Revicki et al., 2009) studies, the
psychometric properties were not evaluated in peripartum women.
In terms of childbearing, the only clinical validation study of the PROMIS GSF was
conducted with a sample of 161 USA pregnant women (Lundsberg et al., 2018), but
structural validity was not evaluated, despite being a prerequisite for psychometric testing
in a new population (de Vet et al., 2017). Notwithstanding this, internal consistency was
conducted (Hays et al., 2009). The Global Mental Health scale demonstrated sufficient
internal consistency (α = .85) while the Global Physical Health Scale was insufficient (α
= .63). While convergent validity was evaluated against the 12-item Short Form Health
Survey (SF-12) (Ware et al., 1996), and findings were consistent with hypotheses, it was
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unclear if the measurement properties of the SF-12 were relevant to peripartum women.
Despite overall good methodological quality, the PROMIS GSF lacks relevance and
validity and reliability in peripartum women is largely unknown.
International Consultation of Incontinence Questionnaire
The ICIQ-UI SF is a brief four-item self-report measure of urinary incontinence
comprising three scored and one unscored item to assess the frequency, severity and
impact on quality of life. The UCIQ-UI SF is one of 16 modules from the International
Consultation on Incontinence Questionnaire (ICIQ, n.d.). Sponsored by the WHO, the
ICIQ was developed to be universally applicable in clinical practice and research (Diaz
et al., 2017) through nine studies with diverse populations (Avery et al., 2004).
Consultations with expert committees, and in-depth interviews with 63 symptomatic
urology clinic attendees (46 females and 17 males) were conducted to evaluate content,
interpretability and comprehension. As a generic tool, relevance, comprehensiveness and
comprehensibility specific to peripartum women could not be established thus PROM
development was rated inadequate.
Extensive work was conducted to evaluate the psychometric properties of the ICIQ
(summarised by Avery et al., 2004). While structural validity was evaluated using
confirmatory factor analysis, and sufficient internal consistency was observed (α = .92)
with evidence of responsiveness in mixed gender, older community and clinic samples,
no evidence was found regarding psychometric evaluation in peripartum women. While
the ICIQ-UI SF was previously assigned Grade A evidence for validity, reliability and
responsiveness the International Consultation on Incontinence Committee found no
additional evidence of published content validity for the ICIQ-UI SF (Diaz et al., 2017).
Despite overall good methodological quality, the ICIQ-UI SF lacked relevance and the
validity and reliability in peripartum women is largely unknown.
Wexner Scale
The Wexner Scale comprises five scored items to assess subjective frequency and severity
of anal incontinence (Jorge & Wexner 1993). Development and evaluation of the Wexner
Scale in terms of item generation, concept elicitation is not clearly described therefore
PROM development and content validity were rated inadequate.
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Despite unclear origins, the Wexner Scale was evaluated by Vaizey and colleagues (1999)
in a study testing a new incontinence scale. In a mixed gender sample of 23 older citizens
with faecal incontinence attending one United Kingdom (UK) clinic, the Wexner scale
demonstrated sufficient criterion validity correlating highly with clinical assessment (r =
0.78). Further, in a sub-sample of 13 patients, the Wexner score changed significantly in
response to surgery and demonstrated sufficient test-retest reliability at 14 days (range 820 days) (r = 0.75). No studies were found that evaluated the psychometric properties of
the Wexner Scale in community samples of peripartum women. Given the limited
methodological quality, and no evaluation of construct validity, the Wexner Scale lacks
relevance, and validity and reliability in peripartum women.
Edinburgh Postnatal Depression Scale
The EPDS is a 10-item self-report measure of symptoms of depression. Twenty-one items
were originally generated from a detailed analysis of other scales and expert opinion
(Snaith et al., 1978; Zigmond & Snaith, 1983). Following extensive interviews and pilot
testing with 50 new mothers and health workers to evaluate item wording and
acceptability, a shortened 13-item version was tested with 63 postpartum women. This
process identified some redundant items (Cox, 1986).

A 10-item version was

subsequently tested and validated with 84 postpartum women (Cox et al., 1987). Based
on this extensive work, the PROM development was rated very good.
In terms of methodological quality, structural validity was conducted with the 13-item
scale (Cox, 1986). While the method of factor analysis was not clear, two factors were
observed, a ‘depression’ factor which accounted for 46% of the variance and a ‘second
factor’ which accounted for 23% of the variance. Correlation coefficients between all 13
items ranged 0.26-0.82 indicating some possible redundancies. While the refined 10-item
EPDS was later piloted, structural validity was not re-evaluated at that time, and
dimensionality was not confirmed (Cox et al., 1987). Though criterion validity was
evaluated against accepted gold standard criteria (clinical psychiatric interview) both in
postpartum (Cox et al., 1987) and pregnant cohorts (Murray & Cox, 1990), criteria for
good measurement properties was indeterminate due to a lack of information regarding
the area under the curve value. The broader findings of a systematic review of
measurement properties using COSMIN criteria does however provide stronger evidence
on the quality of the EPDS (Blower et al., 2019). The review which included 23 EPDS
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validation studies found strong evidence for internal consistency and criterion validity,
moderate evidence of poor test-retest reliability and convergent validity with other selfreport measures of depression symptoms and conflicting evidence for structural validity
(Blower et al., 2019). Overall, the synthesis of evidence suggests the EPDS is a widely
used and somewhat robust measure of depression symptoms in peripartum women.
Patient Health Questionnaire - 2
The PHQ-2 (Kroenke et al., 2003) comprises the first two questions of the nine-item
PHQ-9, a self-report version of the PRIME-MD clinical evaluation (Kroenke et al., 2001;
Spitzer et al., 2000). Content validity of the PHQ-9 (relevance, comprehensiveness and
comprehensibility) was not evaluated in a sample of 6000 patients from eight primary
care clinics and 7 obstetrics and gynaecology clinics (Kroenke et al., 2001). A secondary
analysis by Kroenke et al., (2003) evaluated the two-item version (PHQ-2) and found the
measure demonstrated sufficient criterion validity for major (AUC = 0.93) and any
depressive order (AUC = 0.90) suggesting sufficient predictive abilities. Convergent
validity was demonstrated between the PHQ-2 and SF-20 and divergent validity was
demonstrated between subgroups of people with depression. Despite overall good
methodology and some promising measurement properties, psychometric properties in
perinatal women was not confirmed.
Although the screening accuracy of the PHQ-2 has been evaluated in three systematic
reviews (Gilbody et al., 2007; Manea et al., 2016; Mann & Gilbody, 2011) only one paper
by Gjerdingen et al., evaluated the PHQ-2 in 506 postpartum women in the USA
(Gjerdingen et al., 2009). In this study, criterion validity was assessed against a structured
clinical interview and convergent validity was assessed against the PHQ-9 and an
alternative response format. While methodological quality was generally good, no
information was provided regarding the correlation of the PHQ-2 with the criterion
standard. Criterion validity was thus rated indeterminate. While the PHQ-2 does show
some potential as a screening tool for depression symptoms, there is no evaluation of
comprehensibility, or comprehensiveness and it currently lacks relevance and
psychometric evaluation in perinatal women. PROM development was therefore rated as
inadequate.
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Single Item Measure of Social Supports
The single item measure of social support (SIMSS) was evaluated in a single study of
general, mixed gender patients in the USA (Blake & McKay, 1986). The SIMSS is
reported to measure tangible (practical support) in terms of the perceived availability of
people that can provide help. In a secondary analysis of data testing if morbidity was
moderated by social support and gender (McKay et al., 1985), Blake evaluated the
criterion validity of the SIMSS against one poorly described, and unvalidated 12-item
measure of social support. Sensitivity and specificity was not calculated. Discriminate
validity was assessed for gender differences using chi-square tests. With no clear
description of the construct to be measured, indeterminant origin of the construct in terms
of theory, conceptual framework or disease model, development of the SIMSS was rated
inadequate as was methodological quality.
Mother-To-Infant Bonding Scale
The Mother-to-Infant Bonding Scale consists of eight statements describing a mother’s
emotional response to her baby in the first few weeks (Taylor et al., 2005). Rated on a 4point Likert scale (0-3), higher scores indicate worse mother-to-infant bonding. While the
measurement properties of the MIBS has been evaluated in three reviews (Edwards et al.,
2017; Perrelli et al., 2014; Tichelman et al., 2019), no COSMIN assessment has been
conducted. In terms of PROM design, development of the MIBS was rated as inadequate.
Item generation was informed by the earlier work of Kumar (1997), but no cognitive
interview was conducted to evaluate concept elicitation, and women were not asked about
comprehensiveness during the pilot study (Taylor et al., 2005).
Taylor et al., (2005) evaluated the MIBS for the first time in a population of 162
postpartum mothers on day 3 and 12 weeks postpartum. At 12-weeks mothers rated the
MIBS twice, how they felt in the first few weeks and how they felt now. Mothers also
completed the Kennerley Blues Scale (Kennerley & Gath, 1989), the Highs Scale (Glover
et al., 1994) and the Edinburgh Postnatal Depression Scale (Cox et al., 1987). Principal
components analysis (PCA) was used to refine the scale and confirm overall
unidimensionality. The scale demonstrated sufficient internal consistency (α = .71). While
MIBS was significantly correlated at the three time-points, reliability was insufficient (r
= 0.54-0.61). In terms of convergent validity, the MIBS correlated positively with the
EPDS at a few weeks, but not with the Kennerley Blues Scale or the Highs Scale. No
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significant associations were seen at day 3 or week 12 between the MIBS, Kennerley
Blues Scale, or Highs Scale. Subgroup analysis by EPDS score showed a significant
difference in MIBS scores in the first few weeks between those with high and low EPDS
in the direction expected, providing at least some support for construct validity.
In another study, the MIBS was compared to the Postpartum Bonding Questionnaire
(PBQ) (Brockington et al, 2001) and Kennerley Blues Scale (KBS) on day 2-4 postpartum
with 96 first-time mothers in the UK (Wittkowski et al., 2007). Participants rated the
MIBS twice, how they felt immediately after birth and how they felt now. Although
internal consistency of the MIBS was poor at both timepoints (α = .55 and .49
respectively), structural validity was not confirmed as a pre-requisite therefore internal
consistence was not rated. MIBS scores at both time points were significantly correlated
(0.51, p = <.01). Further, the MIBS was significantly positively correlated to both the
PBQ (r = .38, .30) and the KBS (r = .36, .34) at both time-points, supporting convergent
validity. Overall the MIBS is relevant, with mostly very good/adequate methodological
quality and sufficient measurement properties to evaluate mother infant bonding.
Birth Satisfaction Scale-Revised
The BSS-R is a 10-item measure of women’s satisfaction of birth (Hollins Martin &
Martin, 2014). Originally developed as a 30-item scale, items and domains were
generated using a qualitative literature review (Hollins Martin & Fleming, 2011) and
concurrent analysis of qualitive data (Hollins Martin et al., 2012). The PROM appeared
to be designed generally well, however, concept elicitation in terms of qualitative
approaches and analysis techniques were assumed and not clearly described. With no
cognitive interview or pilot test conducted to evaluate comprehensibility or
comprehensive, the PROM development was rated inadequate. Furthermore, authors of a
recent systematic review which assessed the BSS-R against COSMIN criteria rated the
BSS-R unsuitable for use without further testing based mainly on the limited number of
properties evaluated (Nilvér et al., 2017). The review included the same three studies as
the current review (Hollins Martin & Fleming, 2011; Hollins Martin & Martin, 2014;
Hollins Martin et al., 2012).
Breastfeeding Self-Efficacy Scale-Short Form
Based on Bandura’s social cognitive theory, the 14-item BSES-SF is a self-report measure
of a mother’s confidence in her ability to breastfeed her baby (Dennis, 2003). Originally
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developed as a 33-item measure, item generation was based on literature review,
interviews with breastfeeding mothers, and expert judgement (Dennis & Faux, 1999).
Items were further evaluated using semi-structured interviews of two postpartum mothers
and a pilot test including 23 postpartum mothers in Canada. Although women were asked
about comprehensibility and identified problems were addressed, methods were not fully
described. For example, it is unclear if data was collected to saturation or coded
independently. It was further unclear if women were asked about comprehensiveness.
In terms of psychometric evaluation, breastfeeding women were asked to complete the
BSES-SF, EPDS (Cox et al., 1987), Rosenberg Self Esteem Scale (Rosenberg, 1965) and
the Perceived Stress Scale (Cohen et al., 1983) at 1-, 4- and 8-weeks postpartum. Using
principal components extraction to refine the measure at 1-week postpartum,
unidimensionality was observed, with one factor explaining 58.35% of the variance.
Group-differences in terms of women’s prior experience (parity) confirmed discriminate
validity, with experienced mothers exhibiting higher scores compared to first time
mothers at all time points. Further, breastfeeding self-efficacy was positively correlated
with self-esteem, and negatively correlated with depressive symptoms and perceived
stress at all time-points supporting convergent validity. The BSES-SF demonstrated
mostly very good methodological quality and mostly sufficient measurement properties.
Interpretation
The ICHOM Standard Set includes ten previously evaluated PROMs. One outcome
measure for pain during sex could not be evaluated despite being an item from the
PROMIS item bank. Of the nine PROMs evaluated only four were designed and validated
for use with peripartum women (EPDS, MIBS, BSES-SF and BSS-R) and five were not
(PROMIS GSF, ICIQ-UI SF, Wexner Scale, PHQ-2, and SIMSS). None of the four
population-specific PROMs met all standards for relevance in terms of general design
requirements or concept elicitation, due mainly to a lack of clear reporting about the
PROM development process. All four PROMs fell short of adequately evaluating
comprehensibility or comprehensiveness of the PROM, with comprehensiveness not
evaluated in any PROM.
Although methodological quality was variable across all studies, the PROMIS, ICIQ-UI
SF, BSSR-SF and BSES-R rated generally well. In contrast the SIMSS, PHQ-2 and
Wexner Scale lacked quality and demonstrated inadequate construct validity. PROMs
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were also variable in terms of meeting criteria for good measurement properties. The
PROMIS, Wexner and BSS-R met all criteria for measurement properties assessed and
none were observed as insufficient.
In summary, five included PROMs (PROMIS GSF, ICIQ-UI SF, Wexner, PHQ-2, SIMSS)
lacked adequate evidence to inform psychometric performance with childbearing women.
Further research is needed to address this gap.
Strengths and limitations
A major strength of this review was the assessment of PROMs using consensus-based
standards for PROM design and criteria for good measurement properties. As PROMs
already included in the ICHOM set, only studies related to the PROM development and
content validation were evaluated. Further, data extraction and quality ratings were
conducted by one person (VS). While a series of systematic reviews, to include all studies
of each PROMs measurement properties, using two independent assessors is
recommended before rating the overall quality of a PROM (Mokkink et al., 2018b), this
was not possible due to time and resource limitations. A search of the COSMIN database
and inclusion of such reviews did go some way to address this limitation. While these
findings must be viewed with caution, they have been useful to inform the ongoing
program of work presented in this thesis.
The process for choosing the PROMs included in the ICHOM Standard Set is also not
clear. Although Nijagal et al., (2018) describes a review of the literature to compile a
comprehensive list of outcomes, measures and casemix factors, the process, and decisions
in terms of PROM choice is not clearly described. It is possible that more appropriate
measures are available. A recent systematic review however found a paucity of maternityrelated PROMs (Dickinson, et al., 2019), therefore alternatives to those included in the
ICHOM Set are unlikely.

Conclusions
Based on these findings, despite some methodological limitations in design, the four
peripartum specific PROMs can be supported in the ICHOM Standard Set to evaluate
symptoms of depression, mother-to-infant bonding, perceived birth satisfaction and
breastfeeding self-efficacy. The five PROMs developed in general populations that lacked
psychometric robustness in peripartum women must undergo psychometric evaluation to
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inform suitability of inclusion in the ICHOM Standard Set to evaluate quality in maternity
care. The reminder of this thesis will seek to address this evidence gap.
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CHAPTER 4
Methods
‘Outcomes represent the ultimate measure of quality’
(Porter, 2013)

Introduction
Implementing a value-based approach to maternity care as a strategy to drive quality
improvement demands standardised measurement of outcomes. The ICHOM Standard
Set for Pregnancy and Childbirth (ICHOM, 2016) has been introduced as a new but
unvalidated set of outcomes, measures and timepoints to measure value in maternity care.
Although the findings of a systematic review presented in Chapter 2 found the set to have
been developed using reasonable methods, the findings of a narrative review presented in
the previous chapter found the inclusion of five outcome measures unvalidated in
childbearing women. Coupled with a lack of evidence to inform the feasibility of the
Standard Set in practice, this lack of evidence presents a potential barrier to the
implementation of the ICHOM Standard Set in clinical practice. The body of work
contained in the remainder of this thesis is designed to address this gap in knowledge.
The current chapter describes the methods employed to fulfil the study aims. The program
of work was situated within a larger funded project. This chapter is presented in three
parts. Part I will present the conceptual underpinnings of this program of work. In Part II,
the methods used for participant selection, recruitment and data collection are presented.
This includes a description of the study design, sample, sample size considerations,
procedures, outcome measures, data management and ethical considerations. Data
sources and outcome measurement are fully described. Part III presents the approach to
data analysis.

Part I Conceptual Framework
The conceptual framework underpinning this body of work, has at its core a belief that
high-quality maternity care delivered by highly-educated and skilled midwives within a
collaborative team of multidisciplinary health professionals will have the greatest positive
impact on the physical, psychological and social health and wellbeing of mothers and
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babies, both in Australia and beyond. In an egalitarian healthcare system, ensuring value
per dollar spent is crucial for sustainable healthcare provision. Aligning with these beliefs,
this thesis is situated within the conceptual frameworks of Quality Maternity and
Newborn Care (Renfrew et al., 2014) and Value-Based Health Care (Porter & Teisberg,
2006; Porter, 2010a).
Quality Maternal and Newborn Care Framework
The QMNC Framework (Renfrew et al., 2014) (Figure 4-1) underpins this body of work
and outlines the characteristics and components of high-quality maternity care that should
be accessible to all women and newborns. Evidence for the Framework was drawn from
an extensive review of evidence including 461 Cochrane reviews of practice, 7 systematic
reviews on workforce studies, and 13 meta-analyses on women’s views and experiences.
The QMNC Framework includes the provision of preventive and supportive care and
describes the characteristics of care that women, infants and families need during prepregnancy, pregnancy, birth and postpartum care. The Framework consists of five key
components of care (effective practices, organisation of care, philosophy, values and
characteristics of care providers), and identifies both what a health service needs to
provide high quality care and how it delivers its functions and meets its goals. The
Framework is used to operationalise the concept of quality maternity care. The
Framework also aligns with value-based healthcare by:
1.

Placing the woman and infant firmly at the centre of care and decision making.

2.

Addresses key concepts relating to the organisation of maternity care that contribute
to unwarranted variation including availability, accessibility, and acceptability.

3.

Values the promotion and support of normal processes of pregnancy, birth and
postpartum and the importance of the early weeks of newborn life.

4.

Placing midwives as central to balancing the appropriate use of interventions and
avoiding expensive and potentially harmful unwarranted interventions.

5.

Has wide applicability, being both versatile and globally relevant in any setting.

6.

Moves beyond viewing quality from the technical dimensions of what is done, to
include the important components of how, where and by whom the care is provided.
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Figure 4-1 The Quality Maternal and Newborn Care Framework
From “Midwifery and quality care: findings from a new evidence informed framework for maternal and newborn care” by M. Renfrew et al.,
2014. Lancet, 384, p.1132. Copyright © 2014 by Elsevier.
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Value-Based Healthcare Framework
Value-based healthcare is a Framework for restructuring healthcare systems with the
overarching goal of attaining value for patients (Porter & Teisberg, 2006). The
overarching principle in VBHC is the redesign of health care delivery systems centred on
providing value for patients, where value is defined as the outcomes that matter to patients
and the costs to achieve those outcomes (Porter & Teisberg, 2006).
Value is created by defining a condition or population (such as childbearing women) and
examining the outcomes and costs to achieve outcomes over the full cycle of care,
including primary and preventative care. The condition (childbearing) is the unit of value
creation and the focus of measurement in a value-based health system.
Six interdependent and mutually reinforcing elements (Porter & Lee, 2013) outlined in
Figure 4-2 are needed for a value-based healthcare system.
Element 2: Measure outcomes and cost for every woman and infant forms the focus of
the program of work presented in this thesis.

Figure 4-2 Major elements for a value-based healthcare system. Reprinted with
permission from "The Strategy That Will Fix Health Care" by M. E. Porter and T. H. Lee,
2013, Harvard Business Review, October 2013. Copyright © 2013 by the Harvard
Business Publishing Corporation; all rights reserved.
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Outcome measurement
In a value-based approach to maternity care, outcomes represent the ultimate measure of
quality but must be measured using a standardised approach (Porter 2010b; Porter & Lee,
2013). Basic principles of outcome measurement include:
1. Measures outcomes for condition or segment of primary care population.
2. Measures multidimensional outcomes using PROMs.
3. Measures outcomes that are important to childbearing women and other
stakeholders.
4. Measures outcomes over the full cycle of care.
5. Includes risk adjustments for the severity and underlying condition of women.
The full set of outcomes for any condition are arrayed in a three-tier hierarchy
encompassing health status achieved or retained (Tier 1), process of recovery (Tier 2),
and sustainability of health (Tier 3) (Porter, 2010b).
Outcome measurement requires the defining of specific outcome dimensions and
measures (Porter, 2010b):
•

Selection of outcome dimensions

•

Relating outcomes to processes

•

Selection of measurement tools

•

Determining relationships among dimensions

•

Adjusting for risk

ICHOM Standard Sets are designed to align with value-based healthcare (Porter et al,
2016).
Aims
The ICHOM Standard Set for Pregnancy and Childbirth offers a standard set of tools to
measure value in maternity care with the potential to inform value-based maternity care.
The feasibility of the ICHOM Standard Set in clinical practice is not yet known. The
overall aim of this thesis is to bring together a body of work to evaluate the feasibility of
the ICHOM core outcome set in clinical practice. To meet the aims outlined in Chapter 1
the following research questions were developed. Table 4-1 outlines the research
questions, methods used, and the related chapter where the study is presented.
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Table 4-1 Research questions, methods used and relevant chapter
Research questions

Method±

1.

What is the quality of maternal and neonatal COS
development?
To what extent do existing maternal and neonatal
COS meet minimum standards for development
(scope, stakeholder involvement, and consensus
process)?
What is the extent of outcome concordance between
COS?
Were the PROMs included in the ICHOM COS
developed using robust methods?
Are the PROMs in the ICHOM set relevant,
comprehensive and comprehensible to childbearing
women?
To what extent are the PROMs in the ICHOM set
robust in childbearing women?
Is the PROMIS Global Short Form a robust measure
of health-related quality of life in peripartum
women?
Is the International Consultation on Incontinence
Questionnaire - Urinary Incontinence Short Form
(ICIQ-UI SF) a robust measure of urinary
incontinence in peripartum women?
Is the Wexner Scale a robust measure of anal
incontinence in peripartum women?
What is the effectiveness of a newly developed
framework to aid consistent measurement and
reporting of incontinence during pregnancy and
postpartum?
What is the screening accuracy of the two-item
Patient Health Questionnaire to detect depression
symptoms in peripartum women using two-case
identification methods?
What is the variability of accuracy of the two-item
Patient Health Questionnaire during the peripartum
period using two-case identification methods?

Systematic review

2

Systematic review

2

Systematic review

2

Narrative review

3

Narrative review

3

Rasch Measurement
Theory.

5

Exploratory,
prospective,
observational cohort
design.
Criterion validity
evaluated at 4-time
points during
pregnancy and
postpartum using the
EPDS as the
criterion standard.

6

How well does the Single Item Measure of Social
Support measure the social support construct during
pregnancy?
What is the feasibility of the full ICHOM set in
clinical practice?
Was the Standard Set acceptable to childbearing
women?
What factors contributed to project success?

Convergent and
predictive validity
were evaluated.
Evaluated feasibility
of the ICHOM
Standard Set in
clinical practice.

8

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
a.
b.

c.
d.

e.

f.

g.
7.
a)
b)

Psychometric
evaluation over four
time-points during
pregnancy and
postpartum.

Chapter

6
6

7

7

9
9
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Part I Methods
Study design
A prospective, observational, cohort study was conducted as part of a larger study. The
primary aims of the MoMeNT Study (Acronym: Models Meeting Needs over Time) were
to: (1) effectiveness of Continuity of Midwifery Care (CMC) (also termed caseload
midwifery) in promoting maternal mental health and positive mother-infant relationships,
and (2) feasibility of the ICHOM Standard Set in clinical practice. Fulfillment of the
second study aim forms the focus of this doctoral thesis.
Study site and population
The study was conducted at Gold Coast University Hospital (GCUH), a large
tertiary referral centre in south-east Queensland. The Gold Coast University Hospital
(GCUH) is publicly funded and provides all levels of maternity and neonatal services,
including high complexity of care for women and neonates and a maternal-fetal medicine
service. Women booked to birth at GCUH are cared for in one of two broad models of
care – CMC and fragmented shift-based care.
Sample
The sample for the MoMeNT study consisted consecutive women attending for antenatal
care who planned to birth at Gold Coast University Hospital.
Mothers who birth at Gold Coast University Hospital.
Table 4-2 presents routinely collected hospital electronic data for women who
birthed at Gold Coast University Hospital (GCUH) in 2017. Of the 5,137 birthing
mothers, 678 (13.2%) were cared for in a CMC model (public CMC: 10.6%; private
CMC: 2.6%). While most women booked for maternity care with no current health issues,
more than one in four women (27.8%) reported a history of a mental health disorder, most
often depression and/or anxiety. Further, previous surgical birth complicated the
pregnancies of one in seven women who booked for maternity care.
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Table 4-2 Characteristics of Gold Coast University Hospital birthing mothers in 2017
(N = 5137
Demographics
Nulliparous
Parity
Primiparous
Multiparous
Age (years) (M, SD)
Body mass index (M, SD)
Interpreter needed
Yes
No
Relationship status
Married/ de facto
Singlea
Lifestyle behaviours
Smoking status
Never smoked
Previous smoker
Current smoker
Illicit drug use at booking
Yes
No
Medical history#
Mental health disorder
Anxiety disorder
Depression
Bipolar
Psychotic disorder

n (%)*
1472 (28.7)
2184 (42.5)
2951 (57.4)
30.3 (5.5)
26.4 (6.0)
187 (3.6%)
4950 (96.4)
4278 (83.3)
771 (15.0)

3245 (63.2)
1347 (26.2)
439 (8.5)
368 (7.2)
4659 (90.7)
1429 (27.8)
822 (16.0)
893 (17.4)
39 (0.8)
13 (0.3)

Demographics
Diabetes
Previous GDM
Pre-existing Type I
Pre-existing Type 2
Hypertension
Chronic hypertension
Gestational
hypertension
Preeclampsia/eclampsia
Obstetric history#
Previous caesarean section
1 previous caesarean
2 previous caesareans
3-5 previous caesareans
Birth outcomes
Gestation at birth (Mdn,
range)
Mode of birth
Spontaneous vaginal
Forceps
Vacuum
Caesarean section
Plurality
Singleton
Twins
Triplets

n (%)*
186 (3.6)
19 (0.4)
10 (0.2)
31 (0.6)
103 (2.0)
66 (1.3)

726 (14.2)
560 (10.9)
137 (2.7)
29 (0.6)
39 (16-43)

3085 (60.1)
308 (6.0)
282 (5.5)
1462 (28.5)
4972 (96.8)
158 (3.1)
6 (0.1)

*% may not total 100% due to missing values
aIncludes divorced, never married, separated, widowed
#Prior to current pregnancy
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Inclusion criteria
Pregnant women were eligible to participate if they were aged 18 years or more, 27 weeks
gestation or less (on the day of recruitment), could complete an online questionnaire in
English and had access to a mobile telephone and email.
Exclusion criteria
Women with an existing mental illness under the current care of a psychiatrist were
excluded.
Sample size
G*Power (3.0.10) was used to calculate a sample size based on evaluating the broad effect
of model of maternity care on maternal mental health (depression score). To identify a
mean difference between two independent means (two-tail: caseload and non-caseload)
with a 50% effect size, 5% estimated error and 95% power (1 – β err prob), 210
participants were required. To allow for 20% attrition 252 participants were needed (126
in each group: caseload and non-caseload). To account for the longitudinal design with
new mothers a larger sample of 300 was planned.
Recruitment
Several recruitment strategies were used depending on the model of care. Women in nonCMC models were recruited by the Doctoral student in the hospital antenatal clinic
between August 2017 and March 2018. Clinic appointments generally ran from 08:00 to
19:30 Monday to Friday with different medical themed clinics run each day (Monday:
maternal fetal medicine triage; Tuesday: mental health, next birth after caesarean,
multiple pregnancy; Wednesday: endocrine and diabetes; Thursday: medical disorder,
obesity and breech; and Friday: history of preterm labour or severe hypertension).
Concurrent midwife booking-in appointments occurred over three sessions per day which
lasted 1.5 hours with a maximum of three women booked in per session. The antenatal
clinic setting thus serviced a large mix of women with varying complexities at all stages
of pregnancy. To ensure a wide mix of women, the Doctoral student attended a variety of
clinic days over the recruitment period (11 days) to achieve the required sample size.
Within the antenatal clinic the Doctoral student generated clinic lists relevant to the day
of recruitment which included the woman’s name, patient identifier, clinic and gestation.
For women attending the mental health clinic or where it was unclear if the women met
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inclusion criteria, the hospital iEMR (Integrated Electronic Medical Record) was also
reviewed to obtain additional information. All women attending their booking-in
appointment or antenatal appointment were subsequently approached to participate if they
met the inclusion criteria. On approach, the Doctoral student explained the study aims
and participation requirements, provided a participant information sheet (Appendix A),
and gained written consent (Appendix B). A screening and recruitment log was completed
for every woman on the clinic list, and eligibility, (reason for non-eligibility), invitation,
missed (with reason), consented, and declined (with reason) were recorded (Appendix C).
Women accessing CMC were screened and invited to participate by their primary midwife
in a variety of care settings including the woman’s home. All public and private CMC
midwives received specific education, at their convenience, and received a laminated
guide to aid recruitment (Appendix D). Identical to women in fragmented, shift-based
care, all women were informed of study aims, participation requirements and provided
with a participant information sheet. All consenting women completed signed consent
forms. All midwives providing CMC were asked to complete recruitment log sheets.
Weekly evaluation of the recruitment strategy identified around 50% of eligible women
in public CMC were not invited to participate. The Doctoral student attended regular team
meeting to address any recruitment issues and identify barriers and enablers to
recruitment. Barriers to recruitment included the data collection electronic tablet device
not being available during home-visits. To address this issue patient (women) lists were
subsequently used to identify eligible women not previously approached and women were
approached by telephone by the Doctoral student, with the designated midwife’s prior
agreement. Verbally consenting women were sent the participant information sheet and
consent forms as well as survey link by email. Survey completion confirmed consent.
Lastly, a poster (Appendix E) was developed and placed in all clinical areas informing
women of the study aims and included the Doctoral student’s contact details for women
wishing further information. Two women responded to the poster.
Data collection
Data were collected using five online surveys during pregnancy (<27 weeks and 36
weeks) and postpartum (weeks of birth, 6- and 26 weeks), and routinely collected hospital
data (6-weeks postpartum).
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Survey platform decisions, administration and management
Five separate online electronic surveys were developed and piloted. Prior to
development, a review of four online survey platforms (Qualtrics, RedCap, LimeSurvey
and iCOPE) was conducted and features appraised. LimeSurvey was identified as the
most appropriate data collection platform in terms of no cost, availability of full training
and ongoing support through the Griffith University Research Survey Centre, local
hosting on a secure university server, secure storage of survey responses and expired
surveys, and compatible export features to SPSS software.
The first survey asked women to provide their unique patient Unit Record Number (URN)
with instruction on where to locate this number on their pregnancy handheld record. From
the first survey responses a participant table was generated for all subsequent surveys
with a token using the woman’s URN. Hence the first survey was open to any responder,
and subsequent surveys were closed only to participants with valid tokens. Survey
architecture using branch logic was used to reduce response burden. To maximise
completion of all questions, the survey was set with compulsory completion prior to
progress to the next question. To avoid response burden, conditions were applied to
survey questions, only relevant questions were presented to each woman based on
previous responses. For example, only women who responded positively to urinary
leakage would be asked to complete questions regarding urinary incontinence.
Routinely collected hospital data
Routinely collected pregnancy, birth and administrative data were obtained from
two sources (1) the Hospital Based Corporate Information System (HBCIS) and (2)
Maternity Information System (MATIS). MATIS is an online system for electronically
capturing and submitting perinatal data and birth registrations (Queensland Government,
2018). Pregnancy, labour, birth and postpartum information is entered into MATIS by the
clinician providing healthcare. HBCIS is a patient administration system which captures
and manages admitted and non-admitted patient, clinical and administrative data
(casemix). Casemix is a term used to describe a system which groups patients by
predetermined factors into clinically meaningful groups to describe the output of a
hospital (Queensland Health, 2017a). Casemix data which includes demographic
information, diagnosis and procedures during an inpatient stay are entered by a clinical
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coder using the patient record. Casemix hospital data enables adjusted comparisons across
different populations, healthcare providers and health systems (Rolfson et al., 2016).
Procedure
Consenting women were sent a survey link by personalised text message to their smart
phone and to their email address. Completion of Survey 1 via a tablet device was trialed
and barriers to completing the survey by women, regardless of model of care prompted a
subsequent amendment.
If the first survey was not completed, a friendly reminder was sent by email and text
message two-three days later. After a second reminder following the same process, a
telephone follow-up call was conducted by the Doctoral student offering the opportunity
to complete the survey by telephone. This call also provided an opportunity to identify
any issues regarding barriers to survey completion. All subsequent surveys followed the
same text message, email procedure and follow-up phone call as required. All women
were contacted by phone prior to each survey administration to gain ongoing consent and
discuss survey requirements. Non-responding women were deemed lost to follow-up if
they failed to complete two consecutive surveys. Surveys were administered during
pregnancy (<27 weeks at recruitment and 36 weeks) and postpartum (week of birth, 6weeks and 26-weeks). To maintain engagement, regular newsletters were emailed to
participants. Newsletters were also included in the Service division monthly newsletter
to motivate and update clinicians of progress.
An Excel spreadsheet on survey administration facilitated the management of survey
completion. Women’s expected date of birth as confirmed at their booking appointment
was entered into a purposely developed Excel spreadsheet with a formula to indicate 36
weeks. All births were manually reviewed weekly against hospital birth data to identify
all births occurring in that week. Further, the URN of all un-birthed participants were
manually reviewed against hospital birth data at 42 weeks as it was anticipated all women
would have birthed by this date. This strategy was used to cross-reference and identify
any missed births (those occurring in other hospitals). Baby date of birth was
subsequently entered into the Excel spreadsheet to generate dates for subsequent survey
administration. All surveys were administered manually by the Doctoral student at each
timepoint. Women who birthed prior to 20 weeks (miscarriage) were identified during
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the review of birth data and were subsequently deemed lost to follow-up. No further
surveys were administered to these women.
Measures
The ICHOM Standard Set was administered in full accordance with the ICHOM
Pregnancy and Childbirth Data Collection Reference Guide with some additional
measures and timepoints to facilitate psychometric analysis (ICHOM, 2016). The set
includes 24 core outcomes and 13 casemix variables as described in Chapter 3. The
Antenatal Risk Questionnaire (ANRQ) and the Multidimensional Scale of Perceived
Social Support (MSPSS) supplemented the ICHOM set to facilitate psychometric analysis
of included measures.
Routinely collected hospital data were collected at 6-weeks postpartum. ICHOM specific
items were obtained from HBCIS and additional selected labour and birth outcomes
(potential confounders) were obtained from MATIS.
Pilot evaluation
A pilot study evaluated face and content validity (user comprehension, appropriateness
of responses), online survey administration (user experience, comprehensiveness, time to
complete), and platform administration (using various modalities, ie, mobile phone, tablet
device, home computer). The pilot test strategy was guided by recommendations outlined
by toold4dev (www.tools4dev.org). Pilot testing included a pre-testing phase to identify
any necessary amendments or issues, and a pilot testing phase of the full survey and
administration process. The pilot was conducted according to the Pilot Test Plan
developed for the project by the doctoral student. Women and clinicians were asked to
complete the tools to evaluate a comprehensive review from all stakeholders.
Data management
The data management strategy focused on maintaining data integrity to ensure accurate,
complete and discriminate data (Harron et al., 2016). Management included the
download, screening and cleaning, data manipulation, data merge and safe storage.
Data download
Completed forms on LimeSurvey were downloaded as csv files and exported into
SPSS. Copies were saved in a four-step process as (1) original source raw data, (2) SPSS
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imported raw data, (3) screened and cleaned data and (4) standardised data files. Hospital
data were provided as an Excel data file.
Screening and cleaning
Following export to SPSS data were visually inspected for errors and random
responses were compared with online LimeSurvey responses to assess the accuracy of
data export. Data was screened and cleaned according to the recommendations of
Tabachnack and Fidell (2013, p. 91). Duplicates were identified and removed in each
survey period. Case summaries were run for all variables and accuracy of the data in terms
of minimum and maximum values, missing data, distribution and univariate outliers were
evaluated and managed.
Missing data
Patterns of missing data for each variable were assessed and defined as either
MCAR (missing completely at random), MAR (missing at random), and MNAR (missing
not at random) (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2013). Missing data generally reflected a noncomplete survey (ie all responses missing from the point of last response) due to
commands that required a question to be completed prior to moving to the next survey
question. Following analysis of all surveys, missing data were deemed MCAR. Missing
data were managed according to the respective variable and analysis technique. For
analysis techniques that required full data completion on all items, the exclude cases
listwise option was used, excluding the entire case from analysis. For all other analyses,
the exclude cases pairwise option was used.
Data manipulation
Prior to data analysis a number of additional variables were developed by
manipulating the raw data. Manipulation included recoding data, collapsing variable
groups, calculating total summed scores, calculating dates and transforming skewed
variables.
Data Linkage
Strict data linkage processes were conducted in accordance with guidance from
the National Statistical Service (NSS, n.d).
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Human research ethics approval
Human research ethics approval was granted by Gold Coast Hospital and Health Service
Human Research Ethics Committee (EC00160) (HREC Ref: HREC/17/QGC/127) and
Griffith University (Ref No: 2017/625). Three subsequent amendments were approved
prior to data collection to allow data linking using patient URN (AM01), inclusion of the
ANRQ in surveys (AM02), and change from tablet survey completion to email and text
message (AM03). Site Specific Approval was approved to conduct the study at Gold
Coast University Hospital (SSA Ref No: SSA/QGC/134) (Appendix F).
Risk mitigation procedures
Care arrangements were not affected by participation in the study. Informed consent was
obtained at recruitment and reconfirmed prior to all data collection points. Clinical
protocols were in place to respond to participants who became distressed or identified as
at risk in any surveys.
Data storage and confidentiality
Survey data was re-identifiable to facilitate data-linking processes. Consents and master
lists were stored separately from survey data. All files were stored as password protected
files. All processes complied with the National Statement on Ethical Conduct in Human
Research (National Health and Medical Research Council [NHMRC]., (2007 [Updated
May 2015]) and the Australian Code for the Responsible Conduct of Research ([NHMRC,
2007).
Data were stored as paper copies of consent forms, and computer files of data. All paper
data were stored in locked cabinets within Griffith University, Logan campus, and the
secure online storage research system and/or security-enabled computer files. Upon
completion of the project, only non-identifiable data will be stored.

Part II Approach to Analysis
Data analysis was guided by COSMIN methodology as discussed in Chapter 3. To inform
the various analyses preliminary tests of assumptions were conducted on all variables to
evaluate normality, outliers, score distribution, and homogeneity of variance. The
statistical techniques employed are fully described in each related chapter.
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Preliminary analyses
Following the cleaning and screening of data, descriptive statistics were conducted to
describe the sample, check for violations of assumptions and to inform decisions
regarding analysis techniques.
Tests for normality
Normality tests were conducted on all continuous variables. Histogram, Normal
Q-Q plot, distended Q-Q plot and box plots were visually observed. A non-significant
Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic (p = >.05) inferred normality. For normally distributed
data parametric techniques were used. Where a violation of the assumptions of normality
was identified, or for skewed data, the non-parametric alternative was used.
Management of outliers
Outliers were identified and managed according to recommendation of
Tabachnick and Fidell (2013). The mean was compared with the 5% trimmed mean value.
No outliers were found to have a major impact and all outliers were retained without
removal or modification.
Distribution of responses/scores
Distribution of individual responses and scores were explored using histograms
and bar graphs. Line graphs were conducted to inspect the mean scores of continuous
variables across five time-points (or number of time-points surveyed). Scatterplots and
boxplots were used to explore the relationship between two continuous variables to
indicate linearity, direction (positive or negative) and strength of the relationship.
Homogeneity of variance
Parametric techniques assume that the populations from which the samples are
taken are obtained from populations of equal variance (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2013).
Variability of scores were evaluated using Levene’s test for equality of variances (t-test
and ANOVA). A non-significant value (p<.05) indicated a violation of the assumption of
equality. For violations in the assumption of equality of variances the alternative value it
reported.
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Psychometric evaluation
Psychometric evaluation was conducted on the PROMIS Global Short Form, ICIQ-UI
SF, Wexner Scale, SIMSS and PHQ-2. Analysis was guided by COSMIN methodology
as described in Chapter 3. Analysis techniques are fully described in the respective results
chapter. Assumptions were met for all analyses performed. The PROMIS GSF was
normally distributed therefore parametric tests were conducted. Data obtained from all
other tools were not normally distributed and non-parametric alternative approaches were
used. Study design ensured data met the assumptions of random sampling and
independence of observations.
Reporting
Full study descriptions and findings are reported in the following 4 chapters. Chapter 5
reports the findings of the psychometric analysis of the PROMIS GSF to measure health
related quality of life. Chapter 6 reports the findings for the ICIQ-UI SF and Wexner scale
and is reported in two parts. Part I reports the findings of the psychometric analysis while
Part II reports the findings related to the development and testing of a framework for
standardised reporting. Chapter 7 reports the findings of the screening accuracy of the
PHQ-2 and Chapter 8 reports the findings related to the construct validity of the Single
Item Measure of Social Support. Each chapter describes a separate study from the same
study sample.
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CHAPTER 5
Measuring physical and mental health during pregnancy and
postpartum in an Australian childbearing population - validation of
the PROMIS Global Short Form
Overview
A post-print copy of the publication forms Chapter 5. References and formatting for this
paper are presented in accordance with the requirements of BMC Pregnancy and
Childbirth. Ethics approval was obtained from Gold Coast Hospital and Health Service
Humans Research Ethics Committee (HREC/17/QGC/127) and Griffith University (GU
Ref No: 2017/625) (See Appendix F).
Statement of contribution to co-authored published paper
This chapter includes a co-authored paper. The bibliographic details of the co-authored
paper, including all authors are: Slavin, V., Gamble, J., Creedy, D. K., Fenwick, J., &
Pallant, J. (2019). Measuring physical and mental health during pregnancy and
postpartum in an Australian childbearing population – validation of the PROMIS Global
Short Form. BMC Pregnancy and Childbirth, 19:370. https://doi.org/10.1186/s12884019-2546-6 (See Appendix G for published format).
Supervised by Professor Debra K Creedy, Professor Jenny Gamble, and Professor
Jennifer Fenwick my contribution to the paper involved project management,
development of the data collection plan, survey development, development of online data
collection tool, piloting of surveys, recruitment, and all data collection. My contribution
also included all data management, including linkage, cleaning, recoding and analysis as
well as preparation of the manuscript for publication including journal submission and
manuscript revisions prior to publication.
Addendum
Please note an addendum outlining one additional study aim is located at the end of this
chapter following the reference list.
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Abstract
Background: Health related quality of life is a critical concept during the perinatal period
but remains under-researched. The International Consortium for Health Outcomes
Measurement have included the Patient Reported Outcomes Measurement Information
System (PROMIS®) Global Short Form (GSF) in their core outcome set for pregnancy
and childbirth to measure health related quality of life. The PROMIS GSF has not been
fully evaluated as a valid and reliable instrument in this population. This study assessed
the psychometric properties of the PROMIS GSF during pregnancy and postpartum
period.
Methods: PROMIS GSF was administered to a sample of 309 pregnant women at four
time-points during pregnancy (<27 and 36-weeks) and postpartum (6- and 26-weeks).
The structural validity, internal consistency reliability, construct validity, and
responsiveness of the PROMIS GSF were evaluated. The internal structure of the
PROMIS GSF was explored using Rasch Measurement Theory. Response format, item
fit, differential item functioning (item bias), dimensionality of the scale and its targeting
were assessed.
Results: Two revised subscales (Mental Health: four items; and Physical Health: five
items) showed good fit to the Rasch model. The revised mental health subscale
demonstrated good internal consistency reliability during pregnancy and postpartum
period (α = .88 and .87, respectively). The internal consistency reliability of the physical
health subscale was adequate (α = .76 and .75, respectively). The revised mental health
subscale was sensitive to group differences according to a history of mental health
disorder, income, smoking status, drug use, stress levels and planned versus unplanned
pregnancy. Differences in scores on the revised physical subscale were detected for
groups based on obesity, income, drug use, smoking status, stress, and history of mental
health disorders. Scores on both subscales recorded significant changes across the four
time-points, spanning pregnancy and postpartum period.
Conclusions: The revised version of the PROMIS GSF was better able to measure mental
and physical health during pregnancy and postpartum period compared to the original
version. Findings support the clinical and research application of the PROMIS GSF
within the International Consortium for Health Outcomes Measurement Standard Set of
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Outcome Measures for Pregnancy and Childbirth. Ongoing psychometric analysis of the
PROMIS GSF is recommended in other maternity populations.
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Background
Health related quality of life (HRQoL) is well researched in areas of disease and chronic
health conditions but remains under-researched in women’s perinatal health. While
HRQoL is not generally well defined within the literature, it does refer to a multidimensional concept to examine the impact of health status on quality of life (1). Adapting
a definition by O’Connor (2), HRQoL for maternity populations can be defined as ‘a
multi-dimensional concept referring to a woman’s perception of the influence of her
pregnancy, birth and postpartum condition, her care provision and any intervention and
treatment on her physical, mental, emotional, and social functioning. HRQoL is
acknowledged as a critical concept in the childbearing period (3) that goes beyond the
traditional broad metrics of morbidity, mortality and life expectancy. While several sociodemographic, physical and psychological factors are known to influence the quality of
life of pregnant women (4), the maternity model of care women receive during this time
may also have a significant impact on their future HRQoL.
Around the world women are experiencing fragmented maternity care (5), and
unnecessary medical procedures and birth interventions (6). Ceasarean birth rates are at
an all-time high with a continued upward trend for cesarean birth in all but a few OECD
(Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development) countries. In countries with
the highest rates of cesarean birth, (for example Turkey, Mexico and Chile), around half
of all babies are born this way (7). In Australia, where the current study was conducted,
one in three women experienced surgical birth in 2016 (8). A growing number of women
report obstetric violence; bullying, abuse, disrespect and coercion at the hands of their
care givers (9-11). Birth fear and birth related trauma are increasingly reported in the
literature (12, 13).
While such events during pregnancy, birth and the postpartum period may adversely
affect HRQoL, little is known. This may reflect the challenges of measuring such a
construct during a dynamic period in women’s lives. Furthermore, a lack of validated
tools for use during this unique time, and a wide variation in outcomes measured,
compounds the issue. A systematic review of quality of life measures utilized in pregnant
and postpartum mothers revealed not only a significant variation in both outcomes and
outcome measures used, but a limited number of person-reported outcome measures that
had been formally developed and validated with maternity populations (14). The most
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widely-used scales were the SF-36 (15) and SF-12 (16) from the Medical Outcomes Study
(MOS), generic instruments that measures HRQoL in diverse patient populations. Most
included studies focused on the psychometric properties of the measurement tool alone,
and all failed to explore whether the measures were missing relevant items and constructs.
The extent to which quality of life items had similar meaning to pregnant and postpartum
women compared to non-pregnant women has not been investigated previously. Such
limitations can contribute to poor clinical practice or policy change decisions based on
inaccurate findings.
To address the heterogeneity of measures and outcomes often used in research, there is a
growing consensus advocating the standardization of outcomes and outcome
measurement using core outcome sets to improve the synthesis of research findings and
minimize research wastage (14, 17). In 2016, the International Consortium for Health
Outcomes Measurement (ICHOM) published a core outcome set for use during
pregnancy and childbirth (18). This minimum standard set of internationally appropriate
outcome measures is recommended to be collected during pregnancy and postpartum
period to assist health providers evaluate and improve the value of care provision (19).
Acknowledging the value of measuring HRQoL, ICHOM included the Patient Reported
Outcomes Measurement Information System (PROMIS®) Global Short Form (PROMIS
GSF).
Using global health items from an item bank developed by the National Institute of
Health, Hays and colleagues (20) validated the 10-item PROMIS GSF using classic test
theory and a sample drawn from the 2000 United States (US) census data. Classic test
theory has some weaknesses compared to contemporary techniques, particularly in the
approach to data management and analysis (21). In classic test theory the approach is to
describe a full data set, whereas, techniques such as Rasch Measurement Theory obtain
data that fits the model, thereby overcoming the limitations of classic test theory and
enhancing the precision of outcome measures (22). Modern test theory, including Rasch
models can improve on the classical approach when validating person-reported outcome
measures (23). The sample used by Hays et al (20) included both clinical and community
samples of women (52%) and men (48%) with a mean age of 53 years (range 18-100).
ICHOM working party members recognized the limited use of some of the included
measures in maternity populations as a limitation (19). A HRQoL instrument must be
valid and have high reliability and responsiveness in the population being studied (24).
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To facilitate the universal adoption of the ICHOM Standard Set into all trials evaluating
maternity care, there is an urgent need to evaluate the tool with maternity populations. To
date, only one paper has reported using the PROMIS GSF with women during pregnancy
(25). The findings of this validation study are limited however, by the culturally diverse
background of the 161 pregnant women in the United States: Hispanic (42%), nonHispanic women of colour (37%), non-Hispanic white (14%), and multiracial/other (7%),
limited evaluation of structural validity, and no evaluation during the postpartum period
(25). To address these limitations and facilitate ongoing and global comparison of
outcomes, the current study sought to conduct a Rasch-based psychometric evaluation of
the PROMIS GSF to measure HRQoL in one Australian childbearing sample using a
standardized approach.
Aims
The MoMeNT Study (Models Meeting Needs Over Time) is a longitudinal cohort study
with two primary aims: (1) to assess the feasibility of the ICHOM Standard Set of
Outcome Measures for Pregnancy and Childbirth in one Australian population, and (2)
report the perinatal outcomes for women accessing all models of maternity care in one
facility to facilitate benchmarking and comparison of maternity models of care.

Methods
A prospective, observational cohort study was conducted.
Setting
The study was conducted in one large tertiary referral hospital in a metropolitan area of
Queensland, Australia. The study site provides two broad models of maternity care:
caseload midwifery care and non-caseload care. Caseload midwifery care refers to one
primary midwife who is responsible for the care of a caseload of approximately 40 women
per year, and provides holistic, relational continuity of care for each woman during
pregnancy, labour, birth and for up to six-weeks postpartum with back-up from a midwife
partner. Caseload midwives can provide pregnancy care in the home, satellite clinics and
the hospital. Labour and birth care is provided in the hospital setting. Non-caseload care
is an umbrella term encompassing midwifery, general practitioner, obstetric care or a
combination. Women receiving non-caseload care receive no continuity of care. Labour
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and birth care is generally provided by carers not usually known by the woman.
Postpartum care by a midwife is limited (usually two visits).
Participants, sample size, recruitment and attrition
Pregnant women were eligible to participate if they were 27-weeks gestation or less (at
recruitment), aged 18 years or more, and able to complete an online survey in English.
Women with an existing serious mental illness under the care of a psychiatrist were
excluded. Recruitment occurred between August 2017 and March 2018.
Sample size was based on evaluating the broad effect of model of maternity care on
maternal health and wellbeing. G*Power (3.0.10) sample size calculator was used. To
identify a mean difference (two-tail) with a 50% effect size, 5% estimated error and 95%
power (1 – β err prob), 210 participants were required. To allow for 20% attrition 252
participants were needed (126 in each group). Of the 1275 women screened in the public
caseload midwifery and non-caseload models, 528 (41.4%) were eligible to participate.
Reasons for ineligibility were due to: greater gestation date (n = 723), unable to
communicate in English (n = 20), age less than 18 years (n = 2), and mental health
disorder under the care of psychiatrist (n = 2). Eligibility was care model dependent:
25.8% of women in non-caseload and 85.7% of women in caseload were eligible to
participate. Of those eligible, 354 women (67%) were invited to participate. In noncaseload care 20 women were missed. In the caseload midwifery model 108 women
(40.1%) were not initially invited by their primary midwife. Feedback from midwives
suggested barriers to recruitment included having no tablet device or consent forms
available in the home setting. Of those invited, 336 (94.9%) completed consent forms.
Reasons for declining were too busy (n = 8), intended to move during pregnancy (n = 2),
or no reason given (n =8). The baseline survey was completed by 309 (92.0%) women.
Participants birthed between November 2017 and September 2018. Of the 309 women
who completed the baseline survey (Time 1), nine did not continue (as outlined in the
participant flow diagram – Figure 5-1). Three women withdrew consent, two experienced
late miscarriage, and four moved away. Eight women were ineligible to complete the 36week survey due to birthing prematurely/prior to 36-weeks, six birthed in another
hospital, and two were missed. These women remained in the study and received
subsequent surveys.
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TIME 1
Pregnancy <27 weeks
N = 309

TIME 2
Pregnancy 36 weeks
n = 276 (89.3%)

TIME 3
Birth week
n = 277 (89.6%)

TIME 4
Postpartum 6-weeks
n = 263 (85.1%)

TIME 5
Postpartum 26-weeks
n = 240 (77.7%)

Lost to follow up: (n = 9)
Withdrew consent prior to 36-weeks (n = 3)
Late miscarriage (prior to 20 weeks) (n = 2)
Moved away prior to 36-weeks (n = 4)
Non-responders at 36-weeks: (n = 17)
Ineligible to complete T2:
Birthed before 36-week survey completion (n = 7)

Missed (Birthed preterm in another hospital): (n = 2)
Non-responders at birth week: (n = 21)

Lost to follow-up prior to 6-weeks postpartum: (n = 11)
Withdrew consent: (n = 2)
Non-completers of 2 previous surveys (n = 9)

Non-responders at 6-weeks: (n = 26)

Lost to follow-up prior to 26-weeks postpartum: n = 4
Non-completers of 2 previous surveys (n = 4)
Non-responders at 26-weeks ( n = 45)

Figure 5-1 Flow of participants from pregnancy to 26 weeks postpartum
Measures
The ICHOM Standard Set was administered in full according to the ICHOM Pregnancy
and Childbirth Data Collection Reference Guide (18). Each online survey included the
PROMIS GSF. The baseline survey obtained socio-demographic, medical, obstetric and
psychosocial details including participant age, gestation, relationship status, education,
income and country of birth (See Supp Appendix 1 for details of all variables used in
analysis).
PROMIS Global Short Form (GSF)
Health related quality of life (HRQoL) was assessed using the PROMIS GSF (v1.2) (26).
The instrument consists of 10-items each representing a different domain of health:
general health (Global01); quality of life (Global02); physical health (Global03); mental
health (Global04); social discretionary (Global05); physical function (Global06); pain
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(Global07); fatigue (Global08); social roles (Global09); and emotional problems
(Global10) (20). Nine of the 10 items are scored on a Likert scale from 1 to 5, with 5
representing best health. Global08 and Global10 are reverse coded. Pain was scored from
0 to 10 and was subsequently recoded and reverse scored to a 5-point scale, (worst pain
imaginable = 1, no pain = 5). During psychometric tests, Hays and colleagues (20)
identified two overall factors, each containing four items: global physical health (GPH)
(Global03, Global6, Global07, Global08) and global mental health (GMH) (Global02,
Global04, Global05, Global10). The remaining two items for general health and social
roles (Global01 and Global09) were scored as single items separately (20). The four-item
physical and mental health sub-scales have demonstrated an internal consistency
reliability of 0.81 and 0.86, respectively (20).
Procedure
Eligible women attending their first antepartum booking or follow-up visit were
approached by either the first author or by their primary midwife and informed of the
study aims and requirements. Consenting women provided written consent to participate.
Women accessing care by a midwife were provided with a tablet device and completed
the baseline survey during the first midwife visit. In a pilot of ten women, time and
resource barriers in the antenatal clinic prevented tablet completion for women accessing
non-caseload care. These women were sent a survey link by email and text message.
Women who failed to respond to the survey within two to three days were sent a friendly
reminder by text message and email. After a second reminder, telephone follow-up was
made offering assistance to complete the survey by telephone. All surveys administered
at all subsequent time-points were sent to all women using the same text and email
protocol. All women were contacted by phone prior to survey administration to gain
ongoing consent and discuss survey requirements. Non-responding women were deemed
lost to follow up if they failed to complete two consecutive surveys. Surveys were
completed during pregnancy: 27-weeks or less (Time 1), 36-weeks (Time 2), birth week
(Time 3), 6-weeks postpartum (Time 4) and 26-weeks postpartum (Time 5). This paper
reports on HRQoL data obtained at T1, T2, T4 and T5. All participants who commenced
the PROMIS GSF at each time point, completed all questions.
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Conceptual framework for instrument evaluation
Standards developed by COSMIN (COnsensus-based Standards for the selection of health
Measurement INstruments) were used to guide the psychometric evaluation of the
PROMIS GSF. Firstly, standardized terminology and definitions of measurement
properties are reported (27). Next, standards aimed at evaluating the methodological
quality of studies on measurement properties (28) are used to guide the psychometric
evaluation. Lastly, standards for criteria for good measurement properties are applied to
the results to assist interpretation (29).
Data analysis
Participant sociodemographic characteristics were summarized using descriptive
statistics. Frequency and percentages are reported for categorical variables and means and
standard deviations or non-parametric alternatives (median and interquartile range) are
reported for continuous variables. Normality assumptions were assessed visually, and the
Kolmogorov-Smirnov with Lilliefors Significant Correction test value considered. To
establish representativeness of the sample National and State perinatal data statistics,
compiled by the Australian Institute of Health and Welfare (30-33) and Queensland
Health (34) are presented.
Structural validity and internal consistency reliability
Rasch analysis, using the partial credit model of RUMM2030 (35), evaluated the
structural validity of the PROMIS GSF in the sample of women during both pregnancy
(baseline) and postpartum period (26-weeks). The total 10-item version of the PROMIS
GSF, and the alternate 4-item subscales (global mental health and global physical health)
proposed by Hays et al (20) were evaluated. The procedures adopted were consistent with
those recommended by Pallant and Tennant (36) and involve a detailed assessment of the
response format, item fit, differential item functioning (item bias), dimensionality of the
scale and its targeting. Overall fit of the scale is indicated by a fit residual standard
deviation value of 1.4 or less, and a non-significant chi-square statistic. The fit of
individual items is assessed, with an individual fit residual value above +2.5 indicating
misfit to the model. The response format is evaluated by inspecting the thresholds and
ensuring that none are disordered. The internal consistency reliability of the scale is
assessed using a person separation index (PSI) and Cronbach alpha coefficient (α), with
values exceeding 0.70 considered acceptable (37), however higher values (e.g. above .85)
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are desired for tools used for clinical diagnosis. Differential item functioning (DIF),
which occurs when groups within the sample respond in a different manner to an
individual item, despite equal levels of the underlying characteristic (36) is assessed in
RUMM2030 both statistically (using Analysis of Variance) and graphically. DIF was
evaluated for age group (18-27yrs, 28-32yrs, 33+years), education level (primary or
secondary school versus post-secondary training) and parity (primiparous versus
multiparous).
It is important that scales providing a total score are unidimensional, and this is assessed
in RUMM2030 using a two-step process. Firstly, principal components analysis is
conducted on the residual correlation matrix to identify subsets of items with high positive
or negative loadings on the first unrotated factor. Rasch derived scores are calculated for
each of these subsets separately and are compared for each respondent using a series of
t-tests. A scale is considered unidimensional if fewer than 5% of tests are significant, or
if the lower bound of the confidence interval is lower than 5%. The residual correlation
matrix is also used to assess local dependency among items, indicated by items showing
intercorrelations exceeding .2 above the average interitem correlation value.
Construct validity
Correlations between the two revised GSF subscales derived from Rasch analysis
(Mental Health-Pregnancy Postpartum: MH-PP, and Physical Health-Pregnancy
Postpartum: PH-PP) were calculated using Spearman correlation coefficients. The
strength of the relationship was interpreted using Cohen’s guidelines (38); (r = .10 to .29
for small; r = .30 to .49 for medium and r = .50 to 1.0 for a large effect).
Independent samples t-tests were conducted to compare mean scores for mental health
and physical health on several grouping variables known to influence health (39-41).
These were: age, parity, education, income, country of birth, obesity, history of mental
health disorder, gestation, planned pregnancy, smoker in the past 12 months, prepregnancy illicit drug use, stress and previous cesarean birth. Regarding mental health,
it was hypothesized that there would be no group differences in terms of age, parity,
education, country of birth, obesity, gestation, or previous cesarean birth. It was further
hypothesized that women who had low income, a history of mental health disorder, were
pre-pregnancy drug users, smoked cigarettes in the past 12 months, had experienced stress
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in the past 12 months, or whose pregnancy was unplanned, would experience significantly
worse mental health compared to their group counterparts.
For physical health, it was hypothesized that there would be no group differences in terms
of age, parity, country of birth, history of mental health disorder, gestation, planned
pregnancy, stress or previous cesarean birth. Based on the key determinants of health
(40) it was further hypothesized that women who were obese, smoked cigarettes, reported
pre-pregnancy illicit drug use, low income, or had low education attainment, would
experience significantly worse physical health compared to their group counterparts.
Homogeneity was assessed using Levene’s test for equality of variance. Effect size is
presented as Cohen’s d and interpreted as: .2 = small effect, .5 medium effect, and .8 =
large effect (38).
Responsiveness
A one-way repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) assessed change in
mental and physical health scores (responsiveness) over four-time periods. Post hoc tests,
with pairwise comparisons between pairs of time-points, were performed for statistically
significant results. Significance was set at 5% (p < .05). Effect size is presented as partial
eta squared and interpreted as: .01 = small, .06 = moderate, and .14 = large effect (38).
Physical and mental health trajectories may differ based on baseline symptom presence
and severity (42). While limited evidence exists on the trajectory of physical health during
the peripartum period, poorer physical health is associated with poorer mental health (43).
Pregnancy is associated with poorer physical health in terms of back and pelvic pain,
fatigue (42) and incontinence (44) we therefore expected to see a corresponding
deterioration in mental health during pregnancy with subsequent improvement by 26weeks postpartum.

Results
Sample characteristics
The socio-demographic characteristics of the sample (N = 309) are presented in Table 51. At recruitment most participants were in their second trimester of pregnancy (mean =
19.7 weeks, SD = 3.7, range = 10 – 27 weeks). Women’s ages ranged from 19 to 43 years
with a mean age of 29.8 years (SD = 5.0). Most women were either married or in a de
facto relationship (94%). The sample were well educated, with almost 90% of women (n
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= 275) having completed high school (Year 12), a Diploma or Degree. Almost three
quarters of women were in paid work (n = 227) and one in ten were studying (n = 30).
Seventy three percent of women were born in Australia. Of those born outside of
Australia, the most common places of birth were New Zealand (n = 30), United Kingdom
(n = 16) and Asia (n = 14). Less than 10 percent of women came from the Americas (n =
8), Brazil (n = 6), South Africa (n = 5), Europe (n = 4) or Tahiti (n = 1). Similarly, one in
ten women spoke a language other than English at home (n = 31). Of the 90% of women
who responded, over half were in the medium highest and highest income groups. While
the cohort was similar to National and State populations in terms of age, parity, body mass
index (BMI) and country of birth, participants were more likely to be in a relationship.
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Table 5-1 Participant characteristics at baseline
Characteristic

Gestation (M, SD, Range)
Age (M, SD, Range)
Less than 20
20-34
35 or more
Parity
Primiparous
Multiparous
Marital status
Married/defacto
Single
Separated, divorced, widowed
Education
Secondary < year 12
Secondary to year 12
Apprentice / Diploma
Tertiary study
Employment/study
No paid work or study
Paid work
Study

Total samplef
n = 309
n
%
19.7 (3.7)
(10-27)
29.8 (5.0)
(19-43)
3
1.0
250
80.9
56
18.1

State maternity population
2016
n = 61,858a
n
%
2,110
3.4a
47,559
76.8a
12,189
19.7a

National maternity population
2016
n = 310,247a
n
%
30.5
7,395
2.4a
232,034
74.0a
70,776
22.8a

125
184

40.5
59.5

25,336
36,522

41.0a
59.0a

132,842
176,671

42.8a
56.9a

290
17
2

93.9
5.5
0.6

49,686
11,110
989

80.3b
18.0 b
1.7 b

-

-

34
64
100
111

11.0
20.7
32.4
35.9

-

-

-

-

72
207
10

23.3
67.0
3.2

-

-

-

-
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Characteristic

Total samplef
n = 309

Both paid work & study
20
6.5
Income $ (Weekly combined)
Lowest income (Neg – 999)
45
16.1
Medium lowest (1000 – 1499)
74
26.5
Medium highest (1500 – 2499)
113
40.5
Highest income (2500->5000)
47
16.8
Birth country
Australia
224
72.5
Elsewhere
85
27.5
Body mass index (M, SD, Range) 24.2 (6.8) 17.2 – 47.0
Underweight < 18.5
5
1.6
Normal weight 18.5-24.9
141
45.6
Overweight 25.0-29.9
76
24.6
Obese class 1/2 30.0-39.9
55
17.8
Obese class 3 >40.0
7
2.3
Unplanned pregnancy
88
29.1
Stress in the last 12 months
82
26.5
Smoking
Smoked during pregnancy
34
11.0
Previous smoker, <12 mth ago
19
6.1
Previous smoker, >12 mth ago
64
20.7
Pre-pregnancy drug use
33
10.7
Past history of:
Diabetes
2
0.6

State maternity population National maternity population
2016
2016
a
n = 61,858
n = 310,247a
544,127
271,663
378,689
326,440

32.0c
16.0c
22.2c
19.2c

2,661,359
1,278,704
1,840,443
1,772,945

31.5c
15.2c
21.8c
21.0c

45,059
16,737

72.8a
27.1a

201,984
106,572

65.1a
34.4a

3,431
31,131
14,228
10,166
1889
-

5.5a
50.3a
23.0a
16.4a
3.0a
-

12,212
152,022
76,019
49,593
8762
-

3.9a
49.0a
24.5a
16.0a
2.9a
-

-

-

-

9.9a
-

-

-

-

0.7d
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Characteristic

Hypertension
Mental health disorder
Caesarean birth
Current twin pregnancy

Total samplef
n = 309
4
44
39
6

1.3
14.2
12.6
1.9

State maternity population National maternity population
2016
2016
a
n = 61,858
n = 310,247a
0.8a
41.5a
1.4e

Note national and state percentages may not compute to 100% due to missing values.
aAIHW (2018) (32)
bQueensland Health (2016) (34)
c.Profile Id (2016) (31)
dAIHW (2019) (30)
eAIHW (2018)(33)
fn and % values for women who responded
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Rasch analysis of the PROMIS Mental and Physical Health
Mental health subscale
Rasch analysis of the original four items of the Mental Health subscale: items 2
(quality of life), item 4 (mental health), item 5 (social discretionary), and item 10
(emotional problems) administered in pregnancy at baseline indicated some degree of
misfit among items (see Table 5-2: Analysis 1) with a fit residual standard deviation value
of 2.35, exceeding the recommended value of 1.4. Item 10 (emotional problems) recorded
an individual Fit Residual value of 2.75, suggesting misfit to the Rasch model. Removal
of this item improved overall fit and resulted in a 3-item scale (see Table 5-2: Analysis 2)
with no evidence of misfit items, no differential item functioning by age, education or
parity, and no evidence of local dependency. The scale met the requirements for
unidimensionality, with the lower bound of the confidence interval around the percentage
of cases with significantly different subtest scores (2.8%) falling below the 5% criteria
(see Table 5-2: Analysis 2). The internal consistency reliability was adequate, with a PSI
value of .77 and Cronbach’s alpha value of .84.
An additional Rasch analysis assessed the suitability of including item 9 (social roles) in
the revised 3-item Mental Health subscale. This alternative subscale showed good fit to
the Rasch model (see Table 5-2: Analysis 3). This 4-item solution showed a substantial
improvement in the internal consistency reliability, with an increase in the PSI value
to .84, and Cronbach’s α value to .88.
To assess suitability of the revised four-item version of the Mental Health subscale (items
2, 4, 5, 9) for use with postpartum women, Rasch analysis was conducted on the responses
obtained from respondents at 26-weeks post birth. The subscale showed good fit to the
Rasch model, with no misfitting items, no differential item functioning for age, education
or parity, and no evidence of local dependency or multidimensionality (see Table 5-2:
Analysis 6). The internal consistency reliability of the subscale was good (PSI = .84). The
Person-Item Threshold Distribution map is shown in Figure 5-2, suggesting appropriate
targeting of the items to this sample of women, with no evidence of floor or ceiling effects.
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Table 5-2 Summary of results of Rasch analysis: original and revised subscales during pregnancy and postpartum
Subscale

Analysis

Pregnancy (Baseline)
Original Mental
health (4 items)
Revised Mental
Health (remove
item 10)
Revised Mental
Health (add item 9)
Original Physical
Health (4 items)
Revised Physical
Health (add item 1)
Postpartum (26-weeks)
Revised Mental
Health
Revised Physical
Health

Item No.

Overall model fit

Item fit
residual
mean
(SD)

Person fit
residual
mean
(SD)

PSI Cronbach % sig
alpha
t-testsa

1

2, 4, 5, 10

Chi sq=14.21 df=16, p=.58

.12 (2.35)

-.44 (1.22)

.79

.83

5.24%
(CI: 2.8 – 7.8)

2

2, 4, 5

Chi sq=11.79, df=9, p=.22

-.01 (1.12) -.52 (1.01)

.77

.84

3.65%

3

2, 4, 5, 9

Chi sq=8.45, df=16, p=.93

-.21 (.82)

-.63 (1.27)

.84

.88

5.4%
(CI: 2.8 – 8.0)

4

3, 6, 7, 8

Chi sq=19.03, df=16, p=.27

-.09 (1.06)

-.37 (.99)

.64

.69

2.63%

5

1, 3, 6, 7, 8

Chi sq=29.14, df=20, p=.08

-.12 (1.45) -.39 (1.09)

.74

.76

3.62%

6

2, 4, 5, 9

Chi sq=13.86, df=12, p=.31

-.18 (1.0)

-.48 (1.01)

.84

.87

3.65%

7

1, 3, 6, 7, 8

Chi sq=34.82, df=15, p=.02

-.62 (2.08)

-.42 (.88)

.72

.75

5.6%
(CI: 2.8-8.4)

Confidence interval only reported if the % value exceeds 5%
Chi sq=chi-square, df=degrees of freedom, p=probability, PSI=person separation index, CI=confidence interval
a
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Figure 5-2 Person-item threshold distribution for the revised mental health subscale
Physical health subscale
Rasch analysis of the original four items of the Physical Health subscale: item 3
(physical health), item 6 (physical function), item 7 (pain) and item 8 (fatigue)
administered to pregnant women at baseline showed adequate fit to the Rasch model (see
Table 5-2: Analysis 4), however the internal consistency was quite low (PSI = .64,
Cronbach α =.69). Assessment of an alternative version of the Physical Health subscale
which included item 1 (general health), showed good fit to the model, with a substantial
improvement in the PSI value (from .64 to .74) and Cronbach’s α value (from .69 to .76).
The final 5-item version of the Physical Health subscale showed good fit to the Rasch
model, no evidence of misfitting items, no differential item functioning for age, education
or parity and no local dependency (Table 5-2: Analysis 5). The subscale showed no
evidence of multidimensionality, with the percentage of persons with significantly
different subtest scores not exceeding the criteria of 5% (see Table 5-2, Analysis 5). The
Person-Item Threshold Distribution map, presented in Figure 5-3, also supports the
appropriate targeting of the level of physical health in this cohort of pregnant women. No
floor or ceiling effects were detected.
Rasch analysis of the revised 5-item version of the Physical Health subscale was also
conducted on data obtained at 26-weeks post birth. There were no misfitting items, no
differential functioning for age, education or parity, and no local dependency. Analyses
supported its unidimensionality (see Table 5-2, Analysis 7).
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Based on these results, two revised subscales are proposed for use during pregnancy and
postpartum period (see Table 5-3). The proposed physical health subscale (PH-PP)
includes five items: item 1 (general health), item 3 (physical health), item 6 (physical
function), item 7 (pain), and item 8 (fatigue). The proposed mental health subscale (MHPP) includes four items: item 2 (quality of life), item 4 (mental health), item 5 (social
discretionary), and item 9 (social roles). Total scores for these scales were calculated by
summing item scores (on a 1-5 range) and dividing by the number of items in the scale.
Higher scores indicated better physical and mental health.
Spearman correlation coefficients showed a strong correlation between the MH-PP and
PH-PP subscales during pregnancy at baseline (rho = .64) and at 26-weeks postpartum
(rho = .67), indicating that they shared 41.0 % and 44.9% of variance respectively.

Figure 5-3 Person-item threshold distribution for the revised physical health subscale
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Table 5-3 Proposed revised measure of global health in pregnancy and postpartum: five-item physical health and four-item mental health
subscales
Item
Domain
Physical Health Subscale
Item 1
General health
Item 3

Physical health

Item 6

Physical function

Item 7

Pain

Item 8

Fatigue

Mental Health Subscale
Item 2
Quality of life
Item 4

Mental health

Item 5

Social
discretionary

Item 9

Social roles

Item wording

Item response (score)

In general, would you say your health is: ......

Excellent
(5)
In general, how would you rate your physical Excellent
health?
(5)
To what extent are you able to carry out your Completely
everyday physical activities such as walking,
(5)
climbing stairs, carrying groceries, or
moving a chair?
In the past 7 days, how would you rate your
No pain
pain on average?
(5)
In the past 7 days, how would you rate your
None
fatigue on average?
(5)

Very good
(4)
Very good
(4)
Mostly
(4)

Good
(3)
Good
(3)
Moderately
(3)

Fair
(2)
Fair
(2)
A little
(2)

Poor
(1)
Poor
(1)
Not at all
(1)

Score 1-3
(4)
Mild
(4)

Score 4-6
(3)
Moderate
(3)

Score 7-9
(2)
Severe
(2)

Worst pain
(1)
Very severe
(1)

In general, would you say your quality of life
is:
In general, how would you rate your mental
health, including your mood and your ability
to think?
In general, how would you rate your
satisfaction with your social activities and
relationships?
In general, please rate how well you carry out
your usual social activities and roles. (This
includes activities at home, at work and in
your community, and responsibilities as a
parent, child, spouse, employee, friend, etc.)

Excellent
(5)
Excellent
(5)

Very good
(4)
Very good
(4)

Good
(3)
Good
(3)

Fair
(2)
Fair
(2)

Poor
(1)
Poor
(1)

Excellent
(5)

Very good
(4)

Good
(3)

Fair
(2)

Poor
(1)

Excellent
(5)

Very good
(4)

Good
(3)

Fair
(2)

Poor
(1)

Source: PROMIS Health Organization and PROMIS Cooperative Group (26)
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Trajectory of mental and physical health during pregnancy and postpartum
Descriptive statistics for the revised mental health (MH-PP) and physical health
(PH-PP) subscales obtained over four time-points during pregnancy and postpartum are
presented in Table 5-4. A series of one-way repeated measures ANOVAs were conducted
to compare scores on the revised Mental Health (MH-PP) and Physical Health subscale
(PH-PP) during pregnancy (baseline and 36-weeks) and postpartum period (6- and 26weeks). Line-charts presented in Figure 5-4 and 5-5 show the trajectory of physical and
mental health over the course of pregnancy and postpartum.
Table 5-4 Revised mental health (MH-PP) and physical health (PH-PP) scores over 4
time-points
n

Mean (SD) Median (IQR)

Range

a

Mental health (MH-PP)
Pregnancy Baseline
Pregnancy 36 weeks
Postpartum 6 weeks
Postpartum 26 weeks
Physical healthb (PH-PP)
Pregnancy Baseline
Pregnancy 36 weeks
Postpartum 6 weeks
Postpartum 26 weeks
a

308
276
260
238

3.87 (0.72)
3.74 (0.76)
3.70 (0.78)
3.74 (0.75)

4.00 (1.00)
3.75 (1.00)
3.75 (1.19)
3.75 (1.00)

1.25 – 5
1.25 – 5
1.25 – 5
1.50 – 5

308
276
260
238

3.81 (0.61)
3.56 (0.66)
3.93 (0.56)
4.00 (0.57)

3.80 (0.80)
3.60 (1.15)
4.00 (0.80)
4.00 (0.80)

2.00 – 5
1.20 – 5
1.60 – 5
2.00 – 5

MH-PP subscale calculated by summing items 2, 4, 5, 9 and dividing by 4
PH-PP subscale calculated by summing items 1, 3, 6, 7, 8 and dividing by 5

b

Figure 5-4 shows mental health scores on the MH-PP were highest at baseline, reduced
during pregnancy (36-weeks) and early postpartum (6-weeks) before returning to values
seen in late pregnancy at 26-weeks postpartum, suggesting a deterioration of mental
health from that seen at baseline at all time points. The effect was significant for time
(Wilks’ Lambda = .94, F (3, 218) = 5.03, p = .002). The partial eta squared value .07
indicates a moderate effect size. Four paired samples t-tests were used to make post hoc
comparisons between time points. There was a significant difference between MH-PP
scores from baseline to 36-weeks (p = .03), baseline to early postpartum (p = .003) and
baseline to 26-weeks postpartum (p = .03). There were no statistically significant
differences between any other time points.
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Figure 5-4 Mental Health (MH-PP) scores at four time-points over pregnancy and
postpartum
Figure 5-5 shows physical health scores (PH-PP) deteriorated during pregnancy (to 36weeks), before steadily improving to values exceeding baseline scores at both postpartum
time points (6- and 26-weeks). Highest scores were seen at 26-weeks postpartum. This
change in PH-PP scores demonstrated a significant effect for time (Wilks’ Lambda = .69,
F (3, 218) = 32.28, p < .001). The partial eta squared value .31 indicated a very large
effect size. There were significant differences in scores from late pregnancy (36-weeks)
to all other time points (p<.001). While postpartum scores were significantly different to
pregnancy scores, there were no difference demonstrated postpartum from 6- to 26weeks.

Figure 5-5 Physical health (PH-PP) scores at four time-points over pregnancy and
postpartum
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Construct validity of the revised mental health subscale
A series of independent sample t-tests compared MH-PP scores obtained during
pregnancy (baseline) and postpartum (26-weeks) for several groups (see Table 5-5).
Women who reported low income, unplanned pregnancy, pre-pregnancy drug use or stress
in the previous 12 months had significantly lower mental health scores during pregnancy.
While the effect was large or very large during pregnancy, no difference was seen in the
postpartum period. For women who reported smoking in the previous 12 months or a
history of mental health disorder, mental health scores were lower than their group
counterparts, both during pregnancy and postpartum period, with very large effect sizes.
The largest effect was for women with a history of mental health disorder during
pregnancy. No significant group differences were seen in terms of age, parity, education,
country of birth, obesity, gestation at baseline, or previous cesarean birth.
Construct validity of the revised physical health subscale
A series of independent sample t-tests compared PH-PP scores obtained during
pregnancy (baseline) and postpartum period (26-weeks) for several groups (see Table 56). Women who smoked, were on low income, were obese or who had a history of mental
health disorder reported poorer physical health scores during both pregnancy and
postpartum period. Women with low education attainment reported poorer physical health
in pregnancy, but not during the postpartum period. Women who reported pre-pregnancy
drug use had poorer antepartum physical health, but this was not seen in the postpartum
period. Those women who experienced unplanned pregnancy or stress in the last 12
months reported poorer physical health, but only during pregnancy. Effect sizes for these
comparisons were largest for the impact of low income in the postpartum period (Cohen’s
d = 0.51) and history of mental health disorder during pregnancy (Cohen’s d = 0.49). No
significant group differences in physical health were seen in terms of age, country of birth,
gestation at baseline, and previous cesarean birth.
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Table 5-5 Group differences on mental health (MH-PP) scores during pregnancy (baseline) and postpartum (26-weeks)
Characteristic
Age
Pregnancy

Postpartum

Parity
Pregnancy

Postpartum

Educationa
Pregnancy

Postpartum

Incomeb
Pregnancy

Groups

n

M (SD)

>35
<35

56 3.79 (0.78)
252 3.88 (0.71)

>35
<35

46 3.65 (0.78)
192 3.76 (0.75)

Nulliparous
Multiparous

125 3.94 (0.78)
183 3.82 (0.67)

Nulliparous
Multiparous

100 3.78 (0.81)
138 3.71 (0.71)

Low
High

97 3.77 (0.69)
211 3.91 (0.73)

Low
High

71 3.72 (0.74)
167 3.75 (0.76)

High
Low

160 4.02 (0.68)
118 3.64 (0.74)

Mean Difference (95% CI)

t

df

p

Cohen’s d

0.09 (-0.30 – 0.11)

0.89

306

.37

0.12

0.11 (-0.35 – 0.13)

0.90

236

.37

0.14

0.12 (0.08 – -0.28)

1.42

306

.16

0.17

0.08 (-0.12 – 0.27)

0.76

236

.45

0.09

0.14 (-0.31 – 0.03)

1.61

306

.12

0.20

0.03 (-0.24 – 0.18)

0.29

236

.77

0.04

0.37 (0.21 – 0.54)

4.36

276

<.001

0.53
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Characteristic
Postpartum

Country of birth
Pregnancy

Postpartum

Obesityc
Pregnancy

Postpartum

Mental healthd
Pregnancye

Postpartum

Gestation
Pregnancy

Groups

n

M (SD)

High
Low

129 3.78 (0.74)
87 3.62 (0.76)

Australia
Other

223 3.90 (0.72)
85 3.79 (0.71)

Australia
Other

175 3.76 (0.76)
63 3.67 (0.72)

Obese
Non-obese

62 3.78 (0.80)
221 3.89 (0.67)

Obese
Non-obese

51 3.66 (0.78)
171 3.74 (0.76)

Yes
No

43 3.46 (0.86)
265 3.93 (0.67)

Yes
No

34 3.49 (0.88)
204 3.78 (0.72)

Mean Difference (95% CI)
t
0.15 (-0.05 – 0.36)
1.47

df
214

p
.14

Cohen’s d
0.21

0.11 (-0.07 – 0.29)

1.20

306

.23

0.15

0.10 (-0.12 – 0.31)

0.81

236

.42

0.12

0.11 (-0.31 – 0.09)

1.11

281

.27

0.15

0.09 (-0.33 – 0.15)

0.74

220

.46

0.10

0.47 (0.20 – 0.75)

3.44

50.61e

.001

0.61

0.29 (0.02 – 0.57)

2.12

236

.04

0.36

0.08 (-0.14 – 0.29)

0.71

306

.48

0.11
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Characteristic

Postpartum

Planned pregnancy
Pregnancye

Postpartum

Smoker in last 12 months
Pregnancye

Postpartum

Pre-pregnancy drug use
Pregnancy

Postpartum

Groups
<15 weeks
>15 weeks
<15 weeks
>15 weeks

n
M (SD)
Mean Difference (95% CI)
t
52 3.80 (0.76)
256 3.88 (0.71)
0.07 (-0.19 – 0.33)
0.52
38 3.68 (0.87)
200 3.75 (0.73)

Planned
Unplanned

214 3.93 (0.68)
87 3.71 (0.80)

Planned
Unplanned

170 3.78 (0.74)
67 3.65 (0.77)

Smoker
52 3.61 (0.74)
Non-smoker 256 3.85 (0.58)
Smoker
37 3.81 (0.66)
Non-smoker 201 4.03 (0.54)

Drug use
No drug use

32 3.59 (0.82)
276 3.90 (0.70)

Drug use
No drug use

21 3.87 (0.61)
217 3.72 (0.76)

df

p

Cohen’s d

236

.60

0.09

0.22 (0.03 – 0.42)

2.30 138.98e

.02

0.30

0.13 (-0.08 – 0.45)

1.22

235

.22

0.17

0.24 (0.46 – 0.02)

2.21

64.39e

.03

0.36

0.23 (0.43 – 0.03)

2.25

236

.03

0.36

0.31 (0.05 – 0.58)

2.36

306

.02

0.41

0.15 (-0.48 – 0.19)

0.85

236

.40

0.22
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Characteristic
Groups
Stress in the last 12 months
Pregnancy
Stress
No stress
Postpartum
Stress
No stress
Previous caesarean
Pregnancy
Yes
No
Postpartum
Yes
No

n

M (SD)

81 3.69 (0.76)
217 3.95 (0.69)
65 3.69 (0.70)
170 3.77 (0.77)

39 3.78 (0.66)
269 3.88 (0.73)
29 3.62 (0.67)
209 3.75 (0.76)

Mean Difference (95% CI)

t

df

p

Cohen’s d

0.26 (0.08 – 0.44)

2.85

296

.01

0.36

0.08 (-0.13 – 0.30)

0.75

233

.45

0.11

0.11 (-0.14 – 0.35)

0.86

306

.39

0.14

0.13 (-0.16 – 0.43)

0.88

236

.38

0.18

Bolded p and Cohen’s d indicates significant results
aLow education = Secondary school year 12 or less; High education = College apprenticeship/Diploma or University
bLow income = Nil - $1499, High income = $1500 or more;
cObese = BMI >30, Non obese = BMI <30
dHistory of mental health disorder
eViolation of assumption of equal variances
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Table 5-6 Group differences on physical health (PH-PP) scores during pregnancy (baseline) and postpartum (26-weeks)
Characteristic
Age
Pregnancy

Postpartum

Parity
Pregnancy

Postpartum

Gestation
Pregnancy

Postpartum

Educationa
Pregnancy

Groups

n

M (SD)

>35
<35

56 3.90 (0.69)
252 3.79 (0.59)

>35
<35

46 3.87 (0.63)
192 4.03 (0.55)

Nulliparous
Multiparous

125 3.90 (0.62)
183 3.75 (0.61)

Nulliparous
Multiparous

100 4.02 (0.60)
138 3.98 (0.55)

<15 weeks
>15 weeks

52 3.82 (0.64)
256 3.81 (0.61)

<15 weeks
>15 weeks

38 3.96 (0.65)
200 4.00 (0.55)

Low
High

97 3.71 (0.62)
211 3.86 (0.61)

Mean Difference (95% CI)

t

df

p

Cohen’s d

0.11 (-0.07 – 0.29)

1.21

306

.23

0.17

0.15 (-0.34 – 0.02)

1.70

236

.09

0.27

0.15 (0.01 – 0.23)

2.11

306

.04

0.24

0.04 (-0.11 – 0.19)

0.57

236

.57

0.07

0.01 (-0.19 – 0.12)

0.06

306

.95

0.02

0.04 (-0.15 – 0.23)

0.41

236

.67

0.07

0.15 (0.30 – 0.01)

2.05

306

.04

0.24
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Characteristic
Postpartum

Incomeb
Pregnancy

Postpartum

Country of birth
Pregnancy

Postpartum

Obesityc
Pregnancy

Postpartum

Mental healthd
Pregnancye

Groups

n

M (SD)

Low
High

71 3.91 (0.56)
167 4.04 (0.57)

High
Low

160 3.92 (0.60)
118 3.70 (0.61)

High
Low

129 4.10 (0.52)
87 3.81 (0.61)

Australia
Other

223 3.82 (0.60)
85 3.79 (0.64)

Australia
Other

175 4.01 (0.54)
63 3.96 (0.65)

Obese
Non obese

62 3.63 (0.66)
221 3.84 (0.59)

Obese
Non obese

51 3.80 (0.59)
171 4.03 (0.56)

Mean Difference (95% CI)
t
0.13 (-0.29 – 0.03)
1.60

df
236

p
.11

Cohen’s d
0.23

0.23 (0.08 – 0.37)

3.09

276

.002

0.36

0.23 (0.14 – 0.44)

3.73

214

.<.001

0.51

0.03 (-0.12 – 0.18)

0.39

306

.70

0.04

0.05 (-0.11 – 0.21)

0.58

236

.56

0.08

0.21 (0.38 – 0.04)

2.43

281

.02

0.34

0.23 (0.41 – 0.05)

2.5

220

.01

0.40

0.33 (0.08 – 0.57)

2.71 50.28e

.01

0.49
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Characteristic

Postpartum

Smoker in last 12 months
Pregnancye

Postpartum

Pre-pregnancy drug use
Pregnancy

Postpartum

Planned pregnancy
Pregnancy

Postpartum

Groups
Yes
No
Yes
No

n
M (SD)
Mean Difference (95% CI)
t
43 3.53 (0.75)
265 3.86 (0.58)
0.22 (0.01 – 0.42)
2.07
34 3.81 (0.64)
204 4.03 (0.55)

Smoker
52 3.61 (0.74)
Non-smoker 256 3.85 (0.58)
Smoker
37 3.81 (0.66)
Non-smoker 201 4.03 (0.54)

Drug use
No drug use

32 3.48 (0.63)
276 3.85 (0.60)

Drug use
No drug use

21 3.97 (0.54)
217 4.00 (0.57)

Planned
Unplanned

214 3.87 (0.59)
87 3.70 (0.65)

Planned
Unplanned

170 4.03 (0.58)
67 3.93 (0.54)

df

p

Cohen’s d

236

.04

0.37

0.24 (0.46 – 0.02)

2.21 64.39e

.01

0.36

0.23 (0.43 – 0.03)

2.25

236

.03

0.36

0.37 (0.60 – 0.15)

3.32

306

.001

0.60

0.03 (-.22 – 0.29)

0.22

236

.83

0.05

0.17 (0.02 – 0.32)

2.21

229

.03

0.27

0.09 (-0.06 – 0.25)

1.15

235

.25

0.18
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Characteristic
Groups
Stress in the last 12 months
Pregnancy
Stress
No stress
Postpartum
Stress
No stress
Previous caesarean
Pregnancy
Yes
No
Postpartum
Yes
No

n

M (SD)

81 3.68 (0.63)
217 3.87 (0.60)
65 3.95 (0.56)
170 4.03 (0.56)

39 3.75 (0.51)
269 3.82 (0.63)
29 3.97 (0.62)
209 4.00 (0.56)

Mean Difference (95% CI)

t

df

p

Cohen’s d

0.19 (0.04 – 0.35)

2.43

296

.02

0.31

0.08 (-0.08 – 0.24)

0.94

233

.35

0.14

0.07 (-0.13 – 0.28)

0.67

306

.50

0.12

0.03 (-0.19 – 0.25)

0.25

236

.80

0.05

Bolded p and Cohen’s d indicates significant results.
aLow education = Secondary school year 12 or less; High education = College apprenticeship/Diploma or University
bLow income = Nil - $1499, High income = $1500 or more;
cObese = BMI >30, Non obese = BMI <30.
dHistory of mental health disorder.
±Violation of assumption of equal variances.
Bolded p and Cohen’s d indicates significant results.
aLow education = Secondary school year 12 or less; High education = College apprenticeship/Diploma or University
bLow income = Nil - $1499, High income = $1500 or more;
cObese = BMI >30, Non obese = BMI <30.
dHistory of mental health disorder.
eViolation of assumption of equal variances.
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Discussion
This study addressed calls from the International Consortium of Health Outcomes
Measurement’s (ICHOM) working party (19) to validate and refine the instruments
included in their Standard Set of Outcome Measures for Pregnancy and Childbirth. Rasch
analysis of the PROMIS Mental Health and Physical Health subscales assessed the
suitability of subscale items and response format, and to detect any potential item bias,
local dependency and multi-dimensionality and targeting. For the Mental Health subscale
an optimal solution, showing good psychometric properties, was obtained by removing
item 10 (emotional problems) and adding item 9 (social roles). This revised four-item
subscale (MH-PP) recorded good internal consistency reliability, with no evidence of
problems with the response format, item bias, local dependency, or multi-dimensionality.
The original 4-item version of the Physical Health subscale was found to have poor
internal consistency reliability, which was improved by the addition of item 1 (general
health) to form a revised 5-item version of the scale (PH-PP) with adequate psychometric
properties. The revised MH-PP was found to be sensitive to differences in groups
according to history of mental health, income, smoking and drug use, stress levels and
planned versus unplanned pregnancy. Differences in scores on the revised PH-PP were
detected for groups based on obesity, income, pre-pregnancy drug use, smoking status,
stress, and history of mental health disorders. Scores on both subscales recorded
significant changes across the four time-points, spanning pregnancy and postpartum.
Building on the contribution of others
This study extended research on the psychometric properties of the PROMIS by using
modern test theory (22) such as Rasch analysis, to evaluate the properties of the scale in
a sample of women, during both pregnancy and postpartum period. This differed from
previous studies, such as Hays et al (20), who used classical test theory approaches
(exploratory and confirmatory factor analysis) and samples containing a diverse range of
participants. Classic test theory analyses raw scores to test assumptions underlying a
given measure. Items are thus summed without weighting or standardization to produce
a score (45). Rasch methodology on the other hand, is a sophisticated and robust method
based on a mathematical item response model that affords several advantages over the
classic test theory. The main difference being in the management and analysis of data
(21). In Rasch modelling, the probability of a specified response is modelled as a logistic
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function of the difference between the person and item parameter. Item locations are
subsequently scaled (item calibration) and person locations are measured on the same
scale. Each item and person estimate has an associated standard error of measurement.
Rasch methodology thus enables the transformation of ordinal summed scores into linear
measurements. Rasch methodology prioritizes the Rasch model and revisits hypotheses
in the event of ill-fitting data (22). Rasch methodology moves beyond traditional
psychometric methods to rigorously evaluate the PROMIS GSF. Further, our study
findings build on those of Lundsberg et al (25) who investigated the use of PROMIS in a
sample of women in their first trimester (M = 9 weeks, SD=4.6), seeking pregnancy
testing or services for termination of pregnancy in antepartum clinics in New Haven,
USA. The sample was culturally diverse. Almost three-quarters of all pregnancies were
unplanned (72.7%). Almost 40% of participants planned termination, adoption, or were
unsure of plans and therefore likely to be experiencing considerable stress.
Scale modifications for maternity populations
In the current study, modifications to the original PROMIS subscales, and the alternative
subscale structure recommended by Hays et al. (20) were required to ensure they were
appropriate for use with women during pregnancy and postpartum period. It was
necessary to remove item 10 (emotional problems) from the Mental Health subscale and
add item 9 (satisfaction with social roles). The four-item version of the Physical Health
subscale (items 3, 6, 7, 8) proposed by Hays et al. recorded relatively poor internal
consistency reliability (α =.69). Adding an additional item from the original PROMIS
(item 1: general health) improved the Cronbach alpha levels in both pregnancy and
postpartum period to acceptable levels (referred to as the Physical Health-Pregnancy and
Postpartum: PH-PP). The scales appropriately assessed levels of mental and physical
health in the current sample of women, and both distributions approximated a normal
distribution, with no evidence of floor or ceiling effects.
Findings related to reliability and validity
Preliminary assessment of the construct validity of the MH-PP and PH-PP revealed
significant differences in MH-PP scores for history of mental health disorder, stress,
income, smoking, drug use and planned pregnancy. The PH-PP successfully distinguished
groups based on health-related factors such as obesity, income, smoking and drug use,
mental health disorder, stress levels and education attainment. Differences were also
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detected for parity, and planned pregnancy. These findings provide preliminary support
for the construct validity of the revised PROMIS scales, for use in pregnancy and
postpartum period.
Further support for the revised subscales comes following the application of criteria for
good measurement properties, as outlined by Prinsen and colleagues (29). Structural
validity using Rasch analysis demonstrated no violations of unidimensionality, local
independence or monotonicity.

Similarly, with regards to construct validity and

responsiveness, at least 75 percent of results were in accordance with the hypotheses. All
reported measurement properties of the two revised subscales, in terms of structural
validity, internal consistency, hypothesis testing for construct validity and responsiveness,
met the highest rating required of a good measurement property, indicating confidence in
the psychometric ability of the revised scales.
Strengths and weaknesses
This study has two major strengths. Firstly, the comprehensive psychometric evaluation,
including Rasch Analysis fully explored all aspects of the PROMIS Global Short Form,
informing the development of two revised subscales to measure mental and physical
health in a maternity population. Rasch analysis enhanced the findings of Hays et al (20)
and the item calibrations for measuring health related quality of life in terms of mental
and physical health were not sample dependent. Further, to address the limitations of
heterogeneity in terminology and definitions of measurement properties, consensus-based
standards guided the study design and psychometric analysis of the PROMIS GSF.
Standards developed by COSMIN were used to guide the psychometric evaluation of the
PROMIS GSF and consensus-agreed taxonomy was used (27). Employing these
standards contributes to a transparent and standardized approach to the psychometric
evaluation and will support the evidence-based inclusion of the PROMIS GSF within the
ICHOM core outcome set.
This study was conducted with 309 women from one birthing facility in Australia.
According to the broad aims, sample size was not calculated to measure a specified
difference in health-related quality of life. While few studies using Rasch analysis
conduct a priori sample size and power determination (46), inadequate sample size can
lead to inaccurate results. While several researchers have studied the effect of sample size
on power and effect size using simulation and Rasch techniques (47, 48), little consensus
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exists. The sample size in this study (n = 309) exceeded the size recommended by Linacre
1994 (49) to ensure accurate estimation (99%) of person estimates within +/- logits.
Our comparisons with National and State maternity populations showed that the sample
was similar to the general maternity population in several ways. However, some group
differences were identified. Participants were more likely to be in a relationship and more
likely to be in higher income groups compared to Australian National and State averages,
outcomes known to positively impact a woman’s health and wellbeing and subsequent
health related quality of life (40). It is possible that participants experienced better
physical and mental health outcomes compared to other Australian samples. Replication
of this study using larger numbers in diverse maternity populations is recommended.
Research implications
Our analysis revealed two revised scales to measure mental and physical health in women
during pregnancy and postpartum period. Content validity was not evaluated. Findings
using the original scales during pregnancy show lower reliability for the physical health
subscale compared to that of the mental health subscale (α = .69 vs 0.83) These findings
are mirrored by Lundsberg et al. (0.63 and 0.85, respectively) (25). The content validity
specific to a maternity population were not explored in the current study. Future
researchers may wish to consider a thorough evaluation of content validity in any future
development of a population-specific woman-reported outcome instrument, aimed at
measuring HRQoL in maternity populations. The revised physical and mental health
scores could be used to evaluate the effect of different models of maternity care provision
or other lifestyle interventions on maternal physical and mental health. The evaluation of
the impact of maternity care provision and outcomes related to care on women’s HRQoL
should be included in future evaluations.
Clinical implications
This study addresses the call from ICHOM for researchers to validate the instruments
included in their Standard Set of Outcome Measures for Pregnancy and Childbirth (19).
Inclusion of this valid and reliable measure will make a positive contribution to the core
outcome set and will facilitate comparison and benchmarking of one component of the
ICHOM Standard Set. The current climate of contemporary maternity care demands that
care meets the needs of women and their babies, yet little is known about the impact of
maternity care provision, or pregnancy and birth experiences and outcomes on maternal
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HRQoL. Results of this study will inform future research into the impact of maternity
care provision on HRQoL using valid and reliable tools.
Conclusion
This comprehensive psychometric analysis, which included Rasch analysis, demonstrated
that a revised version of the PROMIS Global Short Form was better able to measure
mental and physical health in a pregnant and postpartum population compared to the
original generic instrument. While further evaluation of the revised scale is needed on
other maternity populations, findings support the clinical and research application of the
revised PROMIS GSF within the ICHOM Standard Set for Pregnancy and Childbirth.
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Addendum
Please note the inclusion of one additional study aim (page 131).
MoMeNT study aim 3: To evaluate to what extent the included person reported outcome
measures (PROMs) included in the ICHOM Standard Set are robust measurement tools
in childbearing women.
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CHAPTER 6
Perinatal Incontinence: Psychometric Evaluation of The International
Consultation on Incontinence Questionnaire-Urinary Incontinence
Short Form and Wexner Scale
Overview
This chapter contains two published papers related to the evaluation and refining of two
existing person-reported outcome measures designed to measure urinary and anal
incontinence in general populations. Paper 1 presents the findings of Study 2 which
involved the psychometric analysis of the two PROMs in the context of childbearing
women. A post-print copy of the publication forms the first part of Chapter 6 of this thesis.
References and formatting are presented in accordance with the requirements of
Neurourology and Urodynamics. Ethics approval was obtained for this study from Gold
Coast
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and

Health

Service

Humans

Research

Ethics

Committee

(HREC/17/QGC/127) and Griffith University (GU Ref No: 2017/625) (See Appendix F).
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This chapter includes two co-authored papers. The bibliographic details of the first coauthored paper, including all authors, are:
Slavin, V., Gamble, J., Creedy, D. K., & Fenwick, J. (2019). Perinatal incontinence:
Psychometric evaluation of the International Consultation on Incontinence Questionnaire
–Urinary Incontinence Short Form and Wexner Scale. Neurourology and Urodynamics,
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format).
Supervised by Professor Jenny Gamble (Co Principal Supervisor), Professor Debra K
Creedy (Co Principal Supervisor), and Professor Jennifer Fenwick (Co Supervisor) my
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literature review, development of data analysis plan, data management and linkage,
cleaning, recoding and data analysis as well as preparation of the manuscript for
publication including journal submission and manuscript revisions prior to publication.
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Addendum
Please note one additional table has been included as an addendum outlining the
frequency and percentage of participants with urinary leakage. Addendum is located at
the end of this manuscript following the reference list (see page 196).
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Abstract
Aim:

The

International

Consultation

on

Incontinence

Questionnaire–Urinary

Incontinence Short Form (ICIQ-UI SF) and the Wexner Scale have been included in the
International Consortium for Health Outcomes Measurement core outcome set during
pregnancy and childbirth, to measure urinary and anal incontinence. The reliability and
validity of these instruments have not been fully evaluated in maternity populations. The
aim of this study was to conduct a psychometric evaluation of the ICIQ-UI SF and Wexner
Scale.
Methods: Consecutive pregnant women (n = 309) who booked for care at one Australian
birth facility between August 2017 and April 2018 completed the online surveys. Women
who screened positive for urinary and/or anal incontinence were administered the ICIQUI SF and/or Wexner Scale during pregnancy (<27- and 36-weeks) and postpartum (6and 26-weeks). Scale internal consistency, construct validity, and responsiveness were
evaluated.
Findings: In women with urinary-incontinence, the ICIQ-UI SF demonstrated good
internal consistency during pregnancy (baseline and 36-weeks) and 6-weeks postpartum
(mean inter-item correlation 0.47, 0.39, 0.46, respectively), recorded significant change
across three time-points, and was sensitive to group differences in age and obesity during
pregnancy. Wexner Scale was unsuitable for psychometric analysis due to insufficient
numbers of women with anal incontinence.
Conclusions: The ICIQ-UI SF is a valid and reliable instrument to measure urinary
incontinence during pregnancy and postpartum. The findings support the inclusion of the
ICIQ-UI SF in the International Consortium for Health Outcomes Measurement core
outcome set for use during the perinatal period. Psychometric analysis of the Wexner
Scale in larger maternity populations is recommended.
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Introduction
Urinary and anal incontinence are common conditions affecting women,1 with prevalence
reported to increase with age2 and associated with a significant impact on women’s longterm quality of life.3 Urinary incontinence is any involuntary loss of urine4. The condition
is generally sub-classified as either stress, urgency or mixed urinary incontinence.4 Stress
urinary incontinence is common in both pregnancy2 and postpartum periods.5
Research findings for maternity populations are limited by inconsistent measurement.1
Heterogeneous outcomes, measurement instruments and definitions inhibit the ability to
pool data or draw accurate conclusions. To address these inconsistencies the International
Consortium for Health Outcomes Measurement (ICHOM) developed a core set of
outcomes and measurement tools to measure value in maternity care.6 Using consensusbased methodology (www.ichom.org), the international multidisciplinary working party
of experts and consumers, identified incontinence as an outcome important to women.7
Following a comprehensive review of all available person-reported outcome measures of
urinary and anal incontinence, and a quality assessment of each tool, the International
Consultation on Incontinence Questionnaire-Urinary Incontinence Short Form (ICIQ-UI
SF)8 and the Wexner Scale9 (also known as the Cleveland Clinic Florida Fecal
Incontinence Score)10 were included in the set.
The reliability and validity of the ICIQ-UI SF and the Wexner Scale in maternity
populations is under-investigated. To address calls from the ICHOM working party7 to
validate the tools in the core outcome set, the current study sought to conduct a
psychometric evaluation of the ICIQ-UI SF and the Wexner scale during pregnancy and
postpartum.

Material And Methods
Study design
The current study is part of a larger program of work. The MoMeNT Study, is a
prospective, longitudinal cohort study which aims to compare maternal outcomes
according to the model of maternity care and assess the feasibility of the ICHOM core
outcome set in an Australian maternity population.
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Setting and participants
Participants were consecutive women presenting for maternity care at one publiclyfunded tertiary, maternity facility in South East Queensland, Australia who completed or
partially completed a baseline survey. Women were invited to participate if they met the
following inclusion criteria: aged 18 years or more, with good command of English; 27weeks gestation or less; and with access to email and mobile phone. Women with an
existing mental health disorder under the care of a psychiatrist were excluded. Sample
size was based on evaluating two broad models of maternity care on maternal health and
wellbeing. Recruitment occurred between August 2017 and April 2018. Follow-up
occurred using online surveys at four time-points during pregnancy (<27-weeks and 36weeks) and postpartum (6- and 26-weeks). Figure 6-1 presents the recruitment and flow
of participants through the study.
Measures
The ICHOM core outcome set6 was administered at each time-point. Measures included
those related to health-related quality of life, incontinence, breastfeeding, social support,
role transition, mental health and satisfaction with care. Survey completion times ranged
from 6 to 19 minutes. The baseline survey obtained information on age, gestation, parity,
and body mass index. Routinely collected hospital data were collected at 6-weeks
postpartum for several birth outcomes including mode of birth, perineal trauma,
episiotomy and infant birth weight.
ICIQ-UI SF
The ICIQ-UI SF is a brief questionnaire comprising three scored items and one
unscored self-diagnosis item to assess the prevalence, frequency and severity of urinary
leakage and its impact on quality of life.8 The total sum of three items are calculated to
provide a summary score, ranging from 0 to 21 with higher scores indicative of increased
severity and greater impact on quality of life. The scale has demonstrated high internal
consistency reliability among British urology clinic patients and community-based adults
(Cronbach’s α 0.92).8 The unscored diagnostic item was not evaluated in this study.
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TIME 1
Pregnancy <27 weeks
N = 309

RECRUITMENT
Number screened = 1275
Number eligible: 528 (41.4% a)
Reasons for ineligibility:
Gestation >27 weeks; n = 723
Non-English speaking: n = 20
Age <18: n = 2
Under care of psychiatrist: n = 2
Number invited = 354 (67.0% b)
Reason for non-invite:
Missed due to workplace barriers: n = 128
Number to consent = 336 (94.9% c)
Number to commence T1 survey = 309 (92.0% d)

Non-responder to incontinence screen: n = 3/309 (1.0%)

TIME 2
Pregnancy 36 weeks
n = 276 (89.3%)

Lost to follow up: (n = 9)
Withdrew consent prior to 36-weeks (n = 3)
Late miscarriage (prior to 20 weeks) (n = 2)
Moved away prior to 36-weeks (n = 4)
Non-responders at 36-weeks: (n = 17)
Ineligible to complete T2:
Birthed before 36-week survey completion (n = 7)

Non-responder to incontinence screen: n = 0/276 (0%)
TIME 3
Postpartum 6-weeks
n = 263 (85.1%)

Lost to follow-up prior to 6-weeks postpartum
Withdrew consent: (n = 2)
Non-completers of 2 previous surveys (n = 9)
Non-responders at 6-weeks: (n = 26)
Non-responder to incontinence screen: n = 3/263 (1.1%)

TIME 4
Postpartum 26-weeks
n = 240 (77.7%)

Lost to follow-up prior to 26-weeks postpartum:
Non-completers of 2 previous surveys (n = 4)

Non-responders at 26-weeks ( n = 45)
Non-responder to incontinence screen: n = 2/240 (0.8%)

Figure 6-1 Recruitment and flow of participants at four time-points during pregnancy and
postpartum
Note:
aPercentage eligible = Number eligible / number screened x 100
bPercentage invited = Number invited / number eligible x 100
cPercentage to consent = Number to consent / number invited x 100
dPercentage of survey attenders = Number of completers / number of consenters x 100
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Wexner Scale
The Wexner Scale9 comprises five scored items that assess subjective frequency
and severity of anal incontinence. A sum of all scores was calculated. A score of zero
indicates perfect continence and a score of 20 indicates complete incontinence.
Procedure
Eligible women receiving pregnancy care were approached by either the first author or
their primary midwife and informed of the study aims and requirements. Consenting
women provided written consent to participate. Online survey links were sent to women
during pregnancy at baseline (day of recruitment) and 36-weeks, and at 6- and 26-weeks
postpartum. Women who failed to complete two-consecutive surveys were deemed lost
to follow-up. Response rates were 89.3%, 85.1% and 77.7% (36-weeks, 6- and 26-weeks,
respectively) (see Figure 6-1). Each survey posed a multiple-response incontinence
screen question, ‘In the last month, have you leaked urine, leaked stool or passed gas by
accident?’ Responses included (a) Yes, I leaked urine, (b) Yes, I leaked stool or passed
gas by accident, (c) No I do not leak urine, leak stool or pass gas by accident’. Women
who responded positively to any urinary leakage were asked to complete the ICIQ-UI SF.
Women who responded positively to involuntary passage of stool or gas were asked to
complete the Wexner Scale.
Approach to analysis
Psychometric evaluation was conducted according to guidelines provided by COSMIN
(COnsensus-based Standards for the selection of health Measurement INstruments)11,12
and followed the framework of Prinsen and colleagues13 for evaluating a patient-reported
outcome measure. Internal consistency, construct validity, and responsiveness are
reported. To establish representativeness, sample characteristics were compared to the
hospital (study site) and State perinatal data statistics. For descriptive purposes,
dependent variables relating to incontinence were transformed into binary dummy
variables. Participants who reported no incontinence were recorded as ‘0’ (absence of
incontinence). The full cohort of participants are included in the descriptive analysis.
Only participants who responded positively to the incontinence-screen question were
included in the analyses for internal consistency, construct validity and responsiveness.
Missing data were managed using listwise deletion for computing total scores on ICIQUI SF and mean inter-item correlation analysis. In all other analyses pairwise deletion
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was used. All participants who commenced the ICIQ-UI SF and/or Wexner Scale
completed all questions. Preliminary assessment of data indicated a violation of the
assumption for normal distribution of scores, therefore non-parametric tests were
conducted. x2 tests were used to compare group differences for continent and incontinent
women. Prevalence of incontinence was estimated as the ratio of the number of women
who answered positively to the screening question by the total number of women who
completed surveys at each time point and are presented as frequencies and percentages
with 95% confidence interval using Clopper Pearson Exact Test for binary probability.
Significance level was set as p < .05.
Internal consistency
Due to the small number of scale items, internal consistency was assessed and
reported at each time-point using mean inter-item correlation, and accompanied by the
minimum, maximum and range of values.14 To achieve balance between bandwidth and
fidelity, Briggs and Cheek15 recommend a range for the mean inter-item correlation of
between .2 to .4 to indicate the optimal level of homogeneity.
Construct validity
The inter-relationship of the three items of the ICIQ-UI SF, and the Wexner Scale
in terms of direction and strength, were explored using Spearman rank order correlation.
The strength of the relationship (ρ) was interpreted according to Cohen16: 0.10–0.29 =
small, 0.30–0.49 = medium, and 0.50–1.0 = large. Based on findings of previous studies
(summarized in Table 6-1) we expected the ICIQ-UI SF to discriminate between women’s
age, parity, and obesity status at baseline, and mode of birth at 6-weeks postpartum.
Differences were evaluated using Mann-Whitney U tests. The Mann-Whitney U value
and standardized test statistic are reported. Effect size (r = z / √N) is interpreted using
Cohen’s criteria16: (0.10 = small effect, 0.30 = medium effect, and 0.50 = large effect).
Based on our clinical understanding of the condition in a community sample of pregnant
women, we expected to see a small effect size.
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Table 6-1 Summarized table of evidence for prevalence and predictors of urinary incontinence during pregnancy and postpartum
Author
Study
Participants
Timing
Scale
Variables
Findings
design/country
Barbosa,
Systematic
Low-risk
Any time
Exposure
Multiparity x nulliparity: N =
Boaviagem, review
pregnant
during
factors:
29,799; OR 2.09 (95% CI: 1.07 –
Moretti, & observational
women in any pregnancy
Multiparity >2
4.08).
Lemos,
studies
trimester, any
births, age 35 or
17
(2018)
age
more, BMI
Multiparity x primiparity: N =
(overweight and 24,121 OR 1.26 (95% CI: 0.97 –
13 papers
obese)
1.64) NS
included, 6
Age 35 or more: N = 45,824
countries
OR 1.53 (95% CI: 1.45 – 1.62)
Overweight/obese in pregnancy: N
= 43,973
OR 1.53 (95% CI: 1.28 – 1.83)
Note: all assessed very low quality
of evidence
Bø, Pauck
PopulationalN = 771
Pregnancy:
ICIQ-UI SF Prevalence of UI Prevalence Total: 41.7% (28 weeks)
Øglund,
based crossMulti-ethnic
(translated in
Sletner,
sectional
population of
28-wk
several
Risk factors for
ICIQ-UI SF score:
Mørkrid, & cohort
healthy,
gestation
languages)
UI
M = 6.3 (SD = 3.5)
Jenum,
pregnant
Factors associated with UI
18
(2012)
Norway
women
No
Age years: OR 1.09 (95% CI: 1.05 –
psychometric
1.12)
All women
testing
received the
performed.
Multiparity: OR 2.49 (95% CI: 1.84
scale
– 3.36)
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Author
Chang,
Chen, Lin,
Chao, Lai,
(2011)19

Study
design/country
Prospective
cohort

Glazener et Multi-national
al., (2006)20 Cohort study
Scotland,
England, New
Zealand

Participants

Timing

Scale

Variables

Findings

N = 243

Postpartum
1, 2, 6, and
12 wk

ICIQ-UI SF
Translated
Taiwanese

Episiotomy IV

Least squares mean reported

Classic Test
Theory
conducted

UI DV

Women who
birthed
vaginally

N = 3405
primiparous
women with
singleton
births

3 months
postpartum

Mode of birth IV Mean intervals at 3 mo postpartum

Cronbach’s
alpha 0.90 –
0.99;
one factor
accounted
for 94.7 –
97.9 of the
total
variance
SymptomRisk factors for
based
UI
questionnaire
No validated
tool used

No episiotomy = M = 12.8 (95% CI:
3.8 – 21.8)
Episiotomy: M = 28.9 (95% CI:
22.3 – 35.4)
6-weeks postpartum
Vaginal birth vs caesarean
AOR 0.80 (95% CI: 0.69 – 0.88)

Prevalence during pregnancy 11%
Postpartum 15%
Age: <25 (Reference)
25 – 29: OR 1.52 (95% CI: 1.18 –
1.94)
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Author

SolansDomènech
et al.,
(2010)27

Study
design/country

Prospective
cohort study
Catalonia

Participants

N = 1,128
Healthy,
continent,
nulliparous,
pregnant
women

Timing

Each
trimester of
pregnancy
and 7-wk
postpartum

Scale

Incontinence
Severity
Index
ICIQ-UI SF
(Spanish
translation)

Variables

Urinary and anal
incontinence
Incidence and
risk factors

Findings
30-34: OR 1.46 (95% CI: 1.10 –
1.94)
>35: OR 2.21 (95% CI: 1.47 – 3.33)
Birth mode:
SVB Refence
Caesarean: OR 0.29 (95% CI: 0.19 –
0.42)
Prevalence pregnancy:
Global:
39.1% (95% CI: 36.3 – 41.9)
1st trimester: 8.3% (95% CI: 6.6 –
10)
2nd trimester: 31.9 (95% CI: 28.9 –
34.7)
3rd trimester: 34.8 (95% CI: 31.7 –
37.9)
Postpartum: 16.3 (95% CI: 14.0 –
18.6)
Risk factors for pregnancy UI
Age (>35) Hazard ratio 1.9 (95%
CI: 1.5 – 2.6)
Baseline BMI (overweight/obese)
1.3 (95% CI: 1.1 – 1.6)
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Author

Thom &
Rortveit,
(2010)5

Study
design/country

Systematic
review of
prevalence of
postpartum
urinary
incontinence

Participants

33 papers
included

Timing

First 3-mo
postpartum

Scale

Variables

Prevalence of UI
within 12-mo
postpartum

Findings
Family history of UI 1.7 (95% CI:
1.4 – 2.2)
Risk factors for postpartum UI
UI during pregnancy HR 3.2 (95%
CI: 2.3 – 4.6)
Mode of birth (Caesarean
Reference) Vaginal birth HR 3.3
(95% CI: 1.8 – 5.9)
Episiotomy 1.7 (95% CI: 1.2 – 2.4)
Birth weight (NS)
Primiparous women – all mode of
births
Prevalence range = 13.0 – 40.4%
(Pooled median, mean and 95% CI)
Md = 27.6,
M = 26.6
(95% CI: 25.5 – 27.7)
Parous women (1+ birth or more)
Prevalence range 10.3 – 37.5%
(Pooled median, mean and 95% CI)
Md = 32.2,
M = 26.2
(95% CI: 25.3 – 27.8)
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Author

Study
design/country

Participants

Wesnes,
Rortveit,
Bø, &
Hunskaar,
(2007)21

National cohort N 43,279
study
All woman
Norway

Wesnes,
Hunskaar,
Bo, &

Cohort study

Timing

Pregnancy:
By week 30

(Norwegian
Mother and
Baby Study)

Norway

N = 12,679
primiparous
women

15-wk and
30-wk
pregnancy

Scale

No validated
tool used

Variables

Incidence and
prevalence of UI

Prevalence
based on
screenpositive
question

SymptomPrevalence of UI
based
6-mo postpartum
questionnaire

Findings
Multiparous women (2+ births or
more)
Prevalence range:
35.9 – 36.8%
(Pooled median, mean and 95% CI)
Md = 35.9,
M = 36.6
95% CI: 32.2 – 41.0
Prevalence pregnancy: 58.1%
Age years:
<26 year reference:
27-30: OR 1.3 (95% CI: 1.2 – 1.4)
31-34: OR 1.6 (95% CI: 1.6 – 1.7)
>35: OR 2.0 (95% CI: 1.9 – 2.1)
Parity: 0 reference:
1: OR 2.1 (95% CI: 2.0 – 2.2)
2 or more: 2.4 (95% CI: 2.2 – 2.5)
BMI: <20 reference:
20 – 24: OR 1.3 (95% CI:1.2 – 1.4)
25 – 30: OR 1.6 (95% CI: 1.4 – 1.7)
>30: OR 1.9 (95% CI: 1.8 – 2.2)
Elective caesarean Reference:
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Author
Rortveit,
(2009)22

Study
design/country
(Norwegian
Mother and
Baby Study)

Participants
continent prior
to pregnancy

Timing

6-mo
postpartum

Scale

Variables

Findings

No validated
tool used

IV
Pregnancy UI,
mode of birth

SVB: ARR 3.2 (95% CI: 2.2 – 4.7)
(continent in pregnancy)
ARR 2.9 (95% CI: 2.3 – 3.4)
(incontinent in pregnancy)

Abbreviations: ARR = adjusted risk ratio; CI: confidence interval; DV: dependent variable; HR = hazard ratio; IV = independent variable; NS = Non-significant; OR =
Odds ratio.
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Responsiveness
Responsiveness of the ICIQ-UI SF was assessed using a series of Wilcoxonsigned rank tests. Change in scores between each two time-points were conducted. Effect
size is interpreted using Cohen’s criteria.16
Ethics approval
Ethical approval was obtained to conduct this study from the participating Hospital and
Health Service Human Research Ethics Committee (HREC/17/QGC/127) and University
(GU Ref No: 2017/625).

Results
Participants
Baseline characteristics of the 309 participants are presented in Table 6-2. The sample
was comparable to hospital and State birthing populations in all characteristics except
mode of birth. Compared to hospital and State populations the study sample were more
likely to birth vaginally and less likely to birth by caesarean section.
Urinary incontinence
Prevalence, frequency, severity, and impact of urinary incontinence during pregnancy
(baseline and 36-weeks) and postpartum (6-weeks and 26-weeks) are presented in Table
6-3 and summarized in Figure 6-2 (A-C). Urinary leakage was reported by 34.6% (95%
CI: 29.3 – 40.2) women at baseline, 50.0% (95% CI: 44.0 – 56.1) women at 36-weeks,
22.7% (95% CI: 17.8 – 28.3) women at 6-weeks postpartum and 21.4% (95% CI: 16.4 –
27.2) women at 26-weeks postpartum. (Figure 6-2A). For women who experienced
leakage at each time-point, the severity in terms of amount of leakage, was generally
small (Figure 6-2B). Moderate leakage or more was rare. In terms of impact on quality of
life, for women with urinary incontinence, impact of a little or more was reported by
59.4%, (95% CI: 49.5 – 68.9) at baseline, increasing to 65.2% (95% CI: 56.7 – 73.1) at
36 weeks, 66.1% (95% CI: 52.6 – 77.9) at 6-weeks postpartum and 66.8% (95% CI: 52.1
– 79.2) at 26-weeks postpartum. For those women who did report an impact this was
generally ‘a little’ (Figure 6-2C). Impact reported as moderate or greater was experienced
by 11 (3.6%) women at baseline, which doubled (n = 21, 7.6%) by 36 weeks of pregnancy.
Moderate impact or worse was less postpartum and stable, reported by 10 (3.9%) women
at 6 weeks postpartum and seven women (3.0%) at 26 weeks.
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Table 6-2 Participant characteristics at baseline compared to hospital and State birthing
populations

Characteristic
Age, Mn (SD, range)
Less than 24
25-29
30-34
35-39
40 or more
Gestation (at baseline; wk)
17 or less
18-20
21-23
24 or more
Parity
Primiparous
Multiparous
Body Mass Indexb Md (IQR,
range)
Less than 18.5 (underweight)
18.5-24.9 (Healthy weight)
25.0-29.9 (Overweight)
30.0-34.9 (Obese class I)
35-39.9 (Obese class II)
40.0 or more (Obese class III)
Method of birth
Spontaneous Vaginal Birth
Forceps
Vacuum
Caesarean section
Perineal trauma±
3rd degree
4th degree
Missing data
Episiotomy±
Yes
No
Missing data
Birth weight (g)

Cohort
(n = 309)
n (%)
29.8 (5.0, 19-43)
44 (14.2)
115 (37.2)
94 (30.4)
47 15.2)
9 (2.9)

Hospital 2017
(n =5137)
n (%)
30.3 (5.5, 15-49)
805 (15.7)
1505 (29.3)
1663 (32.4)
922 (17.9)
242 (4.7)

State 201721
(n = 60,326)
n (%)
10,868 (18.3)a
16,848 (28.4)a
19,458 (32.8)a
10,016 (16.9)a
2,209 (3.8)a

91 (29.4)
69 (22.3)
100 (32.4)
49 (15.9)

-

-

125 (40.5)
2184 (42.5)
184 (59.5)
2951 (57.5)
24.8 (6.8, 17-47) 25.3 (6.7, 16-78)

25,336 (41.0)b
36,522 (59.0)b
-

5 (1.8)
141 (49.6)
76 (26.8)
41 (14.4)

81 (1.6)
2310 (45.5)
1559 (30.7)
705 (13.9)

14 (4.9)
7 (2.5)

293 (5.8)
132 (2.6)

3431 (5.5)b
31131 (50.3)b
14,228 (23.0)b
10,166
(16.4)b#
1889 (3.0)b

195 (65.2)
22 (7.4)
12 (4.0)
70 (23.4)

3085 (60.1)
308 (6.0)
282 (5.5)
1462 (28.5)

33,141 (54.9)c
1,762 (2.9)c
4,334 (7.2)c
21,088 (35.0)c

7 (3.1)
0
9 (3.9)

163 (4.4)
7 (0.2)
844 (23.0)

788 (2.0)d
52 (0.1)d
272 (0.70)d

42 (14.1)
256 (85.9)
9 (3.9)

650 (17.7)
2181 (59.3)
844 (23.0)

6,950 (17.7)d
32,016 (81.6)d
272 (0.70)d
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Characteristic
<3000
3000-3,499
3.500-3999
>4,000

Cohort
(n = 309)
n (%)
46 (15.5)
102 (34.3)
114 (38.4)
35 (11.8)

Hospital 2017
(n =5137)
n (%)
1120 (21.8)
1833 (35.7)
1590 (31.0)
594 (11.6)

State 201721
(n = 60,326)
n (%)
14,039 (23.3)e
22,320 (37.0)e
18,019 (29.9)e
5948 (9.9)e

Note: n and (%) for women who responded/data available ±For women who birthed vaginally: Cohort (n = 229);
Hospital (n = 3675); State (n = 39,238).
State data = Perinatal Data Collection, Queensland Health24 unless otherwise stated.
aTable 4.01 Mothers birthing in Queensland. Age of mother by plurality of pregnancy (n = 59,399).
bAIHW (2018)23 Table 12 Body mass index by remoteness (n = 61,858): Note: #Includes obese class I and II.
cTable 6.05 Births Queensland. Method of birth by plurality of pregnancy (n = 60,326).
dTable 6.19 Mothers birthing vaginally. Genital tract trauma by surgical repair (n = 38,966); Note: Third and fourth
degree only – does not include tears with other lacerations or trauma.
eTable 7.05 Births Queensland. Birthweight by indigenous status of mother (n = 60,326).
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Table 6-3 Descriptive statistics of frequency, severity, and impact of urinary leakage
during pregnancy and postpartum with scale score and reliability (N = 309)
n

n (%)
Never

n (%)
Weekly or less

306
276
260
238

200 (65.4)
138 (50.0)
201 (77.3)
188 (79.0)
None
200 (65.4)
139 (50.4)
201 (77.3)
187 (78.6)
Not at all
243 (79.4)
186 (67.4)
221 (85.0)
204 (85.7)
M (SD)
5.1 (2.8)
5.6 (3.0)
5.5 (2.9)
5.1 (2.6)
Mean
.47
.39
.46
-

88 (28.8)
106 (38.4)
45 (17.3)
46 (19.3)
Small
100 (32.7)
134 (48.6)
56 (21.5)
51 (21.4)
A little
52 (17.0)
69 (25.0)
29 (11.2)
27 (11.3)
95% CI
4.6 - 5.6
5.1 – 6.2
4.7 – 6.3
4.4 – 5.9
Minimum
.39
.24
.34
-

Leakage frequency
Baseline
36-wk
6-wk postpartum
26-wk postpartum
Severity (amount)
Baseline
36-wk
6-wk postpartum
26-wk postpartum
Impact
Baseline
36-wk
6-wk postpartum
26-wk postpartum
ICIQ-UI SF score±
Baseline
36-wk
6-wk postpartum
26-wk postpartum
Reliability#
Baseline
36-wk
6-wk postpartum
26-wk postpartum

306
276
260
238
306
276
260
238
106
138
59
51
106
138
59
51

n (%)
Daily or
more
18 (5.9)
32 (11.6)
14 (5.4)
4 (1.3)
Moderate
5 (1.6)
3 (1.0)
3 (1.2)
0
Moderate
9 (2.9)
13 (4.7)
8 (3.1)
3 (1.3)
Md (IQR)
4.0 (3.0)
5.0 (4.0)
4.0 (4.0)
4.0 (3.0)
Maximum
.57
.54
.56
-

n (%)

Large
1 (0.3)
0
0
0
A lot
2 (0.7)
8 (2.9)
2 (0.8)
4 (1.7)
Range
2 – 20
1 – 17
3 – 14
3 – 14
Range
.18
.30
.22

Note: n (%) for women who responded.
±Values for women with positive response to any urinary leakage.
#Mean inter-item correlation.
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(A)
50.0%

Percentage

40.0%
30.0%
20.0%
10.0%
0
Baseline

36 weeks

6 weeks postpartum

Weekly or less

26 weeks postpartum

Daily or more

(B)
50.0%

Percentage

40.0%
30.0%
20.0%
10.0%
0
Baseline

36 weeks
Small

6 weeks postpartum
Moderate

26 weeks postpartum

Large

(C)
50.0%

Percentage

40.0%
30.0%

A little

20.0%

Moderate

10.0%
0

A lot
Baseline

36 weeks

6 weeks
postpartum

26 weeks
postpartum

Figure 6-2 Frequency, severity, and impact of urinary incontinence during pregnancy
(baseline and 36-weeks) and postpartum (6 and 26-weeks) for women with urinary
incontinence. A, Frequency of urinary incontinence: B, severity of urinary incontinence;
C, impactof urinary incontinence on quality of life.
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Internal consistency and construct validity
The mean inter-item correlation of the 3-item ICIQ-UI SF was 0.47, and 0.39
during pregnancy (baseline and 36-weeks, respectively) and 0.46 at 6-weeks postpartum
(Table 6-3). At 26-weeks postpartum, one variable (How much urine do you usually leak
whether you wear protection or not?) showed zero variance. Inspection of descriptive
frequencies indicated that of the 51 women who reported urinary leakage at 26-weeks
postpartum, leakage was small for all women (Table 6-3). Due to lack of variation is was
inappropriate to report the mean inter-item correlation at 26-weeks. At baseline there was
a moderate-strong positive correlation between urine leakage frequency and severity (ρ
=.37), and a strong correlation between frequency and impact of urinary incontinence (ρ
=.54) explaining 13.7% and 29.2% of variance, respectively. Similarly, severity
demonstrated a weak-moderate, positive correlation with impact (ρ =.24), explaining
5.8% of the variance.
Table 6-4 presents group differences for all women with and without urinary incontinence
during pregnancy and postpartum. During late pregnancy (36-weeks) multiparous women
were more likely to report urinary incontinence compared to their primiparous
counterparts. Following birth, women who birthed vaginally were more likely to report
urinary incontinence, compared to those who birthed by caesarean with a small to medium
effect. Following birth primiparous women reported higher rates of urinary incontinence,
compared to multiparous women with small effect.
For 106 women who reported some form of urinary leakage at baseline, Mann-Whitney
U Tests revealed ICIQ-UI SF scores differed for women in terms of age and obesity with
a small to medium effect size (Table 6-5). Older women (Md = 5.5, n = 22) reported
higher scores compared to younger women (Md = 4, n = 84, p = .04, r = 0.2), while obese
women (Md = 5, n = 28) recorded higher scores compared to non-obese women (Md = 4,
n = 70, p = .02). No difference in scores were seen between primiparous and multiparous
women at baseline (see Table 6-5). For 59 women who reported some form of urinary
leakage at 6-weeks postpartum, Mann-Whitney U Tests revealed no statistically
significant difference in ICIQ-UI SF scores in terms of mode of birth or infant birth
weight (see Table 6-5).
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Table 6-4 Comparison of women with and without urinary incontinence during pregnancy (36-wk) and postpartum (6-wk)
Pregnancy
Postpartum
Incontinent Continent
Incontinent Continent
±
n (%)
n (%)
p phi
n (%)
n (%)
p
phi±
Age group, y
.64 .04
.80
.03
35 or more
24 (46.2)
28 (53.8)
13 (25.0)
39 (75.0)
Less than 35 114 (50.9) 110 (49.1)
46 (22.1) 162 (77.9)
Parity
.04 .13
.01
.17
Multiparous
89 (55.6)
71 (44.4)
26 (16.9) 128 (83.1)
Primiparous
49 (42.2)
67 (57.8)
33 (31.1)
73 (68.9)
a
Education
1.0
.48
.05
High
97 (50.0)
97 (50.0)
44 (24.2) 138 (75.8)
Low
41 (50.0)
41 (50.0)
15 (19.2)
63 (80.8)
Incomeb
.27 .08
.34
.07
Highest
80 (54.1)
68 (45.9)
37 (26.1) 105 (73.9)
Lowest
47 (46.1)
55 (53.9)
19 (19.8)
77 (80.2)
c
BMI
.53 .05
1.0
.01
Non-obese
98 (48.5) 104 (51.5)
42 (22.5) 145 (77.5)
Obese
31 (54.4)
26 (45.6)
12 (21.4)
44 (78.6)
d
Birth mode
.76 .04
<.001 .27
SVB
89 (50.3)
88 (49.7)
43 (25.7) 124 (74.3)
Instrumental 15 (44.1)
19 (55.9)
13 (43.3)
17 (56.7)
Caesarean
32 (51.6)
30 (48.4)
3 (5.0)
57 (95.0)
Note: P = Chi-square test for independence: Yates Continuity Correction reported for 2x2 table.
Effect size: Phi coefficient reported for 2x2 table and Cramer’s V for larger table (mode of birth). Effect size interpreted by Cohens (1988) criteria: .10 small effect, .30 medium effect, .50 large effect.
a
Low education = Secondary school year 12 or less; high education = Tertiary Degree or Diploma.
b
n and % for 279 responders: Lowest income = Nil/neg - $1499 combined weekly household incomes; Highest income = $1500 - $5000 or more.
c
n and % for 284 women with available data: body mass index = weight in kg/height in m2. Obese = BMI 30 or more: Non-obese = BMI less than 30.
d
n and % for 299 women who experienced labour and birth (SVB = spontaneous vaginal birth).
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Table 6-5 Differences in median ICIQ-UI SF scores for specific groups of urinary
incontinent women during pregnancy (n = 106) and postpartum (n = 59)
n
Pregnancy (baseline)
Age
>35
<35
Parity
Nulliparous
Multiparous
Obesitya
Obese
Non-obese
Postpartum 6 wk
Birth mode
Vaginal
Caesarean
Birth weight
>4000g
<4000g

Median Mann-Whitney U

22
84

5.5
4.0

29
77

4.0
4.0

28
70

5.0
4.0

56
3

4.0
6.0

9
50

4.0
4.0

z

p

r

666.5

-2.1

.04

0.2

1138.5

0.2

.87 0.02

694.0

-2.3

.02

0.2

108.5

0.86

.42

0.1

218.5

-0.14 .89 0.01

Note: z = Standardized Test Statistic; r = effect size.
Effect size (r) = z/√𝑁 (N = total number of cases).
Effect size interpreted as r = .1 = small effect; .3 = medium effect; .5 = large effect (Cohen 1988).
Statistically significant values are shown in bold
a Obese: Body mass index = 30 or more; Non-obese: Body mass index = less than 30.
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Responsiveness
Changes in ICIQ-UI SF scores (with 95% confidence intervals) for 106 women
who reported urinary leakage are shown in Figure 6-3.

Scores increased during

pregnancy from baseline to 36 weeks, before improving steadily to values seen at baseline
by 26 weeks postpartum. A series of Wilcoxon-signed rank tests revealed a statistically
significant increase in ICIQ-UI SF scores from baseline to 36 weeks with a medium to
large effect size (Md = 4 vs 5, z = -3.26; p = .001, r = 0.37), and a significant decrease
from late pregnancy (36-weeks) to late postpartum (26-weeks), with a small-medium
effect size (Md = 5 vs 4, z = -2.81, p = .005, r = 0.20). No significant differences were
seen at any other time.

Figure 6-3 Change in mean ICIQ-UI SF score from early pregnancy (baseline) to 26-wk
postpartum with 95% confidence intervals. ICIQ-UI SF, International Consultation on
Incontinence Questionnaire–Urinary Incontinence Short Form
Anal incontinence
Prevalence, frequency, severity, and lifestyle alterations of anal incontinence during
pregnancy (baseline and 36-weeks) and postpartum (6-weeks and 26-weeks) are
presented in Table 6-6. Anal incontinence was reported by 36 women (11.8%, 95% CI:
8.4 – 15.9) at baseline, 43 women (15.6%, 95% CI: 11.5 – 20.4) at 36-weeks, 27 women
(10.4%, 95% CI: 7.0 – 14.7) at 6-weeks postpartum and 16 women (6.7%, 95% CI: 3.9 –
10.7) at 26-weeks postpartum. The prevalence of involuntary passage of solid or liquid
stool was rare at all time points. The highest prevalence for passing solid stool was at 6weeks postpartum (n = 4, 1.5%), while the highest rate for liquid stool was during late
pregnancy (n = 6, 2.2%). For women who reported fecal incontinence, passage of stool
occurred no more than once a week. The involuntary passage of flatus was more common,
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reported by 34 women (11.1%, 95% CI: 7.8 – 15.2) at baseline, increasing during
pregnancy to 36-weeks (n = 41, 14.9%, 95% CI: 10.9 – 19.6), before steadily decreasing
in the postpartum weeks (6-weeks = 9.2%, 95% CI: 6.0 – 13.4; 26-weeks = 5.9%, 95%
CI: 3.3 – 9.7). The frequency of involuntary flatus occurred no more than once a week
for most women. The incidence of both pad-wearing and lifestyle alteration was highest
in late pregnancy and lowest at 26-weeks postpartum. Insufficient numbers of women
who reported anal incontinence prohibit the psychometric analysis of the Wexner Scale.
Table 6-6 Descriptive statistics of prevalence, frequency, severity and lifestyle
alteration of anal incontinence during pregnancy (baseline and 36-wk) and postpartum
(6- and 26 wk)
n Prevalence
Never
Rarely/
Usually/
sometimes always
Solid stool
Baseline
306
2 (0.7)
304 (99.3)
2 (0.7)
0
36-wk
276
4 (1.4)
272 (98.6)
4 (1.4)
0
6-wk postpartum 260
4 (1.5)
256 (98.5)
3 (1.2)
1 (0.4)
26-wk postpartum 238
0
238 (100.0)
0
0
Liquid stool
Baseline
306
5 (1.6)
301 (98.4)
5 (1.6)
0
36-wk
276
6 (2.2)
270 (97.8)
5 (1.8)
1 (0.4)
6-wk postpartum 260
5 (1.9)
255 (98.1)
5 (1.9)
0
26-wk postpartum 238
5 (2.1)
233 (97.9)
5 (2.1)
0
Flatus
Baseline
306 34 (11.1)
272 (88.9)
26 (8.5)
8 (2.6)
36-wk
276 41 (14.9)
235 (85.1) 30 (10.9) 11 (4.0)
6-wk postpartum 260
24 (9.2)
236 (90.8)
17 (6.5)
7 (2.7)
26-wk postpartum 238
14 (5.9)
224 (94.1)
11 (4.6)
3 (1.3)
Wears a pad
Baseline
306
16 (5.2)
290 (94.8)
6 (2.0)
10 (3.3)
36-wk
276 30 (10.9)
246 (89.1)
7 (2.3)
23 (8.3)
6-wk postpartum 260
17 (6.5)
243 (93.5)
5 (1.9)
12 (4.6)
26-wk postpartum 238
8 (3.4)
230 (96.6)
6 (2.5)
2 (0.8)
Lifestyle alteration
Baseline
306
10 (3.3)
296 (96.7)
9 (2.9)
1 (0.3)
36-wk
276
19 (6.9)
257 (93.1)
11 (4.0)
8 (2.7)
6-wk postpartum 260
11 (4.2)
249 (95.8)
10 (3.8)
1 (0.4)
26-wk postpartum 238
4 (1.7)
234 (98.3)
2 (0.8)
2 (0.8)
Note: Frequency: Rarely = Less than once month; sometimes = less than once a week but once a month or more; usually
= less than once a day but once a week or more; always = once a day or more.
n (%) for women who responded.
*Prevalence = The ratio of the number of women who screened positive to urinary incontinence by the number of
responders at each time point
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Discussion
The ICHOM included the ICIQ-UI SF and Wexner Scale in their core outcome set6,7 to
evaluate urinary and anal incontinence in maternity populations. Neither scale had been
fully evaluated in samples of pregnant and postpartum women. This study sought to
validate these tools in one Australian maternity sample. The ICIQ-UI SF recorded good
internal consistency at three-time-points from baseline to 6-weeks postpartum and was
responsive to change over time from early to late pregnancy and from late pregnancy to
late postpartum. Furthermore, the scale differentiated between women with urinary
incontinence in terms of age and obesity during pregnancy. Due to the small number of
women who reported anal incontinence, the psychometric testing of the Wexner Scale
was not feasible.
Findings of this study demonstrated the ICIQ-UI SF to be a valid and reliable instrument
for use during pregnancy and postpartum and reflect the robustness shown in other
populations.26 Despite being widely used to measure urinary incontinence during
pregnancy and postpartum, only limited evidence exists regarding the validity and
reliability of the instrument in maternity populations. For example, Chang and
colleagues19 studied the effects of episiotomy on urinary incontinence using the ICIQ-UI
SF at four-time points postpartum only and found the scale to be reliable, valid and
responsive. A paucity of findings relating to the psychometric performance of the ICIQUI SF during pregnancy prevent a comparison of findings.
The ICIQ-UI SF scores differentiated between groups for urinary incontinence.
Reflecting the evidence, during pregnancy older women17,18,21,27 and obese women17,21,27
reported significantly higher UCIQ-UI SF scores compared to younger and non-obese
women with small to medium effects. Contrary to the evidence1,2,27, the findings
demonstrated no significant difference in scores in terms of parity during pregnancy or
mode of birth or infant birth weights postpartum. While studies generally report
prevalence rates of urinary incontinence in community samples of pregnant and
postpartum women, the current study reported ICIQ-UI SF change scores for incontinent
women only. As recommended by ICHOM6 only women who reported urinary leakage
were asked to complete the ICIQ-UI SF.
When comparing prevalence of incontinence for all women however, we found a
difference in parity during pregnancy, and parity and birth mode postpartum. Consistent
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with the literature birth mode had the greatest effect.19,20,22,27 While severe perineal trauma
in terms of third- and fourth-degree lacerations are associated with urinary incontinence,
small numbers prevented meaningful comparison.
This study identified only a small number of women with anal incontinence at baseline
(n = 36); psychometric analysis of the Wexner Scale was therefore not feasible. Despite
the Wexner Scale being the most widely used tool to measure anal incontinence, evidence
regarding its psychometric performance is limited.10 One study with older women with
fecal incontinence by Vaizey and colleagues21 compared a newly developed scale with
three other grading scales including the Wexner Scale and clinical assessment. Although
the scale correlated well with clinical assessment (r = 0.78, p = <.001), demonstrated good
test-retest reliability, and was sensitive to change, their findings were in direct contrast to
those in a large Australian community sample. Findings from the 2004 South Australian
Health Omnibus Survey28 showed the Wexner Scale to be unreliable in the general
population. Furthermore, the scale has been criticized for the inclusion of a pad wearing
question

23,28

and no question to assess fecal urgency.23 Acknowledging the Wexner

Scale’s omissions and limitations, authors of a comprehensive review of continence
outcome instruments recommend the use of the scale for clinical and research purposes.29
This study was conducted with a community sample of 309 pregnant women from one
maternity population in Australia. As recommended by ICHOM6 urinary and anal
incontinence data were collected from only those women reporting involuntary urinary
leakage or the involuntary passage of fecal stool or flatus. Further, no clinical diagnosis
for incontinence was conducted. The collection of data in larger and diverse maternity
samples would potentially facilitate the identification of greater numbers of women with
incontinence to support the psychometric evaluation of the Wexner Scale in community
samples of pregnant and postpartum women.
The recently released ICHOM Standard Set of Outcome Measures for Pregnancy and
Childbirth6 was developed to assess outcomes that are important to women. The
psychometric evaluation of these two measures is an essential process for refinement of
the set and contribute to risk-adjusted international benchmarking that enables
comparative evaluations and improvements of health care systems within and across
countries. The findings of our study are strengthened by the prospective, longitudinal
design which recorded data over four time-points traversing the peripartum period from
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early pregnancy to 26-weeks postpartum. The findings address an important gap in
knowledge as the reliability, validity and responsiveness of the ICIQ-UI SF in maternity
populations was previously largely unknown. Further, while psychometric analysis of the
Wexner Scale was not feasible, information regarding the prevalence and impact of anal
incontinence in one maternity population is an important finding and will assist in the
development of future research studies in this area. Our findings support some evidencebased recommendations for inclusion of the measures and use in the ICHOM core
outcome set for pregnancy and childbirth.6,7
Conclusion
This study addressed an urgent need to validate two patient-reported outcome measures
in maternity populations. The ICIQ-UI SF was found to be valid, reliable and responsive,
supporting its inclusion in the ICHOM core outcome set for pregnancy and childbirth.
Due to insufficient numbers of women who reported anal incontinence, the assessment of
the psychometric performance of the Wexner Scale was not possible in this study. Future
research is needed to evaluate the psychometric performance of the two scales in larger,
and more diverse maternity populations. Until evidence becomes available to support the
use of the total score of the Wexner Scale during pregnancy and postpartum, the reporting
of individual items is recommended for clinical use.
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Addendum
Table: Frequency and percentage of participants reporting urinary leakage at four time
points during pregnancy (baseline/36-weeks) and postpartum (6-/26-weeks).
Number

%

Baseline

106

34.6

36-weeks

138

50.0

6-weeks

59

22.7

26-weeks

51

21.4
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Benchmarking Outcomes in Maternity Care: Peripartum Incontinence
- A Framework for Standardised Reporting
Overview
The previous paper evaluated the psychometric properties of two PROMs to measure
urinary and anal incontinence in childbearing women. A review of the literature identified
inconsistent reporting of sub-category urinary incontinence, even when the ICIQ-UI SF
was consistently used. To aid standardised reporting the following study aimed to develop
and test a framework to facilitate standardised reporting of incontinence. A post-print
copy of the publication forms the second study of Chapter 6 of this thesis. The references
and formatting for this paper are presented in accordance with the requirements of
Midwifery, in which this paper was published. Ethics approval was obtained for this study
from Gold Coast Hospital and Health Service Humans Research Ethics Committee
(HREC/17/QGC/127) and Griffith University (GU Ref No: 2017/625) (See Appendix F).
Author contributions
The is a co-authored paper. The bibliographic details of the co-authored paper, including
all authors are:
Slavin, V., Creedy, D. K., & Gamble, J. (2019). Benchmarking outcomes in maternity
care: Perinatal incontinence–a framework for standardised reporting. Midwifery, (2020)
102628, 1-11, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.midw.2020.102628 (See Appendix I for published
paper).
Supervised by Professor Debra K Creedy (Co Principal Supervisor) and Professor Jenny
Gamble (Co Principal Supervisor), my contribution to the paper involved conceptual
design, literature review, development of data analysis plan, data analysis as well as
preparation of the manuscript for publication including journal submission and
manuscript revisions prior to publication.
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Abstract
Objective: To evaluate a framework to facilitate standardised reporting of perinatal
incontinence.
Design: An exploratory, prospective, observational cohort study.
Setting: One Australian tertiary maternity referral centre.
Participants: Data from 309 pregnant women collected between August 2017 and
January 2019.
Measurements and findings: A framework was developed using consensus-based
terminology and definitions, measures and data-collection time-points. The ICIQ-UI SF
and the Wexner Scale were administered during pregnancy (<27 and 36-weeks) and
postpartum (6- and 26-weeks). Incidence, trajectory and group differences for urinary
incontinence subcategories were evaluated. Stress urinary incontinence was the largest
contributor of urinary incontinence during pregnancy (39.2%) followed by mixed
(11.3%) and urgency incontinence (7.4%). Factors associated with incontinence
subcategories during pregnancy were multiparity (stress: RR 1.74), co-existing anal
incontinence (mixed: RR 3.51) and early pregnancy urinary incontinence (stress: RR
2.79; mixed: RR 2.85). Factors postpartum included primiparity (urgency), vaginal birth
(stress), induction of labour (stress: RR 2.99; urgency: RR 0.2), waterbirth (urgency: RR
2.66), coexisting anal incontinence (urgency: RR 3.55) and late pregnancy urinary
incontinence (mixed: RR 3.97). Low numbers of women with anal incontinence
prohibited subcategory analysis.
Key conclusions: Findings offer preliminary support for the effectiveness of the
framework for the measurement and reporting of urinary incontinence in childbearing
women. Future research is needed to evaluate the framework in larger and more diverse
maternity populations.
Implications for practice: A framework for standardised measurement and reporting of
perinatal incontinence will facilitate improved synthesis of research findings with the
potential to improve the quality of evidence-based clinical guidelines.
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Introduction
Urinary and anal incontinence are prevalent conditions associated with impaired maternal
quality of life (Van der Woude et al., 2014) with effects negatively impacting the longterm health of women (Milsom et al., 2016). Urinary incontinence (sometimes termed
bladder incontinence) can be severe (Kwon et al., 2010), with even mild urinary leakage
associated with reduced quality of life (Krhut et al., 2018). The psychosocial and
economic impact of urinary incontinence is significant (Kwon et al., 2010; Sinclair and
Ramsay, 2011), associated with sexual dysfunction, relationship problems, social and
recreational withdrawal (Sinclair and Ramsay, 2011), financial burden, depression and
anxiety (Milsom et al., 2016; Sinclair and Ramsay, 2011). Prevalence of urinary
incontinence in pregnant women is reported to be between 40 and 65 percent with rates
increasing with gestational age (Davidson and Kruger, 2018; Buckley and Lapitan, 2010).
Following birth prevalence is less, ranging from six to 40 percent, dependent on parity
and birth type (Thom and Rortveit, 2010). Figures are likely underestimates as urinary
incontinence remains a hidden problem and few women seek help (Australian Institute of
Health and Welfare, 2013; Daly et al., 2018).
Anal incontinence, a broad term that generally represents both flatus and fecal
incontinence (Abrams et al., 2002), represents one of the most psychologically and
socially debilitating conditions in women (Nijagal et al., 2018; Ferzandi, 2016). Mirroring
urinary incontinence, prevalence rates of anal incontinence varies considerably depending
on definitions and outcome measures used but is reported to be between two and 24
percent (Macmillan et al., 2004) in community-based adult samples. Fecal incontinence
is reportedly less prevalent and varies between 0.4 and 18 percent (Macmillan et al.,
2004). While less is known about anal incontinence in community samples of pregnant
and postpartum women, global prevalence is reported to be around 10 percent (SolansDomènech et al., 2010). The economic costs associated with incontinence are significant.
In 2010, the total health system expenditure on incontinence in Australia (where the
current study is conducted) was estimated at A$271 million, with costs expected to rise
to A$450 million by 2020 (Deloitte Access Economics, 2011). Heterogeneity in health
economic evaluation research conducted in 13 countries, prevent meaningful comparison
across studies (Zwolsman et al., 2019).
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In view of the high prevalence, high impact and poor reporting of incontinence across the
lifespan of women, primary prevention may play an important role in improving the longterm health of women (Wesnes and Lose, 2013). Improving these outcomes relies on the
ability to accurately measure incontinence and subsequently compare and pool data. In
response to the significant heterogeneity of incontinence research methodology, several
authors have called for standardisation in research design and reporting to improve data
synthesis (Hawthorne, 2006; Botlero et al., 2008; Milsom et al., 2016; Abrams et al.,
2017; Davidson and Kruger, 2018). Furthermore, there is growing consensus advocating
the standardisation of health research outcomes and measures using core outcome sets
(COMET [Core Outcome Measures in Effectiveness Trials]; CROWN [Core Outcomes
in Women's and Newborn Health]; Williamson et al., 2017). Core outcome sets represent
a minimum set of outcomes and measures for a specific disease or population within a
specified setting (Prinsen et al., 2016). In 2016, the International Consortium for Health
Outcomes Measurement (ICHOM) published a core outcome set to measure value in
maternity care (ICHOM, 2016) and included the Wexner Scale (Jorge and Wexner, 1993)
and the ICIQ-UI SF (International Consultation on Incontinence Questionnaire-Urinary
Incontinence Short Form) (Avery et al., 2004). Until recently, these measures had not
been sufficiently evaluated in maternity populations. The ICHOM working party called
for validation studies to address this gap in evidence (Nijagal et al, 2018). Furthermore,
no standardised terminology or case definitions for incontinence were recommended by
ICHOM to enable effective application of the core outcome set. Lack of guidance in this
area will inevitably contribute to inconsistent reporting and potential research wastage.
To facilitate inclusion of the incontinence scales within the core outcome set,
psychometric evaluation with a maternity population was required. Further, it was felt
that a framework that outlined case definitions according to consensus-based definitions
and terminology would guide consistent reporting, and enable future benchmarking,
comparison and shared-learning.
To address this identified gap in knowledge, a two-phase study was designed. Phase one
was a psychometric evaluation of the Wexner Scale and the ICIQ-UI SF in one
community cohort of Australian childbearing women (N = 309) who completed the scales
at four time-points during pregnancy and postpartum (see Slavin et al., 2019). Prevalence
of broad category urinary incontinence was highest during late pregnancy (50%) and
lowest at 26-weeks postpartum (21.4%). In women with urinary incontinence, the ICIQ-
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UI SF demonstrated good internal consistency reliability, significant change over three
time-points and was sensitive to group differences in terms of age and obesity. Prevalence
of anal incontinence was lower ranging from 11.8% in early pregnancy to 6.7%
postpartum, and generally reflected flatus incontinence. Fecal incontinence was rare at all
time-points, reported by only 4-6 women. The Wexner Scale was therefore unsuitable for
psychometric analysis due to insufficient numbers of women with anal incontinence.
Until future evidence becomes available regarding the psychometric performance of the
Wexner Scale in perinatal samples, the reporting of individual items was recommended
(Slavin et al., 2019). Confirming the ICIQ-UI SF to be a robust measure of urinary
incontinence, and with recommendations on the clinical application of the Wexner Scale,
the aim of Phase two was to develop and evaluate a framework to facilitate the future
consistent reporting of the ICIQ-UI SF and Wexner Scale in the context of childbearing
women.

Materials And Methods
The current exploratory study is part of a larger program of work conducted in one large
tertiary referral centre in a metropolitan area of Queensland, Australia with around 5,200
births in 2018. The MoMeNT Study (Models Meeting Needs Over Time), is a
prospective, longitudinal cohort design which aims to compare maternal outcomes
according to model of care and assess the feasibility of the ICHOM core outcome set (see
Slavin et al., 2019). Sample size calculations were based on prevalence estimates for
primary outcomes relating to the evaluation of two broad models of maternity care on
maternal mental health and wellbeing. We aimed to recruit 252 participants allowing for
20% attrition (Slavin et al., 2019).
Sample
Consecutive women attending their first midwife appointment (maternity care booking
visit) or subsequent antenatal visit, aged 18 years or more, with good command of English
and 27-weeks pregnant or less at recruitment, were invited to participate. Consenting
women who completed or partially completed the first survey formed the study cohort.
Of the 354 consenting women, baseline surveys were commenced by 309 women.
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Measures
ICIQ-UI SF
The ICIQ-UI SF assessed the incidence of urinary incontinence (UI) subcategories
(Avery et al., 2004). One multiple-response question was asked, ‘When does urine leak?’
It offered eight responses to inform the type of incontinence: (1) ‘never – urine does not
leak’, (2) ‘leaks before you can get to the toilet’, (3) leaks when you cough or sneeze’,
(4) ‘leaks when you are asleep’, (5) leaks when you are physically active/exercising’, (6)
leaks when you have finished urinating and are dressed’, (7) ‘leaks for no obvious reason’,
and (8)‘leaks all the time’. Each response was classified according to the definitions
presented in Figure 6-4.
Wexner Scale
The Wexner Scale (Jorge and Wexner, 1993) assesses the incidence and class of
anal incontinence. Three questions were posed; ‘How often do you have accidents to
well-formed stool?’, ‘How often do you have accidents to liquid stool/diarrhea?’, ‘How
often does the gas escape without your knowledge or control?’. Each response was
classified according to the definitions presented in Figure 6-4
Administrative data
In line with recommendations (ICHOM, 2016: Nijagal et al., 2018), routinely collected
electronic hospital data were collected at 6-weeks postpartum. All midwives who attend
births at the study site document a comprehensive report of the birthing woman’s
pregnancy, and intrapartum care and outcomes in an electronic perinatal database
(Maternity Information System [MATIS]) (www.meridianhi.com). Casemix variables as
recommended by ICHOM were collected including maternal age, parity, and body mass
index. Birth related outcome data included mode of birth, labour onset, epidural,
waterbirth, episiotomy and infant birth weight.
Terminology, definitions and framework for standardised reporting
Female-specific, consensus-based definitions and terminology were used to classify
incontinence based on symptomology (see Figure 6-4). Columns 1 and 2 present the broad
classification and subcategories, and related symptoms of urinary and anal incontinence
as described by Haylen et al., (2010) and incorporating those of Abrams et al., (2002).
Column 3 presents the associated case definition for urinary incontinence as recorded by
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the ICIQ-UI SF and consistent with the literature (Chang et al., 2014; Rotar et al., 2009).
The framework for standardised reporting Figure 6-5 outlines the instrument,
classification, symptoms, and case definition. Further, details regarding casemix variables
and data collection time-points as defined by ICHOM (2016) are outlined within the
framework.
Procedures
Online surveys were administered at four time-points during pregnancy (<27 weeks, 36weeks) and postpartum (6- and 26-weeks). Each survey posed an incontinence screen
question, ‘In the last month, have you leaked urine, leaked stool or passed gas by
accident?’ Three responses included (1) Yes, I leaked urine, (2) Yes, I leaked stool or
passed gas by accident, (3) No, I do not leak urine, leak stool or pass gas by accident.
Women who responded positively to any urine leakage were classified as having broad
category urinary incontinence and were asked to complete the ICIQ-UI SF. Women who
responded positively to any stool or gas leakage were classified as having broad category
anal incontinence. Data collection took place between August 2017 and January 2019.
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Classification
Broad category
Subcategories
Urinary incontinence (UI)

Symptoms

Case definition

Complaint of involuntary loss of urine

Stress urinary incontinence (SUI)

Complaint of involuntary loss of urine on
effort or physical exertion (e.g., sporting
activities), or on sneezing or coughing.
Complaint of involuntary loss of urine
associated with urgency

Positive response to screening question: ‘Yes I leaked
urine’ AND any positive response to ‘When does urine
leak?’ (ie, excludes ‘never – urine does not leak’
Positive response to EITHER ‘Leaks when you cough
or sneeze’ OR ‘Leaks when you are physically
active/exercising’
Positive response to EITHER ‘Leaks before you can get
to the toilet’ OR ‘Leaks when you have finished
urinating and are dressed’ OR ‘Leaks when you are
asleep’
Not defined±

Urgency urinary incontinence (UUI)

Postural urinary incontinence

Nocturnal enuresis
Continuous urinary incontinence
Mixed urinary incontinence (MUI)

Other#

Complaint of involuntary loss of urine
associated with change of body position, for
example, rising from a seated or lying
position
Complaint of involuntary urinary loss of
urine which occurs during sleep
Complaint of continuous involuntary loss of
urine
Complaint of involuntary loss of urine
associated with urgency and also with effort
or physical exertion or on sneezing or
coughing.

Positive response to: ‘Leaks when you are asleep’a
Positive response to: ‘Leaks all the time’b
Positive response to: EITHER ‘Leaks when you cough
or sneeze’ OR ‘Leaks when you are physically
active/exercising’; AND, EITHER ‘Leaks before you
can get to the toilet’ OR ‘Leaks when you have finished
urinating and are dressed’ OR ‘Leaks when you are
asleep’
Positive response to EITHER ‘Leaks for no obvious
reason’ OR ‘Leaks all the time’; AND Negative
response to ‘Leaks when you cough or sneeze’ AND
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Classification
Broad category
Subcategories

Symptoms

Anal incontinence (AI)

Complaint of involuntary loss of feces or
flatus

Fecal incontinence

Complaint of involuntary loss of solid or
liquid feces

Flatus incontinence

Complaint of involuntary loss of flatus

Fecal (rectal) urgency

Sudden, compelling desire to defecate that is
difficult to defer
Involuntary loss of feces (flatus) associated
with urgency

Fecal (flatal) urgency incontinence

Case definition
‘Leaks when you are physically active/exercising’ AND
‘Leaks before you can get to the toilet’ AND ‘Leaks
when you have finished urinating and are dressed’ AND
‘Leaks when you are asleep’
Positive response to screening question: ‘Yes, I leaked
stool or passed gas by accident’, AND positive response
to EITHER: ‘How often do you have accidents to wellformed stool?’, OR ‘How often do you have accidents to
liquid stool/diarrhea?’, OR ‘How often does the gas
escape without your knowledge or control?’ ie Excludes
‘never’ to all three questions.
Positive response to EITHER ‘How often do you have
accidents to well-formed stool?’, OR ‘How often do you
have accidents to liquid stool/diarrhea?’,
Positive response to: ‘How often does the gas escape
without your knowledge or control?’
Not defined±
Not defined±

Figure 6-4 Definitions for broad and subcategories of urinary and anal incontinence, symptoms and case-definitions.
Classification and symptoms defined using terminology and definitions offered by Haylen et al (2010) and Abrams et al (2002)
Case definition defined using responses from ICIQ-UI SF (urinary incontinence) and Wexner Scale (anal incontinence).
#
subcategory not defined by Haylen et al (2010) or Abrams et al (2002); ±Not defined by responses on the ICIQ-UI SF or Wexner Scale.
aIncluded in urgency urinary incontinence; bIncluded in the category ‘Other’
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Urinary incontinence
Anal incontinence
Instrument(s)
ICIQ-UI SFa
Wexner Scaleb
Classification
Outlined in Figure
Outlined in Figure
Symptoms
Outlined in Figure
Outlined in Figure
Case definitions
Outlined in Figure
Outlined in Figure
c
Casemix variables
Outlined in ICHOM reference guide Outlined in ICHOM reference guidec
Data collection time-points Outlined in ICHOM reference guidec Outlined in ICHOM reference guidec
Figure 6-5 Framework for standardised outcome measurement and reporting of perinatal incontinence.
aAvery

et al, 2004; bJorge and Wexner, 1993; cICHOM, 2016
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Approach to analysis
Our analysis is designed to evaluate a framework for standardised reporting. Participant
responses were classified as either stress, urgency, mixed or ‘other’ urinary incontinence
as defined by the case definitions outlined in Figure 6-4. For all analysis purposes, women
were only classified as ‘other’ if they never met any other criteria for stress, urgency or
mixed urinary incontinence. For example, if a woman responded positively to both ‘Leaks
when you cough or sneeze’ (stress UI) and ‘Leaks for no obvious reason’ (Other), she
would be classified only as stress incontinent. For all analyses, women were allocated to
one category only, thus if they were allocated to the mixed incontinence category they
were not also allocated in the stress and urgency category.
Firstly, we report the incidence of urinary incontinence subcategories (stress, urgency,
mixed, other) at four time-points as frequencies and percentages with 95 percent
confidence intervals (95% CIs) using Clopper Pearson Exact Test for binary probability.
The dependent variables relating to urinary incontinence subcategories, as outlined in
Figure 6-4, were transformed into binary dummy variables. Participants who reported no
urinary incontinence on the screening question were recorded as no incontinence. We
hypothesised that stress urinary incontinence would be the most prevalent type of
incontinence during pregnancy followed by mixed and then urgency urinary incontinence.
Change in proportion of participants who reported urinary incontinence on the ICIQ-UI
SF across the four time-points were assessed using Cochran’s Q Test. Significance values
were adjusted by the Bonferroni correction for multiple tests. Significance was p <.05.
We hypothesised that each category of incontinence would remain stable during
pregnancy but expected stress incontinence to reduce early postpartum with a
concomitant rise in urge and mixed UI. We expected all incontinence subcategories to be
stable postpartum (Thom and Rortveit., 2010).
Group differences in terms of incontinence subcategories were explored using chi squared
test. Yates continuity correction is reported for 2x2 table and Fisher’s Exact Test is
reported when >20% of cells have expected counts less than 5. Effect size is presented
as relative risk (RR) with 95% confidence interval (CI). Evidence regarding factors
associated with urinary incontinence subcategories is limited. Where evidence is
unavailable, we compare group differences on the evidence for broad category urinary
incontinence. Multiparity was hypothesised to be the most important risk factor for
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urinary incontinence during pregnancy and mode of birth as the greatest risk factor
following birth (vaginal birth higher than caesarean section) (Chang et al., 2014; Rortveit
et al., 2003; Salvatore et al., 2017; Wesnes et al., 2009). Urinary incontinence during
pregnancy was expected to be strongly associated with postpartum UI (Solans-Domènech
et al., 2010; Wesnes et al., 2009). Consistent with Sangsawang (2014) we also expected
that during pregnancy stress urinary incontinence would be associated with increased age,
obesity and pre-pregnancy urinary incontinence.
Due to small numbers of women who reported fecal incontinence, hypothesis testing was
not possible for anal incontinence. Broad category anal incontinence is however included
to evaluate the relationship with urinary incontinence.
All statistical analyses were conducted using SPSS for Windows version 25 (IBM Corp,
2017). For brevity we use the abbreviated terms SUI (stress urinary incontinence), UUI
(urgency urinary incontinence, and MUI (mixed urinary incontinence) throughout.
Ethics approval
Ethical approval to conduct this study was obtained from the Human Research Ethics
Committees of the participating health service and university. Written informed consent
was obtained from all participating women. National Health and Medical Research
Council (NHMRC, 2007) protocols were followed to protect the privacy and
confidentiality of participants.

Findings
Sample characteristics
The sample consisted of 309 women, 306 (99%) of whom completed the incontinence
screen at baseline, 276 (89.3%) at 36-weeks, 260 (84.1%) at 6-weeks postpartum and 238
(77.0%) at 26-weeks postpartum. Details relating to participant recruitment, retention and
characteristics are fully reported elsewhere (Slavin et al., 2019). Response frequencies to
the question ‘When does urine leak?’ are presented in Table 6-7.
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Table 6-7 Responses to the question ‘When does urine leak?’ at four time-points during
pregnancy and postpartum.

Never – urine does not leak
Leaks before you can get to the
toilet
Leaks when you cough or sneeze
Leaks when you are asleep
Leaks when you are physically
active/exercising
Leaks when you have finished
urinating and are dressing
Leaks for no obvious reason
Leaks all the time

Pregnancy
Baseline
36-weeks
n (%)
n (%)
0
0
16 (15.1)
27 (19.6)

Postpartum
6-weeks
26-weeks
n (%)
n (%)
0
0
32 (54.2)
16 (31.4)

89 (84.0)
1 (0.3)
17 (16.0)

108 (78.3)
10 (7.2)
19 (13.8)

29 (49.2)
3 (5.1)
17 (28.8)

33 (64.7)
0
19 (38.0)

8 (7.5)

21 (15.2)

10 (16.9)

9 (17.6)

8 (7.5)
0 (0)

18 (13.0)
2 (1.4)

5 (8.5)
0

4 (7.8)
0

n and % for women with broad category urinary incontinence (Baseline n=106, 36-weeks n=138, 6-weeks n=59, 26weeks n=51)
Note: Cumulative % may be more than 100% due to multiple responses at each time point

Urinary incontinence subcategories: incidence and trajectory
Incidence and trajectory of urinary incontinence subcategories experienced by
participants during pregnancy and postpartum are presented in Table 6-8. Figure 6-6 is a
pictorial representation of proportion change over time.
Stress urinary incontinence
During pregnancy 121 (39.2%) women reported SUI at any point during their
pregnancy and 45 (14.6%) reported SUI at any point following birth. When stratified by
time-point, the incidence was highest during pregnancy (baseline: 26.5%; 36-weeks:
30.8%) and lowest postpartum (6-weeks: 7.3%; 26-weeks: 12.6%) (Table 6-8). The
change in proportion was significant, Q (3, n = 221) = 64.58, p<.001. Pairwise
comparisons revealed significant differences between all-time points except two. No
significant difference was seen during pregnancy (baseline to 36-weeks) or postpartum
(6- to 26-weeks postpartum).
Urgency urinary incontinence
During pregnancy 23 women (7.4%) reported UUI at any point and 30 women
(9.7%) reported UUI at any point following birth. When stratified by time, the incidence
of UUI was lowest during pregnancy (baseline: 2.9%; 36-weeks: 6.2%), and highest at 6-
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weeks postpartum (9.2%), before returning to values seen in pregnancy at 26-weeks
(3.8%). The change in proportion was significant, Q (3, n = 221) = 15.80, p =.001).
Pairwise comparisons revealed significant differences from baseline to 26-weeks
postpartum (p = .001) and from 6-weeks to 26-weeks postpartum (p = .022).
Mixed urinary incontinence
Mixed urinary incontinence (MUI) was reported by 35 (11.3%) women at any
point during pregnancy and 24 (7.8%) at any point postpartum. Incidence of MUI was
both lowest and highest during pregnant (4.2 - 10.1%). Change in proportion over four
time-points was not significant, Q (3, n = 221) = 7.29, p =.063).
Other urinary incontinence
At baseline, of the 8 women who responded to either ‘Leaks for no obvious
reason’ OR ‘Leaks all the time’, two also recorded mixed UI, and three also recorded
stress UI. Similarly, at 36-weeks, of the 18 women who responded positively to either
question, six also recorded mixed UI, three recorded stress UI and one recorded urgency
UI. At 6-weeks postpartum, of the five women who responded positively three also
recorded mixed UI and one recorded stress UI. Similarly, at 26-weeks postpartum of the
four women who responded positively, two also recorded mixed UI, one recorded urgency
UI and one recorded stress UI. The number of women meeting the criteria for ‘Other’ was
therefore low (1 – 2.9%).
35
30

Percentage

25
20
15
10
5
0
-5
Baseline

36-weeks

6-weeks

26-weeks

Pregnancy and postpartum
Stress UI

Urgency UI

Mixed UI

Other UI

Figure 6-6 Trajectory of urinary incontinence subcategories during pregnancy (baseline
and 36-weeks) and postpartum (6-weeks and 26-weeks)
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Table 6-8 Incidence and proportion change in urinary incontinence subcategories during pregnancy (baseline, 36 weeks) and postpartum
(6-weeks and 26 weeks).
Baseline (time 1)
n

% (95% CI)

36-weeks (time 2)
n

% (95% CI)

6-weeks (time 3)
n

% (95% CI)

26-weeks (time 4)
n

% (95% CI)

pa

pb

pc

pd

pe

pf

SUI

81 26.5 (21.6 - 31.8) 85 30.8 (25.4 – 36.6) 19 7.3 (4.5 – 11.2) 30 12.6 (8.7 - 17.5) .519 <.001 <.001 <.001 <.001 1

UUI

9

MUI

13 4.2 (2.3 – 7.2)

Other 3

2.9 (1.4 – 5.5)
1.0 (0.9 – 4.7)

.705 1

.152

1

.001

.022

12 5.0 (2.6 – 8.6)

-

-

-

-

-

-

0

-

-

-

-

-

-

17 6.2 (3.6 – 9.7)

24 9.2 (6.0 – 13.4) 9

28 10.1 (6.8 – 14.3)

16 6.2 (3.6 – 9.8)

8

0

2.9 (1.3 – 5.6)

0 (0 – 0)

3.8 (1.7 – 7.1)
0 (0 – 0)

% for incontinent women at: T1: n = 306; T2: n = 276; T3: n = 260; T4: n = 238
SUI = Stress urinary incontinence; UUI = Urgency urinary incontinence; MUI = Mixed urinary incontinence.
p = Cochran’s Q Test:
a respondents at T1 versus T2;
b respondents at T2 versus T4;
c respondents at T2 versus T3;
d respondents at T1 versus T4;
e respondents at T1 versus T3;
f respondents at T3 versus T4
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Group differences during late pregnancy
Table 6-9 presents group differences for incontinence subcategories during pregnancy and
postpartum. In late pregnancy the relative risk for stress UI was higher in multiparous
women compared to nulliparous women (37.5% vs 21.6%, χ2 [1, n = 276] = 7.29, p = .007,
RR 1.74) and in those women who reported any urinary incontinence at baseline (52.1%
vs 18.6%, χ2 [1, 273] = 31.33, p <.001, RR 2.79). Similarly, the relative risk for mixed UI
was higher for pregnant women who reported any early pregnancy urinary incontinence
(17.7% vs 6.2%, χ2 [1, 273] = 7.73, p = .005, RR 2.85) or co-existing anal incontinence
(25.6% vs 7.3%, χ2 [1, 276] = 11.38, p = .001, RR 3.51). At 36-weeks of pregnancy, no
significant differences were seen for urgency incontinence or for age or obesity.
Group differences following birth
At 6-weeks postpartum, in contrast to pregnancy, no significant difference was seen in
terms of parity for stress UI. The relative risk of urgency UI was now lower for
multiparous women compared to primiparous women (5.8% vs 14.2%, χ2 [1, 260] = 4.23,
p = .04, RR 0.41). Women who birthed vaginally recorded much higher rates of stress UI
compared to women who birthed by caesarean (9.6% vs 0%, χ2 [1, 257] (Fisher’s Exact
Test), p = .009, but no significant different in terms of urgency or mixed UI was observed.
While women who experienced induced labour were 3 times more likely to report stress
UI compared to all other birthing women (13.6% vs 4.5%, χ2 [1, 257] = 5.36, p = .021,
RR 2.99) they were less likely to record urgency UI (2.5% vs 12.5%, χ2 [1, 257] = 5.46,
p = .019, RR 0.2). The relative risk of urgency UI was also higher for women who birthed
in water compared to non-waterbirth (19.1% vs 7.2%, χ2 [1, 255] = 5.08, p = .024, RR
2.66). Relative risk for urgency UI was highest for those women who reported co-existing
anal incontinence (25.9% vs 7.3%, χ2 [1, 260] (Fisher’s Exact Test), p = .006, RR 3.55)
and for women who reported any urinary incontinence in late pregnancy (36-weeks), but
only in terms of mixed UI (9.5% vs 2.4%, χ2 [1, 251] (Fisher’s Exact Test, p = .034, RR
3.97). No significant differences were seen for age, obesity, epidural, episiotomy or infant
birth weight.
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Table 6-9 Group difference for women with stress, mixed and urgency urinary incontinence during pregnancy (36-weeks) and postpartum
(6-weeks).
SUI

No
SUI

Pregnancy (36-weeks)
Age (years)
35 or more
Less than 35
Body mass index
Obese (>30)
Non-obese (<30)
Parity
Nulliparous
Multiparous
UI at baseline
Incontinent
Continent
Anal incont (36-wks)

p
.614

14
38
(26.9) (73.1)
71
153
(31.7) (68.3)

16
41
(28.1) (71.9)
64
138
(31.7) (68.3)

25
91
(21.6) (78.4)
60
100
(37.5) (62.5)

50
46
(52.1) (47.9)
33
144
(18.6) (81.4)

.720

.007

<.001

.651

RR
(95% CI)

0.85
(0.52 – 1.38)

0.89
(0.56 – 1.41)

1.74
(1.17 – 2.60)

2.79
(1.94 – 4.02)

1.16

MUI

No
MUI

p
.909

6
46
(11.5) (88.5)
22
202
(9.8) (90.2)

9
48
(15.8) (84.2)
18
184
(8.9) (91.1)

11
105
(9.5) (90.5)
17
143
(10.6) (89.4)

17
79
(17.7) (82.3)
11
166
(6.2) (93.8)

.209

.914

.005

.001

RR
(95% CI)

1.18
(0.50 – 2.75)

1.77
(0.84 – 3.73)

1.12
(0.55 – 2.30)

2.85
(1.39 – 5.83)

3.51

UUI

2
(3.8)
15
(6.7)

No
UUI

50
(96.2)
209
(93.3)

6
51
(10.5) (89.5)
9
193
(4.5) (95.5)

8
(6.9)
9
(5.6)

108
(93.1)
151
(94.4)

5
(5.2)
12
(6.8)

91
(94.8)
165
(93.2)

p

RR
(95% CI)

.748±

0.57
(0.14 – 2.43)

.106±

2.36
(0.88 – 6.36)

.857

0.82
(0.32 – 2.05)

.802

0.77
(0.28 – 2.12)

.156±

2.26
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SUI
Incontinent
Continent

No
SUI

15
28
(34.9) (65.1)
70
163
(30.0) (70.0)

Postpartum (6-weeks)
Age (years)
35 or more
Less than 35
Body mass index
Obese (>30)
Non-obese (<30)
Parity
Primiparous
Multiparous
Onset of labour
Induction

p

.311
6
46
(11.5) (88.5)
13
195
(6.3) (93.8)

4
(7.1)
14
(7.5)

52
(92.9)
173
(92.5)

9
(8.5)
10
(6.5)

97
(91.5)
144
(93.5)

11
70
(13.6) (86.4)

1±

.715

.021

RR
(95% CI)
(0.74 – 1.83)

1.85
(0.74 – 4.63)

0.95
(0.33 – 2.78)

0.77
(0.32 – 1.82)

2.99
(1.25 – 7.15)

MUI

No
MUI

p

11
32
(25.6) (74.4)
17
216
(7.3) (92.7)
1
3
(5.8)
13
(6.3)

49
(94.2)
195
(93.8)

5
(8.9)
9
(4.8)

51
(91.1)
178
(95.2)

9
(8.5)
7
(4.5)

97
(91.5)
147
(95.5)

3
(3.7)

78
(96.3)

.323±

.299

.391

RR
(95% CI)
(1.77 – 6.96)

0.92
(0.27 – 3.12)

1.86
(0.65 – 5.31)

0.54
(0.21 – 1.39)

0.50
(0.15 – 1.71)

UUI

No
UUI

p

5
38
(11.6) (88.4)
12
221
(5.2) (94.8)

4
(7.7)
20
(9.6)

48
(92.3)
188
(90.4)

3
53
(5.4) (94.6)
19
168
(10.2) (89.8)

15
91
(14.2) (85.8)
9
145
(5.8) (94.2)

2
(2.5)

79
(97.5)

RR
(95% CI)
(0.84 – 6.08)

.794±

0.80
(0.29 – 2.24)

.405±

0.53
(0.16 – 1.72)

.040

0.41
(0.19 – 0.91)

.019±

0.20
(0.05 – 0.82)
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8
(4.5)

No
SUI
168
(95.5)

4
(6.6)
15
(7.7)

57
(93.4)
180
(92.3)

SUI
No induction
Epidural
Yes
No
Waterbirth
Yes
No
Mode of birth
Vaginal
Caesarean section
Episiotomy
No
Yes
Infant birth weight (g)

5
42
(10.6) (89.4)
14
194
(6.7) (93.3)

19
(9.6)
0
(0)

178
(90.4)
60
(100)

14
205
(6.4) (93.6)
5
32
(13.5) (86.5)

p

1±

.360±

.009±

.166±

.247±

RR
(95% CI)

0.85
(0.29 – 2.47)

1.58
(0.60 – 4.17)

-

2.11
(0.81 – 5.52)

2.09
(0.74 – 5.86)

13
(7.4)

No
MUI
163
(92.6)

3
(4.9)
13
(6.7)

58
(95.1)
182
(93.3)

3
(6.4)
13
(6.3)

44
(93.6)
195
(93.8)

15
(7.6)
1
(1.7)

182
(92.4)
59
(98.3)

14
(6.4)
2
(5.4)

205
(93.6)
35
(94.6)

MUI

p

.769±

1±

.129±

1±

.70±

RR
(95% CI)

0.74
(0.22 – 2.50)

1.02
(0.30 – 3.44)

0.22
(0.03 – 1.62)

0.85
(0.20 – 3.57)

1.12
(0.27 – 4.67)

No
UUI
22
154
(12.5) (87.5)
UUI

4
57
(6.6) (93.4)
20
175
(10.3) (89.7)

9
38
(19.1) (80.9)
15
193
(7.2) (92.8)

22
175
(11.2) (88.8)
2
58
(3.3) (96.7)

18
201
(8.2) (91.8)
6
31
(16.2) (83.8)

p

RR
(95% CI)

.461±

0.64
(0.23 – 1.78)

.023

2.66
(1.24 – 5.70)

.078±

0.30
(0.07 – 1.23)

.215±

1.97
(0.84 – 4.64)

.742±

1.12
(0.36 – 3.52)
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No
SUI
15
212
(6.6) (93.4)
4
25
(13.8) (86.2)
SUI

Less than 4000
4000 or more
Pregnancy UI (36-weeks)
Incontinent
Continent
Anal incont (6-weeks)
Incontinent
Continent

11
(8.7)
7
(5.6)

115
(91.3)
118
(94.4)

2
(7.4)
17
(7.3)

25
(92.6)
216
(92.7)

p

.474

1.0±

RR
(95% CI)

1.56
(0.63 – 3.89)

1.02
(0.25 – 4.16)

14
(6.2)
2
(6.9)

No
MUI
213
(93.8)
27
(93.1)

12
(9.5)
3
(2.4)

114
(90.5)
122
(97.6)

MUI

4
23
(14.8) (85.2)
12
221
(5.2) (94.8)

p

.03±

.07±

RR
(95% CI)

3.97
(1.15 – 13.72)

2.88
(0.98 – 8.30)

No
UUI
21
206
(9.3) (90.7)
3
26
(10.3) (89.7)
UUI

10
116
(7.9) (92.1)
14
111
(11.2) (88.8)

7
20
(25.9) (74.1)
17
216
(7.3) (92.7)

p

RR
(95% CI)

.506±

0.71
(0.33 – 1.54)

.006±

3.55
(1.62 – 7.79)

UI = urinary incontinence; ES = Effect size; p = probability (p = <.05 is significant; Significant results are shown in bold).
Yates continuity correction reported for 2X2; ± Fishers exact test reported for >25% of cell counts less than 5. Effect size: Phi reported for 2 X 2 table
RR = Relative risk when the outcome is incontinence
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Discussion
This study developed and evaluated a framework to facilitate the future consistent
reporting of urinary and anal incontinence in childbearing women according to the ICIQUI SF and Wexner Scale. Using hypothesis testing, the framework, was found to be
effective in identifying expected incidence and trajectory of urinary incontinence
subcategories. As hypothesised, group differences were observed in late pregnancy for
parity, and early pregnancy urinary incontinence, and at 6-weeks postpartum in terms of
mode of birth and pregnancy urinary incontinence. Due to small numbers, it was not
possible to conduct hypothesis testing on anal incontinence subcategories.
The ability to compare our findings with those of systematic reviews were challenged due
to limitations in reporting. Most reviews report outcomes specific to pregnancy (Barbosa
et al., 2018; Davidson and Kruger, 2018; Sangsawang and Sangsawang, 2013;
Sangsawang, 2014), or postpartum (Press et al., 2007; Thom and Rortveit, 2010; Van der
Woude et al, 2014). We therefore compare our findings to individual studies where
evidence from reviews are not available.
Incidence and trajectory
Consistent with Davidson and Kruger, (2018) and Sansawang and Sangsawang, (2014),
stress incontinence (39.2%) was the largest type of urinary incontinence during
pregnancy, followed by mixed (11.3%) and urgency incontinence (7.4%), regardless of
parity or gestation. In terms of trajectory, Solans-Domènech et al., (2010) offers
comparable methodology, using the ICIQ-UI SF to evaluate urinary incontinence over
three trimesters of pregnancy and once postpartum (around 7-weeks) in 1128 continent
nulliparous women. Consistent with Solans-Domènech et al, stress incontinence was
stable from the second to third trimesters (25.0 - 27.6%) with a significant reduction in
the early weeks postpartum to 8.9%. Our findings further show all but one urinary
incontinence subcategory remained stable to 26-weeks postpartum which is somewhat
consistent with the findings of Thom and Rortveit (2010). While the evolution of urgency,
and mixed incontinence followed the expected trajectory in terms of increasing following
birth, our incidence at each time point is higher than that of Solans-Domènech et al, likely
reflecting differences in definitions used to classify incontinence. They classified leakage
during sleep, just urinated and dressed, unexpected and continuous as ‘other’, whereas
we categorise leakage during sleep and just urinated and dressed as urge incontinence
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which is consistent with others (Chang et al, 2014; Rotar et al., 2009). The issue of
heterogeneity between studies is widespread. Authors of two systematic reviews report
inconsistencies between studies in terms of measurement instrument, terminology,
definitions and data collection time-points (Davidson and Kruger, 2018; Thom &
Rortveit, 2010). Our finding suggests variations exist even when using the same
instrument, confirming the need for a standardised approach to reporting.
Group differences for urinary incontinence subcategories during pregnancy
As expected, we found multiparous women were 1.7 times more likely to experience
stress incontinence compared to nulliparous women during pregnancy. While this is
slightly lower than that of Barbosa et al., (2018) who reported a RR 2.09 (95% CI 1.07 –
4.08), this might be explained by the difference in classification, Barbosa reports broad
category urinary incontinence. Similarly, as expected we found a report of urinary
incontinence in early pregnancy to be associated with both stress (RR 2.79) and mixed
(RR 2.85) urinary incontinence in late pregnancy. This is consistent with Daly et al.,
(2018) who reported an OR 2.8 (95% CI 1.8 – 4.2), but for broad category, pre-pregnancy
incontinence. A significant finding not generally reported by others, was the strong effect
found with co-existing anal incontinence at 36-weeks of pregnancy. Women with anal
incontinence were 3.5 times more likely to also report mixed urinary incontinence.
Although little evidence can be found regarding this relationship in childbearing women,
a relationship has been shown in non- peripartum women (Bezerra et al., 2014) and
warrants further exploration.
Group differences for urinary incontinence subcategories postpartum
A strong association exists between vaginal birth and broad category urinary incontinence
(Barbosa et al., 2018), but less is documented for incontinence subcategories. Consistent
with the findings of two systematic reviews, vaginal birth was strongly associated with
stress incontinence – all 18 women with stress incontinence birthed this way - Tähtinen
et al., (2016) reported an adjusted OR of 1.85 (95% CI 1.56, 2.19), and Press et al., (2007)
reported reduced risk of stress UI in favour of caesarean section, OR 0.56 (95% CI 0.45,
0.68). We also found a strong association between any urinary incontinence reported in
late pregnancy and mixed urinary incontinence at 6-weeks postpartum (RR 3.9). We were
unable to find a comparable study, but Wesnes et al., (2009) reported an increased risk of
broad category urinary incontinence at six months postpartum for women who
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experienced incontinence during pregnancy, AOR 2.3 (95% CI 2.2 – 2.4). Our findings
are consistent with long term follow up studies which show urinary incontinence in the
first pregnancy to be a significant factor associated with urinary incontinence four
(Gartland et al, 2016) and twelve years later (OR 3.77; 95% CI 1.83 – 7.76) (Pizzoferrato
et al., 2014). In contrast to the findings of Wesnes and Lose (2013) and Sangsawang
(2014), who reported rates of urinary incontinence in terms of increased maternal age,
and obesity we found no significant difference. The relationship was however seen when
we evaluated broad category incontinence in the same sample (see Slavin et al., 2019).
The trend seen towards significance for some subcategories indicates a possible lack of
power.
Framework for Standardised Reporting of Incontinence – Pregnancy and
Childbirth
We have presented a framework for the standardised measurement and reporting of
urinary and anal incontinence in the context of the clinical application of the ICHOM core
outcome set for pregnancy and childbirth (ICHOM, 2016; Nijagal et al., 2018). The
framework includes the ICIQ-UI SF, as endorsed by the International Consultation on
Incontinence Committee (Grade A evidence: valid, reliable and responsive to change)
(Diaz et al., 2017), and validated for use during pregnancy and postpartum (Slavin et al.,
2019). Standardised reporting is enhanced by female-specific consensus-based
definitions and terminology for broad and urinary and anal incontinence subcategories.
The female-specific approach of Haylen et al., (2010) was chosen over that of the
traditional International Continence Society (ICS) (Abrams et al., 2002) due to its
comprehensive and clinically relevant content. Further Haylen utilised the traditional
terminology outlined by Abrams (2002). Standardised casemix variables and data
collection time-points as recommended by ICHOM (2016) are clinically relevant
reflecting common time-points at which women generally engage with maternity care
(Nijagal et al., 2018). The ICHOM working party acknowledges the 6-month point is
outside of normal maternity care scheduling and would require additional planning
(Nijagal et al., 2018).
Strengths and limitations
Our findings are strengthened by several methodological applications. Firstly, we
measure incontinence in a mixed-parity sample over multiple timepoints, twice during
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pregnancy and twice postpartum using a validated measure of urinary incontinence.
Further we evaluated urinary incontinence subcategories which moves beyond broad
category incontinence to offer a nuanced understanding of the condition for perinatal
women. Finally, we utilised a framework for consistent reporting of urinary incontinence
in childbearing women which aims to address current issues in terms of heterogeneity.
The development and application of a standardised framework goes some way to support
the inclusion of two incontinence scales in the ICHOM Standard Set of outcome measures
for use during pregnancy and childbirth (ICHOM, 2016). The wide variation in research
methodologies, terminologies and case definitions between studies of incontinence
prevents meaningful data synthesis and contributes to research wastage (Ionnnidis et al.,
2014). Standardisation will help to address these issues (Chalmers and Glasziou, 2009;
Ioannidis et al., 2014). The evaluation of both anal and urinary incontinence provided a
unique opportunity to explore the important association between the two types of
incontinence and addresses the limitations of findings where only urinary (Wesnes et al.,
2007; Martínez Franco et al., 2014; Dinç, 2018) or anal incontinence (Johannessen et al.,
2014; Svare et al., 2016; Larsson et al., 2019) is reported.
We acknowledge our work has some limitations. Most importantly, our sample size was
not calculated to evaluate incontinence. The subsequent small numbers of women with
anal incontinence prevented the evaluation of this aspect of our framework and precision
of our effect sizes may be impacted. While our mixed-parity sample was drawn from one
maternity facility in Australia possibly limiting the generalisability, our comparable
findings to other international studies and those of nulliparous women only, indicate some
confidence in our findings. While several known risk factors for postpartum incontinence
are acknowledged (such as severe perineal trauma, episiotomy, instrumental birth) low
incidence rates prevented meaningful analysis. We also acknowledge symptoms of
incontinence preceding the index pregnancy were not measured but are an important
consideration for both the trajectory and etiology of incontinence (Daly et al., 2018;
Brown et al., 2010; Gartland et al., 2016). While our findings support the current
evaluation of our framework for standardised reporting, larger studies with diverse
maternity populations are recommended.
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Recommendations for clinical application and future research
The framework presented offers preliminary findings regarding effectiveness in terms of
urinary incontinence. We were unable to evaluate effectiveness in terms of anal
incontinence. Findings from our phase one study however, (Slavin et al., 2019) found six
women reported some form of fecal incontinence during pregnancy or following birth.
The impact on women’s quality of life is likely significant but was not evaluated.
Evaluating anal incontinence is therefore important to ensure appropriate care and referral
is provided. Our findings also suggest nuanced differences in terms of parity, stage of
perinatal period and type of incontinence experienced warranting further investigation.
Knowledge of the evolution of urinary incontinence subcategories would inform targeted
primary prevention interventions specific to nulliparous and multiparous women. Further,
our framework includes timepoints to 26-weeks postpartum which is in line with the
ICHOM core outcome set. Considering our findings which indicate one in five women
experience persistent urinary incontinence, and one in 14 experience persistent anal
incontinence at 26-weeks postpartum, data collection beyond this time point is
recommended. Universal clinical application of the ICHOM core outcome set in routine
maternity care would aid the ongoing evaluation of incontinence beyond the index
pregnancy. Universal application would also serve to open opportunities for discussion,
education, prevention and would facilitate ongoing greater understanding of the evolution
of the condition.
Impact of micro-level birthing practices on incontinence
Incontinence literature generally presents the association of broad macro-level birth
outcomes, such as mode of birth, on incontinence. Consistent with the literature, vaginal
birth was a strong predictor of postpartum urinary incontinence. This is significant as
concerns regarding incontinence informs women’s request for elective caesarean section
(Jenabi et al., 2019). Macro-level reporting on mode of birth however fails to evaluate the
potential influence of micro-level birth practices on the incidence, severity and impact on
incontinence. Practices and interventions such as back-laying, lithotomy position,
oxytocin augmentation, induction of labour, epidural, directed pushing and episiotomy
are common practices during labour and birth (Chalmers et al., 2009; Nyman et al., 2017;
Wesnes and Lose, 2013), but the full impact in terms of incontinence is not fully
understood. For example, several birth factors are associated with severe perineal
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lacerations (Pergialiotis et al., 2014), which is a risk factor for postpartum fecal
incontinence (Bols et al., 2010). Further, we found higher rates of incontinence related to
both induction of labour and waterbirth, but we did not account for any other confounding
factors. It is likely that a complex interplay of practices and interventions effect
incontinence

outcomes.

Further

research,

sufficiently

powered

to

facilitate

comprehensive multivariate analysis, is needed to fully inform evidence-based clinical
practice guidelines, primary prevention interventions, as well as women’s decisionmaking regarding labour and mode of birth.
Conclusions
This study addressed a need for a standardised approach to outcome reporting regarding
incontinence. The framework presented here has been shown to be effective in relation to
the measurement and reporting of perinatal urinary incontinence but requires further
evaluation. Universal application of a standardised approach will facilitate ongoing
benchmarking, comparison and shared learning in this important area of women’s health
to better inform evidence-based clinical practice and decision-making.
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Abstract
Background: Variation exists regarding perinatal depression screening. A two-step
screening method has been recommended. According to a maternity-focused core
outcome set developed by the International Consortium for Health Outcomes
Measurement, women who score 3 or more on the PHQ-2 then complete the Edinburgh
Postnatal Depression Scale (EPDS). Limited evidence exists regarding the screening
accuracy of the PHQ-2 in childbearing women. An alternative case-identification method
may be more sensitive for perinatal women. We aimed to (1) evaluate the screening
accuracy of the PHQ-2 during the perinatal period using two case-identification methods,
and (2) measure the variability of accuracy over four time-points during pregnancy and
postpartum.
Methods: A prospective, longitudinal cohort study was conducted with 309 consecutive
women who completed the PHQ-2 and EPDS during pregnancy (booking, 36-weeks) and
postpartum (6-, 26-weeks). EPDS was the reference standard using cut-off scores for ‘at
least probable minor depression’ during pregnancy (>13) and postpartum (>10) and for
‘probable major depression’ during pregnancy (>15) and postpartum (>13). PHQ-2 was
analysed using two methods: (1) scored (cut-points >2 and >3), (2) dichotomous yes/no
(positive response to either question) against EPDS cut-points for at least probable minor
and probable major depression. Receiver operating characteristic analyses determined
accuracy.
Results: Probable major depression: Over four timepoints PHQ-2 > 3 revealed lowest
sensitivity (36–79%) but highest specificity (94–98%). An alternative case-identification
method revealed high sensitivity (93–100%), but lowest specificity (58–71%). Minor
depression: PHQ-2 >3 revealed the lowest sensitivity (19 – 50%) but highest specificity
(95–98%). An alternative case-identification method revealed the highest sensitivity (81–
100%) and moderate specificity (60–74%).
Conclusions: Recommended method of case-identification (PHQ-2 > 3) missed an
unacceptable number of women at-risk of depression. As a clinical decision-making tool,
an alternative, dichotomous method maximized case-identification and is recommended.
Further, the literature identified inconsistent reporting of the PHQ-2 and the alternative
case-identification method hindering the ability to synthesise data. The future use and
reporting of consistent question wording and response format will improve outcome
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reporting and synthesis. Further research in larger and diverse maternity populations is
recommended.
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Background
In Australia, around one in ten women experience depression during pregnancy [1] and
one in six during the year following birth [2]. Untreated maternal depression has been
consistently associated with poorer outcomes for infants including impaired attachment
and cognitive deficits, with effects still adversely impacting on children at age 16,
especially boys [3]. If not addressed, perinatal depression can create intergenerational
difficulties [4]. In extreme cases, women may attempt or complete suicide and infanticide
[5, 6]. The high burden of perinatal depression demands effective strategies to prevent
and improve symptoms. Significant variation in depression outcomes, measures, and case
definitions in comparative effectiveness trials limits data synthesis [7], and contributes to
significant research wastage in perinatal research [8].
To address such issues the Core Outcome Measures in Effectiveness Trials (COMET) [9]
and the Core Outcomes in Women’s and Newborn health (CROWN) [10] Initiatives
advocate a standardized research approach using core outcome sets. A core outcome set
is an agreed set of outcomes that should be measured and reported, as a minimum, in all
clinical trials of specific health or health care [11]. In 2016 the International Consortium
for Health Outcomes Measurement (ICHOM) published a standard set of outcome
measures to evaluate value in maternity care [12]. Standard Sets are the same as core
outcome sets but have a clear focus on clinical practice [13]. An ICHOM working party
comprising two consumers and nineteen international experts convened to identify
outcomes and measurement instruments for inclusion in their set [14]. Using a modified
Delphi technique and consensus process, mental health was identified as an outcome
important to women, and the Patient Health Questionnaire (PHQ-2) [15] and Edinburgh
Postnatal Depression Scale (EPDS) [16] were identified as the most appropriate measures
of symptoms of perinatal depression to be included in the set.
ICHOM [12, 14] recommends the two-item PHQ-2 as a case-identification method for all
women, followed by the 10-item EPDS only for women who screen positive on the PHQ2 (defined cut-point of 3 or more). The sensitivity and specificity of the PHQ-2 to identify
childbearing women at risk of depressive symptoms, as defined by accepted cut-points
on the EPDS, is under-researched. As part of a core outcome set designed for use in
clinical practice, high sensitivity on the PHQ-2 is vital to ensure all at-risk women also
receive the EPDS. While probable major depression is the focus of ICHOM’s
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recommendation, minor depressive symptoms are also linked to poor quality of life and
are important to consider during clinical decision-making [17].
Clinical recommendations for depression screening
Screening women for depression during the perinatal period may reduce depressive
symptoms and prevalence [18] but there lacks international consensus regarding the best
approach. In Australia, where the current study is conducted, a universal screening
approach is recommended at least twice during pregnancy (early and late pregnancy), and
at least twice in the first postpartum year [19]. While a universal screening approach is
also recommended in the United States [20], and Canada [21], the United Kingdom (UK)
recommend selective screening adjunct to clinical practice [7]. Like the ICHOM
approach, UK clinicians ask two case identification questions at first contact during
pregnancy and again during the early postpartum period with further assessment only for
women who respond positively to either question.
Relevant depression screening instruments
The EPDS is the most widely-used, evaluated and validated measure of depressive
symptoms [22-24]. Most clinical guidelines, including Australia, recommend the use of
the EPDS, either as a primary [19, 21] or second-step screen [7] to inform clinical decision
making. In terms of case-identification methods, two questions originating from the
PRIME-MD diagnostic interview [25], are asked:
1.

During the past month, have you been bothered by little interest or pleasure in

doing things?
2.

During the past month, have you been bothered by feeling down, depressed or

hopeless?
The questions can be asked using two formats that differ in terms of timing and response
format. When framed to recall symptoms over the past month, using a ‘yes’ or ‘no’
response, the questions are known as the Whooley Questions [26]. In contrast, when
framed to recall over the past two weeks, using a four-item response, the questions are
known as the Patient Health Questionnaire [15]. While ICHOM recommends the use of
the PHQ-2 for case-identification, guidance in the UK recommends the Whooley
Question approach. Evidence regarding the diagnostic accuracy of the two approaches
come from two systematic reviews conducted in general populations. Findings from
Manea et al., [27] showed the PHQ-2 to have moderate sensitivity (76%) at the
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recommended cut-point of three or more which improved to 91% at a lower cut point.
Bosanquet and colleagues showed the Whooley Questions approach to have the highest
sensitivity (95%) [28]. In terms of maternity-focused evidence, a review conducted by
Mann and Gilbody [29] included both case-finding methods (PHQ-2 and Whooley
Questions) to detect postpartum depression. With only one included paper, these authors
concluded limited evidence in support of the case-finding questions to detect postpartum
depression with more research needed. To inform the ongoing implementation of the
ICHOM core outcome set in clinical practice, the current study aimed to: (1) evaluate the
screening accuracy of the PHQ-2 during the perinatal period using two case-identification
methods (reference standard: EPDS), and (2) measure the variability of accuracy over
four time-points during pregnancy and postpartum.

Methods
Study design
The current study is part of a larger body of work. The MoMeNT study (Models Meeting
Needs over Time) is a prospective, longitudinal, cohort study which aimed to (1) evaluate
the effectiveness of Continuity of Midwifery Care on perinatal mental health and mother
infant bonding and (2) assess the feasibility of the ICHOM core outcome set in the
Australian context and is fully described elsewhere [30]. Feasibility of the ICHOM core
outcome set includes the psychometric evaluation of included measures. The current
study is designed to address our feasibility aim and is reported in accordance with STARD
(Standards for Reporting of Diagnostic) criteria [31, 32], see STARD Checklist [Supp
Figure S4].
Setting, participants and sample size
Participants were recruited from one publicly-funded tertiary referral hospital in southeast Queensland. Participants were required to be English-literate, aged 18 years or older,
27-weeks gestation or less and have access to email and mobile phone. Women under the
current care of a psychiatrist were excluded. Data collection took place between August
2017 and January 2019. Sample size was calculated to evaluate the broad effect of model
of maternity care on maternal health and wellbeing. To identify a mean difference (twotail) with a 50% effect size, 5% estimated error and 95% power, 210 participants were
required. To allow for 20% attrition 252 participants were needed.
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Defining perinatal mental health
Depression was operationalized using the definitions outlined by the American
Psychiatric Association [33]. Depression describes the presence of sad, empty, irritable
mood, accompanied by somatic and cognitive changes that significantly affect the
individual’s capacity to function. Anhedonia describes markedly diminished interest or
pleasure in almost all activities. Major depression is defined as the presence of five or
more symptoms (depressed mood, anhedonia, weight change, sleep disturbance,
psychomotor problems, lack of energy, excessive guilt, poor concentration, suicidal
ideation) present during the same 2-week period and represent a change from previous
functioning with at least one of the symptoms being either depressed mood or loss of
interest or pleasure. Minor depression is defined as the presence of at least two depressive
symptoms but does not meet criteria for major depression.
Measures
Surveys included the PHQ-2 and EPDS. Woman-reported socio-demographic data known
to influence maternal mental health were collected at baseline including age (years),
parity (number of births after 20 weeks gestation), gestation (weeks), educational
attainment (low: secondary school year 12 or less; high: completed apprenticeship,
diploma or tertiary degree), relationship status (single or in a relationship), and weekly
combined income (low: less than $1500: high: $1500 or more).
Patient Health Questionnaire (PHQ-2)
The PHQ-2 [15] screens for possible depression and anhedonia. The stem question
asks, “Over the last 2 weeks, how often have you been bothered by any of the following
problems?” The two items are, “little interest or pleasure in doing things” and “feeling
down, depressed, or hopeless”. For each item, the response options are “not at all” (0),
“several days” (1), “more than half the days” (2), and “nearly every day” (3). PHQ-2
scores range from 0 to 6. Higher score represents greater depressive symptoms.
The Edinburgh Postnatal Depression Scale (EPDS)
The 10-item EPDS is a self-report measure to screen women for symptoms of
depression during pregnancy [34] and postpartum [16]. Questions are framed, ‘In the past
7 days….’ with a frequency-based response scored on a four-point Likert scale, scored
from 0 to 3. Recommended cut-off scores for ‘at least probable minor depression’ during
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pregnancy (>13) and postpartum (>10) and for ‘probable major depression’ during
pregnancy (>15) and postpartum (>13) were used [35]. EPDS question items and
screening accuracy at several cut-point as reported by NICE [7] are presented [Supp
Appendix S2].
Procedures
Consecutive, eligible women attending antenatal care with a midwife were approached
about the study. Women who provided written informed consent were sent a survey link
by email and text message. Women who failed to respond were sent two friendly
reminders and one telephone follow-up call, two - three days apart. Follow-up surveys
were sent at 36-weeks, and 6- and 26-weeks postpartum. Women who failed to respond
to two consecutive surveys were deemed lost to follow-up. All surveys provided
information and contact numbers for national support groups. Participants were also
offered the opportunity to contact the project manager to discuss any negative feelings.
Survey completion occurred outside of clinical care where universal screening for
depression is attended. Women who screened positive were not followed up but helpline
information was provided in each survey. Ethical approval was granted from relevant
Hospital and Health Service (HREC/17/QGC/127) and University Human Research
Ethics Committees (GU Ref No: 2017/625).
Approach to analysis
Using SPSS version 25 [36] the PHQ-2 was analysed using two methods: (a) total score
at two cut-points (>2 and >3) and (b) dichotomous categorical variable (positive response
to either or both questions). Consistent with the work of others [37, 38], the EPDS was
the reference standard. EPDS total score was transformed to a binary variable to indicate
at least probable minor depression using the cut-off score of >13 = positive during
pregnancy, and >10 = positive postpartum. Cut-off scores of >15 and >13 were used to
denote probable major depression during pregnancy and postpartum respectively [35].
Group differences in mental health during pregnancy and postpartum and for noncompleting women at 26-weeks, were assessed using chi-square. Effect size was
interpreted using Cohen’s criteria [39]. Missing data were managed using listwise
deletion for computing total scale scores and Cronbach’s α and pairwise deletion for all
other analyses. Prevalence of depression risk according to the EPDS and positive PHQ-2
responses are presented as frequencies and percentages with 95% confidence intervals
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using Clopper Pearson Exact Tests for binary probability [40]. Change in proportion of
participants who screened positive on the EPDS and PHQ-2 across the four time-points
(variability of accuracy) were assessed using Cochran’s Q Test. Significance values were
adjusted by the Bonferroni correction for multiple tests. Significance was p = <.05. For
brevity the term ‘minor depression’ is used to denote ‘at least probable minor depression’
and ‘major depression’ is used to denote ‘probable major depression’.
Internal consistency
The internal consistency of the EPDS and PHQ-2 were assessed at all four timepoints. Cronbach’s alpha coefficients (α) exceeding 0.7 were considered acceptable [41].
For scales with few items the mean inter-item correlation (MIC) is more accurate and
reported for the PHQ-2. An ideal range was considered 0.2 – 0.4 [42].
Criterion validity
Screening performance of the PHQ-2, defined as .area under the curve’ (AUC),
sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value (PPV), negative predictive value (NPV),
positive likelihood ratio (PLR) and negative likelihood ratio (NLR), were assessed against
the EPDS total score cut-points using ROC (Receiver Operating Characteristic) analysis
[43] at all four time-points. The standard error for the area was set as non-parametric with
a 95% confidence interval. Area under the curve (AUC) was interpreted according to the
criteria by Tape [44] as: AUC = 0.60 - 0.70 = poor, 0.70 - 0.80 = fair, 0.80 – 0.90 = good,
0.90 – 1.0 = excellent. For the purposes of informing the ICHOM core outcome set and
achieve a maximum likelihood that all ‘at risk’ women would be administered the EPDS,
the optimal cut-off value on the PHQ-2 was set at 100% sensitivity.

Results
Sample characteristics
A STARD diagram presents data pertaining to recruitment, attrition and cross-tabulation
of index test/reference standard (Figure 7-1). The first survey was commenced by 309
pregnant women between 10 and 27-weeks gestation (M = 19.7, SD = 3.7). Table 7-1
presents group differences for women exceeding the EPDS cut-point for at least probable
minor depression during pregnancy and postpartum and those below the cut-point. In
early pregnancy, women who exceeded the cut-point (minor depression) were more likely
to report a past history of mental health disorder (18.6% vs 1.5%, medium effect), report
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current cigarette use (37.5% vs 3.1%, medium effect) and lower income (7.8% vs 1.9%,
small effect), compared to their non-depressed counterparts. At 26-weeks postpartum,
only a history of mental health disorder remained significant (33.3% vs 10.8%, medium
effect). There were no significant differences between women who remained in the study
and those who did not (Table 7-1).
Internal consistency reliability
The internal consistency reliability of the EPDS was: α = .85 during pregnancy at
both time-points (baseline and 36-weeks), and α = .89 and .86 following birth (6- and 26weeks). The PHQ-2 demonstrated high mean inter-item correlations (MIC) both during
pregnancy (MIC =.55 and .59) and postpartum (MIC = .60, and .51).
Incidence of EPDS and PHQ-2 positive screen tests
Table 7-2 presents the frequency and percentage (with 95% CI) of women with probable
major depression and at least probable minor depression (EPDS) and positive screens
(PHQ-2) at four time points over pregnancy (baseline, 36-weeks) and postpartum (6-, 26weeks). The incidence of probable major depression was 2.3% and 1.8% during
pregnancy (EPDS >15) and 5.6% and 6.2% postpartum (EPDS >13). The incidence of at
least probable minor depression was 4.0% and 4.4% during pregnancy (EPDS >13) and
13.1% and 14.1% postpartum (EPDS >10). Positive screens on the PHQ-2 were highest
using the alternative dichotomous (yes/no) method (incidence ranging 32.9% – 42.9%)
and lowest using a cut-point of >3 (incidence ranged 4.4% – 7.5%) (Table 7-2).
Figure 7-2 and figure 7-3 present data in a visual format. Figure 7-2 shows probable minor
depression (EPDS) was relatively stable during pregnancy and increased following birth
(6-weeks). Cochran’s Q Test revealed the difference was significant (n = 207, Q = 34.82,
df 3, p<.001). Pairwise comparisons confirmed the difference was significant from 36weeks of pregnancy to 6-weeks postpartum (p<.001). Similar results were seen for major
depression (n = 207, Q = 11.05, df 3, p =.01). Pairwise comparisons showed the difference
was again seen between 36-weeks of pregnancy and 6-weeks postpartum (p = .01). No
significant differences were observed for change in proportions of participants who
screened positive for PHQ-2, regardless of method.
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Number invited
n = 354

Eligible participants
n = 528

Number to consent
n = 336
Number to commence survey 1
Participants n = 309

POSTPARTUM

PREGNANCY

No PHQ-2 postpartum at 6-weeks (n = 57) and 26 weeks (n = 82)
6-weeks: Lost to follow-up (n = 11); non-responders (n = 26); partial
survey completion (n = 20)
26-weeks: Lost to follow-up (n = 4); Non-responders (n = 45); Partial
survey completion (n = 33)

No PHQ-2 completed at baseline (n = 6) or 36-weeks (n = 34)
Baseline: partial survey completion (n = 6)
36-weeks: Lost to follow-up (n = 9); non-responders (n = 17); birthed
before 36-weeks (n = 7); partial survey completion (n = 1)

Baseline

PHQ +
n = 14

PHQ n = 200

PHQ +
n = 103

EPDS n = 291

EPDS +
n = 12

EPDS n = 291

EPDS +
n = 12

EPDS n = 291

EPDS +
n = 12

Minor

PHQ n = 289

PHQ-2 >3

PHQ-2 >2

PHQ-2 Positive

PHQ +
n = 49

PHQ-2 >2

Major

PHQ-2 >3

PHQ n = 254

PHQ +
n = 49

PHQ n = 289

PHQ +
n = 14

PHQ n = 200

PHQ +
n = 103

EPDS n = 296

EPDS +
n=7

EPDS n = 296

EPDS +
n=7

EPDS n = 296

EPDS +
n=7

PHQ n = 233

PHQ +
n = 19

PHQ n = 169

PHQ +
n = 83

EPDS n = 219

EPDS +
n = 33

EPDS n = 219

EPDS +
n = 33

EPDS n = 219

EPDS +
n = 33

PHQ +
n = 20

PHQ n = 157

PHQ +
n = 118

PHQ-2 Positive

PHQ +
n = 50

PHQ n = 233

PHQ +
n = 19

PHQ n = 169

PHQ +
n = 83

EPDS n = 238

EPDS +
n = 14

EPDS n = 238

EPDS +
n = 14

EPDS n = 238

EPDS +
n = 14

EPDS n = 263

EPDS +
n = 12

EPDS n = 263

EPDS +
n = 12

EPDS n = 263

EPDS +
n = 12

PHQ-2 >2

Minor

PHQ n = 255

PHQ +
n = 58

PHQ n = 255

PHQ +
n = 20

PHQ n = 157

PHQ +
n = 118

EPDS n = 270

EPDS +
n=5

EPDS n = 270

EPDS +
n=5

EPDS n = 270

EPDS +
n=5

PHQ-2 >3

PHQ-2 Positive

PHQ n = 192

PHQ +
n = 35

PHQ n = 217

PHQ +
n = 10

PHQ n = 150

PHQ +
n = 77

EPDS n = 195

EPDS +
n = 32

EPDS n = 195

EPDS +
n = 32

EPDS n = 195

EPDS +
n = 32

PHQ-2 >2

PHQ-2 Positive

PHQ n = 217

Major

Minor

PHQ-2 Positive

PHQ +
n = 58

PHQ-2 >3

PHQ-2 >3

PHQ n = 202

26-weeks

PHQ n = 217

PHQ-2 >2

Major

PHQ-2 >3

PHQ-2 Positive

PHQ +
n = 50

36-weeks

PHQ-2 >2

PHQ-2 >3

PHQ n = 202

PHQ-2 >2

PHQ-2 Positive

PHQ n = 254

Major

Minor

PHQ-2 >2

6-weeks

PHQ-2 >3

PHQ-2 Positive

PHQ n = 192

PHQ +
n = 35

PHQ n = 217

PHQ +
n = 10

PHQ n = 150

PHQ +
n = 77

EPDS n = 213

EPDS +
n = 14

EPDS n = 213

EPDS +
n = 14

EPDS n = 213

EPDS +
n = 14

Figure 7-1 Standards for Reporting of Diagnostic Accuracy (STARD) flowchart with
overview of participant selection.
Note: Minor: At least Probable minor depression (Pregnancy EPDS >13 and Postpartum
EPDS >10); Major: Probable major depression (Pregnancy EPDS > 15 and postpartum
EPDS >13).
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Table 7-1 Group differences for women with depression± during pregnancy and postpartum, and for responders versus non-responders
Pregnancy Baseline±
Not
Depressed
depressed
Age
>35
<35
Relationship
status
In a
relationship
Single
Education
Low
High
Income
High
Low
Country of
birth
Australia
Elsewhere
Smoking
Current
smoker
Non-smoker
Parity
Multiparous
Primiparous
Past mental
health
No

3 (5.4)
9 (3.6)

53 (94.6)
238 (96.4)

10 (3.5)

275 (96.5)

2 (11.1)

16 (88.9)

2 (2.1)
10 (4.8)

93 (97.9)
198 (95.2)

3 (1.9)
9 (7.8)

155 (98.1)
106 (92.2)

7 (3.2)
5 (6.1)

214 (96.8)
77 (93.9)

3 (37.5)

5 (62.5)

9 (3.1)

286 (96.9)

6 (3.3)
6 (5.0)

176 (96.7)
115 (95.0)

4 (1.5)

256 (98.5)

P#

phi

.83

.03

.33

.09

.26

.06

.04

.14

.41

.07

<.001

.28

.67

.04

<.001

.31

Postpartum 26-weeks±
Not
Depressed
depressed
7 (15.2)
25 (13.8)

39 (84.8)
156 (86.2)

31 (14.4)

185 (85.6)

1 (9.1)

10 (90.9)

10 (15.2)
22 (13.7)

56 (84.8)
139 (86.3)

17 (13.6)
13 (15.9)

108 (86.4)
69 (84.1)

24 (14.5)
8 (12.9)

141 (85.5)
54 (87.1)

2 (40.0)

3 (60.0)

30 (13.5)

192 (86.5)

21 (15.7)
11 (11.8)

113 (84.3)
82 (88.2)

21 (10.8)

173 (89.2)

p#

phi

.99

.02

.96

.03

.93

.02

.80

-.03

.92

.02

.30

.11

.53

.05

.002

.23

Postpartum 26-weeks
Responders
Non*
responders
46 (82.1)
194 (76.7)

10 (17.9)
59 (23.3)

229 (79.0)

61 (21.0)

11 (57.9)

8 (42.1)

71 (72.4)
169 (80.1)

27 (27.6)
42 (19.9)

130 (81.3)
88 (73.9)

30 (18.8)
31 (26.1)

176 (78.6)
64 (75.3)

48 (21.4)
21 (24.7)

5 (55.6)

4 (44.4)

235 (78.3)

65 (21.7)

138 (75.0)
102 (81.6)

46 (25.0)
23 (18.4)

206 (77.7)

59 (22.3)

p#

phi

.48

.05

.06

.12

.18

.09

.19

.09

.64

.04

.23

.09

.22

.08

1.0

-
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Yes
Body mass
index
Non-obese
Obese

Pregnancy Baseline±
8 (18.6)
35 (81.4)

7 (3.2)
4 (6.7)

211 (96.8)
56 (93.3)

.40

.07

Postpartum 26-weeks±
11 (33.3)
22 (66.7)

27 (16.7)
5 (9.8)

135 (83.3)
46 (90.2)

.33

.08

Postpartum 26-weeks
34 (77.3)
10 (22.7)

173 (77.9)
51 (82.3)

.46

.04

49 (22.1)
11 (17.7)

Note: frequency and percentage for women who responded.
±At least probable minor antepartum depression = EPDS >13/Non-depressed = EPDS <13; At least probable minor postpartum depression= EPDS >10/ Non-depressed EPDS <10
postpartum.
* Non-responders at 26-weeks postpartum includes women lost to follow up (9 women lost during pregnancy and 15 women lost postpartum).
#p = Continuity correction reported for 2x2 table.
Phi = effect size and interpreted using Cohen’s criteria: .10 = small effect; .30 = medium effect; .50 = large effect.
Statistically significant values are shown in bold.
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Table 7-2 Frequency of women with depression±, and case-identification using two
methods* on the PHQ-2**

Probable major
depression±
At least probable minor
depression±
PHQ-2 total score >2

PHQ-2 total score >3

PHQ-2 Screen positive

Anhedoniaa (no depressed
mood)
Depressed moodb (no
anhedonia)
Depressed mood and
anhedoniac

Pregnancy
Baseline
36-weeks
n = 303
n = 275
n
n
%
%
(95% CI)
(95% CI)
7
5
2.3
1.8
(0.9–4.7)
(0.6–4.2)
12
12
4.0
4.4
(2.1–6.8)
(2.3–7.5)
49
58
16.2
21.1
(12.2–20.8)
(16.4–26.4)
14
20
4.6
7.3
(2.6–7.6)
(4.5–11.0)
103
118
33.9
42.9
(28.7–39.6)
(37.0–49.0)
80
96
26.4
34.9
(21.5–31.8)
(29.3–40.9)
68
71
22.4
25.8
(17.9–27.6)
(20.8–31.4)
45
49
14.9
17.8
(11.0–19.4)
(13.5–22.9)

Postpartum
6-weeks
26-weeks
n = 252
n = 227
n
n
%
%
(95% CI)
(95% CI)
14
14
5.6
6.2
(3.1–9.2)
(3.4–10.1)
33
32
13.1
14.1
(9.2–17.9)
(9.9–19.3)
50
35
19.8
15.4
(15.1–25.3)
(11.0–20.8)
19
10
7.5
4.4
(4.6–11.5)
(2.1–8.0)
83
77
32.9
33.9
(27.2–39.1)
(27.8–40.5)
61
52
24.2
22.9
(19.1–30.0)
(17.6–28.9)
68
57
27.0
25.1
(21.6–32.9)
(19.6–31.3)
46
32
18.3
14.1
(13.7–23.6)
(9.9–19.3)

95% CI: 95% confidence interval for a sample proportion with binomial (Clopper Pearson) exact.
±Probable major depression: EPDS cut-off score >15 during pregnancy and >13 postpartum; At least probable
minor depression: EPDS cut-off score >13 in pregnancy and >10 postpartum.
*PHQ-2: Total score method with two cut-points (>2 and >3); Categorical method: Screen positive to either
Question 1 OR Question 2.
**PHQ-2 Question completion: Categories of positive responses on PHQ-2 questions.
aPositive response to PHQ-2 Question 1 and negative response on question 2.
bPositive response to PHQ-2 Question 2 and negative response to question 1.
cPositive response to PHQ-2 Question 1 and question 2.
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40

50
45

35

40
30

35

30

25

25
20

20
15

15

10
10
5

5

0
Baseline

36-weeks

6-weeks

26-weeks

Probable major depression

Probable minor depression

PHQ-2 total score 2 or more

PHQ-2 total score 3 or more

Positive to either Q1 OR Q2

0
Baseline

36-weeks

Anhedonia

6-weeks

26-weeks

Depressed mood

Andedonia and depressed mood

Figure 7-2 Change in proportion of participants who exceed cutpoints on the EPDS for at least probable minor depression (EPDS>
13 in pregnancy and >10 postpartum), and PHQ-2 screen positives
using two methods: scoring method (cut-off score >2 and >3) and
categorical method (positive response to either question 1 or
question 2) at four time points during pregnancy (baseline and 36weeks) and postpartum (6- and 26-weeks).

Figure 7-3 Change in proportion of participants who report
anhedonia and depressed mood or both as recorded by the PHQ-2
(questions 1 and question 2) at four time points during pregnancy
(baseline and 36-weeks) and postpartum (6- and 26-weeks).
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Mood and anhedonia during pregnancy and postpartum (PHQ-2)
Figure 7-3 shows the incidence of anhedonia (PHQ-2: positive Q1, negative Q2)
increased during pregnancy before reducing sharply in the early weeks following birth.
Cochran’s Q Test revealed the difference was significant (n = 207, Q = 14.52, df 3, p
= .002). Pairwise comparisons confirmed the difference was significant between booking
and 36-weeks of pregnancy (p = .01), and between 36-weeks of pregnancy and 6-weeks
postpartum (p = .01). No significant difference was seen for depressed mood (positive
Q2, negative Q1), or for depressed mood and anhedonia (positive Q1 and Q2).
Screening accuracy: ROC analyses
Table 7-3 presents findings of the ROC analysis for the PHQ-2 to detect probable major
depression during pregnancy (EPDS >15) and postpartum (EPDS >13) and at least
probable minor depression during pregnancy (EPDS >13) and postpartum (EPDS >10).
At the ICHOM recommended cut-point of >3 for major depression the AUC was fair
during pregnancy (AUC=.77), good in early postpartum (AUC=.88) and poor in late
postpartum (AUC=.67). Reducing the cut-point to >2 improved the diagnostic accuracy
(AUC = .88 – ¬.93) as did the dichotomous method (AUC = .79 – .86). For minor
depression, the PHQ-2 cut-off >3 was poor to fair (AUC = .58 – .74). Reducing the cutpoint to >2 improved diagnostic accuracy (AUC = .76 – .94) as did the alternative
dichotomous method (yes/no) (AUC = .78 – .84).
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Table 7-3 ROC Analysis of the PHQ-2 (cut-points >2, >3, yes/no) with EPDS* as
criterion
Test Variable
Standard
Significance Lower Upper
AUC
Error
(p)
bound
bound
PHQ-2 >3
Probable major
depression
Baseline
.77
.12
.02
.54
1.0
36-weeks
.77
.13
.04
.51
1.0
6-weeks postpartum
.88
.07
<.001
.75
1.0
26-weeks postpartum
.67
.09
.04
.49
.82
At least probable minor
depression
Baseline
.74
.09
.006
.55
.92
36-weeks
.72
.09
.009
.54
.90
6-weeks postpartum
.68
.06
.001
.57
.80
26-weeks postpartum
.58
.06
.13
.47
.70
PHQ-2 >2
Probable major
depression
Baseline
.93
.02
<.001
.89
.97
36-weeks
.90
.03
.002
.84
.96
6-weeks postpartum
.92
.02
<.001
.89
.96
26-weeks postpartum
.88
.06
<.001
.77
.98
At least probable minor
depression
Baseline
.94
.02
<.001
.91
.97
36-weeks
.91
.02
<.001
.87
.95
6-weeks postpartum
.80
.05
<.001
.71
.90
26-weeks postpartum
.76
.05
<.001
.65
.86
PHQ-2 Positive Yes/No
Probable major
depression
Baseline
.84
.04
.002
.76
.92
36-weeks
.79
.06
.026
.68
.90
6-weeks postpartum
.86
.03
<.001
.80
.91
26-weeks postpartum
.81
.05
<.001
.72
.91
At least probable minor
depression
Baseline
.84
.03
<.001
.78
.91
36-weeks
.80
.04
<.001
.72
.87
6-weeks postpartum
.78
.04
<.001
.70
.87
26-weeks postpartum
.78
.04
<.001
.69
.86

The EPDS was used as the reference standard.
AUC = Area under the curve; Interpreted as AUC = .60 - .70 = poor, .70 - .80 = fair, .80 – 0.90 = good, .90 – 1.0 =
excellent.
At least probable minor depression in pregnancy: pregnancy = >13 and postpartum = >10.
Probable major depression: pregnancy = >15 and postpartum = >13.
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Antepartum probable major depression: PHQ-2 screening accuracy
Table 7-4 presents the screening accuracy of the PHQ-2 at 4 time-points for probable
major depression. During pregnancy (booking, 36-weeks) the ICHOM recommended
PHQ-2 cut-point of >3, correctly classified 57% and 60% of women with probable major
depression but consequently missed 43% and 40% of at-risk women. Some 3.4% and
6.3% of women with no probable major depression would have been asked to complete
the EPDS. A lowered PHQ-2 cut-point correctly classified 100% of women with probable
major depression at both booking and 36-weeks. However, 14.2% and 19.6% of women
under the threshold for probable major depression would have been asked to complete
the EPDS. Using the alternative categorical approach (positive response to either Q1 or
Q2), though 100% of women with probable major depression were correctly identified,
the EPDS would have been administered to 32.4% and 41.9% of women under the
threshold. Among those who screened positive on the PHQ-2, the probability of having
probable major antepartum depression (EPDS >15) at booking was greatest using a cutpoint >3 and lowest using the alternative method (PPV = 29% vs 7%, respectively).
Similar results were seen at 36-weeks (PPV = 15% vs 4%) (Table 7-4).
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Table 7-4 Screening accuracy of the PHQ-2* during pregnancy and postpartum using the EPDS as reference standard for probable major
depression
Antepartum
n
(95% CI)
True positive
False negative
True negative
False positive
Sensitivity
Specificity
PPV
NPV
+LR
-LR

Positive
7
0
200
96
1.0
(0.65–1.0)
0.68
(0.62–0.73)
0.07
(0.03-0.13)
1.0
(0.98–1.0)
3.09
(2.62–3.63)
0
-

Baseline
n = 303
>2
7
0
254
42
1.0
(0.65–1.0)
0.86
(0.81–0.89)
0.14
(0.07-0.27)
1.0
(0.99–1.0)
7.04
(5.33–9.33)
0
-

>3
Positive
4
5
3
0
286
157
10
113
0.57
1.0
(0.25–0.84)
(0.57–1.0)
0.97
0.58
(0.94–0.98)
(0.52–0.64)
0.29
0.04
(0.12-0.55)
(0.02-0.10)
0.99
1.0
(0.97–1.0)
(0.98–1.0)
16.79
2.39
(6.98–40.97)
(2.08–2.75)
0.44
0
(0.19–1.04)
Postpartum

6-weeks
n = 252
Positive

>2

36-weeks
n = 275
>2
5
0
217
53
1.0
(0.57–1.0)
0.80
(0.75–0.85)
0.09
(0.04-0.19)
1.0
(0.98–1.0)
5.10
(4.00–6.49)
0
-

>3
3
2
253
17
0.60
(0.23–0.88)
0.94
(0.90–0.96)
0.15
(0.05-0.36)
0.99
(0.97–1.00)
9.52
(4.07–22.31)
0.43
(0.15–1.25)

26-weeks
n = 227
>3

Positive

>2

>3
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Antepartum
True positive
False negative
True negative
False positive
Sensitivity
Specificity
PPV
NPV
+LR
-LR

14
0
169
69
1.00
(0.79–1.00)
0.71
(0.65–0.76)
0.17
(0.10-0.26)
1.00
(0.98–1.00)
3.45
(2.83–4.21)
0
-

14
0
202
36
1.00
(0.79–1.00)
0.85
(0.80–0.89)
0.28
(0.18-0.42)
1.00
(0.98–1.0)
6.62
(4.89–8.93)
0
-

11
3
230
8
0.79
(0.52–0.92)
0.97
(0.94–0.98)
0.58
(0.36-0.77)
0.99
(0.96–1.0)
23.12
(11.22–48.70)
0.22
(0.08–0.61)

13
1
149
64
0.93
(0.69–0.99)
0.70
(0.64–0.76)
0.17
(0.10-0.27)
0.99
(0.96–1.00)
3.10
(2.40–3.97)
0.10
(0.02–0.68)

12
2
190
23
0.86
(0.60–0.96)
0.89
(0.84–0.93)
0.34
(0.21-0.51)
0.99
(0.96–1.00)
7.94
(5.11–12.34)
0.16
(0.04–0.58)

5
9
208
5
0.36
(0.16–0.61)
0.98
(0.95–0.99)
0.50
(0.24-0.76)
0.96
(0.92–0.98)
15.52
(4.99–46.42)
0.66
(0.45–0.97)

*Scoring method at cut-point >2 and >3 and categorical method (positive response to either or both questions)
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Postpartum probable major depression: PHQ-2 screening accuracy
Following birth (6-weeks, 26-weeks), the PHQ-2 cut-point of >3 correctly classified 79%
and 36% of women with probable major depression but missed 21% and 64% high-risk
women. Only 3.4% and 2.3% of women under the threshold for probable major
depression would have been asked to complete the EPDS. At a lowered cut-point of >2,
100% of women with probable major depression were correctly classified at baseline.
While 86% of women with probable depression were correctly classified at 26-weeks,
14% of high-risk women were missed. At the lowered cut-point 15.1% and 10.8% of
women with no probable major depression would have been asked to complete the EPDS.
While the alternative method achieved the highest overall sensitivity following birth,
correctly classifying 100% of women at 6-weeks and 93% of women at 26-weeks, some
29% and 30% of women with no probable depression would have been asked to complete
the EPDS. Among those who screened positive on the PHQ-2, the probability of having
major postpartum depression (EPDS >13) at 6-weeks was greatest using a cut-point >3
and lowest using the alternative categorical method (PPV = 58% vs 17%, respectively).
Similar results were seen at 26-weeks (PPV = 50% vs 17%) (Table 7-4).
Antepartum probable minor depression: PHQ-2 screening accuracy
Table 7-5 presents the screening accuracy of the PHQ-2 at 4 time-points for at least
probable minor depression. During pregnancy (booking, 36-weeks) a PHQ-2 cut-point of
>3, correctly classified 50% of women with probable minor depression at both timepoints but 50% of at-risk women were missed. Some 2.7% and 5.3% of low-risk women
would have been asked to complete the EPDS unnecessarily. A lowered PHQ-2 cut-point
correctly classified 100% of women with probable minor depression at both booking and
36-weeks. However, 12.7% and 17.5% low-risk women would have been asked to
complete the EPDS. Using the alternative categorical approach (positive response to
either Q1 or Q2), though 100% of women with probable minor depression were correctly
identified, the EPDS would have been administered to 31.2% and 40.3% of women below
the EPDS threshold for probable minor depression. Among those who screened positive
on the PHQ-2, the probability of also screening positive on the EPDS for at least probable
minor antepartum depression (EPDS >13) at booking was greatest using a cut-point >3
and lowest using the alternative method (PPV = 43% vs 12%, respectively). Similar
results were seen at 36-weeks (PPV = 30% vs 10%) (Table 7-5).
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Table 7-5 Screening accuracy of the PHQ-2* during pregnancy and postpartum using the EPDS as reference standard for probable minor
depression
Antepartum
n
Baseline
36-weeks
%
n = 303
n = 275
(95% CI)
Positive
>2
>3
Positive
>2
>3
True positive
12
12
6
12
12
6
False negative
0
0
6
0
0
6
True negative
200
254
283
157
217
249
False positive
91
37
8
106
46
14
Sensitivity
1.0
1.0
0.50
1.0
1.0
0.50
(0.76–1.0)
(0.76–1.0)
(0.25–0.75)
(0.76–1.0)
(0.76–1.0)
(0.25–0.75)
Specificity
0.69
0.87
0.97
0.60
0.83
0.95
(0.63–0.74)
(0.83–0.91)
(0.95–0.99)
(0.54–0.65)
(0.78–0.87)
(0.91–0.97)
PPV
0.12
0.25
0.43
0.10
0.21
0.30
(0.07-0.19)
(0.15-0.38)
(0.21-0.67)
(0.06-0.17)
(0.12-0.33)
(0.15-0.52)
NPV
1.0
1.0
0.98
1.0
1.0
0.98
(0.98–1.0)
(0.99–1.0)
(0.96–0.99)
(0.98–1.0)
(0.98–1.0)
(0.95–0.99)
+LR
3.20
7.87
18.52
2.48
5.71
9.4
(2.70–3.79) (5.82–10.63) (7.49–44.17) (2.14–2.87)
(4.40–7.43)
(4.39–20.12)
-LR
0
0
0.51
0
0
0.53
(0.29–0.91)
(0.30–0.93)
Postpartum

True positive

Positive
27

6-weeks
n = 252
>2
24

>3
13

Positive
26

26-weeks
n = 227
>2
19

>3
6
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False negative
True negative
False positive
Sensitivity
Specificity
PPV
NPV
+LR
-LR

6
163
56
0.82
(0.66–0.91)
0.74
(0.68–0.80)
0.33
(0.23-0.43)
0.96
(0.93–0.98)
3.20
(2.43–4.22)
0.25
(0.12–0.51)

9
193
26
0.73
(0.56–0.85)
0.88
(0.83–0.92)
0.48
(0.35-0.62)
0.96
(0.92–0.98)
6.11
(4.04–9.30)
0.31
(0.18–0.54)

20
213
6
0.39
(0.25–0.56)
0.97
(0.94–0.99)
0.68
(0.46-0.85)
0.91
(0.87–0.94)
14.59
(5.87–35.21)
0.62
(0.47–0.82)

6
144
51
0.81
(0.65–0.91)
0.74
(0.67–0.80)
0.34
(0.24-0.45)
0.96
(0.92–0.98)
3.10
(2.33–4.15)
0.25
(0.12–0.53)

13
179
16
0.59
(0.42–0.75)
0.92
(0.87–0.95)
0.54
(0.38-0.70)
0.93
(0.89–0.96)
7.24
(4.18–12.54)
0.44
(0.29–0.67)

26
191
4
0.19
(0.09–0.35)
0.98
(0.95–0.99)
0.60
(0.31-0.83)
0.88
(0.83–0.92)
8.95
(2.73–30.61)
0.83
(0.70–0.98)

*Scoring method at cut-point >2 and >3 and categorical method (positive response to either or both questions)
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Postpartum probable minor depression: PHQ-2 screening accuracy
Following birth (6-weeks, 26-weeks), the PHQ-2 cut-point of >3 correctly classified 39%
and 19% of women with at least probable minor depression but missed 61% and 81% of
at-risk women. Only 2.1% and 1.5% of women under the threshold for minor depression
would have been asked to complete the EPDS. At a PHQ-2 lowered cut-point of >2, 73%
and 59% of women with probable minor depression were correctly classified at baseline
and 26-weeks respectively. Consequently, some 27% and 41% of at-risk women were
missed. At the lowered cut-point, 8.9% and 6.1% of low-risk women would have been
asked to complete the EPDS unnecessarily. While the alternative method achieved the
highest overall sensitivity following birth, correctly classifying 82% of women at 6-weeks
and 81% of women at 26-weeks, 19% of low-risk women would have been asked to
complete the EPDS at both postpartum time-points. Among those who screened positive
on the PHQ-2, the probability of also screening positive for at least probable minor
postpartum depression (EPDS >10) at 6-weeks was greatest using a cut-point >3 and
lowest using the alternative categorical method (PPV = 68% vs 33%, respectively).
Similar results were seen at 26-weeks (PPV = 60% vs 34%) (Table 7-5).

Discussion
This study evaluated the screening accuracy of the PHQ-2 to inform the future use of the
ICHOM core outcome set for pregnancy and childbirth in clinical practice and research.
Two methods of case-identification were used: a scoring method with two cut-points
(>2/>3) and an alternative dichotomous method. The EPDS was used as the reference
standard at recommended cut-points [16, 34, 35] and demonstrated acceptable internal
consistency reliability across all four time-points (a = .85 – 89). In contrast the mean
inter-item correlations of the PHQ-2 (MIC = .51 – .60) were high [42], suggesting some
possible overlap between anhedonia and depressive symptoms during the perinatal
period.
At the ICHOM recommended PHQ-2 cut-point of >3, screening accuracy to detect
probable major depression was fair during pregnancy (AUC = .77), and poor to good
postpartum period (AUC = .67 – .88). While the recommended cut-point demonstrated
low sensitivity during pregnancy (57 – 60%) and postpartum (36 – 79%) and missed an
unacceptably high number of women with probable major depression, specificity
remained high (94% – 98%) thus minimizing response burden, an identified priority to
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the ICHOM team [14]. Lowering the cut-point to >2 achieved the highest screening
accuracy for probable major depression of the three methods, demonstrated by good to
excellent AUC values at all timepoints (AUC = .88 – .93) and high sensitivity (86% –
100%). Further, specificity was moderate throughout (80% – 89%). In contrast, while an
alternative dichotomous method achieved only fair to good diagnostic accuracy (AUC .79
– .86), it did demonstrate the highest overall sensitivity (100% during pregnancy and early
postpartum and 93% late postpartum). Specificity was however lower than the other two
methods (58% – 71%). The alternative method thus identified almost all at risk women
but at the cost of increased response-burden.
For at least probable minor depression, screening accuracy was highest using the PHQ-2
cut-point of >2 (AUC = .76 – .94) and lowest using the PHQ-2 cut-point of >3 (AUC
= .58 – .74). While sensitivity was lowest at a cut-point of >3 (19% to 50%) it did
demonstrate the highest specificity (95% – 98%). In contrast, while the alternative
dichotomous method had the highest sensitivity (81% – 100%), specificity was low (60%
– 74%).
The ability to compare our findings was hindered by a lack of comparable perinatal
studies. A systematic review which evaluated the accuracy of screening instruments for
perinatal women [18], identified sparse evidence pertaining to the PHQ-2. Further, the
reporting of two similar tools within the literature compounds the challenge of comparing
findings as the Whooley Questions are often confused with, and referred to, as the PHQ2 and vice versa [27, 28]. The two tools are also referred to, or combined, as case-finding
or case-identification methods [29, 45]. As such we compared our findings to the
literature pertaining to both the PHQ-2 and the Whooley Questions, where appropriate to
do so.
Screening accuracy of case-identifying methods
The literature identifies two almost identical case-identifying methods – the PHQ-2 and
the Whooley Questions. In terms of the PHQ-2, authors of a systematic review revealed
a pooled sensitivity of 0.76 and specificity of 0.87 at a cut-point of >3 in the general
population [27]. Consistent with the current study, sensitivity improved at a cut-point of
>2 (sensitivity = 0.91) and specificity decreased (70%). Findings of that review are
however limited by the largely mixed-gender, and recruitment from primary/secondary
settings and substantial heterogeneity between studies (I2 = 81.8%). Only one included
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study by Smith and colleagues [46] reported findings for perinatal women. Similarly, a
meta-analysis of the diagnostic accuracy of the Whooley Questions to identify major
depression included ten studies with community samples [28] including two in
peripartum women [45, 47]. Consistent with the current study, Bosanquet [28] reported
a pooled sensitivity of 95% (95% CI: 0.88 – 0.97), and pooled specificity of 65% (95%
CI: 0.55 – 0.74) using the dichotomous response format. Maternity-specific evidence
regarding diagnostic accuracy is sparse. With a focus on postpartum depression, though
Mann and Gilbody [29] identified seven studies reporting either case-identification
method (PHQ-2 and Whooley Questions), only one study met inclusion criteria using
clinical diagnostic criteria. The included study by Gjerdingen et al., [47] reported
diagnostic accuracy of both the PHQ-2 and Whooley Questions. As a screening tool for
major postpartum depression, Gjerdingen reported the Whooley method to have 100%
sensitivity, 62% specificity, 11% PPV and 100% NPV, comparing favorably to the
findings of the current study for at least probable major depression at six weeks
postpartum (sensitivity: 100%, specificity: 71%, PPV: 17%, NPV: 100%). Though
Gjerdingen evaluated the PHQ-2, cut-points were not evaluated preventing further
comparison. In terms of the Whooley Questions, recent work by Littlewood and
colleagues [48] revealed the alternative method (positive response to either or both
questions) to demonstrate acceptable sensitivity and specificity but low predictive value
during pregnancy (20 weeks: sensitivity: 85%, specificity: 83.7%, PPV: 37.4) and
postpartum (3 - 4 months: sensitivity: 85.7%, specificity: 80.6%, PPV: 31.4) periods
which is consistent with current findings. Current study findings for at least probable
minor depression at similar timepoints reveal similar results following birth, but greater
sensitivity during pregnancy (baseline: sensitivity: 100%, specificity: 69%, PPV: 12) and
postpartum (26 weeks: sensitivity: 81%, specificity: 74%, PPV: 34). The disparity in
findings likely reflect the difference in reference standards used; the current study used
the EPDS, while Littlewood used the Client Interview Schedule- Revised [49]. Further,
the impact of question wording differences in terms of time format (last-two weeks versus
past month) is not yet known.
An important observation seen in the current study but not previously evaluated by others
is the significant increase in anhedonia seen during pregnancy and significant decrease
following birth which was not seen with the PHQ-2 depression question. It is possible
that women may experience low mood as pregnancy progresses without a significant
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change in levels of depressive symptoms. The impact of anhedonia may then artificially
inflate the number of women meeting the screening threshold. Further research to identify
the impact of each item during the perinatal period is warranted.
EPDS as a reference standard
Consistent with the current study, the PHQ-2 has been evaluated as a modified
dichotomous yes/no screening tool using the EPDS as the reference standard [37, 38].
Using an EPDS cut-off score of >13 to denote probable major depression during
pregnancy (15-weeks, 30-weeks) and postpartum (6–16 weeks), Bennett and colleagues
[37] reported the ‘modified version of the PHQ-2’ to have high sensitivity (80 – 93%) and
specificity (75 – 86%), with sensitivity being highest during pregnancy and lower
postpartum. At the same EPDS cut-point (>13) the current study showed a slightly higher
sensitivity (93 – 100%) and lower specificity (60 – 71%). These differences may be
attributed to sample characteristics and research methodology. Bennett’s cross-sectional
study recruited young, low income, less educated women with higher rates of depressive
symptoms compared to the current study. Of significance, Bennett reported evaluating a
modified version of the PHQ-2 which were the Whooley Questions (During the past
month…), further demonstrating the inconsistency and potential confusion in instrument
reporting.
Consistent with the current study, Chae et al., [38] evaluated the PHQ-2 using the
dichotomous method against the EPDS as the reference standard using a cut-point >13 in
a sample of women (n = 200) attending well-child clinics in the USA at 6 weeks and 6
months postpartum. Chae reported 100% sensitivity and 79% specificity, which compares
well to the 93 – 100% sensitivity and 70 – 71% specificity in the current study. More
recently, Howard et al., [50] compared the Whooley Questions and the EPDS (cut-point
>13) to clinical diagnostic criteria in a cross-sectional study with 545 women attending
their first booking appointment. These authors reported low sensitivity for the Whooley
Questions (41%) and EPDS (59%), with a concomitant high specificity (94 – 95%). While
few comparable studies exist for the Whooley Questions, sensitivity of the EPDS is lower
than usually reported and might be explained by the large sample size, diverse sample of
women and delays in administering the diagnostic interview.
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Clinical implications
The ICHOM recommended cut-point of >3 on the PHQ-2 to screen for probable major
depression is consistent with recommendations by the scale developer [15] despite being
based primarily on a validation study with patients in primary and secondary care. Our
findings demonstrate that at this cut-point an unacceptably high number of ‘at-risk’
women were missed and would not have received the follow-up EPDS. While a cut-point
of >2 provided highest accuracy in terms of area under the curve, and optimal sensitivity
and specificity during pregnancy, screening accuracy was lower following birth. Further,
in clinical practice where the identification of high-risk women is crucial, we would argue
that an alternative dichotomous method missed the least number of at-risk women and is
the most appropriate method of case-identification during the perinatal period. Further,
this method maintained the highest sensitivity even with a lowered EPDS cut-point to
denote at least probable minor depression. This finding indicates that the alternative
dichotomous method would better identify women with lower levels of depressive
symptoms compared to the scoring method to better inform clinical-decision making.
While a higher false positive rate is noted with this method, we argue that where universal
screening using the EPDS is already currently practiced, this method could positively
impact response burden for many women.
In Australia government-funded projects are working towards a standardized approach to
outcome reporting in maternity-related practice and research to improve data-synthesis
and outcomes for women and their babies. Our findings offer important evidence and
recommendations to support standardization.
Strengths and limitations
Despite our efforts, our findings do have some limitations. Our study included a cohort
of women from one Australian birthing facility and identified a low prevalence of women
with probable major depression during pregnancy (around 2%) and postpartum (around
6%) which contributes to a less precise measure. While our prevalence rates are slightly
less than those reported by Gaynes et al., [51] during pregnancy (3.1% - 4.9%), our
findings are comparable to postpartum rates (1.0 - 5.9%). Recruiting larger, more diverse
samples would improve precision of the prevalence estimate and generalizability of
findings. We used the EPDS as the reference standard rather than a clinical diagnosis of
depression which would generally be considered gold standard. However, the aim here
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was to evaluate the PHQ-2 against the EPDS as would occur in real-life clinical practice
using the ICHOM core outcome set and not to diagnose depression. Our findings were
however strengthened by the comprehensive nature of our analysis which included using
two case-identification methods over four time-points. Further, we applied widelyaccepted EPDS cut-points to denote both probable major depression and at least probable
minor depression.
Conclusion and Recommendations
ICHOM recommend the PHQ-2 to screen women using a scoring method at a defined
cut-point. The recommended method has been shown to be inadequate as a probable
perinatal depression case-identification method using the EPDS as the reference standard.
To optimise the number of women identified as ‘at-risk’ in clinical practice, we
recommend a dichotomous two-item case-identification method which is consistent with
recommendations of international guidelines [7] and has been shown to be acceptable to
women [48]. Further, to address the current confusion surrounding the use and reporting
of the case-identification method [27, 28], we recommend the use of the Whooley
Questions rather than the PHQ-2. The use and reporting of consistent question wording
and response format will improve future outcome reporting and synthesis.
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Abstract
Background: Lack of social support during pregnancy is associated with psychosocial
vulnerability. The Single Item Measure of Social Supports (SIMSS) is included in a core
outcome set to facilitate case-adjustment based on social support. Validity of the SIMSS
has not been evaluated in childbearing women. We aimed to evaluate the construct
validity of the SIMSS during pregnancy. Secondary aim was to evaluate an alternative
short-measure of social support.
Methods: Recruited women (n = 309) attending antenatal care were invited to complete
the SIMSS, Multidimensional Scale of Perceived Social Support (MSPSS), Antenatal
Risk Questionnaire (ANRQ), and Edinburgh Postnatal Depression Scale (EPDS).
Convergent validity of SIMSS with MSPSS and hypothesis testing for psychosocial risk
and depressive symptoms were conducted.
Results: Correlations were moderate between the SIMSS and MSPSS (rs = .35), but weak
between the SIMSS and EPDS (rs = -.18); and SIMSS and ANRQ (rs = -.22). In contrast,
correlations were moderate between the MSPSS and EPDS (rs = -.39) and ANRQ (rs =
-.45). A shortened 3-item version of the MSPSS showed good psychometric properties
and internal consistency reliability (a = .86).
Limitations: Findings relate to one Australian birthing sample during pregnancy.
Replication of this study in larger, diverse maternity populations, including postpartum is
recommended.
Conclusions: The SIMSS is a poor measure of social support during pregnancy with poor
predictive ability to detect maternal vulnerability including depression and psychosocial
risk. A revised 3-item version of the MSPSS was found to be a valid and reliable measure
of social support.
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Introduction
Adequate social support during pregnancy optimises health in mothers and babies.
Defined as any process through which social relationships might promote health and wellbeing (Cohen et al., 2000), social support operates by having both a direct (Broadhead et
al., 1983), and buffering effect (Cohen and McKay, 1984). While strong correlations
between social support, and psychosocial vulnerability (Austin et al., 2017a), including
maternal depression (Biaggi et al., 2015; Lancaster et al., 2010) are well established, the
causal relationship is less clear. Psychosocial vulnerability might include a history of poor
mental health, physical, sexual or emotional abuse, lack of social support, poor
relationship with mother or partner and stressors in the past year (Austin et al., 2013a).
The short and long-term health-effects of maternal psychosocial vulnerability on babies
is significant and includes prematurity, small for gestational age, and death before or
within the first month of birth (Australian Institute of Health and Welfare [AIHW], 2018).
Further, poor social support and maternal mental health adversely affect mother-infant
relationships and child development (Balaji et al., 2007; Burchinal et al., 1996). As a
potentially modifiable risk-factor, social support is an important construct to evaluate
during pregnancy to inform the provision of high-quality maternity care.
Measuring social support during pregnancy
Recognising the significant impact of social support on maternal and newborn health, the
International Consortium for Health Outcomes Measurement (ICHOM) included the
Single Item Measure of Social Supports (SIMSS) (Blake and McKay, 1986) as a casemix
outcome variable in their recently published core outcome set to measure value in
maternity care (ICHOM, 2016; Nijagal et al., 2018).
The SIMSS asks, “How many people do you have near that you can readily count on for
real help in times of trouble or difficulty, such as watch over children or pets, give ride to
hospital or store, or help if you are sick?”.
To measure value in maternity care, all measures included in the ICHOM core outcome
set must be psychometrically robust to produce valid and reliable data against which to
benchmark care and outcomes. Other than one report of concurrent validity (Blake and
McKay, 1986), there is little evidence regarding the psychometric properties of the
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SIMSS. Accordingly, there is an urgent need to evaluate the validity of the SIMSS to
inform both feasibility and applicability of the measure within the core outcome set.
To facilitate the psychometric evaluation of the SIMSS a comparison measure was
needed. A review of the literature identified the Multidimensional Scale of Perceived
Social Support (MSPSS) to be widely used across different populations (Hardan-Khalil
and Mayo, 2015). The reliability and validity of the MSPSS in the context of pregnancy
was established in one study (Zimet et al., 1990) but further testing is also warranted. To
test convergent and predictive validity of the SIMSS, validated measures of depression
and psychosocial risk were needed. The Edinburgh Postnatal Depression scale is the most
widely used, evaluated measure of symptoms of perinatal depression (Gibson et al., 2009)
and is included in the core outcome set (ICHOM, 2016; Nijagal et al., 2018). However,
the core set does not contain a measure of psychosocial risk, and the latest Australian
Perinatal Mental Health Guidelines (where the current study is conducted) recommends
use of the Antenatal Risk Questionnaire (ANRQ) (Austin et al, 2017a) as a psychosocial
screening tool. The technical performance of the ANRQ has been evaluated in pregnancy,
is freely available, takes five minutes to complete and can be included in routine antenatal
care (Austin et al., 2013; Reilly et al., 2015). In a review of perinatal psychosocial
assessment tools, the ANRQ recorded acceptable performance, moderate validity,
reliability and applicability, and performed higher than two other instruments in terms of
ease of administration, acceptability, effectiveness, and implementability (Austin et al.,
2017b). To inform the evidence-based inclusion of the SIMSS in the ICHOM core
outcome set, the primary aim of this study was to evaluate construct, convergent and
predictive validity of the SIMSS during pregnancy. A secondary aim was to evaluate an
alternative short-measure of social support.

Material And Methods
Design, setting, participants
The current study is part of a larger project described elsewhere (Slavin et al., 2019). A
prospective, longitudinal, cohort study was conducted at one large birthing facility in
south east Queensland with over 5100 births in 2018. Recruitment occurred between
August 2017 and April 2018. Eligible participants were: (i) English-speaking; (ii) aged at
least 18 years; (iii) 27-weeks gestation or less; and (iv) with access to email and mobile
phone. Women under the current care of a psychiatrist were excluded. Data were collected
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at five time points, twice during pregnancy (baseline at enrolment and 36 weeks) and
postpartum (week of birth, 6-, and 26- weeks). The current study reports baseline data
only. Reporting of this study is guided by the STROBE statement (for cohort studies)
(von Elm et al., 2007). Participant recruitment is shown in Figure 8-1.

Number of pregnant women
screened for eligibility
n = 1275

Number eligible
n = 528

Number invited
n = 354

Number to consent
n = 336

Reasons for ineligibility:
Gestation >27 weeks; n = 723
Non-English speaking: n = 2
Age <18: n = 2
Under care of psychiatrist: n = 2

Reason for non-invite:
Missed due to workplace barriers: n = 128
Not recorded: 46
Reason for non-consent:
Too busy: n = 8
Intention to move prior to birth (care to be
provided elsewhere) n = 3
No reason given: n = 7

Number to
commence survey
n = 309

Data available for analysis
Single Item Measure of Social Support
Multidimensional Scale of Perceived Social Support
Antenatal Risk Questionnaire
Edinburgh Postnatal Depression Scale

n = 309
n = 301
n = 298
n = 303

Figure 8-1 Flow diagram of participant recruitment and instrument completion
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Procedure
Ethical approval was obtained to conduct this study from the participating Hospital and
Health Service Human Research Ethics Committee (HREC/17/QGC/127) and University
(GU Ref No: 2017/625). Eligible women attending antenatal care were approached,
informed of the study aims, and provided with a detailed participant information booklet.
Consenting women were administered a survey link by email and text message on the day
of recruitment. Women who failed to respond were sent two friendly reminders and one
telephone follow-up call, two-three days apart. Women who failed to respond to the first
survey before 28 weeks gestation were deemed lost to follow-up. Women received no
incentives for participation.
Measures
Baseline sociodemographic data included age and gestation.
Single Item Measure of Social Supports
The Single Item Measure of Social Supports (SIMSS) measures perceived
availability of tangible (instrumental) social support network, by asking, “How many
people do you have near that you can readily count on for real help in times of trouble or
difficulty, such as watch over children or pets, give a ride to hospital or store, or help if
you are sick?” Response options were 0, 1, 2 to 5, or 6 to 10 or more. A response of 0 or
1 indicates low tangible assistance; responses of 2 or more indicate high tangible
assistance (Blake and McKay, 1986).
Multidimensional Scale of Perceived Social Support
The 12-item Multidimensional Scale of Perceived Social Support (MSPSS) is a
self-report measure of both structural and functional perceived support from family (I get
the emotional help and support I need from my family), friends (I can talk about my
problems with my friends) and significant other (There is a special person with whom I
can share my joys and sorrows) scored on a 7-point Likert scale (1 = very strongly
disagree to 7 = very strongly agree) (Zimet et al., 1988). Scores range from 12 to 84 for
a total score or computed for four-item subscales of Family (FAM), Friends (FRI), and
Significant Other (SO). The MSPSS has demonstrated strong internal consistency during
pregnancy; α = .92 (Total), .90 (Family), .94 (Friends), and .90 (Significant Other) in a
United States sample of 265 pregnant women in their third trimester of pregnancy (Zimet
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et al., 1990) and has been translated and validated in 22 different languages (Dambi et al.,
2018).
The Edinburgh Postnatal Depression Scale (EPDS)
The Edinburgh Postnatal Depression Scale is the most widely used (Gaynes et al.,
2005) screening tool of depression symptoms during pregnancy (Murray and Cox, 1990).
Comprising 10 items on a 4-point Likert scale (score 0–3) women respond to statements
relating to feelings of guilt, low energy, anhedonia, sleep disturbance and suicidal
thoughts. Total scores range from 0 – 30; higher scores indicate higher frequency or
severity of symptoms. At the recommended cut-point of 13 or more to indicate ‘at least
probable minor depression’ (Matthey et al., 2006) the EPDS has demonstrated 0.64
sensitivity, 0.90 specificity, and a positive predictive value of 0.50 (Murray and Cox,
1990).
Antenatal Risk Questionnaire (ANRQ)
The Antenatal Risk Questionnaire (ANRQ) is a 12-item self-report measure of
psychosocial risk. Domains include mental health history, history of physical, sexual or
emotional abuse or neglect, level of practical and emotional support from the partner,
anxiety and perfectionism traits and stressors during the past 12 months (Austin et al.,
2013). Five dichotomous items are scored as ‘No’ (0) or ‘Yes’ (5). Seven items are scored
from 0–5. Scores range from 5 – 60 with higher scores indicative of greater psychosocial
risk. A score of 23 or more is considered clinically significant as a predictor for
postpartum depression with acceptable sensitivity (0.62), specificity (0.64), and a positive
predictive value of 0.3 in a sample of 1196 Australian women (Austin et al., 2013).
Approach to analysis
All statistical analyses were conducted using the Statistical Package for Social Sciences
(SPSS) for Windows version 25 (IBM Corp, 2017). Descriptive statistics describe the
sample during pregnancy. Non-parametric statistics (median and interquartile range) are
reported for all scales due to violations of the assumptions of normality. Missing data
were managed using listwise deletion for computing total scale scores and Cronbach’s α,
and pairwise deletion for all other analysis. Responses on the SIMSS were dichotomised
into low support (score 0 – 1) and high support (score 2 or more) (Blake and McKay
1986). EPDS scores were transformed into a dichotomous variable representing no
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probable minor depression (EPDS score 0 – 12) and probable minor depression (EPDS
score 13 or more) (Matthey et al., 2006). ANRQ scores were transformed into a
dichotomous variable representing low psychosocial risk (score 0-22) and high
psychosocial risk (score 23 or more) to reflect the cut-off scores (Austin et al., 2013). All
data manipulations are fully described within the accompanying tables. Incidence of low
practical support (as measured by the SIMSS) is reported with 95% confidence interval
(Clopper-Pearson exact). Statistical significance was taken as p<.05 throughout.
SIMSS - Construct validity
Construct validity refers to the measurement property used to evaluate the validity
of the SIMSS for use in clinical practice and includes hypothesis testing (Mokkink et al.,
2010). We further sub-classified hypothesis testing to include convergent and predictive
validity. Evidence by Lancaster and colleagues (2010) were followed regarding the
strength and direction of the expected relationships between social support and
depression.
Convergent validity
Convergent validity was evaluated using Spearman Rank Order Correlation and
interpreted using Cohen’s criteria (Cohen, 1988). Measuring the construct of social
support, a strong correlation was expected between the SIMSS and MSPSS. An inverse
moderate correlation was expected between measures of social support and depression
symptoms (EPDS) and psychosocial risk (ANRQ).
Predictive validity
Receiver Operator Characteristics (ROC) were conducted to determine the overall
precision of the SIMSS (ordinal score) and MSPSS (total score) in predicting depressive
symptoms (according to the EPDS) and interpreted according to the criteria by Tape (no
date). It was anticipated that the two social support measures would have similar
predictive ability.
Evaluation of an alternative short measure
Using principal components analysis (PCA) as a data reduction tool (Pett, et al.,
2003), two shortened versions of the MSPSS were evaluated as alternative brief measures
of social support. Firstly, the structural validity of the full 12-item MSPSS was explored
using exploratory factor analysis. Principal components analysis (PCA) was used to
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extract the factors followed by oblique rotation of factors using Oblimin rotation (delta =
0). The number of factors to be retained was guided by three decision rules: Kaiser’s
criterion (eigenvalues above 1), inspection of the scree plot, and Horn’s parallel analysis
(Horn, 1965). The eigenvalues obtained from PCA were compared with those from a
randomly generated dataset of the same size. Only eigenvalues exceeding the values
obtained from the corresponding random data set were retained for further investigation.
Parallel analysis was conducted using the software developed by Watkins (2000).
Using the results obtained from the full 12-item evaluation, the top two loading items and
top single loading item from each of the three subscales were then evaluated as 6-item
and 3-item scales. Internal consistency reliability was assessed using Cronbach’s alpha
coefficient (α) and interpreted according to the criteria of Nunnally (Nunnally, 1978).
Correlations between both shortened versions and the EPDS and ANRQ were
subsequently conducted using Spearman Rank Order Correlation.

Results
Sample characteristics
Table 8-1 presents the demographic and psychosocial characteristics of 309 pregnant
participants. The SIMSS was completed by all and the MSPSS was completed by 301
(97.4%) participants.
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Table 8-1 Participant demographic and psychosocial characteristics during pregnan
Characteristic
Gestation in weeks (M, SD)
Age in years (M, SD)
Mental health disordera
Yes
No
Quality of relationship
Terrible
Bad
OK
Good
Great
Supportive partnerb
Very much
Quite a lot
Somewhat
A little
Not at all
Recent stressesc
Yes
No
Anxietyd
Not at all
A little
Somewhat
Quite a lot
Very much
Perfectionisme
Not at all
A little
Somewhat
Quite a lot
Very much
Abuse as a childf
Yes
No
Sexual or physical abuseg
Yes
No
Supportive motherh
Very much
Quite a lot
Somewhat
A little
Not at all

n (%)
19.7 (3.7)
29.8 (5.0)

a

History of mental health disorder such
as depression, anxiety, bipolar disorder
or schizophrenia
b

44 (14.2)
265 (85.8)
3 (1.0)
3 (1.0)
18 (6.0)
48 (15.9)
229 (76.1)
194 (67.1)
61 (21.1)
24 (8.3)
7 (2.4)
3 (1.0)
82 (27.4)
217 (72.6)
45 (15.1)
139 (46.6)
72 (24.2)
34 (11.4)
8 (2.7)

ANRQ Question 2: Is your relationship
with your partner an emotionally
supportive one?
c

ANRQ Question 3: Have you had any
stresses, changes or losses in the last 12
months? Eg separation, domestic
violence, job loss, bereavement
d

ANRQ Qustion 4: Would you generally
consider yourself a worrier?
e

ANRQ Question 5: In general do you
become upset if you do not have order in
your life? Eg regular timetable or tidy
house.
f

ANRQ Question 7: Where you
emotionally abused when you were
growing up?
g

ANRQ Question 8: Have you ever been
sexually or physically abused?
h

ANRQ Question 9: When you were
growing up, did you feel your mother
was emotionally supportive of you

56 (18.8)
132 (44.3)
64 (21.5)
38 (12.8)
8 (2.7)
41 (13.8)
257 (86.2)
51 (17.1)
247 (82.9)
161 (54.0)
50 (16.8)
48 (16.1)
20 (6.7)
19 (6.4)
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Single Item Measure of Social Support
Incidence of low practical support
Nine (2.9%) women reported having no-one they could rely on in times of need,
40 (12.9%) women reported having one person, 213 (68.9%) reported having between 2
and 5 people and 47 (15.2%) women reported having 6 or more people. Low practical
support (defined as 0 or 1 person) was thus reported by 49 (15.9%; 95% CI: 12.0–20.4)
women.
Correlation between SIMSS and MSPSS
A moderate correlation between the MSPSS (total score) and the SIMSS was
found, explaining 12% of the variance (rs (301) = .35, p = <.001) (see Table 8-2).
Correlation between social support and psychosocial risk
The SIMSS was weakly and negatively correlated with both depressive symptoms
(rs = -.18) and psychosocial risk (rs = -.22) explaining 3% and 4.5% of the variance
respectively. The MSPSS was moderately and negatively correlated to depressive
symptoms (rs = -.39) and psychosocial risk (rs = -.43), explaining 15.2% and 18.5% of the
variance (Table 8-2).
Social support as a predictor of depressive symptoms
ROC curve analysis demonstrated the SIMSS to have poor precision in
categorising women reporting depressive symptoms (AUC = 0.68: 95% CI: 0.53 - 0.83;
Standard Error (SE) = .08, p = .03) while the MSPSS had good precision (AUC = 0.83,
95% CI: 0.73–0.92, SE .05, p<.001). Of the 303 women with complete data for both the
SIMSS and EPDS, 5 of the 12 women above the threshold for at least probable minor
depression reported low tangible support (SIMSS) and 7 reported high tangible support.
A further 43 women who reported low tangible support were below the threshold for
probable depression (sensitivity = 0.42; specificity = 0.85).
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Table 8-2 Relationship between social support (SIMSS and MSPSS: total score, Significant Other, Friends and Family), depression
(EPDS), and psychosocial risk (ANRQ) during pregnancy
Multidimensional Scale of Perceived Social Support
Total score
Significant Other
Friends
Family
Single Item Measure of Social Support
Edinburgh Postnatal Depression Scale
Antenatal Risk Questionnaire

MSPSS

SO

Friends

Family

SIMSS

EPDS

ANRQ

1

.78
1

.92
.58
1

.88
.70
.72
1

.35
.33
.31
.31
1

-.39
-.33
-.35
-.35
-.18
1

-.43
-.30
-.40
-.39
-.22
.45
1

Spearman’s rho: All correlations significant at p<.0001
MSPSS: Multidimensional Scale of Perceived Social Support: total score and three subscales: SO = Significant Other.
SIMSS: Single item measure of social support;
EPDS: Edinburgh Postnatal Depression Scale;
ANRQ: Antenatal Risk Questionnaire.
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Evaluation of the MSPSS
Structural validity: 12–item MSPSS
The internal structure of the 12-item MSPSS was explored using Principal
Components Analysis (PCA). Inspection of the correlation matrix revealed all
coefficients at .3 and above. The Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin value was .9 (Kaiser, 1970) and
Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity (Bartlett, 1954) reached statistical significance, supporting
the factorability of the correlation matrix. PCA revealed three components with
eigenvalues exceeding 1, explaining 75.0%, 9.3% and 5.7% of the variance. An inspection
of the respective screeplots revealed three components, supporting a three-factor solution.
Using Catell’s (1966) scree test, it was decided to retain three components. Results of the
Parallel Analysis however, showed only one component with an eigenvalue exceeding the
corresponding criterion values for a randomly generated data matrix of the same size, (12
variables, 309 participants, 100 replications).
The three-component solution explained 90.0% of the variance. To aid in the
interpretation of these three components, Oblimin rotation was performed. Item loadings
for each of the 12 statements are shown in Table 8-3 (loadings of .3 or above are bolded).
Consistent with the findings of Zimet et al (1988; 1990), items 1, 2, 5 and 10 loaded on
the first component (Significant Other); items 6, 7, 9 and 12 loaded on the second
component (Friends); and items 3, 4, 8 and 11 loaded on a third component (Family)
(Table 8-3).
Inspection of the component correlation matrix revealed strong intercorrelations between
the three components. The correlation between Significant Other and Friends factors was
r = .66. Correlations between Family and Significant Other was r = .77 and between
Family and Friends was r = .70. Strong internal consistency reliability was found for the
total MSPSS scale (α = .97); Significant Other (α = .96), Family (α = .95) and Friends (α
= .97) subscales.
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Table 8-3 Pattern and structure matrix of the Multidimensional Scale of Perceived Social Support using Principal Components Analysis
with Direct Oblimin Rotation of a three-factor solution.
SO
Friends
Family
Communalities
MSPSS Item
Pattern Structure Pattern Structure Pattern Structure
Item 2
There is a special person with whom I can
.941
.969
-.034
.632
-.065
-.764
.941
share my joys and sorrows
Item 1
There is a special person who is around when
.927
.945
.044
.644
.014
-.728
.894
I am in need
Item 5
I have a special person who is a real source of
.882
.947
-.039
.625
-.118
-.768
.902
comfort to me
Item 10 There is a special person in my life who cares
.866
.934
.183
.705
.067
-.725
.889
about my feelings
Item 7
I can count on my friends when things go
-.005
.637
.933
.955
-.036
-.689
.912
wrong
Item 12 I can talk about my problems with my friends
.034
.643
.931
.950
.005
-.676
.903
Item 6
My friends really try to help me
.066
.666
.896
.948
-.012
-.693
.902
Item 9
I have friends with whom I can share my joys
.047
.674
.875
.953
-.067
-.719
.914
and sorrows
Item 4
I get the emotional help and support I need
.109
.772
-.049
.661
-.907
-.956
.918
from my family
Item 3
My family really tries to help me
.141
.751
-.111
.608
-.891
-.920
.858
Item 8
I can talk about my problems with my family
-.135
.678
.209
.740
-.880
-.924
.876
Item 11 My family is willing to help me make
.007
.737
.110
.718
-.858
-.940
.891
decisions
Note: Bolded items indicate major loadings for each item.
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Internal consistency and construct validity of two brief versions of social
support
A 6-item and 3-item version of the MSPSS were subsequently evaluated. The 6item version (MSPSS-R-6) comprises the strongest two items of each components
(Significant Other: items 2 and 1; Friends: items 7 and 12; Family: items 4 and 3). The 3item version (MSPSS-R-3) comprises of the strongest single item of each component
(Significant Other: item 2; Friends: item 7; Family: item 4). Internal consistency
reliability was good for the MSPSS-R-6 (α = .93) and MSPSS-R-3 (α = .86). Total scores
for the MSPSS-R-6 and MSPSS-R-3 were Mdn = 39, IQR = 7, range 6–42; and Mdn 19,
IQR = 4, range 3–21, respectively. Correlations between the MSPSS (total score) and
MSPSS-R-6 (rs (301) = .99, p <.001) and MSPSS-R-3 scales (rs (301) = .97, p <.001)
explained 98% and 94% of variance respectively. A moderate negative correlation was
seen between the EPDS total score and MSPSS-R-6 (rs (301) = -.39, p <.001) and MSPSSR-3 (rs (301) = -.39, p <.001) scales explaining 15.2% of the variance; and a moderate
negative correlation between the ANRQ and MSPSS-R-6 (rs (301) = -.43, p = <.001) and
MSPSS-R-3 (rs (301) = -.45, p <.001) tools, explaining 18.5% and 20.3% of the variance
respectively.
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Discussion
This study evaluated the construct, convergent and predictive validity of the Single Item
Measure of Social Supports to inform its inclusion in the ICHOM core outcome set for
pregnancy and childbirth. While the SIMSS revealed a moderate correlation with another
validated measure of social support (MSPSS), the weak correlation observed between the
SIMSS and depressive symptoms (EPDS) and psychosocial risk (ANRQ), indicated a
lack of convergent validity. The poor predictive validity of the SIMSS to detect depressive
symptoms as indicated by ROC analysis, further confirmed this finding. As a measure of
social support, the SIMSS was thus found to lack adequate construct validity. In contrast,
the 12-item MSPSS revealed good structural validity, internal consistency reliability and
adequate construct validity, demonstrated by moderate correlations with depressive
symptoms and psychosocial risk and good predictive ability for at least probable minor
depression. Further, two shortened versions of the MSPSS were found to be have similar
robust psychometric properties.
For childbearing women, inadequate social support is consistently associated with
psychosocial vulnerability (Knight et al., 2018), including depression (Biaggi et al., 2015;
Li et al., 2019; Lancaster et al., 2010) and contributes to significant maternal morbidity
and mortality (Knight et al., 2018). In this context, the SIMSS was an inadequate predictor
of maternal morbidity. Current evidence regarding the psychometric properties of the
SIMSS is however sparse, limiting comparison. The SIMSS was originally described
three decades ago as a predictor of morbidity (Blake & McKay, 1986), including disability
days or restriction in usual activity due to illness or injury (United States Department of
Health, 1978). Using a sample of 480 men (40%) and women (60%) aged between 20 and
65 years, Blake and McKay (1986) evaluated concurrent validity against a ‘12-item
general social support index’. Even though the authors referred to results of another paper
(McKay et al., 1985), the lack of item descriptions and psychometric data limits the
conclusions that can be drawn regarding the robustness of the SIMSS. Similarly, while
the SIMSS has been reported, in mixed-gender patients with rheumatoid arthritis (Caplan
et al., 2014), multiple sclerosis (Weiland et al., 2015), ethnically diverse older women
(Laganà et al., 2011) and women with breast cancer (Turner-Cobb et al., 2004),
psychometric analysis is not generally reported.
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Theoretical interpretation of findings
Social support represents a complexity of inter-related dimensions incorporating both
structural and functional (Leahy‐Warren et al., 2012; Nausheen et al., 2009) components.
As a numerical measure of only one dimension of functional support (instrumental) the
SIMSS fails to consider the source or quality of support in terms of emotional,
informational or social companionship. To illustrate its limitations, a pregnant woman
may perceive she has available support of several people, but the support may only be in
practical (instrumental) terms. On the other hand, a pregnant woman may perceive she is
supported by only one person who meets all her emotional, informational, instrumental
and social companionship needs. Effects of the missing dimensions become even clearer
when considered in the association with depressive symptoms. The low correlation
between the single item measure and high EPDS scores (rs = -.18) with accompanying
low sensitivity (0.42) and high specificity (0.85) suggests a woman can have at least
probable minor depression even if she perceives practical support from numerous people.
Similarly, some women with low tangible social support may not be at risk of probable
depression. It appears that counting sources of support is not a useful measure of social
support. As Nausheen et al (2009) points out, it is critical to distinguish network size from
the source, as network size is not an indicator of quality or adequacy of support and may
not benefit health outcomes. It is important to note, that while the SIMSS lacked construct
validity as a numerical measure of support, it is possible that pregnant women who lack
tangible social support (0 or 1 person) may represent a particularly vulnerable group of
women. More research in this area is warranted.
Multidimensional Scale of Perceived Social Support- A robust measure
The MSPSS accounted for both structural and functional components of support.
Although the MSPSS has been validated during pregnancy, psychometric evaluation in
Australian maternity populations is limited and further psychometric evaluation was
warranted. In line with others (Zimet et al., 1988; 1990), the current findings confirm the
MSPSS to be a robust measure of social support. Congruent with Zimet and colleagues
(1990) Principal Component Analysis of the 12-item MSPSS supported a three-factor
structure during pregnancy. Item-loadings on the three subscales ranged from .86 to .94
which were slightly higher than that of Zimet who reported loadings between .82 and .89.
This may be explained by differences in timing of data collection (Hetherington et al.,
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2019). Zimet et al (1990) collected data from 265 pregnant women in their third trimester
while the current study collected data from pregnant women in the first and second
trimesters when women are likely to be in paid employment. Consistent with Zimet et al
(1990) strong internal consistency reliability (α = >.90 to .97), was recorded during
pregnancy exceeding the recommended maximum of .90 recommended by Streiner
(2003). This finding indicated possible item redundancies for this population supporting
the evaluation of a shorter instrument.
Subsequent analysis of two shortened versions of the MSPSS (6- and 3-items) revealed
strong internal consistency reliability (a = .93, .86), strong correlations with the 12-item
MSPSS (rs =.99, .97), and moderate inverse correlations with depressive symptoms (rs =
-.39, -.39) and psychosocial vulnerability (rs = -.43, -.45). The 3-item version of the
MSPSS, which includes item 2 (There is a special person with whom I can share my joys
and sorrows), item 7 (I can count on my friends when things go wrong) and item 4 (I get
the emotional help and support I need from my family), was found to be as valid and
reliable as both the full 12-item and shortened 6-item versions of the tool.
Strengths and limitations
The psychometric evaluation of two social support measures during pregnancy is a major
strength of this study and informs evidence-based recommendations. Further, the
inclusion of two recommended measures of depressive symptoms and psychosocial risk
(Austin et al., 2017) make the findings particularly relevant in the Australian maternity
care context. Our study does however have some limitations. Firstly, despite a review of
the literature using several search terms including ‘Single Item Measure of Social
Support’, ‘SIMSS’, ‘single item’, ‘single instrument’, ‘single measure’, ‘brief measure’,
‘ultra-short measure’ as well as a search using the full question, limited evidence was
found regarding the psychometric properties of the SIMSS. It is possible, however, that
as a single item measure, the question may have been used without citation and studies
using the item may have been missed. Further we measured depressive symptoms in one
Australian sample, at one time point, using a screening method rather than formal
diagnostic criteria. While formal diagnosis is a more robust measure of depression, the
method used in the current study is in line with other studies and does lend itself to future
meta-analysis (Lancaster et al., 2010). We measured perceived social support at one time
point and scale stability was not evaluated. The trajectory of social support during the
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peripartum period is reported to be relatively stable (Hetherington et al., 2019) therefore
our findings should not be significantly impacted by our timing of measurement. Our
sample size was calculated to meet our broader study aims and the number of women
who recorded a complete absence of social support was small (n = 9). While it is possible
our findings may lack power and precision, the high number of statistically significant
results do lend support to our findings. Future research in larger and more diverse
maternity populations, and over different time points during pregnancy and postpartum
will address these limitations.
Clinical and research implications
Maternal vulnerability in terms of depressive symptoms, psychosocial risk are important
indicators of health-related morbidity in mothers and their babies (Austin et al., 2017a).
Consistent with the literature, social support has been shown to be an important maternal
outcome and a valuable inclusion the ICHOM core outcome set. Vulnerable women who
lack adequate social support present a particularly at-risk group for a range of adverse
outcomes. Further research is needed to determine how the needs of these women may
differ to those of women with adequate social support. Screening and evaluation of social
support to facilitate the implementation of early interventions during pregnancy are
warranted but rely on the use of psychometrically robust measurement tools. Despite
undergoing an in-depth development process by an international collaborative working
party, the SIMSS was chosen as the outcome measure within the core outcome set, despite
a lack of evidence regarding its psychometric properties. The outcome was included as a
casemix variable to facilitate case-adjustment, a method that accounts for variation across
cohorts in baseline patient factors, when comparing health outcomes. However, our
findings show the SIMSS to be an inadequate measure of social support. In contrast, a
shortened 3-item version of the MSPSS was shown to be a valid and reliable measure of
social support and is suggested as an alternative measure in the ICHOM core outcome set
for pregnancy and childbirth.
Conclusions
The SIMSS was found to lack adequate construct, convergent and predictive validity. Our
findings do not support the inclusion of the SIMSS in the ICHOM core outcome set. A
shortened 3-item version of the MSPSS was found it be a valid and reliable measure of
social support. Inclusion of this short scale should not significantly impact survey length.
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CHAPTER 9
Feasibility of the ICHOM Standard Set for Pregnancy and Childbirth
in Childbearing Women
Introduction
The previous chapters evaluated the development and quality of the ICHOM Standard
Set for Pregnancy and Childbirth, and person-reported outcome measures (PROMs)
included in the Standard Set. The psychometric properties of five PROMs were assessed.
To date, the feasibility of the ICHOM Standard Set had not been fully evaluated in
childbearing women.
Although two other studies evaluated the feasibility of implementing the ICHOM
Standard Set for Pregnancy and Childbirth (Al-Shammari et al., 2019; Laureij et al.,
2020), only one tested the Standard Set in clinical practice. Prior to implementation,
Laureij et al., (2020) explored the applicability of the Standard Set among women and
other stakeholders in the Netherlands using a mixed method approach. Al-Shammari and
colleagues (2019) conducted a pilot study in Kenya to evaluate the use of mobile
technology to link administrative, funding and PROM data. These researchers used
modified outcomes and five time-points to reflect local circumstances (Al-Shammari et
al., 2019).
Aim
To evaluate the feasibility of the ICHOM Standard Set for Pregnancy and Childbirth in
clinical practice with a sample of childbearing women.

Methods
Feasibility was defined as acceptability to childbearing women (recruitment, response
and retention rates), measurement tools, survey administration, technical factors, and
barriers and facilitators to successful recruitment and data collection.
Definitions
Recruitment
•

Number of pregnant woman eligible for participation.
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•

Number of eligible women who consented to participate.

Response and retention rates
•

Response rates during pregnancy (36-weeks) and postpartum (week of birth, 6and 26-weeks).

•

Retention rate at 26-weeks postpartum.

Measurement tools
•

Comprehension

•

Survey length

•

Time to complete survey.

•

Time of day of completion.

•

Full and partial completion of survey.

Survey administration
•

Number of surveys administered at each time-point.

•

Number of reminders sent at each time-point.

•

Number requiring assistance over the phone to complete.

Technical factors
•

Electronic survey platform

•

Tablet/mobile device

•

Data linkage

Barriers and facilitators
•

Barriers to recruitment.

•

Barriers to survey completion.

•

Facilitators to recruitment.

•

Facilitators to survey completion.

Information sources
The following data sources informed the current study. Recruitment was informed by
recruitment logs, field notes and meeting minutes. Response rate and retention rates were
informed by cleaned survey data within SPSS, as were survey length, time of completion
and time to complete surveys. The Survey Schedule Excel spreadsheet was used to inform
frequency of survey administration and reminder notifications. The pilot study informed
technical factors impacting feasibility of the ICHOM Set in practice. Qualitative data
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obtained from the researcher’s field notes informed barriers and facilitators to survey
recruitment, response rate and retention rate.
Approach to analysis
Data from all respondents at each time point were included in analysis. Time to complete
was computed by subtracting start time from time submitted in all surveys. Several
extreme outliers for time to complete were noted. To identify the potential impact of
outliers on time to complete, findings are presented both with extreme outliers (more than
60 minutes) retained and removed.
Synthesis of results
Findings are described descriptively using text and tables and summarised using
frequencies and percentages for categorical variables and median and range for skewed
continuous variables.

Results
Recruitment process
Recruitment took place between August 2017 and March 2018 in two locations2 antenatal
clinic and within the continuity of midwifery care (CMC) model. During the recruitment
period 1275 women were screened either in the antenatal clinic (n = 941) or in CMC (n
= 334) (Table 9-1). More than half of all women screened (58.6%) were ineligible to
participate due mainly to being beyond 27 weeks of pregnancy. Of the 528 eligible
women, most women in CMC were eligible compared to only one quarter of women
attending antenatal clinic (85.9 vs 25.6%). Although two thirds of women were invited to
participate (67%), women in antenatal clinic were almost 1.5 times more likely to be
invited compared to women in CMC (79.3% vs 56.8%). Reason for non-invitation
differed between locations (Table 9-2). In antenatal clinic logistical factors (multiple
women arriving for one appointment time) and lack of resources (one recruiter) presented
the main barriers to recruitment. In CMC logistical factors (tablet device unavailable in
the home setting or forgetting to take study packs to women’s homes) and perceived
conflict in role (study recruitment versus relationship building) were reported as the main

Women cared for in CMC model might be recruited in several locations including the hospital,
community clinic or the woman’s home.
2
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barriers to recruitment. Despite recruitment barriers, consent rates were high regardless
of recruitment location (93.2 – 96.9%).
Table 9-1 Recruitment figures by location for all women screened during recruitment
period
Antenatal clinic CMC
Total Cohort
n (%)
n (%)
n (%)
Screened
941#
334
1275
a
Eligible
241 (25.6)
287 (85.9) 528 (41.4)
b
Invited
191 (79.3)
163 (56.8) 354 (67.0)
c
Consented 178 (93.2)
158 (96.9) 336 (94.9)
d
Declined
13 (6.8)
5 (3.1)
18 (5.1)
#Number

includes all women who attended antenatal clinic between 07.30 and 17.00
on day of recruitment, women who attended appointments between 17.00 - 19.30 not
included.
aPercentage eligible = Number eligible / number screened x 100
bPercentage invited = Number invited / number eligible x 100
cPercentage to consent = Number to consent / number invited x 100
dPercentage to decline = Number to decline / Number invited x 100

Table 9-2 Reasons for ineligibility and invite decline by recruitment model

Reason for ineligibility
Gestation >27 weeks
Non-English speaking
Age <18 years
Care of Psychiatrist
Reason for decline
Too busy
Intention to move
No reason given

Antenatal clinic CMC
n (%)
n (%)

Total
n (%)

679 (97.0)
19 (2.7)
2 (0.3)
0

44 (93.6)
1 (2.1)
0
2 (4.3)

723 (96.8)
20 (2.7)
2 (0.3)
2 (0.3)

8 (61.5)
3 (23.1)
2 (15.4)

0
0
5 (100)

8 (44.4)
3 (16.7)
7 (38.9)

Participant response and retention rate
Table 9-3 presents response and retention rates in relation to all consenting women (N =
336). Response rates ranged from 71.4% – 92% which was highest at booking and lowest
at 6-months postpartum. Of responding women at each time point, surveys were
completed by between 94.2 – 99.3% of women.
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Table 9-3 Survey response rate, completion and retention in relation to all consenting
women (N = 336)
Pregnancy

Postpartum

Pages (number)

Booking
n (%)
9

36 weeks
n (%)
8

Birth week 6-weeks
n (%)
n (%)
6
10

26-weeks
n (%)
9

Response rate

309 (92.0)

276 (82.1)

277 (82.4)

263 (78.3)

240 (71.4)

Completed survey (n)

298 (96.4)

274 (99.3)

267 (96.4)

248 (94.3)

226 (94.2)

Partial completion (n)

11 (3.6)

2 (0.7)

10 (3.6)

15 (5.7)

14 (5.8)

Last page completeda

4 (1-6)

4.5 (2-7)

3 (2-5)

5 (1-9)

4 (1-8)

Time to completeb (min)

16 (6-142)

14 (6-342)

8 (2-689)

20 (8-1364)

16 (6-5823)

Time to completec (min)

15 (6-57)

13 (6-58)

6 (2-58)

19 (8-59)

15 (6-57)

aMedian

and range of last page completed for only women who partially completed surveys
and range: Extreme outliers retained for only participants who completed surveys
c aMedian and range: Extreme outliers (>60 minutes) removed for only participants who completed surveys
b aMedian

Time to complete
Surveys took between 6 – 19 minutes to complete and reflect survey length which ranged
from six to ten pages; the shortest survey was administered the week of birth and the
longest survey was at 6-weeks postpartum (as shown in Table 9-3). Partially completed
surveys ranged 0.7 – 5.8% and was lowest at 36-weeks and highest at 26-weeks
postpartum. Partially completed surveys were generally completed to about the mid-point
into the survey at each time point. In terms of survey completion times, most common
start times were between the hours of 12:00 and 20:00, when between 64% - 70.7% of
surveys were commenced (36-weeks – 6-weeks). Perinatal period made little impact on
completion start times (Figure 9-1).

Figure 9-1 Survey completion at three time points by time
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Survey administration and management
Table 9-4 presents survey administration and management including survey number
administered, reminders sent and numbers of women lost to follow-up. Number of
surveys administered ranged from 285 – 336, with the highest number administered at
booking and lowest number at 26-weeks postpartum. Fifty-one participants were lost to
follow-up, with most being lost prior to administering a second survey. Relatively few
women were lost to follow-up after 36-weeks (n = 15). Between 39 – 55% of participants
were sent at least one reminder, and between 13 – 31% were sent a second reminder. Nonresponse was observed in 6 –16% of women, the highest non-response rate being at 26weeks gestation.
Table 9-4 Survey administration and reminder count in relation to surveys administered
at 5 time-points
Pregnancy
Postpartum
Booking
36 weeks Birth week 6-weeks
26-weeks
c
d
e
Surveys sent
336
293
298
289
285f
Completed at first send 199 (59.2) 174 (59.4) 181 (60.7) 144 (49.8) 127 (44.6)
1 Reminder
137 (40.8) 119 (40.6) 117 (39.3) 145 (50.2) 158 (55.4)
2 Reminders
45 (13.4) 51 (17.4) 57 (19.1)
65 (22.5) 88 (30.9)
Non responder
27 (8.0)
17 (5.8)
21 (7.0)
26 (9.0)
45 (15.8)
Ineligible to complete
Birthed < 36 weeks
Missed
Lost to follow up
Non responder T1
Withdrew consent
Late miscarriageb
Moved awayb
Non responder x 2

7

27
3a
2
4

2

2

9

4

aWithdrew

consent after completing first survey (survey responses deleted)
to follow-up after completing first survey, but prior to administering second survey
cExcludes36 women lost to follow-up and 7 women who birthed prior to 36 weeks
dIncludes 7 women who birthed preterm and excludes 2 women who birthed at other hospitals and were missed
eIncludes 2 women who birthed at other hospitals and excludes 11 women lost to follow up
fExcludes 4 women lost to follow-up
bLost

Interpretation in relation to qualitative data
Recruitment success
Recruitment took place over a 6-month period which was longer than anticipated
and reflected an early protocol related barrier. An original gestation inclusion of 24-weeks
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or less was in place for the first two months of recruitment. However, recruitment logs
identified a high number of women exceeding the gestation in both locations which
significantly impacted eligibility. Although a subsequent protocol amendment which
increased gestation to 27 weeks or less did improve eligibility, the early issue did
negatively impact recruitment time.
Eligible women approached to participate in the study demonstrated a high rate of consent
in both models indicating a motivated sample of women. Differences in eligibility and
recruitment numbers between locations however, highlighted the potential need for
different strategies to maximise recruitment, relative to location. For example, in
antenatal clinic, although only one quarter of women were eligible to participate, most
women were approached and invited. Those not approached due to logistical barriers
could have been addressed by additional resources, such as a second research assistant.
In contrast, in CMC although most women were eligible to participate, little over half
were invited. While logistical barriers were identified, perceived conflict in role appeared
to have the greatest impact on recruitment and represented an investigator related barrier.
Addressing this barrier required a change in process. A subsequent protocol amendment
which removed the CMC midwife from the recruitment process improved recruitment
numbers. The earlier barriers did however negatively impact recruitment numbers and
time to recruit.
Response and retention rates
Despite a slow decline in participation during the study, response and retention
rates remained relatively high at all time-points. High response and retention rates reflect
the success of the strategies employed. For example, all women were contacted by
telephone to personally inform them to expect the next survey. Further all survey
administrations (email and text message) were personalised to include the woman’s name,
and following birth, her baby’s name also. Retention rates may also have been positively
impacted by the regular sending of newsletters, to inform women about study progress
and motivate ongoing participation.
Completion/ partial completion
Despite surveys taking up to 20 minutes to complete, most women who started a
survey also completed it. Some extensive time-lags between commencement and
submission indicated some women may have stopped and revisited at a later time-point.
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This was confirmed during one phone follow-up where a woman said she “got called
away”. Although LimeSurvey does offer the opportunity to save responses and return at
a later time, the woman said the process was “too time consuming”. Time-lags, however
made little impact on completion times as evidenced by removal of extreme outliers.
While partial completion was low at all time points, it was more common in the weeks
following birth (6-weeks onwards) and may reflect competing demands of being a new
mother. This theory is supported by comments made during telephone and text message
contact (field-notes). For example, one postnatal woman (Study ID: MGP105) who had
completed four previous surveys messaged, “Sorry, I plan to complete it tonight. I have
been INCREDIBLY busy. When I even get a spare 5 minutes to myself the last thing I’m
thinking of is surveys sorry”.
Survey administration
Despite concerted efforts to motivate ongoing participation and survey
completion, many women needed significant prompting to complete surveys; up to half
were sent at least one reminder and up to one third were sent at least two reminders. A
significant number of surveys were completed after the second reminder indicating value
in this approach. A follow-up phone call after a second reminder proved to be invaluable
in: (1) maximising survey response, and (2) providing qualitative information regarding
potential reasons for non-completion. For example, one woman was in the process of
moving house and asked if a survey could be resent in a couple of weeks, while another
was away on a 6-week holiday and asked for a survey to be resent on her return. Both
completed the delayed surveys. Further, four women who had completed all other surveys
failed to respond to either the 6- or 26-week surveys. Automated telephone messages
indicated the phone numbers may be no-longer in-use. While not confirmed and recorded
as a ‘no response’ it is possible these women were in fact lost to follow up due to inability
to contact, highlighting the need to obtain additional contact details when conducting
longitudinal research studies. Although the survey link was sent to both mobile phone and
email, several women indicated that they rarely reviewed their emails, highlighting the
value in harnessing mobile technology for research use.
Telephone contact also provided qualitative information that indicated the women who
were not completing the surveys may well be the ones who were struggling most. For
example, one woman informed me her baby was seriously ill in hospital following a
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traumatic birth, while another stated she’d been struggling with breastfeeding problems
and a postnatal hospital readmission. A third stated she was busy coping with lots of other
children and breastfeeding and coping on her own when her husband worked away. None
of these women responded to the survey at that time, highlighting the potential impact of
missing responses.
Only one woman took the opportunity to complete the survey by phone. The woman’s
baby was born preterm and she was boarding in the Special Care Nursey with her baby.
Following telephone follow-up we arranged for her to text when she was available to
complete. Fitting in with the woman’s schedule and individual needs facilitated the
successful completion of the survey that otherwise may not have been completed.
Technical considerations
Very few technical issues occurred related to LimeSurvey survey administration,
survey architecture or data collection (tablet device/mobile) reflecting the comprehensive
multi-phase pilot processes that were conducted in the project planning and testing
phases. Although several issues were identified during the pilot phase each issue was
managed appropriately prior to progressing to the live study. Piloting was an essential
component contributing to the success of the project
One potentially major issue related to data integrity was identified and managed through
robust data quality and pre-linking checks highlighting the value of this component of
project management. Routine hospital data were provided for all birthed participants on
a monthly basis requiring data linkage to form one complete dataset. Seven separate data
sets were provided over a seven-month period. Using strict data quality and pre-linking
checks, one month’s data were found to have discrepancies in the secondary data linkage
points, despite having the correct primary linkage point (maternal URN). A subsequent
review of the data by the hospital Health Analytics team, confirmed an error had been
made and the incorrect data had been provided. The correct data were subsequently
provided. Without quality processes this issue may have been missed and the integrity of
the data would have been compromised. This incident highlights the importance of strict
quality processes to maintain data integrity and accurate findings.
This project utilised manual survey administration which proved cumbersome and timeconsuming. The survey link was sent manually using two methods, email and text
message, to all women based on calculated dates. Although analysis was planned to
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identify which approach was utilised most using data generated in LimeSurvey, the data
proved insufficient to inform the approach used by women. To inform future efficient
implementation of the Set, further research is needed to identify women’s preferred
approach of survey administration.
Diligent manual review and data cross-referencing was required to inform dates for
survey administration. For example, while the 36-week survey could be calculated from
estimated date of birth (EDB) provided at time 1, all postpartum surveys were calculated
from baby date of birth. This required weekly reviews of all birth data to identify
participants who had birthed. This information was then used to calculate dates for
subsequent postpartum data collection timepoints. Women who birthed in other hospitals
however, (usually preterm) were not identified using this method and were missed.
Although these women were eventually identified by reviewing all unbirthed women at
42-weeks of pregnancy (when all women would be expected to have birthed), several
surveys were missed by this point. Although this method was appropriate for testing the
set, it would not be a feasible approach for universal data collection.
Barriers and facilitators
As previously reported, barriers to recruitment and survey completion were
identified early in the project, particularly recruitment in one model of care. Although
dedicated project management supported the success of the project, the skills and
attributes of the project manager maximised success. Expertise in the maternity health
service and different models of maternity care supported an intuitive understanding of the
potential drivers of project success and failure. Exceptional problem-solving skills and
the ability to quickly develop and implement effective strategies to drive success was
critical. Sharing enthusiasm and commitment to data collection was paramount to early
success. Motivating recruiters and women by sharing how findings may help improve
future care and perinatal outcomes and experiences was important. This included ongoing
updates to staff at team meetings and Division and women’s newsletters to maintain
engagement and participation.
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Acceptability
High recruitment, response rates and completion rates indicate the ICHOM
Standard Set was acceptable to women. Further, on completion of the final survey, several
participants emailed or messaged, grateful to be involved in the project. Some women
indicated that involvement had been useful to them in considering their own health,
particularly their mental health and incontinence. Although women’s experiences and
potential benefits were not evaluated as part of this study, these comments suggest women
appear to have enjoyed participating and may have benefitted. These findings warrant
further investigation.

Implications
This is the first study to report on the feasibility of the ICHOM Standard Set for
Pregnancy using prescribed outcomes and timepoints. Findings indicate:
•

High recruitment, response rates and completion rates indicate the ICHOM
Standard Set was acceptable to women under the caveat of identifying and
addressing all barriers to maximise recruitment and survey completion.

•

Success of the implementation study related to having a dedicated staff member
devoted to recruitment, survey completion, participant retention and troubleshooting.

•

Early reliance on midwives in CMC to recruit and foster survey completion was
problematic and highlighted potential difficulties of implementing the COS into
routine practice.

•

Strict quality processes are an essential component of project success.

•

Manual survey administration is not a feasible option for universal use. Integrated
and interoperable local IT solutions that can link hospital data (such as baby date of
birth) to inform data collection time-points would facilitate effective and efficient
data collection. National integrated IT solutions would inform ongoing data
collection from women who birth at other hospitals.
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CHAPTER 10
Discussion, Conclusions and Recommendations
“Access to poor care is not the objective, nor is reducing cost at the
expense of quality….. Failure to improve value, means, well, failure”
(Porter & Lee, 2013)
Unwarranted variation in practice between clinicians, services and geographic locations
continues to contribute to variable perinatal outcomes and poor-quality maternity care.
Value-based health care aims to address unwarranted variation while at the same time
drive quality improvement. The absence of validated standardised measures of outcomes
to quantify value has been identified as a major barrier to the adoption of value-based
maternity care.
This thesis evaluated the feasibility of the ICHOM Standard Set for Pregnancy and
Childbirth to measure value in maternity care. Seven separate studied were conducted (as
outlined in Table 4.1) and findings revealed the need for refinement and recommended
changes regarding the measures. This final chapter will discuss the findings and outline
the potential role of the Standard Set both in Australia and beyond. Validation of outcome
measures represents a first step in the move towards value-based maternity care.
Implementation of the Standard Set as a contemporary maternity measurement tool is
dependent on other system-level factors being in place. Thesis findings are broadly
situated within the evidence drawn from global and national perspectives of system
evaluation and implementation to guide future work. Findings will be synthesised to offer
recommendations for practice, research, and education. National and international
opportunities will be identified as strategies to support implementation and drive-forward
the value-based maternity agenda.

Strengths and Contributions of the Research
Outputs of this work contribute to the scholarly literature around standardised
measurement of outcomes with a focus on value rather than volume of care. The findings
and recommendations of each study collectively informs the future use of the Standard
Set. Universal implementation of the Standard Set in maternity care has the potential to
address issues of unwarranted variation, inform value and drive quality improvements.
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ICHOM Standard Set – A robust set to measure value in maternity care
Evidence of robust outcomes
Future users of the ICHOM Standard Set for Pregnancy and Childbirth can have
confidence that the Set was developed using robust methods as evidenced by findings of
the systematic review presented in Chapter 2. By evaluating the Standard Set against
minimum standards for development (Kirkham et al., 2017), the clearly defined scope,
application and breadth of stakeholder involvement (which included 23 clinical experts,
consumers and methodologists from eight middle- and high-income countries including
Australia) was identified as a major strength of the development process. Processes used
to generate the initial list of outcomes maximised the potential to identify outcomes
deemed most important to women by using multiple information sources including
systematic reviews and consumer focus group discussions.
Even though development of the Standard Set pre-dated minimum standards for
development (Kirkham et al., 2017), the set met nine of the twelve minimum standards,
an above average score compared to all other sets (N = 26, Mdn = 8). While it was unclear
if minimum standards were met for consensus process mainly to a lack of clear reporting
in terms of a priori decisions, the high attendance rate at each meeting (73-100%), and
ICHOMs world-renowned reputation as experts in the field of Standard Set development
serves to strengthen confidence in development processes. Several global organisations
are currently partnering with ICHOM to standardise global health measurement using
Standard Sets (OECD, 2017).
Evidence of robust and feasible measures
Outcome measures included in the Set are robust measures (while being mindful
of the caveat of recommendations made within this body of work). Validation of the set
was conducted in two stages: (1) Quality assessment of each included PROM (content
validity and psychometric performance); and (2) psychometric analysis of included
PROMs not previously validated in childbearing women. Firstly, findings of a narrative
review presented in Chapter 3, found five of the included PROMs: PROMIS Global Short
Form, International Consultation on Incontinence Questionnaire-Urinary Incontinence
Short Form (ICIQ-UI SF), Wexner Scale, Patient Health Questionnaire (PHQ-2), and
Single Item Measure of Social Support (SIMSS) lacked sufficient evidence regarding
psychometric performance in childbearing women. Findings of a literature review
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conducted in Chapter 6 also identified a lack of consistency in defining sub-category
urinary incontinence further hindering the ability to synthesise data even when the ICIQUI SF was consistently used.
The empirical studies presented in Chapters five through eight supported the inclusion of
all but one of the included PROM in the ICHOM Standard Set (as outlined in Table 101). A feasibility study presented in Chapter 9 provided evidence of acceptability to
women, evidenced by high recruitment numbers, high response rates and high retention
at 6-months post birth.
In summary, the body of work presented in this thesis offers support for the use of the
ICHOM Standard Set for Pregnancy and Childbirth as a robust measure of value in
maternity care. The following section will situate the findings within the relevant
literature.
Comparison with other Standard Set research
To date, only two other studies have evaluated the ICHOM Standard Set for Pregnancy
and Childbirth. In contrast to the current study, neither study evaluated the full Standard
Set as per ICHOM’s recommendations. One study conducted in the Netherlands explored
the applicability of the Standard Set among women, health care professionals and
administrators, prior to implementation using a mixed method approach (Laureij et al.,
2020). A pilot study conducted in Kenya evaluated the use of mobile technology to link
administrative, funding and PROM data, using modified outcomes and five time-points
(Al-Shammari et al., 2019). Together the two studies offer different but valuable findings
regarding the Set.
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Table 10-1 Psychometric studies, summary of findings and recommendations
PROM
PROMIS
GSF

Chapter
5

Main findings
Mental health scale: misfit to Rasch Model.
Physical health scale: adequate fit to Rasch model.
Evidence of improved psychometric properties of both scales
with revision.

Recommendations
Inclusion of the PROMIS-GSF (revised
version) supported.

ICIQ-UI SF

6

Valid and reliable measure of urinary incontinence during
pregnancy and postpartum.

Inclusion of the ICIQ-UI SF supported.

Wexner Scale

6

Small number of women with anal incontinence.
Unsuitable for psychometric analysis.

Report as single items until further evidence
of psychometric performance is available.

PHQ-2

7

Recommended case-identification method missed an
unacceptable number of at-risk women (low sensitivity).
An alternative method maximised case-identification.

SIMSS

8

Moderate correlation with an alternative measure.
Weak correlation with depression.
Weak correlation with psychosocial risk.
Poor predictive validity to detect depression.
An alternative demonstrated good structural validity, internal
consistency reliability, adequate construct validity and good
predictive ability for depression.

Inclusion of the PHQ-2 using ICHOM
recommended case identification not
supported. An alternative method of caseidentification is recommended.
SIMSS lacked adequate construct validity
and cannot be supported as a measure of
social support.
A 3-item alternative scale is suggested as an
alternative.
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Applicability of the pregnancy and childbirth Standard Set in the
Netherlands
In the study conducted by Laureij and colleagues (2020) women (n = 142),
professionals (134) and administrators (n = 35) were asked to complete one web-based
survey to explore perceived relevance, comprehensiveness and acceptability of the
Standard Set (excluding birth satisfaction). Focus groups further explored applicability.
While 90% of women generally felt the most important outcomes were captured within
the Standard Set and the five time-points were adequate (94%), professionals and
administrators recorded different views. Around 79% of professionals and 67% of
administrators felt the most important outcomes were captured by the set. Similarly, 78%
of professionals and 64% of administrators felt the data collection time-points were
adequate. In terms of relevance, women perceived satisfaction with care and postpartum
depression to be most relevant whereas professionals identified satisfaction with care,
healthcare responsiveness, and assessment of postpartum depression and mother infant
bonding to be most relevant. Administrators felt all outcomes were relevant (all rated as
important by 75-100%). Disparities were however seen between groups for some
outcomes. For example, while pain with sex was rated as important by 45% of women,
82% of administrators felt it was important. These findings highlight the importance of
including service-users in the development process, an often-neglected area, as evidenced
by the findings of the systematic review presented in Chapter 2. The findings of Laureij
and colleagues (2020) support those of the ICHOM working party (Nijagal et al., 2018)
and suggest that the outcomes included in the Standard Set are the most important to
evaluate value in maternity care.
Regarding time-points, while professionals generally felt the five time-points might be
overly burdensome, women themselves felt they were valuable and that they would
complete all five surveys. While the high response rates at all time points achieved by the
current study supports this conclusion, it is important to note, that only 39% of invited
women responded in Laureij et al’s study. This low response-rate threatens
generalisability as it is possible that not all women would share this opinion.
The final 6-month survey was identified as a particularly useful timepoint for data
collection as well as providing an opportunity for perinatal health care professionals to
discuss outcomes and evaluation of care. This finding suggests women may benefit from
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an extended postpartum visit at this time rather than a survey. While the current study
achieved a high response rate at the 6-month time-point, indicating women still valued
sharing health outcome information at this time, women were not asked about perceived
benefits of data collection or preferences regarding survey administration within the
context of extended maternity care. This finding warrants further investigation.
Feasibility of the pregnancy and childbirth Standard Set in Kenya
A pilot study conducted in Kenya to evaluate data collection using mobile
technology to link PROM data, finance data and administrative data over 5-time points
(Al-Shammari et al., 2019) used a modified version of the Standard Set with 204 pregnant
women. Although outcome measures and time-points were inconsistent with ICHOM
recommendations, modifications were made to reflect local healthcare services in this
low-middle income country (LMIC). For example, outcomes were not included if the
healthcare setting did not support the service delivery (such as intensive care and blood
transfusion) or if outcomes described concepts not widely introduced in the health system
(such as health-related quality of life, birth experience, confidence with breastfeeding,
transition to motherhood). It is widely accepted that LMIC may have different qualityrelated goals compared to well-resourced countries (Miller et al., 2016; Renfrew et al.,
2014).
Despite clear differences in services, resources and application of the Standard Set
between the current study and that of Al-Shammari et al., (2019), trends in response rates
are consistent. Despite recruitment being less than the current study (65% of those
approached) and response rates lower than the current study (around 50% at all time
points), once women were enrolled, they consistently responded to each survey.
Completion rates reduced over time from the first survey (93%) to the final postpartum
visit (76%) which is also consistent with the current study. While women showed some
commitment to responding to surveys, other factors, such as being a new mother, may
have impacted their ability to complete ongoing surveys. Strategies to maintain maternal
engagement need to be considered.
Findings of these two studies and the current work, lend support to the ICHOM Standard
Set for Pregnancy and Childbirth as being clinically and globally applicable and feasible
in different childbearing populations.
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Person-reported outcome measures – support for development and validation
studies
The ICHOM Standard Set for Pregnancy and Childbirth contains several PROMs.
Although PROMs have been largely absent in maternity care evaluation (Mahmud et al.,
2014), recent evidence of increasing evaluation and adoption of PROMs (Sansoni, 2016;
Williams et al., 2016), coupled with a rising trend towards value-based activities (EIU,
2016; Woolcock, 2019; WEF, 2017), signals a global move towards value-based
healthcare, and supports the need for validated PROMs in maternity care. Although the
narrative review outlined in Chapter 3 only reviewed PROMs included in the ICHOM
Standard Set, the availability of maternity specific PROMs was found to be a neglected
area in need of attention. For example, despite the significant impacts of childbearing on
women’s health and wellbeing, no measures were identified to measure the health-related
quality of life specific to childbearing women. Similarly, while urinary incontinence was
found to be prevalent during the perinatal period, no measures were identified to account
for childbearing. Without robust PROM development studies in childbearing women,
content validity (relevant, comprehensive and comprehensible) cannot be determined.
Future studies are needed to address this gad in knowledge.
Findings generated from scoping activities conducted in Australia including a systematic
review (Williams et al., 2016), environmental scan (Thompson et al., 2016) and
stakeholder interviews (Williams & Thompson, 2018) indicate increasing national
attention in PROM use as a strategy to improve outcome measurement. Despite such
interest and investment (Australian Tenders, 2019; New South Wales Government, 2019;
Queensland Health, 2019; Victorian Agency for Health Information, 2020; Victorian State
Government, 2016), PROM awareness is variable, and development, collection and use
both patchy and inconsistent. Although there presents a strong and coherent rationale for
collecting PROMs in Australia (Williams et al., 2016) variation in outcome reporting and
measurement is of limited value (Williamson et al, 2017). As outlined in chapter 2,
standardisation using core outcome sets can maximise the potential of PROMs. The
findings of the body of work within this thesis aims to maximise the potential of PROMs
in maternity care.
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Standardisation – next step towards value-based maternity care
Although there are several advantages to using PROMs in clinical practice and clinical
effectiveness studies, standardisation is a critical next step in the move towards valuebased healthcare (Porter et al., 2016). Reflecting the value-based healthcare framework,
the Value in Healthcare Project outlines three key foundations of value-based care (WEF,
2017):
•

Systematic measurement of health outcomes that matter to patients and the costs
required to deliver those outcomes across the full cycle of care;

•

Tracking outcomes and costs for defined population segments on an ongoing
basis;

•

Developing customised interventions to improve value for each population
segment.

Standardised outcome measurement using the ICHOM Standard Set fully meet the aims
of key item 1, partially meets the aims of key item 2, and core outcome sets inform key
item 3, supporting the evaluation of both types of methodology within this thesis. Soaring
numbers of ICHOM Standard Set implementation initiatives signal increasing global
commitment to the ICHOM methodology, supporting consideration of the ICHOM
Standard Set for Pregnancy and Childbirth as a contemporary measure of value in
maternity care. In 2018, 650 hospitals and provider organisations around the world were
reported to have implemented ICHOM Standard Sets for several major health conditions
(WEF, 2018). Further, the OECD recently partnered with ICHOM in a multi-nation effort
to complement current health measures with PROMs. The subsequent endorsement of a
program of work which aims to embed PROMs and PREMs into clinical practice and
healthcare information systems has led to the development of the Patient-Reported
Indicators Survey (PaRIS) initiative (OECD, 2017). Though currently in development
with work planned to be completed in 2023, the initiative will enable international
benchmarking of patient reported indicators of health system performance (OECD, 2019).
The evaluation and refinement of the ICHOM Standard Set for Pregnancy and Childbirth
outlined within this thesis provides a validated set of measures to enable international
benchmarking of maternity care. Outcomes generated from the set will reveal how
maternity care contributes to women’s lives and inform the design of maternity services
and care provision to maximise maternal and neonatal health and well-being.
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Learning from others - comparison to general Standard Set implementation
studies
The potential of the Standard Set in practice can only be eventuated with widespread
implementation. Although the current study evaluated feasibility, the scope of the study
was limited. Despite increasing implementation of ICHOM Standard Sets in clinical
practice there is a surprising paucity of evidence to inform the comprehensive evaluation
of Standard Sets in practice. Findings to inform and compare feasibility is thus drawn
from implementation studies in the wider healthcare sector. As part of a value-based
healthcare initiative the CIC-Cancer Project evaluated health outcomes in Australia using
ICHOM datasets for breast, colorectal and lung cancer (https://www.ciccancer.com/).
Lessons learned during implementation are outlined in two comprehensive reports
(Continuous Improvement in Care Cancer, 2019; Saunders et al., 2019). Pertinent to the
current study, utility and translatability of the ICHOM sets in different cultural and
linguistic settings were identified as challenges as not all included PROMs were available
in translated and validated versions. Due to exclusion criteria this issue was not identified
in the current study but is an important factor in need of consideration for routine
implementation. Consistent with the current study, expertise in project management
practices and good governance was identified as vital for success (Saunders et al., 2019).
In the Netherlands, implementation of the ICHOM Standard Set for Cleft lip and Palate
(ICHOM, 2018) was evaluated at one health facility (Arora & Haj, 2016). Consistent with
the current study the primary method of data collection was email/email reminder using
LimeSurvey software to collect data from around 320 patients. Although data collection
also took place in clinic as a secondary and tertiary approach, a 90 percent response rate
was recorded using the email approach. Missing PROM data were due to incorrect or
absent email addresses and loss to follow-up at the final data collection point. This finding
is consistent with the current study and highlights the importance of: (1) implementing
strategies to support ongoing engagement and completion, and (2) the need to collect
different forms of contact details particularly for extended data collection. While the
current study used both email and text message to administer surveys, which did achieve
high response rates, it is not known which method, if any, was most preferred by women
and does warrant further investigation to inform broader implementation initiatives.
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Strategies to Embed Standard Sets
Despite evidence of increasing support for the measurement of outcomes and increasing
commitment to a value-based approach to care, standardisation of outcome measurement,
a critical component of value-based healthcare, has been shown to be only in the early
phase of adoption in Australia (Raymond, 2019; Woolcock, 2019). Further, the uptake of
value-based healthcare as a concept is in its infancy in Australia compared to other
countries which presents an opportunity to integrate systems, processes and resources to
maximise the potential of value-based healthcare. However, evidence of uncoordinated
and siloed efforts around the country indicates a potential lost opportunity which may
slow progress and stifle the potential that could be achieved.
Standard Sets offer methodology to inform value but must be robust. Although evidence
suggests overwhelming global support for the methodology with numerous
implementation projects, there appears little in the way of evaluation to support the
robustness of the Sets. In contrast the ICHOM Standard Set for Pregnancy and Childbirth
has undergone a comprehensive review including quality of development process,
psychometric evaluation and acceptability to childbearing women. The ICHOM Standard
Set for Pregnancy and Childbirth thus offers strong evidence to support a validated
measurement set to measure value in maternity care.
Findings support a future two-pronged approach to embed the Standard Set in routine
clinical practice. Future work is needed to:
1.

Development of a strategy to embed the ICHOM Standard Set for Pregnancy and

Childbirth into routine clinical practice as a measure of value in maternity care. The
strategy should encompass local, state and national implementation and evaluation plans.
2.

Develop a national coordinated strategy to maximise the potential of Standard

Sets to inform value-based healthcare including systems and processes to support valuebased funding models.
Encompassing the QMNC (Renfrew et al. (2014) and value-based healthcare Frameworks
(Porter & Teisberg, 2006), a process for value-based maternity care is proposed (Figure
10-1). As a universally embedded measure of maternity care, the ICHOM Standard Set
for Pregnancy and Childbirth informs value-based maternity care to optimise the health
of women, babies and communities (See Figure 10-1).
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Listen to
childbearing
women

Measure outcomes
that matter

Design highquality, valuebased maternity
services

Deliver quality
maternal and
newborn care ‘right care’

Healthy mothers,
babies, families,
communities

Figure 10-1 Value-based maternity care Process: (1) Childbearing women are central to
standard outcome set development process; (2) systematic and rigorous measurement of
outcomes that matter to women and other stakeholders, capturing outcomes over the full
perinatal period; (3) outcome data supplements existing maternity measures and used to
design maternity services and interventions that are high-value and ‘fit for purpose’ to
meet the specific needs of individual population segments of childbearing women; (4)
outcome data are used to address unwarranted variation and deliver high quality maternity
care to all women and newborns (right care, right place, right time, right carer); (5) Goal:
maximise the health benefits of maternity care to achieve optimal broad population health
outcomes.
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Limitations
Although this body of work offers evidence and recommendations to support the ICHOM
Standard Set for Pregnancy and Childbirth in clinical practice, findings must be
interpreted within the context of some limitations. The study sample was homogenous
being recruited from one Australian publicly funded, tertiary hospital. As sample size was
conducted to meet broader study aims, the collective findings must be interpreted in the
context of a pilot study. Although several strategies were employed to minimise the
effects of sampling bias including consecutive sampling and a comparison to national
data and local data (refer to Table 5-1) findings cannot be considered generalisable, and
future work should concentrate on repeating the study on larger and more diverse
samples.
Due to resource limitations, women from culturally and linguistically diverse (CALD)
backgrounds who could not converse in English were excluded from the current study
representing a major limitation to the generalisability of the findings. Pregnant women
from CALD backgrounds may have unique needs and experiences (DOH, 2019).
Exclusion of these populations contributes to health inequalities for migrant groups
(Woodward-Kron et al., 2016). To measure value in maternity care, the care, outcomes
and experiences of all women and segments of society must be evaluated. Future research
is needed to address this gap in knowledge. To do this the included PROMs and PREMs
must be available as translated versions and demonstrated to be psychometrically robust
in the population of interest. This was not evaluated during the current study but is an
important consideration requiring additional work for those instruments not previously
translated if the ICHOM Standard Set is to be implemented in routine practice.
A further limitation is related to feasibility of the ICHOM set which was limited to
acceptability to childbearing women using quantitative data. Due to resource limitations,
evaluation of feasibility in terms of applicability, implementation and associated costs,
and implementation experiences of women, clinicians and administrative staff were not
evaluated. Findings from a mixed methods feasibility study that evaluated the
implementation of a Standard Set for hip and knee osteoarthritis in an Australian health
care setting, highlighted important considerations including costs implications and
implementation issues across all stakeholder groups (Ackerman et al., 2018). Further, the
relevance and importance of the outcomes included in the Set, in terms of applicability to
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women, clinicians, researchers, and other stakeholders were not evaluated. To fully
inform the feasibility of the ICHOM Standard Set for Pregnancy and Childbirth, future
evaluation using mixed method approach similar to Ackerman and colleagues (2018) and
Laureij and colleagues (2020) is recommended.
Lastly, determining value requires the measurement of outcomes and costs. The program
of work contained in this thesis has focused on the validation of a Standard Set for
Pregnancy and Childbirth to measure health outcomes. The measurement of costs fell
outside the scope of this thesis and thus were not considered or evaluated. Future research
is recommended to address this gap in evidence.

Conclusions and Recommendations
In 2018 almost 300,000 women gave birth in Australia, and almost all women received at
least some maternity care (AIHW, 2020). Wide variation in service care and outcomes
outlined in Chapter 1 indicated both overuse and underuse of healthcare resources and
demonstrates some women are receiving poor- quality and poor-value care. Unwarranted
variation indicates signifies an opportunity for quality improvement. Value based
healthcare is a strategy that can support health equity (Verhoeven et al., 2020).
Despite significant investment in maternity health care measurement in Australia, no
routinely collected PROMs were in place to assess the actual impact of the maternity care
being provided on women’s health and wellbeing. Clinical effectiveness and the value of
maternity care therefore cannot be determined. Core outcome sets and Standard Sets that
have been developed and refined using robust methods can facilitate consistent
measurement of outcomes to support value-based healthcare.
The findings of this body of work offer preliminary evidence to inform the validity,
reliability and feasibility of the ICHOM Standard Set for Pregnancy and Childbirth to
measure value in maternity care. Conclusions are drawn in two key areas: (1) the ICHOM
Standard Set to measure health outcomes, and (2) core outcome sets to inform evidencebased

practice,

both

core

components

of

value-based

healthcare.

Several

recommendations are made relating to research, practice and education. Finally,
recommendations are made to harness national opportunities to maximise the potential of
the Standard Set to inform value-based maternity care.
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ICHOM STANDARD SET FOR PREGNANCY AND CHILDBIRTH
Universal implementation of the Standard Set in routine clinical practice
The revised ICHOM Standard Set for Pregnancy and Childbirth is a robust
measure of value in maternity care that is acceptable to women. Universal adoption of the
set into routine clinical practice is recommended to supplement existing measures to
inform value-based healthcare, drive quality improvement and facilitate national and
international benchmarking and shared learning. Further, with future work focused on
cost evaluation, the Standard Set can be utilised to inform value-based funding models.
ICHOM to consider current findings
The ICHOM Standard Set for Pregnancy and Childbirth included PROMs that
were not previously validated for use in childbearing women. The ICHOM working party
acknowledged the need for validation and refinement of PROMs via pilot implementation
work. A steering committee has been assembled to guide the continued maintenance and
refinement of the set based on the work of early adopters (Nijagal et al., 2018). The
findings and recommendations outlined within this thesis will be shared with the ICHOM
steering committee with a recommendation to consider revision of the Standard Set.
Research recommendations (Early phase projects)
Evaluation of the Standard Set to 12-months postpartum
The impact of maternity care of health outcomes may not become evident until
after the final 6-month data collection time-point. Although Nijagal and colleagues (2018)
acknowledged the need to evaluate long-term health outcomes related to maternity care,
measurement beyond routine care was considered challenging. The impact of health
outcomes such as incontinence and poor psychological distress are significant and the
true value of maternity care cannot be determined without long-term evaluation. Future
feasibility studies should evaluate the inclusion of an extra collection point at the
conclusion of the perinatal period at twelve months postpartum.
Extend evaluation of feasibility to inform broad-scale implementation
Feasibility of implementing the ICHOM set into clinical practice should be fully
evaluated to inform broader implementation. A mixed-methods approach could evaluate
implementation costs, barriers, enablers, and experiences of women, health care
professionals and administrators. Feasibility of implementation in routine practice in
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public and private pilot sites, like Ackerman et al., (2018) would maximise the findings
within a broader healthcare context. Implementation and ongoing data collection require
a dedicated project manager. The current study experienced several iterations and
continuous problem solving before arriving at a sufficiently streamlined outcome data
capture model which is consistent with others (Arora et al., 2017). Further, success is
influenced by the dedication and commitment of project managers as evidenced by the
high response rate in the current study and completeness of data in Ackerman’s (2018)
study.
Evaluate outcomes and costs
The measurement of outcomes and collection of data to inform cost-benefit
analyses are a critical component for the adoption of value-based maternity care. The best
approach to quantify cost in the value-based healthcare equation in the context of
maternity care must be determined. In order to facilitate measurement of costs, the CIC
Cancer project incorporated the EQ-5D into the survey (Saunders et al., 2019) and used
quality-adjusted life years (QALYs) to facilitate comparison of the benefit and costs of
health care programs and interventions in cost-utility analysis (Saunders et al., 2019).
Items within the PROMIS Global Short Form included in the ICHOM set can be used to
predict a EuroQol (EQ-5D) score (Revicki et al., 2009) and has been evaluated to estimate
a Health Utility Index (HUI) (Hays et al., 2016). Future research is needed to evaluate the
potential of the PROMIS items in terms of EQ-5D and HUI to inform value-based
maternity care.
Evaluate the use of Standard Sets to reduce unwarranted variation
The potential of Standard Sets in maternity care are not fully understood. There is
a need to evaluate how Standard Sets can best be utilised to address unwarranted variation
in maternity care. This includes identifying processes to support investment in high-value,
high quality services and care practices and the disinvestment of low-value services
including interventions and treatments.
CORE OUTCOME SETS
Outcomes in core outcome sets have been developed using robust methods
Value-based maternity care encompasses evidence-based practice. Widespread
variation in outcomes reported in maternity-related clinical trials (presented in Chapter 2)
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threatens the ability of data to inform value-based maternity care. The use of core outcome
sets in clinical effectiveness trials has the potential to maximise data synthesise.
Outcomes identified in most core outcome set development projects have been developed
using robust methods and should be utilised. However, lack of work beyond outcome
generation renders most sets insufficient to truly maximise the potential of the
methodology.
Research recommendations – core outcome set methodology
Extend the core outcome set development process
Unlike Standard Sets that include standardised outcomes, case-definitions,
measures and timepoints for data collection, core outcome set methodology concludes
with outcome generation (what to measure). Additional work is required to standardise
measurement tools (how to measure) and time-points (when to measure). Findings from
the systematic review (Chapter 2) found few projects have extended this work which
threatens uptake of the set in practice. Further, lack of standardisation beyond outcome
generation will likely result in ongoing variation and research wastage. Extending the
core outcome set development process to encompass step 5 (see Figure 2-1) (Williamson
et al., 2017), consistent with Standard Set methodology, would address this issue, and is
recommended.
Attention needed to harmonise outcomes between similar core outcome sets
Despite slower adoption of core outcome set methodology in maternity care
compared to other specialties (Chapter 2), rapid development in the last three years
signifies increasing commitment to the methodology. However, significant overlap of
outcomes between similar core outcome sets was reported in this thesis which threatens
the potential of the methodology. Without harmonisation of outcomes, case-definitions
and measures between sets, variation and research wastage will likely continue. The
infancy of the methodology in relation to maternity care, with a lack of work extending
beyond outcome generation presents an opportunity to maximise the potential of core
outcome sets to inform clinical effectiveness studies within maternity care. Concerted
efforts from COMET, CROWN and COSMIN are recommended to ensure due
consideration is given to this process.
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Development of standards for systematic reviews of core outcome set
The Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic reviews and Meta-Analyses
(PRISMA) statement includes information regarding registration (Liberati et al., 2009;
Moher et al., 2009). Although prospective registration of systematic reviews promotes
transparency, helps reduce the potential for bias and serves to avoid unintended
duplication of reviews (Page et al., 2018), the registration of systematic reviews related
to core outcome sets fall outside the scope of most registers. None of the previous
systematic reviews of core outcome sets have previously been registered. Despite
registering the systematic review reported in Chapter 2 with COMET, recent events have
identified possible overlap with other systematic reviewers in the area of core outcome
sets related to women’s health (COMET, personal communication). It is recommended
that adherence to PRISMA standards and registration with the COMET Initiative becomes
a requirement similar to other reviews. COMET have been informed and do plan to take
steps to support and encourage registration of reviews in the future (personal
communication).
Development of core outcome sets to address gaps
As an emerging methodology there presents an opportunity to identify and address
gaps in core outcome set development specific to maternal and neonatal care. Core
outcome set developers are encouraged to use the findings presented in Chapter 2 to
identify areas in need of development. This might include the development of a core
outcome set of outcomes for research and clinical practice relating to the care and
outcomes deemed important to First Peoples women.
Development of maternity specific person-reported outcome measures
PROMs are central to the measurement of value in maternity care but must be
valid and reliable in childbearing women. The findings of a narrative review presented in
Chapter 3 demonstrated a significant lack of maternity specific outcome measures that
generally lacked adequate construct validity, even when developed with childbearing
women. The findings of several subsequent psychometric analysis studies (Chapters 5
through to 8) confirmed that without refinement, most tools are not robust measures of
the construct of interest. With increasing reliance on PROMs to inform value, there
presents an opportunity to develop maternity specific PROMs, which might include
health-related quality of life, incontinence and social support measures. Development and
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evaluation of new PROMs guided by COSMIN standards, terminology and reporting will
facilitate evaluation and comparison in childbearing populations.
Education recommendations
Develop appropriate training and education
To maximise the potential of the Standard Set in practice, education and training
is recommended in the following areas:
Childbearing women: Development of resources which convey the benefits of routine
standardised outcome measurement as a component of a value-based healthcare system
to encourage participation and ongoing engagement with data collection.
Health care professionals: Education and training to: (1) develop skills required to
measure, interpret and discuss outcomes with women, (2) understand and communicate
unwarranted variation in healthcare, (3) develop skills to translate and implement
evidence-based practice.
System-wide: Service-users and providers, at every level of the health service require
education in the concept of value-based healthcare and standardised outcome
measurement.
Practice recommendations
Use standardised outcome data to drive quality improvement
Woman-clinician interaction: Use real-time PROM data to facilitate ongoing dialogue
with women to support informed decision-making.
Clinician reflection: Use PROM data aggregated at the clinician level to support
reflection on practice, and identification of personal strengths, and weaknesses to support
role development and education needs.
Inform policy: Utilise data generated at the local, state and national level to identify areas
of need to drive quality improvement.
Harness national and international opportunities
Explore opportunities with early-adopters of value-based healthcare
There are already some early adopters of value-based healthcare in Australia
which presents an opportunity to learn and collaborate with others to implement the
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ICHOM Standard Set for Pregnancy and Childbirth. The Leading Better Value Care
initiative in New South Wales is rigorously measuring and evaluating the impact of care
on outcomes in 13 priority health areas (NSW Government, 2019) and lessons learned
during implementation have been reported (Koff & Lyons, 2020). Exploring such
opportunities to maximise the success of implementation in practice is recommended.
Explore opportunities with the Clinical Quality Registry
Development of a quality register for childbearing women, similar to disease
registries could be used to track clinical care and outcomes for segments of childbearing
women similar to those of the National Core Maternity Indicators. Clinical quality
registries collect longitudinal health outcome data for a population segment and generate
risk-adjusted reports on the appropriateness and effectiveness of healthcare. Although
development of a Clinical Quality Registry (CQR) has been in progress since 2016, with
a prioritised list of clinical domains including maternity care (ACSQHC, 2016), maternity
care was rated low as a priority area. With a national strategy to maximise the potential
of CQRs currently under consultation (National CQR Strategy Consultation Report,
2019), there presents an opportunity to progress work to embed the maternity Standard
Set as a national measure of value in maternity care.
Involvement in state and national health system policy
The potential of value-based maternity care can only be realised with national and
global system-wide application. Increasing the number of childbearing women with
standardised outcome data, strengthens insights about what drives unwarranted variation
and what interventions and models of maternity care work best with which groups of
women (patient-segments). Maximising the potential of the Standard Set to drive quality
in maternity care thus requires a broader perspective and consideration of policy
extending beyond maternity care alone. Harnessing the current value-based healthcare
agenda as an opportunity to be involved in informing policy to strengthen and enable a
value-based health system is recommended.
The findings of an international assessment of Australia’s alignment with value-based
healthcare (Economist Intelligence Unit, 2016), and scoping activities conducted in
Australia (Thompson et al., 2016; Williams et al., 2016; Williams & Thompson, 2018)
should be used to identify gaps in system level needs to support a value-based health
system. The four-phase roadmap for system transformation outlined by the World
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Economic Forum (2017) which includes internal performance improvement, system
learning and performance improvement, transparency and value competition and
continuous improvement, should be considered to guide national implementation.
Identified enablers that can accelerate the alignment of a value-based system including
informatics benchmarking, research and tools, payments and delivery orgnaisations
(World Economic Forum, 2017) should be early considerations.
Explore commercial opportunities to support local pilot implementation
Success of the Standard Set in real-world clinical practice is dependent on the
ability to administer and collect outcome data, link with other outcome data sources, and
analyse and feed-back data in real-time to clinicians. One of the most critical enablers of
a value-based health system is a comprehensive informatics infrastructure (WEF, 2017).
Exploring local commercial IT solution opportunities to support early implementation
work may be a mutually beneficial initiative and is recommended.
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